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EU-project AEROJET:
Non-intrusive measurements of aircraft engine exhaust emissions
K. Schafer1, J, Heland1, R. Burrows2, M. Bernard3, G. Bishop4, E. Lindermeir5, D. H. Lister6,
P. Wiesen7, M. Hilton8
^hG-IFU: Fraunhofer-Institut fur Atmospharische Umweltforschung, Kreuzeckbahnstral3e 19,
D-82467 Garmisch-Partenkirchen, F.R.G.
2RR: Rolls-Royce, Engine Support Laboratory, U.K.
3AUXITROL: Auxitrol, S.A., Aerospace Equipment Division, France
4BAe: British Aerospace, Sowerby Research Centre, U.K.
5DLR: Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., Institut fur Optoelektronik,
F.R.G.
6DRA: Defence and Research Agency, Propulsion and Development Department, U.K.
7BUGHW: Bergische Universitat-Gesamthochschule Wuppertal, FB 9/Physikalische Chemie,
F.R.G.
8U. Reading: University of Reading, Department of Physics, U.K.

1. Objectives
The environmental impact of air traffic and economical aspects require aircraft engines to be
developed which have reduced trace gas emissions and, at the same time, increased efficiency.
Each new engine developed must be shown to meet the environmental requirements laid down
by regulatory bodies [1], and exhaust gas measurements which accompany all stages of engine
development are an essential part of this development process. Non-intrusive measurements are
the method of choice within the AEROJET project [2] promising to avoid the disadvantages of
the gas sampling techniques which are currently used.
'-------------------------- -—
In addition to offering the capabilities of conventional gas species determination systems, the
proposed optical techniques will demonstrate the following benefits
(a) lower operational costs, easier handling and versatility provide for early characterisation of
engine emissions including design alerts,
(b) improve and expand the database of engine emissions,
(c) avoid the costly design and manufacture of extractive sampling rakes,
(d) exclude chemical changes which may occur within the probe extraction system before
reaching the analytical equipment,
(e) avoid the need to demonstrate the representativeness of rake samples, and
(f) reduce the risks of engine damage during measurement.
„ r?
Different ground based non-intrusive measurement methods vafebe demonstrated during a final
\ Revaluation phase. Several non-intrusive techniques will be^compared with conventional gas
^sampling and analysis techniques.
eJ<L
F^The main goal of the AEROJET programme is to demonstrate the equivalence of remote
rfieasurement Techniques to conventional extractive methodsTor both gaseous and particulate
demonstrator measurement system for exhaust gases, temperature rand particulates including
data-analysis softwareregarded as result of this project.

^re
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2. Experimental
The consortium of partners already has experience in determining compounds and temperature of
exhaust gases by non-intrusive spectroscopic measurement techniques. New solutions shall be
found for cost-effectiveness (narrow-band spectroscopy) and particulate mezisurements.
Spectrally high resolved measurements by FTIR provide spectroscopic inputs for those tasks.
The impact of the severe acoustical load typical for the test rig environment on these optical
methods has to be investigated and possibly to be reduced by measures at the test bed as well as
within the measurement systems.
The effectiveness of each of the non-intrusive techniques developed would then be demonstrated
experimentally and the results of measurements validated by comparing the results with those
from conventional measurements carried out by DRA. For this purpose DRA will map the
exhaust of a typical gas turbine engine for at least 2 power settings inch the idle and a maximum
continuous thrust level with respect to C02, CO, UHC, NOx, and smoke.

2.1 FTIR Techniques
Both the FTIR emission and absorption technique will be used for jet engine test rig
measurements and will be investigated with regard to their ability to quantify different species in
the exhaust.
The engine exhaust gases have strong characteristic infrared active transition bands for which the
FTIR technique has the ability to monitor remotely all the components simultaneously. The
possibility of making measurements of C02, CO, H20, NO, N02, NOy, SOx, and UHC shall be
investigated by DLR, BAe, U. Reading, and FhG-IFU with different FTIR spectrometers. The
application of FTIR absorption spectroscopy includes the use of an open long-path absorption
cell (multi path reflection) in order to increase the sensitivity for the detection of certain species
such as NO and N02. A long-path White mirror system will be designed by BUGHW and
installed in a ground level test rig at DRA.
Data calibration for each instrument with a known amount of gases in a heatable cell is
performed during the measurement. The cell is being supplied by DLR with the necessary
technical descriptions for the adaptation of each instrument. Each partner involved is responsible
for the optical adaptation of their instrument to the cell. Help will be provided by BUG HW.
The partners involved use a variety of retrieval methods to obtain the results from the measured
spectra. Within the project these retrieval techniques will be further developed to match the given
application and later be evaluated by comparing the data with those obtained by conventional
techniques.

2.2 High-Temperature Spectroscopic Data Base, Laboratory Work
The state-of-the-art knowledge of C02, H20, and CO at high temperatures is in the HITEMP
line-by-line database which, after its final release to the public, will be an extension of the wellknown molecular HITRAN database [3] for higher temperatures.
Two problems are associated with the spectra under the given conditions: firstly the high
temperature causes a very high spectral line density and secondly the high air pressure causes the*
spectral structure to be smeared out and thus the spectral information to be reduced. Thus, lineby-line calculations often fail when applied to 1000 mbar total air pressure at high temperature.
Very often spectroscopic parameters are obtained at much lower total pressures and thus have to
be extrapolated. In order to obtain reliable emission indices from the observed spectra, it will be
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necessary to carry out new laboratory measurements under the required conditions. In case where
isolated lines cannot be observed under the given conditions, absorption cross sections as a
function of temperature and gas pressure will be given.
The main objective of the laboratory work at DLR is to provide a molecular database for the
species NO, N02, H20, CO, C02 in order to determine the concentrations from measured engine
exhaust spectra with high accuracy. Absorption spectra of the individual gases will be recorded
with a commercial high resolution Fourier-Transfbrm-Spectrometer. An adequate number of
spectra will be obtained to cover the temperature range 300-800 K. If mostly isolated lines are
observed, the following line parameters will be evaluated: line position, line strength, pressure
broadening parameters as a function of temperature. In case of broad band absorptions,
absorption cross sections will be retrieved.

2.3 Narrow-Band Spectroscopy
The narrow-band spectroscopy is innovative in that it measures energies in pre-determined,
narrow bands (of about 5-10 nm) and bases its measurement on relative variations of amplitude
lines in specific wavelengths within these narrow bands. The use of a simple static scattering
element and a suitable number of detectors, largely simplifies the measurement which makes it
suitable for application on an industrial scale due to reduced cost and signal processing. The
absence of moving parts makes the technique particularly attractive to future airborne
applications. Furthermore, as in each narrow band ("band head") there are a number of amplitude
lines, the method allows for the direct measurement of concentration (and temperature) in several
sections along the optical line-of-sight. Most available optical techniques require several
measurements followed by data analysis based on simplified theoretical models to deduce
discrete concentrations.
The new product which will emanate from this research at AUXITROL is a proof-of-concept
technology demonstrator of an optical gas analyser using narrow-band (or "band head") analysis.
The demonstrator device will measure C02 concentration in a specific aero-engine exhaust gas
configuration chosen for this programme. A process derived from this technique allows particle
size determination thus opening the scope for other new products. The principle can also be
applied to remote detection of temperature and super critical water vapour (icing conditions)
which AUXITROL is exploring. The possibility also exists of measuring temperature using this
technique, resulting in the possibility of a combined temperature/concentration technique.

2.4 Remote Particulate Measurements
Particulate size and number density measurement by light scattering measurements have been
used for about 100 years. Smoke measurements using light obscuration instruments have been
developed over the past 25 years and some correlation with filter stain measurements has been
empirically determined. The application of optical techniques in high noise, high vibration
environments with large temperature gradients and turbulent flows represents a considerable
degree of innovation.
The broad band, highly spectral resolved FTIR measurements will be analysed for information
about optical parameters of particulate matter.
The remote particulate measurement techniques will be studied at RR, a suitable technique will
be selected, and the results compared with those from the stained filter reflectance technique
currently specified for engine certification. Comparison may be made with size distributions of
extracted samples, and it is hoped that a correlation can be developed between the different
smoke parameters.
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3. Working Plan
The project started in May 1996 and will be running for two years.
During an initial phase for planning the experiments and the fabrication of the mirror system the
partners will start to adapt their instruments and software to the special measurements made in
AEROJET. The systems will then be installed and tested together with the mirror arrangement. A
check of the assembly will be carried out during test measurements. After some modifications
the final demonstration measurements will be made in month 17 of the project. Parallel to the
experimental work with the engines the measurements of high temperature spectral data and the
development of the retrieval techniques will be carried out.
The experimental tests will take place on the Glen Test bed at DRA Pyestock, Famborough, UK,
which is a sea level test facility allowing excellent access to the engine exhaust for both intrusive
and non-intrusive measurements.
After the measurements comparisons will be made between the raw and calibrated data gathered
by all partners. These include the FTIR emission and absorption mode with the multi-path
reflection compartment, the conventional passive emission mode, the narrow-band spectroscopic
data and the particulate measurements. This will enable conclusions to be drawn concerning the
performance of the instruments, the accuracy of calibration techniques, and the retrieval
algorithms used. Finally the technique with the most potential can be selected.
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AIRFORCE: AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS AND RADIATIVE FORCING
FROM EMISSIONS
E.W. Meijer1, J.P. Beck12, 3H. Kelder1, J. Lelieveld3 ,B.A. Scheeren3,
G.J.M. Velders2, P.FJ. van Velthoven1, W.M.F. Wauben1

Abstract. The Dutch AIRFORCE project focuses on the effects of subsonic aircraft emissions on the
chemical composition of the atmosphere and subsequent radiative forcing. It includes measurements in
the tropopause region and the modelling of exhaust plumes and large-scale effects. An aircraft exhaust
plume model has been developed to study plume processes. The results of the plume model are used in
the global transport chemistry model CTMK to determine large-scale effects of plume processes. Due to
the efficient conversion of NO, into HNO. inside aircraft exhaust plumes, a decrease of about 25% of the
03 perturbation was found in the NAFC at 200 hPa in July. Measurements of hydrocarbons revealed a
dominant role of the anthropogenic continental emissions of light hydrocarbons in the tropopause region.

1. INTRODUCTION
The AERONOX project [1] predicted a contribution of aircraft emissions of 20% to 70%,
depending on season, to the concentration of NOx in the North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC),
with a subsequent photochemically generated increase in ozone of 2-9%. The additional ozone
in the tropopause region enhances the greenhouse effect. The climate sensitivity to changes in
ozone are larger in the tropopause region compared to other regions [7] [8].
However, intercomparison of global transport chemistry models revealed large
differences in background concentrations, due to the description of vertical transport.
Stratosphere-troposphere exchange determines to a large extent the budgets of trace gases in the
lower stratophere, deep convection influences strongly the perturbations in the flight corridors
through vertical redistribution of the emissions.
Although, the AERONOX project included studies of the effects of aircraft exhaust
plumes (SP2), the effects in the dispersion regime have not been studied. Moreover, the
chemical conversion of NOx into other nitrogen oxides in the aircraft exhaust plumes affects the
effective emissions of aircraft pollutants at large scales. The role of plume processes are not
integrated in modelling efforts on a global scale, yet.
In the AIRFORCE project an effort is made to integrate measurements and modelling on
both plume-scale and global scale. Three measuring campaings will be conducted in the period
1995-1997 in the North Atlantic Region. Our global chemistry transport models MOGUNTIA
[20], with monthly-mean meteorological data, used for fast scenario calculations, and CTMK
with 6-hourIy meteorology data for detailed studies, will be validated with the results from the
measuring campaigns and the data from the projects STREAM and POLINAT, to which we
have access. Further, an aircraft exhaust plume model has been developed to study the plume
processes in the dispersion regime.
In this paper we present the current state of the project, according to the following
outline: In chapter 2 the plume model is described and some of the major results are presented.
In the next chapter the results of the plume model are used in the global chemistry transport
model CTMK, which is shortly described in the same chapter. The results are compared with
1 KNMI, Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, De Bilt, The Netherlands
2 RIVM, National Institute of Public Health and the Environment, Bilthoven, The
Netherlands
3 IMAU, Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands
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results with unmodified aircraft emissions. In chapter 4 some results of one of our measuring
campaigns are presented, followed by the conclusions in chapter 5.

2. Modelling of an aircraft exhaust plume.
An aircraft exhaust plume has been developed to calculate the conversions of nitrogen oxides in
the exhaust plumes of aircraft. The model focuses on the dispersion regime, since it has been
shown that conversions of NOx in the early jet and vortex phases are small [5] [6] [10]. The model
consists of a plume cross-section, subdivided in 10 elliptical rings, with an initial gaussian
concentration profile. Chemistry in each ring and exchange between neighbouring rings as well
as entrainment of ambient air is implemented. The mathematical description of this modelling
approach is decribed in detail by others [11][18]. The dispersion parameters are adopted from
Diirbeck and Gerz [4], with a horizontal diffusion constant of Dh = 20 m2/s and a vertical
diffusion constant of Dv = 0.15 m2/s. Initial dispersion coefficients are ok = 117 m and o = 83 m
at the start of the dispersion regime (t = 100 s). The chemistry mechanism is very similar to the
EMEP-scheme and was adapted for the free troposphere by Strand and Hov [16]. Heterogeneous
reactions of N205 on sulphate aerosol and ice particles have been added to the mechanism with
crude estimations for the surface areas, which will not be discussed here. The effect of these
heterogeneous reactions is small.
The main objective of our plume model is to translate NOx aircraft emissions in modified
emissions of several nitrogen compounds for usage in global chemistry transport models. For
this reason, the results will be presented as fractions of nitrogen oxides. Figure 1 she ws the time
evolution of the fraction of the major nitrogen oxides in January and July, at a latitude of 50° N
and an altitude of 10 km, which can regarded as a representative for the NAFC. The emissions
took place at midday. In July, the conversion of NOx into other nitrogen oxides is very efficient,
whereas the the conversion ratio in January is much smaller. In July, the main contributor to NOy
is HN03, in January N2Os. Series of plume simulations have been performed by varying latitude,
altitude and season. In figure 2 the fractions of NOx, remaining after 48 hours are represented for
all latitudes at altitudes from 5 to 12 km for July. The patterns reveal the dominant roles of
temperature and photolytical activity.

----- NOx

----- NOy

Figure 1. The time evolution of the fractions nitrogen oxides in an aircraft exhaust plume at 10
km altitude and 50° N in January (left) and July (right).
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Fraction NOx in July
12

Figure 2. The fraction NOx after 48 hours in an aircraft exhaust plume in July for altitudes 5-12
km and all latitudes.
3. Global modelling with modified aircraft emissions.
Neglecting plume-effects in global models will generally overestimate the ozone production due
to aircraft emissions. To account for plume-effects in modelling for the global scale, the results
of our plume model are used to modify the aircraft emission in global model calculations. The
model used here, is the Chemistry Transport Model KNMI (CTMK) and is a three dimensional
model [19]. CTMK calculates the horizontal and vertical transport of tracers on the basis of 6hourly output from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
model [17]. The chemistry scheme in CTMK contains the daytime chemistry of 13 trace gases
with photolytical and anorganic reactions of NO,, 03, HOx, CO and it contains methane
oxidation. Nightime chemistry consists of an off-line parameterized heterogeneous reaction,
which converts N02 and 03 into HN03. This parametrization is based on the work of Dentener
and Crutzen [3]. CTMK has 15 sigma-levels up to 10 hPa and has a horizontal resolution of 4° in
longitude and 5° in latitude. However, the first preliminary runs have been performed with a
lower resolution of 8° in longitude and 10° in latitude.
First, a reference run with the unmodified NO, aircraft emissions from the ANCAT
database has been made, followed by a run with modified emissions, based on the results of the
plume calculations. Figure 3 shows 03 perturbation due to modified aircraft emissions at 200
hPa for July. The ozone perturbations in the NAFC vary from 2 to 3 ppbv, the NO, perturbations
are 20-70 pptv. Figure 4 shows the plume-correction to the ozone-perturbation (the difference
between the run with unmodified emissions and modified emissions) at 200 hPa for July. The
concentration of ozone decreased 0.6-0.8 ppbv (25%), due to the incorporation of plume
processes. The plume-corrections to the NO, perturbations cause an decrease of around 20%, the
HN03 concentrations increased about 10%.

4. Hydrocarbon measurements form AIRFORCE 1995
The AIRFORCE project also involves three measuring campaigns in the period 1995-1997
performed with a twinjet Citation aircraft. The flights are conducted from Amsterdam airport
into the North Atlantic region. The main objective is to study the role of synoptic disturbances in
the vertical redistribution of the natural en anthropogenic ozone and its chemical precursors, in
particular in the tropopause region. As an example, the results of hydrocarbon measurements
during the AIRFORCE 1995 campaign aircraft are presented.
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perturbation of 03 at 200 hPa (ppbv)

Figure 3. The ozone perturbation due to aircraft emissions at 200 hPa in July

plume-correction to 03 at 200 hPa (ppbv)

Figure 4. The plume-correction to the ozone perturbation at 200 hPa in July. The modified
aircraft emissions cause a 25% less ozone perturbation.
In total 21 whole air samples have been collected in stainless steel canisters between 6
and 12.5 km altitude over the North sea area on board a Cessna Citation on November the 27th
and December the 3th. Results are presented of ethane, acetylene, the sum of acetylene +
propane + n-butane + i-butane + n-pentane +i -pentane (sum of C2 - C5) and tetrachloroetylene
(C,C14) which all have strong anthropogenic sources in the continental boundary layer [2] [9].
The results are discussed in more detail by Scheeren et al. [13]. Ethane is a major constituent
among the light hydrocarbons species that can be measured in aircraft exhaust [15].
Tetrachloroetylene is recognized as a sensitive boundary layer tracer for urban/industrial
pollution since its sources are only anthropogenic [14]. A good correlation between C,C14 and
ethane and other light hydrocarbons suggests that they have similar anthropogenic sources
[2][14], A poor correlation with C2C14 indicates the influence of other sources like natural gas
losses or emissions from soils and vegetation [12] or possibly subsonic aircraft exhaust at cruise
altitudes. Our results show a high correlation of ethane with acetylene, the sum of C2 - C5 and the
urban tracer C2C14.
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AIRFORCE Nov. / Dec. 1995
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n-butane + i-butane + n-pentane + i-pentane

Figure 5. The average vertical profiles of ozone (ppbv), ethane and the sum of measured light
hydrocarbons (pptv). The light hydrocarbons show a significant anti-correlation with ozone. The
increase of light hydrocarbons and subsequent decrease of ozone at the highest flight altitudes
are caused by variations of the tropopause heights.

5. Conclusions
The new developed plume model enables the modification of aircraft emissions for global
models to account for plume effects. Preliminary calculations with CTMK show 03
perturbations of 2-3 ppbv at 200 hPa for July, which is about 25% less compared with the results
of calculations with unmodified aricraft emissions. The perturbations of NOx decreased about
20%, the perurbation of HN03 increased about 10%. The high conversion rates of NOx to HN03
inside the emission plumes of aircraft in summer conditions cause a significant diminishment of
the perturbations of aircraft pollutants and ozone at a global scale.
During the AIRFORCE 1995 campaign different light hydrocarbons were measured.
Our results show a high correlation of ethane with acetylene, the sum of C2 - C5 and the urban
tracer C,C14 which emphasizes the role of anthropogenic continental pollution as the major
source of light hydrocarbons in the tropopause region at the conditions during AIRFORCE.
The uncertainty of the light hydrocarbons data is in the order of 20%. The C2C14 data have a precision in the order
of 10% but the concentrations are not absolute and have to be considered as preliminary.
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Optimal flight altitude and flight routes
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Abstract
A flight routing method is presented. In additon to conventional minimisation of travel
time and/or fuel consumption it also takes into account the environmental impact of the
aircraft emissions on the climate system. In the process the ECHAM general circulation
model is used to trace the pollutants after release, estimate their potential to cause
damage and to weight this environmental relative to the economical aspect. Some case
studies are presented for an Airbus A340 in the North Atlantic flight corridor.

1.

Introduction

The total amount of emissions from aircraft engines is small compared to those from an
thropogenic surface sources. But this fact only holds for CO2 but not for other pollutants
like NO* and H2O because the location of their release in the upper atmosphere is a region
of complicated chemical and radiative equilibrium with only little background concentration
and long residance times. Furtheron the predicted growth of air traffic in the near future
makes the problem more urgent. Meanwhile there is a substantial knowledge about the dif
ferent aspects of aircraft exhausts like NOx (e. g. Schumann, 1995), ozone (e. g. Sausen et al.,
1996) and contrails (e. g. Ponater et al., 1996). This paper is no further studie about the
environmental consequences of airtraffic but it is our aim to put this knowledge to practical
use.
First of all the best method to avoid environmental damage is to avoid unecessary airtraffic.
Another way is to develope and use better aircraft engines with less fuel consumption and
emission indices. The method we will present in this paper is to do a better flight routing.
In addition to conventional minimisation of travel time and fuel consumption, it also takes
into account the environmental sensibility of the flight area to aircraft pollutants which
can be estimated by numerical climate models. Our method is of special practical interest
for the future because the development of the free flight concept and a better navigational
equipment of each aircraft makes it possible to apply it in routine flight managment.

2.

Method

The method is based on the assumption that only emissions that are found in the stratosphere
10 days after their release are harmful to the climate system. This is an important extension
to the common simple demand that the aircraft has to stay below the tropopause. The
starting point for a flight routing is the weather forecast of a numerical model, which will
provide wind, temperature humidity and other meteorological quantities. For our method
we give an additional quantity which measures the environmental sensitivity of a special
area and which we call the environmental penalty function. This quantity is computed as
follows.
At each point of the flight area a unit quantity of an emission is released. We use the climate
model ECHAM to follow the emission as it is transtorted and distributed in the atmosphere
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depending on the current weather situation. The numerical model ECHAM is the climate
version of the forecast model of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts.
It has been adopted for climate studies by the Meteorological Institut of the Univertity
of Hamburg and by the Max Planck Institute of Meteorology in Hamburg and has proven
to be suitable especially for tracer studies because of a sophisticated parameterisation of
transport by vertical and horizontal convektion and diffusion. A closer investigation of the
tracer behavour is given by Land (1994).
To find the optimal flight route S we have to ninimize the integral

J tt(s) ds .

(1)

s
In this equation tt = tt(s) is a penalty function. To weight economical (ec) and environmental
(en) aspects the penalty function will be composed out of two components:
7T — CXen7ren

~h OiecKec ,

(2)

aen and aec represent political weight factors. The economical and the environmental parts
are defined by
\vtas\

= /

7I"ec

(3)

Wg\

(4)

Ken

/ is fuel consumption per distance, vtas is true air speed and vG is the speed relativ to
ground. E/nox is the emission index. In the next section we will give an example for f and
/ E/nox- 9 is the environmental weight function:
/ cNOX(r)uj(r) dr
globe

/ Cxox(r) dr

(5)

globe

where x is the place of release. cnox(7) is the pollutant concentration at place f 10 days
after release at place x. The integration in equation (5) covers the global atmosphere. The
function lo implies our hypothesis, that only pollutants that are found in the stratosphere
10 days after release are harmful for the environment.

u(f)

1
0

,
,

if r is above the tropopause;
elsewhere.

(6)

We also tried some other dependencies for Lo(r) but this seems to be most reasonable for
a case stude. The tropopause is defined by the WMO thermal lapse rate criterion of a
-0.002 K/m threshold.
An normalization between the economical and the environmental part is necessary. Each
component is nomalised by the standard deviation along the great circle course. The great
circle will be the first guess in the numerical iteration in order to make (1) a minimum:
Ken
>

(Ten

7Tec
Kec = -----&ec.

7ren and irec will substitute nen and 7rec in Equation (2).
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Fig. 1 - Fuel consumption [10-4 kg/m] (left) and NOz-Emissions per unit distance [10-5 kg/m]
(right) of Airbus A340-300 ( 4 engines CFM56-5C2 ) at cruise ( TO-weight 220xlO3 kg ).

3.

Application

To demonstrate the outlined method a case study is performed. We choose a flight across
the North Atlantic from Frankfurt (FRA) to New York (JFK) with an Airbus A340-300.
The characteristics of the aircraft and of the weather situation are first shown. This leads
to a penalty function. The optimal course as a result of our special weight factors are then
calculated and the scores are compared.

3.1

Aircraft Characteritics

To determine the economical and the ecological part of the penalty function it is necessary
to calculate fuel consumption and NOz-emissions for the given aircraft/engine combination
and for the specific flight situation. These informations come from a special computer model
(Deidewig and Lecht, 1994). The engine emission correlation is based on a semi-empirical
method, which combines measured values at sea level static tests with a thermodynamic
engine performance model. The fuel consumption for an Airbus A340, that we chose for
our study, is shown in Figure 1 (left). The calculations are valid for a take-off weight of
220xl03 kg which is reasonable for the mission. The fuel characteristic recommends to go
as high and as fast as possible. The aircraft is designed for cruise at konstant machnumber
0.83, but we will assume a cruise speed at 0.8, which seems to be realistic. From looking
at fuel consumption and travel time only we can conclude that it is favourable to go high
and fast. Figure 1 (right) gives the NOz-emissions of the aircraft. We have a minimum at
flight level 350 and an overall NOz-structure, which makes it favorable to travel fast at hight
altitudes and slow at low altitudes.

3.2

Weather Situation

For our case studie a special weather situation is choosen. Figure 2 gives the seasurface
pressure and the height of the tropopause for this situation. The main feature is a strong
cyclone structure south of Greenland and an anticyclone over Europe. The tropopause
reflects this conditions and is of special interest because it appears in Equation (6). The
cyclone and the tropopause low are shiftet in phase to each other. A flight from FRA to JFK
will go across the cyclone. The weather situation was choosen because the penalty function
will reflect the low tropopause and the up-wind area of the cyclone.
The weather situation is the starting point for the tracer studies with the ECHAM climate
model and brings us to the ecological penalty function for the flight area.
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Fig. 3 - Penalty weight (xlOO) at flight level 330 [hPa] (left) and at latitude 52.6°N (right).

3.3

Penalty Function

Figure 3 gives us the penalty function for flight level 330 and a vertical profile of the penalty
function a latitude 52.6°N. We notice the high values in the area of the low tropopause. This
is also due to the upwind area of the cyclone. When staying on the same flight level the
penalty function varies by a factor of 2. This means that the flight distance can be twice
as long in order to end up with the same environmental score. Furthermore the vertical
profile (right) shows growing values when going west at konstant flight level. The maximum
corresponds to the cyclone and the minimum to the height. When the optimization is done
only with respect to this penalty function the result would be to go as low and as slow as
possible. This is opposite to the conclusions from aircraft characteristic. The optimization
process will bring both tendencies together according to the weightening factors.

3.4

Optimal Flight Routes

The optimization process is done only with respect to Equation (1). We do not pay any
attention to adminitrative constrains like flight routes, other aircrafts or restricted flight
areas. Figure 4 (left) shows the resulting flight routes when keeping the flight level fix
and doing the optimization only in the horizontal direction. The most northern course
corressponds to flight level 330. This course tries to circumvent the area of high penalty
values which belong to the upwind area of the cyclone. The optimal flight distance at flight
level 330 is 6758 km compared to 6189 km of the great circle distance. But the integral
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Fig. 4 - Optimal flight routes from FRA to JFK with respect to penalty function at fixed flight
level 230, 250, 270, ..., 410 (left) and an example hight profile with aen = 0.3 (right).

penalty score is 4.7 % less. We can conclude that the extra way would be favourable with
respect to environmental reasons only. Things are not so clear on the other flight levels.
In Figure 4 left the northern routes correspond to the higher flight levels 330 to 410. The
results for the lower flight levels 230 to 310 stay very close to the great circle. This shows
that environmental aspects are more important in the upper than in the lower flight levels.
In Figure 4 (right) an example height profile is presented for the same mission but now the
flight level is not fixed and the environmental factor is 0.3. A value of 0.0 would lead to an
ordinary step clime profile and a value of 1.0 would force the aircraft to stay at flight level
230 all the way. The value 0.3 gives a flight level of 350 and 370 for the first part of the way.
In the last part of the course the aircraft enters the cyclone area. Here the environmental
component forces the plane down to flight level 290. When it has passed the critical area
the aircraft is allowed to climb to flight level 390 for the last part of the way before reaching
JFK. Also this vertical profile does not seem good for practise it becomes clear what the
result of environmental aspects would be.
In Figure 5 it is shown how fuel consumption, NOx-emissions, environmental impact and
travel time change as the political weight factor aen (Equation 2) changes from one extrem
position (environmetal impact is of no importance, aen = 0.0) to the other extrem position
(environmental impact is of very high importance, aen = 1.0). As the environmental impact
goes down by 64 % the fuel consumption goes up by 20 %. At the same time the NOxemissions go up by 21 % and travel time will become longer by 6 % (about 25 minutes on
a flight from FRA to JFK). The most interesting part of the diagrams is the interval from
aen = 0.2 to aen = 0.6 where the main changes occur. Despite the higher fuel consumption
and NOx-emission for aen = 1.0 the environmental impact is lower because the pollutants
are released at a location, where they are less harmful.

4. Conclusions
In our principle study it is demonstrated that flight routes and flight levels can be opti
mized such that the effects of air traffic on the environment becomes minimal. An adequate
ecological penalty function was constructed. It is based on the simplified hypothesis that
emissions are harmful only if they are found in the stratosphere 10 days after release. In
order to take into account both environmental and economic aspects the ecological penalty
function and the economic penalty function are suitably normalized, weighted by “political”
factors, and summed to form the total penalty function. The optimal flight routes and flight
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Fig. 5 - Relative changes [%] of fuelconsumption (left, solid), environmental impact (left, dashed),
NOz-emissions (right, solid) and travel time (right, dashed) for a flight from FRA to JFK.

levels are then optained by minimizing the line integral over the total penalty function. This
procedure is applied in selected case studies. It has been shown that the environmental pol
lution, according to our criteria, may be clearly reduced without simultaneously increasing
the operating costs.
But anyhow it became clear that there are some critical points that demand attention before
this method is ready for practical use. Our assumption about the environmental impact of
aircraft pollutants are very crude while some other aspects like contrails are neglected. The
mormalisation problem and the political factors, which strongly influence the results, can
not solved and found by purely scientific methods. A more detailed version of this work is
available from Sausen et al. (1996).
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Remote gas analysis of aircraft exhausts using FTIR-emission-spectroscopy
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Abstract. FITR emission spectroscopy as a remote sensing multi-component analyzing technique was
investigated to determine the composition of aircraft exhausts at ground level. A multi-layer radiative
transfer interpretation software based on a line-by-line computer algorithm using the HITRAN data base
was developed. Measurements were carried out with different engine types to determine the traceable gas
species and their detection limits. Finally validation measurements were made to compare the results of
the system to those of conventional equipment.

1. Introduction
To predict the impact of today's and future air traffic global models are in need of precise
emission inventories. Currently these inventories map the total emissions based on flight data,
fuel consumption, and the emission indices of the most common airplane/aeroengine
combinations. The emission indices of the engines at different altitudes are obtained using
correlative calculations based on test bed measurements of the aircraft designers.
In this work FTIR-emission-spectroscopy as a remote sensing multi-component measurement
method for aircraft exhausts is investigated. Ground-based measurements were carried out with
different engine types and evaluated with a further developed line-by-line software which takes
an axial-symmetric, cylindrical layered plume for the retrieval into account. The detection limits
of several compounds were obtained considering a typical exhaust gas mixture for the
simulations and a measured background of an aircraft body. Validation measurements were made
with a propane gas burner at typical exhaust gas temperatures with CO and NO mixed into the
fuel to determine the overall accuracy of the system.

2. Experimental
The used K300 spectrometer is a mobile industrial double-pendulum Michelson-interferometer
working with unapodized spectral resolutions up to 0.06 cm'1 in a wavenumber range between
700 and 4000 cm"1, depending on the detector configuration. The diameter of the telescope is 15
cm with a divergence of 3 mrad. It has been used before in different measurement modes to
evaluate smoke stack emissions and ambient air measurements in different polluted areas that
have been reported elsewhere [1]. Most of the experiments were performed with an unapodized
resolution of 0.2 cm"1, which is near to the line width of the molecules under standard
atmospheric conditions. Typically 30-50 interferograms were co-added to obtain one spectrum of
the exhaust gas, corresponding to a measurement time of about 2 minutes including the time for
the data storage on a PC.
During all measurements the line of sight of the instrument was perpenticular to the exhaust
flow. The telescope was pointed from a distance of 20 to 60 m at several downstream positions
of the plume and adjusted to receive the maximum signal, which was then believed to be a
position in the center of the plume.
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3. Data analysis
To simulate the IR emissions from the background (aircraft body for ground-based
measurements) through the different hot layers of the exhaust plume and the foreground one has
to divide the optical path into discrete homogeneous layers m in which local thermodynamic
equilibrium can be assumed. In case of an optical thick gas (transmission: x = 0), the intensity of
the thermal radiation at the wavenumber a is that of a black-body at the same temperature, i.e.
the Planck function Bc(o,T). For a discrete path after the rath layer towards the detector the
radiative transfer equation becomes [2]
=Xmh,m-\

+ 0 -T

CO •

(!)

The heart of the line-by-line calculation of the transmission is the sum over all single transitions
of the species in a wavenumber interval Ac? to determine the monochromatic absorption
coefficient at a. Included are the line strengths and the line shape functions (Voigt
approximation by Matveev [3]). The necessary molecular parameters are taken from the
HITRAN data base [4] and converted to the actual values with respect to the populations of the
involved molecular states.
Since the emission spectra are calculated in absolute radiance units and the raw instrument
spectra are in relative intensity units, one has to convert these by a special calibration procedure.
The intruments intensity is a composition of the source intensity and the self-radiation of the
instrument and can be calibrated using two measured reference (black-body) spectra at different
temperatures with known intensities. In case of the K300 spectrometer the self-radiation in the
mid-infrared was found to have a black-body equivalent temperature of about 10°C. Thus,
comparing the resulting intensities to that of a 200°C black-body source, the self-radiation term
is about 2 % of the black-body intensity and can be neglected for our purposes. Thus a
calibration with one reference source is sufficiently accurate for aircraft exhaust analyses.
In some of the measured aircraft spectra an elevated wavenumber independent background
radiation was found which could not be described with the available gas parameters alone. This
continuum transmission is caused by far line wing contributions of the main combustion
products C02 and H20, aerosole particles and contributions of species and lines not included in
the calculations. At those wavenumbers at which the total gas transmissions should, be almost
unity a quantitative continuum description is possible using the simple radiative transfer equation
(homogeneous plume) with an effective temperature [2]. Assuming temperature independence a
continuum absorption coefficient can be defined which is proportional to the number of gas
molecules in the plume. The changes in the results of the retrievals when using this procedure
compared to not taking a continuum into account are about a few percent.
Due to the entrainment of cold air into the hot exhaust stream a strong gradient in the plume
profile was expected, thus for the interpretation of downstream spectra a special line-by-line
algorithm with up to 20 possible plume layers was developed We use the actual number of the
gas molecules Zi in the field of view of the telescope, and a parallel layer configuration.
The retrieval algorithm is based on the C02-spectral region around 2400 cm’1 where the plume
temperature T was found to determine the 'total height' of the spectrum and the molecule
numbers n in the plume define the 'fine' structure of the single lines among each other.
Quantitatively, the calculation leads to the expression
6x

dr

0.4x^

(2)
n
Since a certain relative change in temperature means a six times larger change in the relative
intensity, the same relative change of the number density of the molecules leads to an about one
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order of magnitude lower change of the relative intensity. Thus, these two parameters can be
treated separately for the first order determination of the temperatures T and concentrations n.
The Tf- and nt -profiles for a given number of plume layers are being derived from the
simulations of about 10 cm"1 in the C02 region with up to 19 individual transitions with different
quantum numbers and different temperature dependencies. Assuming the same 7] and ni
distributions along the plume diameter and knowing the C02-concentration profile along the
diameter of the plume the profile of the other compounds can be obtained by the simulations.

4. Results
4.1. Detection limits, uncertainties
The detection limits of the FTIR-system were determined semi-empirically by using a typical
background measurement of a B-737 aircraft body taken with a MCT detector. The trace limits
were defined as the mixing ratios in a 'typical' plume with a diameter of <j>=50 cm where the
simulated emission lines with varying gas temperature were 50 % more intense than the
measured background radiation. For the interferences worst case values of 4 % for C02 and H20,
and 500 ppmv for CO were assumed.
For all coumpounds decreasing values were found when the temperature was increased. In table
1 the possible gas species, some relevant retrieval parameters, and the obtained detection limits
are summarized for the above defined 'typical' aircraft plume at T = 380°C.
Beside the uncertainties in the molecular line parameters (< ± 15 %) [4] the errors in the
calculations arise mainly because of the conversion of the line data to the actual conditions, to
the width of the spectral range for the line-by-line calculations, and uncertainties within the
instrumental line shape function. All in all a total uncertainty of about ± 30 % can be estimated.

Table 1: Possible gas compounds, spectral regions, interferences, expected mixing ratios and detection
limits for the analysis of the FTIR-emission spectra for a plume temperature of 380°C with a diameter of
50 cm (^: already detected in aircraft plumes).

co/;
h2o n
CO n
NOe)
no2

N20^
S02
ECHO
ch4

Spectral region
[cm"1]

Interferences

2380-2400
1965-1985
2160-2180
1890-1910
1620-1640
2180-2200
1350-1370
2805-2825
3055-3075

—

(CO)
H20,(COz)
H20,(C0,C02)
h2o
co, h2o, co2
h2o, co2, (HC)
h2o, (CH4+...)
h2o

Exp. mixing ratios
[ppmv]
1...4-104
2...6-104
10-3000
10-200
10-100
<7
<10
< 15
< 10

Detection limits, 380°C
[ppmv]
60
7000
20
90 (> 60)
60
10
340
50
150 (> 100)

4.2. Aircraft measurements
The ground-based FTIR-emission measurements were performed with several aircraft engine
types listed in table 2 which were in use for different flight applications. If possible the
foreground concentrations of the relevant molecules were determined by long-path absorption
measurements with an additional IR source and the MAPS software [5]. These values were used
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as inputs for the foreground layers during all plume calculations for one engine.

Table 2: List of engines used for the FTIR-spectroscopic analyses.
Engine Type
M701-TZ
Bypass engines
GE CF700-2D2
RRM45H
JT8D-15 (Hush Kit)
CFM56-3B
CFM56-5C2

Bypass ratio
—

1 : 1
1.9 : 1
3 : 1
1 : 1
5 : 1
5 : 1

Diameter of nozzle
23 cm
60 cm
44 cm
« 40 - 60 cm
108 cm
50 - 80 cm
140 cm

Max. thrust
?
?

Usage
former military
military
civil bus. jets
civil bus. jets
civil, med. range
civil, med. range
civil, long range

19 kN
34 kN
70 kN
95 kN
140 kN

The first measurements were made with the old military engine M701-TZ (0=23 cm, no bypass)
at different thrust levels at a number of downstream positions behind the nozzle exit. The goal of
these measurements was to test the equipment under the harsh conditions of an engine run and to
demonstrate the feasibility of FTIR-emission measurements. Figure 1 shows the CO emission
indices of the M701-TZ engine for two engine speeds, 65 % and 90 %, respectively, obtained
with a homogeneous plume model (dashed lines) at a downstream position of about 30 cm
behind the engine compared to the 4-layer-model results at different downstream positions
behind the engine. For the 90 % engine speed the models give comparable results whereas the
values for the lower thrust level and very high CO indices scatter considerably. The temperature
retrievals with the two models at the downstream positions agree well within the measurement
uncertainties.
M701-TZ

CFM56-3B
idle power

4-layer-model
homogeneous plume

70

4-layer-model
homogeneous plume
Spicer et al. 19EI4

-

60

I

50

I

I

40

ICAO 1995

301

20

50

100

150

200

Downstream distance [cm]

Figure 1: CO emission indices for two engine
speeds at several downstream positions behind
aM701-TZ engine.

Figure 2: CO emission indices at idle power of
a CFM56-3B engine obtained with different plume
models compared with those of other authors.

Measurements at two thrust levels and at several downstream positions were performed with a
modem CFM56-3B engine (bypass ratio 5:1), usually installed on medium-range aircrafts like
the B-737 or the A320. Figure 2 illustrates the results of the spectra retrievals for CO at idle
power obtained with a homogeneous plume model for a measurement position 70 cm behind the
engine and those of the 4-layer-model at several downstream distances. Also included are the
results given by Spicer et al. [6] and those given by the ICAO [7] for the same engine type at this
thrust level. In line with the results from the M701-TZ engine the different plume models for the
CFM56-3B analysis show agreement within ± 15 % for the different downstream positions at
least up to 3 m behind the engine.
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4.3. Validation measurements
To validate the emission measurement results demonstration measurements were carried out
using a propane gas burner whose fuel inlet was prepared to mix additional gases (NO and CO)
into the propane. The main goal was to achieve gas temperatures very close to those found in an
aircraft plume. After some modifications a gas temperature of about 400°C was achieved in a
constant exhaust flow of about 26 cm in diameter. In a routine procedure the samples were taken
by a probe installed about 20 cm behind the gas exit, pumped through a heated tube, dried and
filled into evacuated canisters [8]. The analyses of the samples were done by the means of FTIRabsorption-spectroscopy using calibration gases [8]. The FTIR-emission measurements were
carried out directly behind the gas exit of the burner, not influenced by the intrusive method. The
data collection time for the spectrometer was adjusted to the sample taking time of about 4
minutes. Table 3 summarizes the comparison of single measurements made for different gas
mixtures in the fuel. Due to the different measurement positions of the two systems the results
are given similar to the emission indices in g/kg. The results in brackets were obtained with a
homogeneous plume model, the others with a 4-layer-model. However, since both systems were
working at their detection limits, the overall agreement of the results is about ± 20 %.

Table 3: Comparison of the results of the demonstration measurements (FTIR-emission-spectroscopy vs.
conventional techniques). The results in brackets were obtained with a homogeneous plume model, the
other FTTR data from a 4-layer-model.
Sample number
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

this work
others
this work
others
this work
others
this work
others
this work
others
this work
others
this work
others

added compound
CO
CO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
CO
CO
CO
CO

CO [g/kg]
9.8 (= 8.2)
8.5 ± 2.4
<9.3(<9)
5.7 ±1.7
<9.8(<9)
9.8 ± 3.3
= 7.5 (= 7)
8.9 ± 2.0
< 10.4 (—)
9.1 +2.1
= 8.8(<9.5)
6.3 ±1.4
* 8.5 (~ 8.7)
7.2 ±3.0

NOx [g/kg]
<23.1
—

= 51.2 (< 48.9)
50 ±11
= 35.5 (< 36.4)
46 ±15
= 51.1 (< 52.4)
< 60 ± 12
< 92 (< 91.2)
<89 ±19
< 11.9 (< 11)
—

< 16 (< 11.9)
—

5. Conclusions
FTIR-emission-spectroscopy as a remote sensing multi-component exhaust analyzing technique
was used to determine the traceable gas species in aircraft exhausts and to test the sensitivity of
the system at ground level. A further developed line-by-line computer program with a multi
layer radiative transfer algorithm was used to analyze the spectra.
Measurements were made with military, business and medium range aircraft engines to develop
the software and to determine the detection limits for single gas species. Validation
measurements were carried out in order to compare the results with those obtained by standard
measurement equipment. These measurements showed good agreement within 20 %. In this
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work C02-, H20-, CO-, NO-emissions, and the temperature of the gas could be quantified from
the spectra of aircraft engine exhausts with a typical accuracy of ± 30 %. The error m;irgin results
mainly from the uncertainties of the line parameters in the available spectral data. Improvements
are expected from the HITEMP data base which is about to update the C02-, H20-, CO-, and
NO-HITRAN data for high temperatures in the near future.
Future investigations will focus on further validations of this technique, on emission changes due
to engine aging, and on the software development to make the software commercially available.
Future applications, for the turbine/combustor design at early stages of the development and the
engine-status control after a certain flight time will be possible. In flight measurements are
planned for 1998.
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Abstract
The developing trends of emissions from aviation in Sweden have been studied by means of flight and
emissions simulation. The objective was to investigate whether technical improvements will allow
Swedish air traffic to increase, without exceeding national regulations for pollution in the future. It was
found that, due to development of aircraft engines and, to some extent, improvement of aerodynamic de
signs, the fuel consumption and thus the emissions of carbon dioxide will decrease in the future. The de
crease of nitrous oxides is predicted to be significant due to advances in engine technology.

1. Introduction

1.2. Choice of Methodology

As is well known, the bum of fossil fuels im
pacts the environment and causes damage to
the atmosphere. It is well known that carbon
dioxide — C02 — contributes to the green
house effect. The atmospheric impact of
nitrous oxides — NOx — is more complex.
NOx affects the ozone production in the
atmosphere differently depending on altitude.
To diminish the damages in a long time peri
od, international and national regulations to
limit the emissions are stipulated. The
Swedish national goal is to restore the total
emission of COz and NOx by some year in
the beginning of next century, to the level of
1990.

Information about the emissions of 1990 can
be obtained from the national environmental
reports. These data are impractical to use
because new traffic prognoses and corre
sponding emissions would have to be calcu
lated for every future case. Instead, a relative
method is used; a traffic scenario describing
the technology and the traffic in the base year
is created. The traffic work of the base year
scenario is performed with new technology
representing a future scenario and the emis
sions are compared. This future scenario
refers to some year in the beginning of next
century, not exactly defined.

The contribution from the air traffic to the
total amount of emitted C02 and NOx is
small. However, prognoses indicate a sub
stantial growth in air traffic the next decades,
and thus an increased quantity of emissions.
LFV, the Swedish Civil Aviation Admini
stration, is developing methods to assign
emissions and in the future restrain them.

1.1. Objective
The objective of this study is to show the
technological potential of allowing an
increase in transport capacity within an
emissions limit. The base year to which
emissions changes should be referred is
1990.

To model flight profiles and calculate emis
sions flight simulation is used, including data
for aircraft, engine power and exhaust emis
sions.

2. Simulation Methods
Two computer programs are used for the
simulations, PCP and Handy.

2.1. Flight Simulation
The Programmable Commercial Pilot, PCP,
is a flight simulation program specially
designed for environmental studies [2]. A
flight path is defined by a flight plan,
generating a collection of pre-defined
designs, segments. For each segment the
appropriate values for the parameter per
taining to the segment are supplied. Each
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segment generates a motion program that
performs an integration of the equations of
motion with a set of aerodynamic forces and
thrust acting on a point mass. The execution
of the flight plan is then processed segment
by segment. For each time step in the
integration, a set of parameters (position,
velocity, thrust, attitude, fuel consumption
rate, load factor etc.) is determined by the
motion program.
The flight profile is created with respect to
the aircraft’s specific demands for velocities
and Mach numbers at climb, altitude and
velocity for changing aerodynamic con
figuration, indicated air speed, angle of climb
etc. A model of the Standard Atmosphere is
connected to PCP.
While executing the flight plan PCP gives
warnings, e.g. stall warning or need for aero
dynamic braking, if aircraft limitations are
exceeded.

The flights are based upon normal domestic
traffic with the most frequently used flaps
and slats configuration, takeoff weight, fuel
quantity, throttle and flight profile applied to
the simulations.
(START 0.0)
(SET-STEP 2.0)
(SET-ATYPE DC9-41 JT8D-11)
(SET-CONFIG 5)
(SET-STATE (0.0 0.0 0.0) (0.1 0.0 0.0) 4250.5)
(TAKE-OFF 0.90 0.0 40.0 62.8)
(TURN-TO-DIR (1.0 0.0 0.12) 15.0)
(SET-CONFIG 4)
(SACCELERATE 0.90 0.0 100.0 76.3)
(TURN-TO-DIR (1.0 0.0 0.10) 15.0)
(SET-CONFIG 2)
(SACCELERATE 0.90 0.0 100.0 91.5)
(SET-CONFIG 1)
(TURN-TO-DIR (1.0 0.0 0.08) 15.0)
(SACCELERATE 0.87 0.0 48.0150.0)
(CLIMB-OUT 1233.76 0.87 0.0 0.76 10000.0)
(TURN-TO-DIR (1.0 0.0 0.0) 9.0)
(TURN-ONTO-LINE (405500.1 0.0 10007.5) (1.0 0.0 -0.04) 9.0)
(DESCEND 1233.76 0.0 0.0 0.76 914.3)
(TURN-TO-DIR (1.0 0.0 -0.0525) 11.0)
(SET-CONFIG 7)
(SDECELERATE 0.1 0.0 100.0 65.0)
(TURN-ONTO-LINE(0.0 0.0 0.0) (1.0 0.0 0.0) 11.0)
(BRAKE -0.1 0.0 30.0 0.0 40.0)
(BRAKE 0.1 0.0 30.0 0.6 10.0)_______________________________

Fig. 2.1. Flight plan for DC9-41

2.1.1. Tailoring a Flight Profile

2.2. Emission Simulation

The first step of tailoring a flight profile is
defining the points where one segment ends
and another starts. The numerical data for
other fundamental parameters — such as
velocities for retracting/extracting flaps,
desired velocities at a certain altitude and
breaking points for the different flight stages
— are supplied. The flight stages consist of a
variety of segments. A flight plan for DC9-41
is shown in Fig. 2.1.

PCP produces a file containing time,
position, velocity, thrust, attitude, fuel
consumption rate, load factor etc. for each
time step. This file can be used as input for
Handy [2]. Handy is a software tool for de
scribing emissions where the flight path and
desired parameters can be plotted as a
function of flight distance or time for
example, see Figure 2.2.

2.1.2. Input Data
Each aircraft type is represented by an
aircraft model and an engine model which are
both connected to PCP. The aircraft model
(Lift-Drag model) contains aerodynamic
characteristics for different combinations of
undercarriage, flaps and slats. The engine
model contains propulsion data associated to
Mach number, altitude and thrust [3].

Handy
simulates
the
corresponding
emissions and produces a results file which
contains the emissions and parameters such
as position, velocities, accelerations and
thrust. The conclusive file contains the total
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO,), carbon
monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon (HC) and ni
trous oxides (NOx).
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Figure 2.2. Example of graphical presentation of emissions by Handy
2.3. Results Example
To illustrate the simulation method, different aspects of a DC9-41 flight are presented in Figures
2.S-2.5.

Emissions per Flight Stage

DC9-41

NOxg

T““s”

co'k9

Ij Flight Distance 533 km

Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.4.
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3. Definition of the Base Year Scenario

of the emissions for F28, DC9, MD82 and
B737-500 in 1990 are calculated with respect
to number of starts and flight distances.

The air traffic in Sweden is strongly linked to
Stockholm Arlanda Airport. Hence, the air
craft types in traffic at Arlanda 1990 can be
considered representative for the air traffic in
Sweden that year. About two thirds of the
most frequent flights were performed by four
aircraft types only:
•
•
•
•

Domestic
Traffic 1990:
Distribution

B737-500

Fokker F28
DC9-41
MD82
Boeing 737-500

MD82
29%

These
four
aircraft
types
will
be
representative for the technology level of do
mestic air traffic in Sweden that year.

Fig. 3.1. Distribution of passenger kilo
metres on different aircraft types
at Arlanda 1990

The aircraft’s engine type, number of aircraft
movements, average flight distances and
number of passengers (cabin factor =2/3) for
domestic traffic are shown in Table 3.1.

In Figure 4.1 these results are presented for
each aircraft and for the ’’average” aircraft
per pkm. The latter represents the ’’result”.

Tab. 3.1. Scenario for domestic air traffic
1990

Air Traffic Scenario 1990
Emissions per Passenger Kilometre

Aircraft Engine Aircraft
Average
Seats
movements flight [km] occupies l

0.7 '

am
ssssss

0

0.5 •

PEYMK555

36 000

DC9-41 T8D-11

5 500

533

82

vID-82 T8D217C

9 700

530

105

3737500

7 900

F28

FM563B1

380

0.4 '

57

a*
N

mb

0.3 '
0.2
pp

0.1

UN

0.0 *
F28

DCS

, *
MD82

B737-500

Mean

® CO, kg/pkm ® NOv g/pkm

459

88

The product of aircraft movements, average
distance and occupied seats for each aircraft
conform to the traffic work measured in
passenger kilometre, pkm. The distribution of
pkm on the aircraft types is shown in Figure
3.1.

4. The Base Year Scenario
Data from flights representing the techno
logical level of 1990 are composed in a
traffic scenario for this year. Average values

Figure 4.1. Emissions per passenger kilo
metre for flight traffic scenario
1990
5. The Future Year Scenario
The results from the B737-600 flights are
composed in a future scenario to be
compared with the base year scenario. In the
future scenario, B737-600 is replacing the
other aircraft to represent equivalent flights
but with future technology.
The aircraft types included in the study do
not have the same number of seats . B737-600
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can therefore not replace their flights exactly.
Here, two different ways of approaching the
problem could be used:

Air Traffic Scenario 2000
B737-600 flying for F28, DCS, MD82 and B737-500

• the future aircraft performs the same
number of flights as each of the replaced
aircraft
• the future aircraft ships passengers
equivalent to the number of passengers
in the replaced aircraft flights

380 km

533 km

530 km

Medelv.

Routes
CO kg/pkm

The first scenario will show changes in both
transport capacity and emissions, the second
will show changes in emissions only. We
chose the second for our evaluation for the
sake of explicity.
Both scenarios produce somewhat Active
measures as capacity and traffic intensity on
different routes cannot be fully regarded.
This ensues from the fact that only one
aircraft of a specific size is used in the
simulations when in reality the airlines will
use different modem aircraft of various sizes
to fulfil their needs.

Figure 5.1. B737-600 replacing old air
craft in the future scenario
6. Evaluation
6.1. Scenario Comparison
The emissions for the future scenario are now
compared to the base year scenario, see
Figure 6.1. The differences are significant.

Comparison
of Scenarios

In the future scenario the same number of
passenger kilometres per route will be
fulfilled, see Table 5.1.

/ N0xg/Pkrn
'

Emissions

C02 kg/pkm

Table 5.1.
2000

Aircraft

Aircraft Average flight Seats
movements distance [km] occupied

F28

23 318

380

88

DC9-41

5 125

533

88

MD-82

11574

530

88

B737-500

7 900

459

88

Scenario

Figure 6.1. Comparison of average
emission levels for the two
scenarios
The results are presented in numbers in Table
6.1. Also the percentage improvement, which
is the result of the study, is shown.

Table 6.1. Comparison of future and base
year scenario
The results of Scenario 2000 are found in
Figure 5.1.

Scenario
1990
Scenario
2000
Emissions
Decrease
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CO, kg/pkm
0,17

NOy g/pkm
0,63

0,14

0,41

CO,

NOx

18%

36%

6.2. Margins for Air Traffic Growth
Assume that the legislation in the future will
limit the total amount of emissions to the
values of 1990. This study provides
information about which air traffic growth
could possibly be allowed depending on
which emission — carbon oxide or nitrous
oxide — being restraining. The relation of
air traffic growth and allowed emission level
is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The upper limit
corresponds to the results of the study while
the bottom limit is estimated to reflect the
uncertainties by which the study is impaired.

Growth of Traffic and Emissions

®

The improvements in fuel consumption can
be ascribed to more efficient engines and
aerodynamic improvements that decrease the
drag and thus decrease the required thrust.
The excessive improvement in emitted
nitrous oxides can be ascribed to the new
engine technology with double burners
reducing the temperature peaks. The
aerodynamic improvements also contribute,
with decreased drag and thus decreased fuel
consumption.

7.1. Traffic Margins
If the emissions of the base year should be
used as limit, it can be established that the
improvements would allow for:
• traffic increase around 20% if the
emissions of carbon dioxide are limiting
• traffic growth around 50% if the
emission of nitrous oxides are limiting

Limiting
Emission

150

£ 100

7.2 Most Important Flight Stages
Limit for Emission Growth %

Figure 6.2. Permitted air traffic growth
as a function of emission
growth limit
7. Conclusions
Aiming to show the technological tendencies,
this study declares that improved technology
already available can give:
• a decreased fuel consumption, and thus
an decrease of emitted carbon dioxide
around 15%
• reduced emissions of nitrous oxides
around 30%

This study also illuminates that the emissions
during the climb stage constitute a large part
of the total emissions in the Swedish air
space, where distances for cruise are limited.

7.3. Airport Emissions
Also the emissions at and around airports
will decrease due to the new technology
which leads to decrease the production of
nitrous oxides. To quantify the LTO
emissions more
detailed studies are
necessary.

7.4. Developing the Method
During the studies, the calculations and
simulation methods have been improved. The
work also has indicated which possibilities
there are to further improve the methods.
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CRYOPLANE
the Cryogenic-Fuel Aircraft

H.G. King
(Daimler Benz Aerospace Airbus,
Postfach 95 01 09, 2111 Hamburg, Germany)

Extended Abstract
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What is CRYOPLANE
’^CRYOPLANE" is the project name for an aircraft powered by cryogenic fuel ^either
JzAquid Natural (fas (LNG, mainly consisting of methane) 469^0) or ^Liquid JHydro] gen (LH2|,-2§£%8). The-name-^TRYOPLANE" is used "ijy~German”'and-Rossian
| cej^aniesjyor]dng-jomdy-e&4he-subjecr^inceHb990.

Reasons for working on CRYOPLANE
After the depletion of economic crude oil "reserves" expected within 40 years and of
less economic "resources", kerosene could be produced from oil sands, shale, or syn
thesized from gas or coal, but certainly at a higher price, and with increasing damage
to the environment. Prices for oil based products, under a plausible scenario, will rise
significantly in the 2010 - 2020 period, and will facilitate the change to a new fuel.
The real driver for introduction of a new fuel will be the need to protect the atmo
sphere from everincreasing emission of fossil-fuel based C02, as internationally
accepted at the Rio de Janeiro Summit 1992. Aviation cannot claim an exemption,
and concern is prowing in the aviation community that governmental, action will
endanger further traffic growth, or even threaten current business volume..

Why Liquid Hydrogen ?
Hydrogen can be produced by electrolysis of water on the basis of any renewable
energy; when burnt the only primary combustion product is water again ("closed cy
cle"). Hydrogen contains 2.8 times more energy per mass than kerosene.

Status of CRYOPLANE
ANTK Tupolev (airframe) and TRUD (engine) have demonstrated the basic feasiblity
of the concept by flying the experimental aircraft TU-155 in 1988. Russia currently
favours LNG as an intermediate step, while Western interest concentrates upon LH2.
The two technologies are close enough for a very useful cooperation. At this moment,
German, Russian, and Canadian partner companies are defining a demonstrator
aircraft based upon the regional airliner Do 328, planning for a first flight: in 2000.

Environmental Aspects
iZ

k

Emission of C02, Hnburnt hydrocarbons, soot and sulfur will be completely avoided__
by hydrogen combustion;# LH2 is an extremely pure liquid.
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Emission of water as a primary combustion product is increased by a factor of 2.6.
While water vapour is a potent greenhouse gas, its residence time in the atmosphere
is relatively short (< 0,5 ... 1 year in low stratosphere) compared to C02 (~ 100
years). Simple parametric assessment shows that at flight altitudes equal or below 10
km, burning hydrogen has a much smaller impact in terms of greenhouse effect upon
the atmosphere than burning kerosene.
Complex simulations by a General Circulation Models have shown that current water
emission by aircraft must be increased by a factor of 10 000 to produce a significant
effect on the climate.
Aircraft emit NOx directly into the atmosphere at high cruise altitudes where NOx, by
a catalytic process, causes the formation of ozone which is a strong greenhouse gas.
For kerosene fueled aircraft, the contribution of NOx / ozone to the greenhouse effect
is of similar magnitude as the effect from C02.
In the context of the European / Canadian "Euro Quebec Hydro Hydrogen Pilot
Project" (EQHHPP), it has been demonstrated that by premixing and very lean
combustion of hydrogen, the emission of NOx can be reduced by a factor of 10 or
even more compared to current kerosene engines.
Taking the greenhouse effects from C02, H20, and NOx / ozone into account, it can
be shown that
LH2 fueled aircraft cause less greenhouse effect than kerosene aircraft at all
practical flight altitudes;
at 11 km (60 % of all aviation fuel is burnt between 10 and 12 km) the ad
vantage of hydrogen is very significant;
at 10 km and less, the effect of the hydrogen aircraft is negligible.
No final statement can be made at the moment with regard to the effect of contrails.
Exhaust gases behind hydrogen engines contain more water than behind kerosene
engines, and hence can forrmcontrails under a wider range of atmospheric conditions.
However, simulations available suggest that, due to the lack of condensation nuclei,
particle number / size will be different, and the radiativ effect of such contrails less
pronounced. This is one of the predictions hopefully to be confirmed by flight test of
the planned demonstrator aircraft. If, against current expectations, such contrails turn
out to be a problem, they could be avoided by lowering the flight level under critical
meteorological conditions, or by meteorological navigation, albeit at a fuel consump
tion penalty.
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5.

C02 Reduction Targets
No C02 reduction targets specific to aviation have been formulated yet. Qualitativ
requirements can be stated as follows:
0

C02 output can be allowed to grow only for a limited time period

°

C02 output in the midterm must go down again significantly below 1990 level

°

Content of C02 accumulated in the atmosphere must stabilize within the next
century.

6.

"Business as Usual"
As a reference case, a scenario is analysed where air traffic grows like projected and
kerosene is used indefinitely. Only the airplane side is considered, i.e. C02 emissions
during more and more complicated production is neglected. Existing traffic / fleet
projections were extended into the long term future by assuming a 3 % p.a. traffic
growth beyond the year 2020 (a moderate assumption compared to the app. 5 % p.a.
of the last decades). Fuel consumption and C02 emission were calculated for a rate of
technical progress of 2 % p.a., i.e. each year the average fuel consumption per seatkm goes down by 2 %. While this was roughly true for the last decades (including
the change from the pure jet to the high-bypass-ratio fan engine), it is extremely
optimistic for the future.
Nevertheless, C02 output under this scenario grows year by year, thus completely
missing the target. No stabilization of the C02 content of the atmosphere caused by
aviation is achieved.

7.

Soft Transition to Hydrogen
As a possibility preferrable for many economic and practical reasons, this scenario
was defined taking into account the extremely long life cycle of aircraft programs,
and the 25 year life of any individual aircraft.
It is assumed that
Transition starts successively in different regions of the word, offering more
or less favourable conditions in terms of environmental awareness, technical
capacities, and availability of LH2 from renewable sources. Governmental
action to stimulate the change to LH2 will be required at least in the early
phases.
Transition starts successively for regional, short / medium, and long haul
traffic.
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The transition process, under such a scenario, will start in 2005 in niche markets, but
takes place on a really large scale only in the 2020 ... 2030 period, and is virtually
concluded by 2050.
Fuel consumption and C02 emission were calculated, allowing for the same rate of
technical progress (2 % p.a.) as before. The result clearly showed that under such a
scenario, aviation cannot meet the C02 reduction targets until the period 2030 ...
2040. A stabilization of the C02 content of the atmosphere caused by aviation is
achieved around the year 2050, when near-zero C02 emission is realized. Lateron,
C02 content is going down again.

’’Crash Transition"
Finally, a scenario was considered, where within the period 2010 ... 2030, the com
plete fleet of civil airliners is switched from kerosene to LH2 propulsion.
Such a scenario could only be realized under the impact of some catastrophic event,
e.g. major crude oil reserves become no longer accessible for political reasons, or
dramatic effects of anthropogenic greenhouse effect cause governments to enforce
transition to renewable energies.
Under this scenario, the C02 content of the atmosphere due to aviation, reaches its
maximum by 2030. While it may be desirable for ecological reasons, such a scenario
might prove an economic catastrophe to civil aviation, with devastating results, or
might turn out not to be practical at all.

Conclusions
k
p)
Liquid ffydrogen fueled aircraft promise big advantages relativTo kerosene aircraftjn

terms of environmental compatibility.
Transition to LH2 will take a long time if extreme economic penalties are to be
avoided. Under such a "soft scenario", transition would start in regional niche mar
kets after 2005, and would be completed only beyond 2050. C02 accumulated in the
atmosphere would reach a maximum around 2050, and would then go down again, as
aviation reaches the ideal target of "zero C02 emission".
To actually initiate such a soft transition in the 2005 ... 2010 period, further techno
logical preparation is urgently required, including realization of an LH2 Demonstrator
aircraft.
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Non-intrusive measurement of emission indices —
A new approach to the evaluation of infrared
spectra emitted by aircraft engine exhaust gases
E. Lindermeir, P. Haschberger, and V. Tank

Deutsche Forschungsanstaltfur Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR),
Institut fur Optoelektronik, Postfach 1116, 82230 Wessling, Germany

Abstract
/
A non-intrusive method is used to determine the emission indices of a research air/ craft’s engine in-flight. The principle is based on the Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer MIROR which was specifically designed and built for operation aboard air
crafts. This device measures the spectrum of the infrared radiation emitted by the hot
exhaust gas under cruise conditions. From these spectra mixing ratios and emission
| indices can be derived. An extension to previously applied evaluation schemes is proj posed: Whereas formerly the plume was assumed a homogeneous layer of gas, tem
perature and concentration profiles are now introduced to the evaluation procedure.

1 Introduction
World wide air traffic is expected to double in the next decade [1]. Consequently there is a
need of estimating the effects of aircraft upon the environment. Especially effects on global
climate and the ozone layer are being discussed. In 1992 the German Federal Ministry
for Education, Science, Research, and Technology (BMBF) started the project “Pollutants
from Air Traffic” (Schadstoffe in der Luftfahrt) in order to scientifically investigate if the large
rates of growth of air traffic might cause future problems.
For an accurate estimate of the pollutants emitted by aircraft it is necessary that emis
sion indices (ratio of gramme mass of trace gas per kilogramme mass of burnt fuel) of
commonly used engines are available. Emission indices not only depend on the engine,
they are also functions of an aircraft’s flight condition. Currently there are no legal require
ments to measure the emissions of an engine under cruise conditions. On the other hand,
on long distance flights the major part of the NOx emissions, for example, occurs during
cruise. Therefore one task of the above mentioned project is to develop and operate a
measurement system to determine the amount of pollutants emitted by an engine in-flight.
After a short description of the principle of the method that was employed for this type
of measurement this paper will focus on the way the measured data are evaluated.

2 Physical principle of the measurement
For in-flight measurements non-intrusive methods are most suitable for the detection and
quantification of the emitted gases. The method described here is based on the fact that
hot, hetero-atomic gases emit infrared radiation. The wavelength of the emitted radiation
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is specific for a certain molecule. Thus, the spectrum of the radiation emitted by hot ex
haust gases consist of many, very narrow lines. The shape (intensity and line-width) of
these depends on the gas species, their concentration, gas temperature, and pressure.
For the determination of the concentrations of the exhaust gas species and theiir temperat
ure, spectra of the emitted infrared radiation are measured and by application of a suitable
evaluation procedure the interesting quantities are obtained.

3 Experimental setup
To evaluate the emission lines in the measured infrared spectra high spectral resolution (<
0.2 cm™1) is necessary. Therefore a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer is used. Usu
ally these optical devices are mechanically quite sensitive. Commercial instruments are
manufactured for use in laboratories only. Therefore it was necessary to design and build
a rugged FT1R instrument specifically for operation aboard an aircraft. For this task the
FTIR principle “Michelson Interferometer with Rotating Retroreflector” (MIROR) [3] was
chosen, because it is based on the continuous rotation of one retroreflector whereas all
other optical components can be fixed tightly with reference to each other.
Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the instrument installed in the cabin of the DLR research
aircraft ATTAS (VFW 614) which was used to demonstrate the technique. The infrared
radiation emitted by the exhaust passes through a germanium window to the receiving
telescope of the spectrometer. The data are recorded at a frequency of approximately 1.5
measurements per sec.

4 Current Data Evaluation
Principle. After radiometric calibration of the acquired data, spectra in physical units of
spectral radiance (W/cm2 sr cm™1) are obtained. These are compared to calculated in
frared spectra which are the result of modelling the measurement setup. These simulated
spectra are functions of the interesting parameters, i.e. the plume’s temperature and the
concentrations of the emitted gases. By applying a non-linear least squares fit, these para
meters are varied until the differences between simulated and measured spectra are min
imised (cf. [4] for a description of the algorithm).
For in-flight measurements the model consists of three major parts: the plume, the
germanium window, and the atmosphere in the aircraft’s cabin. Simulations [2] show, that
radiation emitted from the atmosphere behind the plume is negligible, as is the influence of
the gases between plume and germanium window. The reason for this is the temperature
of about 240 K in flight levels around 9 km which is very low compared to temperatures of
more than 600 K in the exhaust.

Measurements.

In-flight measurements of the infrared radiation emitted by the exhaust
gas were performed on 8th June 1995. While data were collected engine parameters
which affect the mixing ratios in the plume, like thrust, fuel flow, temperature, etc., were
kept at constant values. The exact flight conditions are reported in [5]. The top of Fig. 2
shows the region of the measured spectrum, in which emission lines of CO occur. A model
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MIROR on board VFW 614

Figure 1: Experimental setup: The Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer MIROR in
stalled in the cabin of the DLR research aircraft ATTAS (VFW 614).
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Figure 2: Top: Regions of the measured and fitted spectra where CO emission lines occur.
Bottom: Absolute difference: Calculated spectrum - measured spectrum.

spectrum (also included in the top of Fig. 2) was fitted in order to determine the concen
tration of the gases and their temperature. For this model the plume was represented by
a homogeneous layer of gas. In the bottom of the figure the absolute deviations between
measurement and fitted model can be seen. Table 1 shows the resulting parameter values.
They were derived under the assumption of stoichiometric combustion, i.e. the emission
index of C02 was set to 3150 g/kg.

Parameter Value
temperature T
concentration C02

631.3 K
28600 ppmv

concentration CO

238 ppmv

emission-index CO

16.7 g/kg

Table 1: Parameters obtained by a least squares fit of a model to the measured spectrum.
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Figure 3: Radial profiles for temperature and concentration.

5 New Evaluation procedure
The assumption that the plume can be represented by an homogeneous layer of gas is
valid only if the investigated region of the exhaust gas is very close to the nozzle exit. This
condition was fulfilled for the measurements at the research aircraft ATTAS, where the
measurement spot was approximately 1 m downstream from the nozzle exit.
In continuation of the project investigations will focus on the engine of an Airbus A340
which is expected to be of relevance for the global climate. For this aircraft the assumption
of a homogeneous layer will lead to averages which may deviate considerably from the true
values. Therefore a new evaluation scheme, presented in this paper, must be applied.
The radiation emitted by the plume will be modelled by use of radial temperature and
concentration profiles as depicted in Fig. 3. These are symmetric to the axis of the engine,
and, according to flow field simulations [2], there is an inner region of constant plume prop
erties (limited by a constant property radius, rcp), and an outer region, where temperature
and concentrations decay according to a Gaussian function. The temperature profile, for
example, is given by the following equation:.
T(r)

=

Txmax

for |r| < rcp

(1)
(2)

where T(r) is the temperature at radius r,
is the temperature in the constant property
region,
is the ambient temperature, and rh is the half-width radius of the Gaussian part.
Because it can be assumed that the Prantl and Schmidt numbers are equal to 1 [2],
the expressions for the ratios of the concentration differences (analog to Eq. (2)) are the
same as for the ratio of the temperature differences. Thus for the profiles of M gases and
the temperature to be determined, there are 2M+4 parameters in the plume model. These
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are: parameters for the max. and the ambient values of each profile, the constant property
radius, and the half-width of the Gaussian part of all profiles.
Of course, for radiometrically modelling the plume the profiles must be sampled. The
big advantage of the use of a profile is that the number of unknown parameters which must
be determined by a least squares fit, is independent of the number of samples, while, on
the other hand, the accuracy of the plume-model increases with the number of samples. At
the same time this number may not be too large, as it considerably increases the CPU-time
needed for the calculation of the modelled spectrum. Calculations show that an acceptable
trade-off is achieved with approximately 10 samples.

6 Conclusion
A method for non-intrusive in-flight measurements of emission indices and exhaust gas
temperature of aircraft engines has been briefly described. The currently used evaluation
procedure is applicable for measurements on board the DLR research aircraft ATTAS,
which was used to demonstrate the technique. The achieved accuracies are estimated
to about 20% for NO and H20,10% for C02 and CO, and 2% for the temperature.
In a next step measurements of the exhaust gases of an engine which is of interest
in estimating global effects of present and future air traffic will be performed. Therefore
experiments aboard an Airbus A340 are scheduled in 1997. For these measurements the
evaluation software has been extended to determine radial profiles of temperature and
concentrations. First results of these calculations will be shown at the conference.
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Fuel Consumption and Exhaust Emissions of Aircrafts

Ralf Buchler, Institute of Flightmechanics, TU Braunschweig

1.

Introduction

Within one century the human race succeeded in turning the ‘dream of flying’ into a modem
aircraft industry. Since World War II the technology and air traffic showed an explosive
development. This brought many adventages such as high mobility of people and goods, but also
negative effects such as air pollution and noise molestation, which raise discussions about
environmental protection.
passengers
(Mio)
31
307
1154
1850

1950
1970
1990
1995

pass. Km
(Mio)
28
387
1888
3000

Table 1 .'Number of passengers
during the last 45 years /!/

Only a few years ago aircrafts were
neglected as pollutants, because
their emission amount is only
about 2% of all anthropogene
exhausts. Jet air traffic is the called to account for contamining the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere.. This is because exhausts in those altitudes (10-13 km) have a huge influence on the
stability of the ozone layer. Chemical investigations have shown, that ozone can easily be taken
to pieces by nitrogen compounds (NOx), a part of aircraft exhausts.
This paper investigate (he reduction—of contamination of sensitive atmospheric layers by
improved flight planning steps,
—x
2.

Atmosphere

The atmosphere is a higly sensitive and complex system to many local and time variables. In
order to estimate the influence of aircrafts on the atmosphere, a mathematic model has to be
found. In this investigation the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements 121 is used. Atmospheric
investigations showed that stay periods of pollutants above the tropopause are multiple higher
than underneath. Therefore the location of
U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements
the tropopause is the most interesting part.
20000
Altitude
The potential of damage is much higher in
[m]
the
stratosphere than in the troposphere. For
15000
father consideration the tropopause is
accepted as a kind of bound function with
10000
regard to environmental damage.
5000 ■

Fig. 1 Altitude ofthe tropopause on the
northern hemisphere 12/
90

60

January

Latitude <p[°]
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3.

Flightmechanics

The operation point of an engine respectively the required thrust level results from the
combination of altitude and mach number. Figure 2 and 3 show the characteristic curves for
thrust, specific fuel consumption and emission indices (emission amount related to burned fuel).
The calculation of the output parameters is based on a general flight performance program
coupled with an engine synthesis program 131.
Thrust F [kN]
Altitude
N. Okm
_ >^12

ketcooi = constant

0.6

0.8

1400

1.1

Mach Number Ma [-]

Fig. 2

1600

Combustion Temperature
after Cooling TtetloollKl

Characteristic curves ofthrust and
specific fuel consumption

Fig. 3

Characteristic curves ofthe emission
indices

Emissions of carbon dioxide (C02), water (H20) and sulphur dioxide (S02) are coupled
directly to the fuel consumption. Minimizing the burned fuel optimizes simultaneously aforesaid
emitted particles. Nitrogen compounds (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon (HC)
additionally depend on the operation point of the engine.

4.

Influence of altitude limitations on fuel consumption and emissions

Exhaust gas in sensitive regions of the atmosphere should be avoided, because it destroys ozone
in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Therefore, flight level restrictions should be
installed. It is assumed that the environmental damage caused by aircrafts could be reduced
considerably by avoiding stratospheric flights.
However, the optimal flight altitude of most jet aircrafts is placed in those regions, because
otherwise, higher fuel consumption and emissions will be expected. The following table shows
the output data of a B747-400 from
altitude
consumption
emission
Frankfurt to New York, flying in
h [m]
different altitudes.
mfuel [kg]
memission [k§>]
10000
9000
7000
5000

67137
70064
81664
100983

829
907
1156
1657

Table 2:Fuel consumption and exhaust
emissions in different altitudes
(Frankfurt to N.Y.)

At first sight the introduction of altitude limitations seems to be a contradiction to the reduction
of environmental pollution. Consumption and emissons increase and the economic effrency
becomes worse. On the other hand stay periods of those particles, especially NOx, in the
atmosphere reduce considerably. This correlation can be described by the following quality
function:
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>

ham, = f(Z Mission * stay

)

ham, =

potential of damage

X Mission = sum of emissions

Ktay =

stay period

A detailed analysis of the components of this equation has to be done by chemists. Investigations
by engineers only calculate the amounts of exhausts along the trajectory. The following picture
shows the additional expenditures for trajectories avoiding the stratosphere. The example shows
a B747-400 flight along a constant degree of longitude from the equator to the north pole.

Fig. 4 Flight trajectories ofallowed
and avoided stratospheric
flights
As a result a tropospheric flight requires ca.
2.3% more fuel and produces just as much
emissions than a flight without altitude
limitation. In the northern hemisphere flight
directories from north to south are for
altitude limited flights more economic than the other way round. This is because there is a
smaller gap between this flight trajectory and the optimal flight.

5.

Effects on fuel consumption and emissions by varying flight structures and flight
profiles

The main task of flight control planning is the organization of the air traffic. An organization
schedule should minimize the risks of accidents and reduce the noise and exhaust loads for the
people in the air and on the ground. Therefore, aircrafts have to fly on given flight tracks. These
tracks are estimated daily, influenced by weather and the amount of air traffic.

5.1

Inspection of global main air routes

Investigations in global air routes allow to quantify the emission of aircrafts into the atmosphere.
Table 3 shows fuel consumption, emissions and parts emitted above the tropopause for flight
calculations between Europe and different cities on different continents accompanying.

route
(B747-400)

Frankf.-L.A.
Frankf.-N.Y.
Frankf.-Mex.C
Frankf.-B.Aires
Frankf.-Nairobi
Frankf.-Ar Riad
Frankf.-Singapur

Frankf.-Tokyo
Frankf.-L. Palmas

Table 3

^consumption
[kg]
110338
72658
119907
147306
64898
42073
106991
102315
36388

^emission
[kg]
winter
1464
914
1533
1922
912
622
1580
1440
475

percentage
above tropop.

^consumption

[kg]

^emission
[kg]

percentage
above tropop.

summer
92.9 %
90.1 %
57.5 %
8.5 %
36.0
89.9 %
38.2 %

110042
72967
117223
137715
68339
44512
114895
104472
35243

1469
935
1521
1846
930
637
1682
1454
487

Consumption and emission ofa B747-400 on main air routes
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46.1 %
-

54.4 %
-

More than a third of intercontinental aircraft movement happens across the North Atlantic Ocean.
A long distance of the trajectory between Europe antd the USA is situated above the tropopause,
because of the northern position of the system. Consequently environmental pollution is very
high in this region 141. Investigations of the North Atlantic Track-Sytem (NAT) allow to classify
the influence of aircrafts on the atmosphere.

5.2

North Atlantic Track-System (NAT)

The NAT-System is set twice a day by the air traffic control service in Prestwick (Scotland) and
Gander (Canada). The position and number of tracks can vary every day, depending on the
weather (polar front jet stream) and the announced flights. For a general investigation of the
track-system between Europe and the East Coast of the USA an average winter day is used
because of the low tropopause. For this day an 6x5 constellation is given, i.e. 5 flight levels and 6
horizontal tracks.
There is no special interest on single trajectories, but in the effects of the whole system, i.e. in
what way fuel consumption and emission amounts are influenced by moving or changing the
structure of the system. Figure 5 shows the optimal position with regard to consumption and
exhausts for westbound flights on a normal winter day. The cross section is equal to the 30th
degree of latitude. This is the most northern point of the track-system. Figure 6 shows the same
system avoiding stratospheric flights. The NAT-System was set four flight levels lower (ca.
2600m). This results in higher consumption and exhausts.
12000

12000

ABCDEF

Altitude

M

10000

tropopause - winter

[Westbound I — FL3S0
1----------------- — FL330

© ©

Altitude

[m]

— FU10
— FL290
: — FL270

[Westbound]

10000
C D E F
—FL270
—FL250
— FL230
—FL210
—FLI9D

NAT

Frankfurt

New York

Frankfurt

New York

55
Latitude <p l°]

Fig. 5 Example, optimal position ofthe
NAT-System for flights in wintertime,
Westbound, 30th degree oflatitude

Latitude V [°]

Fig. 6 NAT-System to avoid stratospheric
flights

With regard to economic reasons a downward shift of the NAT-System causes a higher fuel
consumption. The extra fuel comsumption is shown in table 4. Another possibility is to modify
the 6x5 block constellation, to spread the system. Investigations have shown that a horizontal
shift of a flight track causes lower consumption as a vertical shift. A vertikal jump over one
flight level results in the same consumption and emission amount than a horizontal shift over
three tracks. This leads to the
assumption that the track-system
should be spread and arranged in
accordance
with
atmospheric
boundaries. Figure 7 shows such a
modified track-system.

Fig. 7 Modified track-system with
30 tracks
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Separation of the tracks provides an elliptic arrangement of flight paths underneath the
tropopause. Even if the distance of single trajectories increases, consumption reductions are
calculated. In order to avoid stratospheric flights the fuel consumption is about 6.3t lower for the
modified case compared to the shifted system for flights Frankfurt - New York in winter time.
Table 4 shows the characteristics of consumption and emission behaviour for different cases.
season

direction

winter

Frankfurt-New York

reference system,
today, fig. 5

Wjuet = 75.0f

shifted system
fig. 6
+13.29%
+14.91%

modified system
fig. 7
+ 4.78%
+ 4.92%

+ 3.27%
+ 3.25%

- 0.22 %
-0.12%

+ 19.84%
+ 21.23%

+ 5.95%
+ 6.01%

+ 6.35%
+ 6.60%

+ 0.21%
+ 0.34%

^emission = 9543kg

summer

Frankfurt-New York

=

™emission
New York-Frankfurt

winter

New York-Frankfutrt

summer

= 932.0 kg

= 616t

™emission

= 9153kg

mjuel =
Emission

Table 4

74.91

65.11

=933.0kg

Fuel consumption and emission by avoidance ofstratospheric flights related to
the NAT-System

The table shows that the modified structure of the NAT-System decreases the additional fuel
comsumption and emissions extremely, if stratospheric flights are avoided. The disadvantages in
general are higher during winter time, because of the low tropopause. The average value is 2-3%
of additional fuel and emission amount during the whole year, but without pouring any exhausts
into the stratosphere. The potential of damage can be decreased by a flexible arrangement of the
flight tracks.
After licensing satellite navigation systems (GPS) for air navigation in the near future, aircrafts
are able to follow trajectories in a more accurate way. This makes it possible to move single
tracks closer together, without repealing actual security standards. A smaller track-system can
reduce consumption and emissions additionally.

6.

Conclusion

Above Calculated results have showmthat a further development of flight track planning allows
considerable improvements on fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. In consideration of new
aircrafts arid new engineTechnology the emission rate per distance decreases. Even if air traffic
will further increase, optimistic investigations prognose a reduction of the environmental damage
by aircraft exhausts, if the effects of improved flight track arrangement and engine innovations
will be combined.
After licensing GPS for air traffic, aircrafts can follow curved trajectories more exactly.
Therefore, flight tracks can be accomodated economically to the actual weather conditions, i.e.
tail wind situations can be used and head wind situations can be avoided much better than now.
This leads to additional economies of less comsumption and less emissions.
This investigation is a basic work to give information for the atmospheric chemistry. In order to
give the chemists detailled information, how much and where the exhausts are poured into the
atmosphere. Moreover airlines and flight control institutions can use the result of this
investigation to minimize the potential of dammage by aircrafts without reducing air safety and
economic output.
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Abstract
The infrared channels of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
onboard of the weather satellites of the NO A A series allow the detection of contrails.
An automated detection scheme is described and tested against computer aided visual
classifications by two experts. The algorithm seems to identify contrails within the
satellite data with a skill comparable to the human observers.
Clusters of contrails within the satellite images are connected to outline regions
where the atmospheric properties are favourable for the existance of observable con
trails. Air traffic data shows, that over Middle Europe at least, in the main flight levels
most of these regions should be marked by detectable contrails. The mean areal cover
age of these regions is estimated to be in the range of 10% to 20%, the cloud coverage
by detected contrails was 0.9% in 60 AVHRR scenes covering Central Europe.
1.

Introduction

Whether there is a relevant climatic impact of contrails is still an open question. High
and optical thin cirrus clouds and also aged contrails may have a positive correlation to the
radiation budget of the combined surface and atmosphere system. An increase of coverage
by contrails may thus lead to warmer surface temperatures while all other cloud types lead
to surface cooling. The global mean coverage by contrails is not known. Bakan [1] derived
from visual inspection of AVHRR (’Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer’) data the
contrail coverage of the North Atlantic region and found values up to 2% depending on
season and location.

Fig. 1: NOAA-12, T(Ch.

5), May 4th, 1995. 07:43
UT.

Fig. 2: NOAA-12, T(Ch.4)
- T( Ch. 5), May 4th, 1995.
07:43 UT.
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Fig. 3: Regional standard
deviation of T5.

am
Fig. 4: Normalized
temperature Ch.5.

Fig. 5: Large scale
maximum gradient of T5.

BIS*
Fig. 6: first guess Mask for
detection of contrails.

Local area coverage (LAC) images recorded by the AVHRR onboard of the weather
satellites of the NOAA series show often linear structures which can be identified as contrails
without any doubt. Best suited to identify contrails are the channels in the thermal infrared
part of the spectrum i.e. channel 4 (10.3 to 11.3 /rm) and channel 5 (11.5 to 12.5 fim)
and the difference of the blackbody temperatures derived from this channels [2, 1], Figs. 1
und 2 show an extreme case of contrail coverge over Denmark, southern Sweden, northern
Germany and the western part of Poland. This small part of an AVHRR scene is used in
the following to illustrate the contrail detection algorithm.
2.

Contrail Detection Algorithm

2.1.

Description

Input data for the detection algorithm are the equivalent blackbody temperature derived
from channel 5 (T5) and the temperature difference between channel 4 and 5 (TD). To avoid
interference with artefacts produced by remapping we use the data in the original satellite
projection. Figs. 1 and 2 show an example of this data. Both datasets are filtered with an
highpass kernel and normalized with the regional standard deviation STD5 and STDD(Fig.
3).
T5 is inverted. From the resulting normalized images N5 and ND (Fig. 4), the large scale
maximum gradient of T5 (G5) (Fig. 5) and TD we derive a mask shown in Fig 6, which
marks all pixel fulfilling each of the following requirements:
• N5 + ND >1.5 (This value depends on the type of normalisation)
• G5 < 2. * STD5 + 1 to avoid the interpretation of edges as lines
• TD > 0.2
The fixed parameters this requirements where derived by an evolutionary algorithm which
maximized the correlation of the resulting mask with the visual analysis of some test cases.
The sum of the normalized images N5NND is input for further filtering. We convolve the
data with a line filter of 19 x 19 pixel in 16 different directions. Because of the normalization
of the input data, a single threshold is sufficient to isolate connected regions, which are
treated as seperate objects. Each of this objects is checked against the mask: described
above. To be regarded as a contrail, the remaining pixel in each object have to fulfill the
following criteria:
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Fig. 7: Sum of normalized
images convolved with line
detection kernel for 45°.

Fig. 8: contrails derived for
the direction 45°.

Fig. 9: Result from the
contrail detection scheme.

• Ten or more pixel form the object
• the length has to be more then 16 pixel distances
• the correlation of the coordinates must be greater then 0.975
Using morphological functions we fill interrupted contrails. The results for each direction
are added. The whole algorithm is then applied to the same dataset sampled every second
element and line to detect wider contrails. Fig. 9 shows the result.
2.2.

Verification: Comparison with visual classification

For the comparison we used AVHRR Data of the noon overpasses for the months of July
and October 1990. The data covers Middle Europe. Due to the changeable satellite position
the width of the dataset and the spatial resolution varies. The data has been classified by
two observers using an interactive computer program, which allows to mark and store lines
of variable width within an image. The result of these two classifications is given in Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 shows the result of the automated classification in comparison to the mean value of
the two human observers. The variability within the two datasets is comparable.
3.

Regions of potential contrails

Over Middle Europe we detect contrails usually in clusters. The typical width of these
clusters is in the order of 100 km, the shape is often elongated. We conclude, that these
clusters mark regions where the state of the atmosphere within the cruising levels is suitable
for the formation of persistent contrails.. The atmospheric conditions for contrail formation
are extensively described in [3]. For the persistence of contrails a steady lifting of the air
parcel seems to be an additional requirement.
Under unchanged atmospheric conditions, the areal extent of these regions sets an upper
limit to contrail coverage in case of increased air traffic. Due to the uncertainties in the
humidity measurement of radiosondes in this altitudes, and the subsynoptic scale of this
regions of potential contrails, a direct determination from standard observational data seems
to be not feasible.
Due to the dense air traffic over Middle Europe, we can assume that most of the regions
of potential contrails are also marked by them. The scheduled flights from May 4th 1995
from 1.5 h before the satellite overpass at 7:43 UT are schown in Fig. 12. The fiightroutes
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visual classification B. M

Visual classification M

visual classification C. [%]

Fig. 10: Comparison of two
independent visual classifications

Fig. 11: Comparison of the automated
contrail detection scheme to the mean
value of the two visual classifications
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Fig. 12: Air traffic over Middle Europe May 4th 1995, 06:13 - 07:43 UTC, only flights
above flight level 200 (20000 feet). A windspeed of 30 kn from NNE is assumed for the
whole area.
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are shifted to simulate a windspeed of 40 kn from NNE, which was measured on this day over
northern Germany in the 300 hPa level To estimate the minimum extent of those regions
we use the morphological image processing operators “erode” and “dilate” with a circular
template of 25 pixels radius. The result is shown in grey in Fig 9: The regions where
the algorithm found contrails are connected, while those regions without contrails within a
distance of 25 pixels are left blank. The preliminary inspection of 60 AVHRR scenes from
July and October 1990 over Central Europe showed that this regions cover about 10%, while
the coverage with contrails is 0.9%. These numbers are preliminary, but longer time series
are now being processed, which will lead to statistically significant data.
4. Conclusions

An algorithm was developed, which allows the automated detection of contrails from AVHRR
LAC data. As the AVHRR is flown on the operational meteorological satellites of the NOAA
series since 1979, and the LAC data are received and archived at numerous receiving stations
around the world, this algorithm makes it possible to produce worldwide statistics on contrail
coverage. In regions with dense air traffic it is also possible to estimate the regions of potential
contrail.
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ABSTRACT
The CCD image of a persistent contrail and the coincident LIDAR measurement are presented. To extrapolate the
LIDAR derived optical thickness to the video field of view an anisotropy correction and calibration has to be
performed. Observed bright halo components result from highly regular oriented hexagonal crystals with sizes of
200 pm - 2 mm. This is explained by measured ambient humidities below the formation threshold of natural cirrus.
Optical thickness from LIDAR shows significant discrepancies to the result from coincident NOAA-14 data. Errors
result from anisotropy correction and parameterized relations between AVHRR channels and optical properties.

1. INTRODUCTION
A major role in the radiation balance of the earth is attributed to natural cirrus clouds which on average
cover about 20 % of the globe.1 In the last years research activities have been strongly extended to
investigate the role of anthropogenically induced cirrus (contrails) and the possible impact on climate2,3
resulting from an additional surface coverage of at most 2 % on long term average.4,5 The critical climate
effect results from the highly non-linear dependence of solar backscattering and solar absorption from cloud
coverage and optical thickness (OT).6 For this, we address the following questions of particular interest: i)
Is there, in persistent contrails, any significant difference in radiative impact compared to natural cirrus; i.e.,
are there differences in optical properties, e.g., particle shapes and orientations? Information on this topic
can be derived from halo observations within persistent contrails.7 ii) How can changing cloud coverage
and OT accurately be determined within surface areas as large as possible? We report on possibilities to
combine high accuracy techniques to derive OT (LIDAR) with surface covering techniques (CCD camera
and satellite imaging).

2. COINCIDENT IMAGING BY LIDAR AND CCD CAMERA
The objective of the experimental analysis described in this section is to derive a 3D 40° field of view
(FOV) image of clouds or contrails with a pixel grey scale representing the OT.

2.1 EXPERIMENT
The experiments are performed with the IFU fast scanning backscatter-depolarisation LIDAR optimized
for contrail investigations8 (NdrYag Laser 532 nm/550 mJ, 52 cm Cassegrain telescope, Chopper, 2
polarisation orientations, PMT's with range gate switch, 4 channels simultaneous analog sampling) in
combination with a CCD camera (Sony, 756x581 pixel, video processor (AEG), framegrabber (Matrox))
mounted collinear to the laser axis.
In Figure 1 the CCD image is displayed that had been taken on 23 April 1996 during the campaign
"Contrail" from an aged contrail (age ~ 0.5 h) produced by the research aircraft FALCON. For the
LIDAR cross section measurement the drift speed of the contrail has to be predetermined from LIDAR
sounding (height) and video imaging (angular velocity). By these data the LIDAR-CCD-camera scanning
mount is computer controlled to track the drifting contrail. The scanning direction can then be marked
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via 3 mouse clicks (Figure 1). The cross section of Figure 2 had been scanned via 30 scanning points (10
laser pulses each). To get a contrail cross section the LIDAR return signals are interpolated in between
the separated laser directions (grey scale in Figure 2).
2.2 CORRECTION FOR BIDIRECTIONAL ANISOTROPY
As a first step towards a 3D image of the FOV area versus OT, we derive from the LIDAR return profiles
the changing OT of the contrail along the different laser pointing directions (Figure 3). Using the pixel
intensities of corresponding pointing directions we can then transform the whole CCD pixel intensity
image (Figure 1) to an image, where the grey scale represents the OT. However, several nonlinearity and
anisotropy effects have to be taken into account: i) aerosol and subvisible cirrus scattering contributing
to the visible contrail brightness, ii) muliple scattering effects influencing the OT, iii) nonlinearities in
the CCD camera pixel intensity response, and iv) bidirectional anisotropy of the scattering phase
function. We found experimentally the points i) - iii) be negligible; i.e., we found for a certain
observation geometry the pixel intensitis of a CCD camera image being linear related to the OT.
However, consideration of (iv) is of striking quantitative importance, as pointed out in the following.
Both for spherical particels and for randomly oriented nonspherical particles the scattering phase
function is unidirectional. Typical for this are the ring type 22° and 46° halos. Away from these ring
halos and away from the forward scattering peak, however, typical unidirectional scattering phase
functions display flat and monotoneous behavior. Thus, within a large variety of observation geometries,
the scattering probability does not change significantly within the CCD camera FOV. However, when ice
crystals tend to orient, the scattering probability becomes a bidirectional property; i.e., the scattering
phase function additionally displays a strong dependence on the relative azimuth angle between the solar
path and the observation direction. One example for this is displayed in Figure 4.
Thus the procedure for deriving a 3D image of OT within our 40° FOV is to first normalize the CCDcamera pixel array by dividing by a bidirectional scattering phase function typical for cirrus and/or
contrail. The LIDAR derived values of OT are then plotted versus the normalized pixel values at
corresponding pointing directions. From this the calibration relation results. A possible offset in the pixel
value corresponding to zero OT points to the existence of a natural cirrus at another height level.

2.3 WHY DO CONTRAILS DISPLAY BRIGHT HALOS?
In this section we want to discuss what can be learned from halo observations within persistent contrails
with respect to optical properties. From photographs (one displayed in Figure 4) we obtained proof, that
the observed phenomena resulted from hexagonal plates oriented horizontally. This can be concluded from
comparison to computer simulations of halo phenomena by ray-tracing techniques (geometrical optics).9
Nearby radio soundings displayed ambient humidities well below 100 % with respect to ice (RH, = 19%
and 65 %, respectively).
Plate shaped particles tend to fall oriented10 for Reynolds numbers between 1 and 100.11 For ice plates
falling oriented in air, diameters between 200 pm and 2 mm have been found.10 Table 1 gives an overview
on the previous halo observations in contrails found in the literature. We learn, that most of the halo
observations are due to orientedplates with diameters between 200 \xm and 2 mm.
Generally, the occurrence of halo phenomena results from the simplest crystals (hexagonal plates and
columns) and the most regular crystal shapes. We can observe halos in contrails, and this probably even
more pronounced than in natural cirrus: Already in one of the first contrails ever produced (11 May 1919
above Munich) a halo had been observed; furthermore we want to cite a statement by Weickmann on his
early flight observations: "We remember several contrails where the most wonderful halo phenomena
developed, we ever saw". Also the statements by Boemer and auftn Kampe point to the observation of
unusual bright halo phenomena in contrails (see Table 1 for references). This might be also confirmed by
our observation of the 120° parhelion within a contrail (Figure 4), a component which has rather rarely been
observed even in natural cirrus.
Persistent contrails obviously often consist of unusual regular crystals. This seems to be; surprising,
considering the state of the art knowledge of the initial growth phase of a contrail.3 There is a rapid
freecing,12 particles form at least partly by condensation on soot particles. The early growth of these
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sublimation nuclei in the young contrail can then be determined by high water supersaturation caused by the
engines, which results in an irregular early crystal growth.
However, the late growth of contrails depends on the ambient humidity just as in case of natural cirrus.
Assume a region with low relative humidities near 100 % (or even below) with respect to ice, as found in
our two observations. In such a region natural cirrus will not be favored to form, since for formation of
natural cirrus a minimum relative humidity significantly above 100 % with respect to ice has been found.13"
15 However, a contrail can be forced to form in this region,16 and grow fast until all water vapour from the
airplane in excess of the ambient relative humidity is deposited on the ice particles. It can then become
persistent and grow extremely slow according to low relative humidity (around or even below ice
saturation) of the entrained ambient air. We like to point out, that at the moment there is no evidence
available that a contrail can not become persistent at ambient relative humidities below 100 % with respect
to ice (surface effects). So a contrail may find more probably ideal conditions for a regular crystal growth.

3. COINCIDENT LIDAR AND SATELLITE IMAGING
In order to evaluate the change of the radiation budget of the earth caused by contrails, large scale
imaging of their OT and surface coverage is required. Both can in principle be derived from
multispectral data of the NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution Spectrometers (AVHRR).17’18 The
derivation of contrail OT from reflectance channels has, e.g., been implemented in the program package
APOLLO developed by DLR, with an OT error estimated to be in the range of ±50 %.
There have been only few validations of satellite derived OT of natural cirrus by conicident LIDAR
measurements,19’17 and only one validation in case of a contrail:20 All are showing significant deviations
in the range of the above mentioned error (±50 %). We are currently running measurements to get a
variety of LIDAR data coincident to satellite overpasses. One of these LIDAR measurements has been
discussed above (Figures 1 and 2); it had been taken coincident to a NOAA-14 overpass. We found a
discrepancy to satellite OT significantly larger than ±50 %.
The major error sources in the satellite retrieval of OT are: i) Contributions to the contrail OT caused
by natural cirrus layers at height levels close to the contrail level (Figure 2). ii) Optical properties like
the OT can only be calculated from the directional hemispherical reflectance of the cloud. However, the
observable quantity is the bidirectional reflectance. The anisotropy correction factors currently used are
the cause of uncertainties since they are based on global averages.17 iii) The parameterization of the
relation between reflectance and OT is based on a simple model und thus a main error source.
In the investigation at hand the error is mainly caused by using the automatized retrieval algorithm of
OT from the satellite data which was designed for cases where OT > 0.5.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using a scanning backscatter-depolarisation LIDAR the OT along a contrail cross section was derived.
From these data a CCD camera image taken coincident and collinear to the laser axis is calibrated to
display a grey scale that represents the changing OT across the image. Our observation of extreme
azimuthal anisotropies in the images (halo components) points to the need that the resulting OT image is
corrected for bidirectional anisotropy.
Most of the halo observations within persistent contrails are due to hexagonal plates oriented hori
zontally with diameters 200 pm - 2 mm. Nearby radio soundings display ambient relative humidities well
below 100 % with respect to ice. We assume the possibility of contrail persistence at an ambient humidity
even below 100 % with respect to ice. This is in line with the repeated observations of unusual bright halo
phenomena within persistent contrails, which points to a very slow thus regular crystal growth. In a more
general context, the observed azimuthal anisotropies point to the need of a 3D radiative transfer model.
LIDAR validation of contrail OT derived from satellite measured reflectance shows discrepancies
above the ±50 % error range. The main errors in the satellite data analysis are due to the anisotropy
correction of top of cloud reflectance and to the parameterization which relates cloud reflectance to OT.
Our future work will focus on the open questions outlined in this paper: i) For improved anisotropy
corrections (both for CCD images and AVHRR reflectance) the knowledge of bidirectional scattering
phase functions typical for cirrus/contrails is required. Up to now, there had been only theoretical studies
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of bidirectional phase functions for distinct crystal types, sizes, and orientations (ray-tracing
calculations). However, typical phase functions observed in reality are composed from various
contributions that can only be derived from experimental studies planned at the moment, ii) Onother
subject of our ongoing work is to derive experimentally parameterizations of the relations between
AVHRR reflectance data and the LIDAR-derived OT, especially for small values (OT < 0.5) typical for
contrails. For this we will analyze a larger set of LIDAR measurements and satellite data from coincident
overpasses. The OT calibrated CCD images can serve as an intermediate step, as they provide LIDARderived mean values of the OT over areas comparable to the size of one NOAA-AVHRR pixel (lxl km).
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Table 1. Halo observations in contrails
Author, date

Report (verbally, manual drawing, photograph)

Halo component

Crystal type and orientation

L. Weickmann,21 Schmauss,22
May 1919
Kuttner,23 April 1942

verbally: "part of sun ring"; "northern and
southern part of ring at distance of 22°""
verbally: "horizontal circle, in any case
circumzenithal circle, whose extrapolation does
approximately pass the sun"c
manual drawing: northern 30% part of a ring
whose extrapolation passes the sun"
verbally : "mock sun of faint red color"6

not unique:" 22° halo
(or possibly: 22°parhelia)
not unique:c parhelic circle

no distinct typed
(or possibly: orientedplates)
oriented plates
and/or singly oriented columns

not unique:6 22°parhelion
(or possibly: 22° halo)
22°parhelia, circumzenithal
arc, weak 22° halo

orientedplates (or possibly: no
distinct typed)
orientedplates and further
crystals with no distinct typed

not unique: circumzenithal arc
or upper tangent arc?
no statement

orientedplates (or possibly:
singly oriented columns)

upper 22° tangent arc, weak
22° halo,
22° parhelia,
120° parhelion
22° parhelion

singly oriented columns and
oriented plates and further
crystals with no distinct typed
orientedplates
oriented plates

Hancock,24 Dec 1942
Boerner,25 1943

verbally: "side suns (of small ring) and circumzenithal arc (upper tangent arc of large ring) very
bright colored, weak parts of 22° ring"
photograph: no additional information
verbally: "most beautiful and manifold halos"
verbally (flight report): "we remember several
contrails where the most wonderful halo
phenomena developed we ever saw"
photograph

aufm Kampe,26 1943
H. Weickmann 27 1949

Sassen,28 Oct 1974

This work, Jan 1996
This work, June 1996
(lrm
t . .

verbally: "parhelia of 22° halo"
photograph with angle measurement
photograph
. . .

.

.

The 22°parhelia (mock suns) usually contain all colors, whereas the 22° halo is just red inside the ring.
cThe manual drawing points to a parhelic circle, which forms in the north opposite to the sun. Contrary to the verbal note, we exclude circumzenithal arc and
circumhorizontal arc, which would be centered around the sun azimuth angle (we calculate azisun = 215° from the observation time 14:00 MEZ 3 April 1942,
Augsburg, Germany) and extend at most a third around the horizon; furthermore the latter are restricted to elevation angles above 58° and below 32°, respectively.
This does not fit the sun elevation of 47.6° we calculate from the observation time.
^Nearly all randomly oriented crystals show the 22° halo; however, circular halos do not necessarily require random orientation.

FIGURES

Contrail Optical Thickness

Figure 1. CCD image of a persistent contrail prodncedby the research aircraft FALCON on 23 April
1996. The LIDAR scanned contrail cross section is
perpendicular to the line. The start of die LIDAR
scanning cross section is marked (o). Imaginghad
been performed coincident to a NOAA-14 overpass.

F%ure2. LIDAR attenuated backscatter signal
from 30 different laser pointing directions (lines)
along the contrail cross section (Figure 1). Note
also a thin natural cimB around 12j km height.

0,100.05-

Horizontal Distance to LIDAR (km)
Figure 3. Contrail optical thickness derived from the
LIDAR backscatter signal along the pointing di
rections marked in Figure 2. An extmctkm-to-backscatter ratio of 20 was used.

Figure 4. CCD camera image of a 120" parhelion (+)
in a persbtent contrail observed from Gannisch-Partenkircben (47.7" N, 11.1" E, 730 m a.s.L) at a zenith
angle of 71.1" and a +315.0" azimuth at 12:25 UTC
18 Jan 1996. From radio soundings a relative humidity
with respect to ice of RH} = 79 % is calculated.
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Analyses of satellite imagery are used to show that contrails can develop into fully extended cirrus
cloud systems. Contrails can advect great distances, but would appear to observers as natural cirrus
clouds. The conversion of simple contrails into cirrus may help explain the apparent increase of
cloudiness over populated areas since the beginning of commercial jet air travel. Statistics describing the
typical growth, advection, and lifetime of contrail cirrus is needed to evaluate their effects on climate.

1. INTRODUCTION
Contrails may have a significant impact on the regional energy budget by blocking outgoing
longwave radiation and reflecting incoming solar radiation. Such effects may also alter weather and
climate patterns. The overall impact depends on many factors including the contrail areal coverage,
lifetime, time of formation, microphysical properties, altitude, and background. A variety of studies
have suggested that cloud cover has risen due to contrails caused by increasing air traffic leading to
reduced surface sunshine [1] or to surface warming [2], Although several papers have been devoted
to assessing the frequency of contrail occurrence, knowledge of the areal extent of contrail clouds is
minimal. An examination of contrails by Bakan et al. [3] showed a maximum coverage of only 2%
over a relatively small part of Europe and the northeast Atlantic. That study and others generally
assume that contrail clouds are only those that are the familiar, narrow linear streaks in the sky or in a
satellite image. As contrails are usually observed only in the air traffic routes and the routes only
cover a small portion of the globe, it is difficult to reconcile the small fraction of cloudiness
attributable to contrails and the larger increases in thin cloudiness if only the fresh, linear contrails are
considered.
Bakan et al. [3] noted that many of the contrails they observed in a given NOAA Sunsynchronous satellite Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) image could be seen in
other images 6 to 48 hours later. From the surface, it is possible to observe the transformation of
contrails into cirrus clouds having little resemblance to their original linear shape. Given these
observations, it is highly probable that some long-lived contrails cannot be recognized as such and
will increase the amount of cloudiness caused by jet aircraft exhaust. This paper examines the
problem of determining if and how much additional cloud cover can be attributed to contrails.
AVHRR and Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) data are used to track
contrails for a few select cases and evaluate their areal and optical properties as they develop.

2. DATA AND ANALYSIS
NOAA-12 1-km AVHRR data and GOES-8 at 75°W and GOES-9 at 135°W taken at 15minute intervals provide a variety of views for studying contrail development. The AVHRR data used
here comprise the visible (VIS; 0.65 gm), solar-infrared (SI; 3.75 gm), infrared (IR; 10.8 gm), and
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over casern Virgin#.
spill window (WS; 12.0 pm). The 4-km GOES imager has similar channels except that the SI central
wavelength is 3.9 pm. The GOES VIS data can also be obtained at 1-km resolution. Temperature
and humidity soundings from the nearest National Weather Service station were used to relate
temperature to altitude.
During the NASA Subsonic Contrails and Clouds Effects Special Study (SUCCESS)
conducted over the U.S. during Spring. 1996, two extraordinary contrail systems were observed off
the coast. One was a series of figure eights from an unknown source over the Gulf of Mexico during
11 April (Fig. la). The eights were originally 30 km wide and extended -70 km from north to south
The other system was a 100-km long oval or race track produced over the Pacific Ocean by the NASA
DC-8 as it sampled contrails produced by commercial airliners and its own exhaust (Fig. lb). These
two sets of contrails are ideal for tracking because they are extensive and easily distinguishable from
natural clouds. The third case involves linear contrails produced by commercial aircraft over the east
coast of the U.S. 26 September 1996 seen over mouth of the Chesapeake Bay in the AVHRR imagery
in Fig. 1c.
The data were analyzed with the multispectral techniques of Minnis et al. [4] to derive the
phase, effective ice particle diameter Z)g, optical depth %, temperature 2^# and altitude z of the
high-altitude clouds within a box defined to include only the clouds arising from the subject contrail
systems. The box was also selected to include the portions of the background to compute the dearsky VIS clear-sky reflectance and IR, SI, and WS dear-sky temperatures 7{%. During daytime, the
VIS-IR-S1 technique (VIST) was used to determine the values for each parameter, while the SI-IRWS (SIRS method) was applied at all hours [4], The cloudy pixels were identified over ocean as
those having temperatures T <Tcs(IR) -1.5K. Over land, the temperature threshold depression
varies up to 6K depending on the variability of the backround temperature. The parameters were
computed only for the pixels corresponding to the contrail cloudiness. Screening other cloudy pixels
can be subjective and difficult, however, some objective criteria were applied to eliminate non-contrail
clouds. Clouds having
> 273K were assumed to be low clouds and clouds with ?> 1 were
assumed to be pre-existing cirrus. Cloudy pixels with indeterminate particle size results were
assumed to belong to the contrail because those results usually occur for optically thin clouds or those
along the edge of a larger cloud. The areal contrail coverage is the number of contrail pixels
multiplied by the mean area of a pixel at the given viewing angle. Actual area was computed for the
entire cloud ensemble for the racetrack and figure-eight contrails because they remained relatively
distinct entitties. Fractional area was computed for the linear contrails using a constant box size of 20
x 30 pixels or - 13.600 knA
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3. RESULTS
The transformation and dissipation of the figure-eight contrails can be seen in the GOES IR
imagery in Fig. 2. At 2045 UTC, the arms of the eights were 2-4 pixels or -12 km wide. The eights
gradually diffused, filled, and became indistinguishable from other cirrus by 2245 UTC. They
advected a total of -750 km before diminishing to a small area south of the western tip of Honda by
0145 UTC, 12 April. During most of that time, the contrail clouds were too thick or dispersed to 1%
recognizable as contrails from either the satellite or surface perspective. Figure 3 shows the analysis
results using the two techniques applied to the GOES data within the analysis boxes. The initial VIST
results yield a relatively small average particle size that increases as the contrails advecL At 1915
UTC. shortly after the contrail formed, the VIST-derived cloud temperature is estimated at 247 K.
According to a 1200 UTC, 11 April sounding taken at Lake Charles, Louisiana, that temperature
corresponds to an altitude of 7.8 km. The sounding also showed that the troposphere above 7 km is
extremely moist indicating that an altitude of 7.8 km is reasonable for this contrail. The VIST cloud
temperature increased slightly after 3 hours suggesting that the contrail decreased in altitude as it
spread. Optical depth remained relatively constant. The SIRS analysis yields a different picture of die
cloud parameters with 7%# decreasing until 2115 UTC before increasing again. Although the initial
values are nearly the same, the optical depths are smaller and Dg is larger, on average, than the VIST
results. The SIRS analysis is less reliable during the day than at night so the retrievals after 0000
UTC are more accurate. When lower clouds are absent, die VIST results are more accurate than the
SIRS data. Thus, the parameter variations given by the VIST are a better representation prior to 2300
UTC. The results for T and Dg after 2300 UTC are probably accurate to + 50%. The areal
coverage increases steadily until it reaches -24,000 km^ at 0000 UTC. The mean contrail cloud
optical depths decreased after 0000 UTC as the cloud dissipated.
Tie 12 May, DC-8 contrail forms over a background of low stratocumulus and advects over a
clear portion of the ocean along the coast before passing over the land at 0045 UTC. 13 May (Fig. 4).
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It also fills and spreads as it moves with the wind. At 0300 UTC, over the foothills of the Sierra
Nevada, the oval structure is gone, replaced by a somewhat amorphous shape. When the system
reaches the mountains (0445 UTC), the cloud seems to thicken before dissipating over Nevada at
0545 UTC. The analysis results in Fig. 5 show the cloud starting near 230 K and apparently
dropping in altitude to warmer temperatures. The particle initially is -30 pm in diameter and increases

Fig. 4. GOF5-9 7F imagery showing trunj/brmorion and dissipofion of the DC-8 rocefrach
conrroilfrom 0045-0545 UTC, 13 May 1996 over northern Caii/bmia to the Nevoda border.
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Fig. 5 Cloud parameters computed for racetrack contrail from GOES-9 data 12-13 May 1996.
Solid symbols refer to contrail area. Temperature refers to contrail temperature.
to ~ 40 gm for several hours and to larger values over the mountains. The optical depths, which
average - 0.5, far exceed those seen for the figure-eight contrails. Areal coverage by this contrailcirrus system reaches a peak of ~ 5000 km- at 0230 UTC. The missing hours in Fig. 5 were not
analyzed because of the variability in the background temperatures. The DC-8 flew at an altitude near
10 km which corresponds to ~ 229K on the nearest sounding. Thus, it appears that Tc[g for the
contrail was overestimated by more than 10K for much of the cloud's lifetime. The magnitude of this
potential error is not surprising given the changing background: low clouds, clear ocean, mountains,
and valley. This variability precluded the use of the VIST for all of the contrail.
The linear contrails in Fig. lc advected over the Atlantic Ocean and were tracked with a
constant-area box using GOES-8 data. Figure 6 shows the cloud parameters derived from GOES-8
for the constant-area box. The cloud temperature remained relatively steady near 245K for the first
few hours, then decreased as the cloud optical depth diminished. These temperature changes
correspond to height increases from 8 to 10 km. Unlike the previous two cases, the mean particle
sizes are more typical of natural cirrus, although they appear to be more like contrails during the most
rapid growth of die cloud around 1430 UTC. The contrails in Fig. lc were observed from the surface
around 1230 UTC and occurred with scattered, thin natural-looking cirrus. Therefore, some of the
larger particles may be due to pre-existing cirrus. The optical depths are significant, averaging around
0.3 for the study period. The contrails appear to have developed from -30% coverage in the box at
1245 UTC to 80% 6 hours later. Examination of the surrounding areas in the GOES-8 imagery
yielded little cirrus coverage. These same parts of the air mass lacked the original contrails seen at
1230 UTC in the AVHRR imagery suggesting that the contrails were responsible for much of the
observed cloudiness in the box which was generally clear before 1200 UTC.
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Fig. 6. Cloud parameters computed from GOES-8 data with VISTfor a moving 20x30pixel box
containing contrails during 26 September, 1996. Temperature refers to cloud temperature.

4. DISCUSSION
Accurate determination of the cirrus microphysical properties is difficult for clouds with such
small optical depths. The sensitivity of the retrievals to variations in background reflectance and
temperatures is greatest when the clouds are thin (r< 0.5). However, the effective particle sizes in
Figs. 3 and 5 change as expected for contrails: initially very small particles because of the abundance
of nuclei followed by crystal growth as the cloud diffuses into cleaner air. The different behavior
seen in Fig. 6 may be due to errors in the analyses for the lower sun angles before 1400 UTC. A
closer examination of the data is required to determine if the retrievals are accurate. Similarly, the
apparent underestimation of the racetrack cloud height will require further investigation. Because the
DC-8 took microphysical measurements during the initial formation of that contrail, it will be possible
to estimate the retrieval errors for the first few data points.
The cloud growth rates seen in Figs. 3, 5, and 6 are remarkable. Peak coverage occurs
approximately 3 hours after the contrail is detectable from the satellite. The contrail clouds dissipate
slowly both in horizontal and vertical extent. The ends of the contrail lifetimes were not totally
observed in these results. Significant areal coverage remained in all three cases after 5 to 9 hours.
Additional tracking could reveal re-growth or continued dissipation. Assumptions about contrails
remaining in the air routes are not supported by these results. Contrail cloudiness can advect
considerable distances from their source, substantially increasing the area affected by manmade
clouds.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is clear from these results that contrail areal coverage is much greater than that derived from
analyses relying on narrow linear features like those in Fig. 1c. Such analyses provide a minimum
estimate of contrail cloud cover. The results found here are not necessarily typical of all contrails.
Given the difficulty in analyzing these relatively distinct cases, it may be concluded that objective
tracking or automated retrieval of advecting contrail properties will require substantial additional
research. Until more automated procedures become available, it will be possible to acquire a more
representative statistical base of contrail characteristics by performing analyses similar to the present
one using a much larger satellite dataset. Such statistics are crucial elements for understanding the
impact of contrails on climate. This study is just an initial glimpse of the potential changes in
cloudiness induced by modem air travel.
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In-situ observations of interstitial aerosol particles and cloud residues found in
contrails
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1. Introduction
In spring 1994 a series of flights were conducted in cirrus clouds and contrails over
southemGermamL dneToTthe aims~~df this campaigrTwas-tostudy~the pKa^~Dartitioning of
aerosols and water in these clouds. To acheave this seperationorpai£cIes~twocoplementarv
sampling probes were mounted on the research aircraft Falcon. These are the Counterflow
Virtual Impactor (CVI) oFsupgrffiicrometeFlnlet, and the interstitial inlet or submicrometer
ifflet. TEe'suEnicromela- inlet, isal/4” stainless steel tube which is tapered to give an effective
opening cross section of 3.8 mm2. The opening of the inlet is turned opposite to the flight
direction which results in cloud particles not being sampled due to their inertia carrying them
past the inlet. Thus, only the interstitial aerosol (unactivated particles in between the cloud
elements) will be sampled. The upper cut-off for this inlet is estimated to be just under 1 pm
aerodynamic diameter [1]. The CVI is a device that inertiallv separates cloud elements larger
than a certain aerodynamic size from the surrounding-atmosphere into a warm, dry and particle
free air [2]. Water vapor and residue particles left behind by the evaporated cloud elements, are
subsequently sensed and sampled by instruments downstream of the CVI. The calculated 50%
sampling efficiency for the probe used in this experiment is 4.5 pm diameter.
Inside the aircraft the sample air from the two inlets is distributed to different sensors.
The concentration of ambient aerosol and residual particles larger than 0.018 pm diameter was
measured by two TSI-3760 condensation particle counters (TSI Inc., St. Paul MN, USA)
modified for aircraft use [1]. Residual particles are non-volatile material remaining after
evaporating the condensed water from the cloud particles. Assuming that each cloud element
leaves behind only one residue particle, these measurements~yield an equivalent number
concentrationTdr clouH^artic[es havihg~an aerodynamic diameter larger than the lower cut size
pftheCVl.The~sIzedistributiotroFtEe^m^ed^erosoTandresidualpartidesbetween0.1 to 3.5
um~diSheterwasineasured^bv~a PMS PCASP (Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer! working
alternatively on both inletsT A dual-beam Lyman-a hygrometer [3] was used to measure the
evaporated water fronvthe' sampled cloud element, which corresponds to the condensed water
content (CWC) in cloud particles larger than the lower cut size of the CVI. The gasphase water
vapor content was measured by a cryogenic frost point mirror [4].
~~--------------- -----

2. Measurements
The results presented below are all from 21 March 1994. This was a day on which many
persistent contrails were formed over southern Germany. In the measuring area the lower levels
were covered by an almost compact stratocumulus cloud. At high altitude, the wind was
northerly and the sky was almost clear except for occasional patches and streaks of visible cirrus
clouds. To the north the cirrus clouds became more homogeneous, and to the south, over the
Alps, the sky was completely free of clouds. The contrail measurements were done by chasing
commercial aircraft in the flight corridors over southern Germany. The Falcon aircraft would
position it self above the contrail and descend slowly through the exhaust. Once below the
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contrail the Falcon aircraft ascended to the side of the exhaust and repeated the descent. The
contrails were about 2 minutes old at the time of sampling and the ambient temperature were
typically -55°C.
Figure 1 show an example of a vertical profiles in and near the exhaust of a B767. The thicker
solid and dashed lines correspond to the first and second descent through the exhaust,
respectively. The thin lines show the measurments made during the ascents outside the contrail.
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Figure 1. Vertical profiles through a B767 contrail of: a) interstitial aerosols b) cloud particles c) cloud
water content d) relative humidity with respect to water.
Although the upper and lower bound of the contrail can be clearly distinguished by the particle
data the different parameters show large variations inside the contrail. Maximum concentrations
for particles larger than 0.018 pm diameter reach almost 10000 cm"3. For cloud particles larger
than 4.5 pm diameter the peak concentrations exceed 30 cm"3. In Table 1 below, data from
measurements made in contrails from four different aircraft are summerized. Instead of reporting
ambient particle concentrations we have normalized the average concentration from one descent
with the plume cross section.
Table 1. Contrail properties
Aircraft
Boeing 767
Contrail
la
lb
144
105
Time in contrail (s)
290
333
Diameter (m)
#/m (CVI)*1010
41
64
#/m (INT) *1013
23
30
0.21
CE fraction (%)
0.18
5.3
5.0
DMM (pm)

Boeing 767
2a
2b
105
48
245
215
11
5.7
6
5.7
0.1
0.18
5.5
5.5

B-747
3
93
403
16
16

MD-80
4a
4b
75
36
181
230
4.1
1.7
1.7
3.9

0.1

0.1

0.1

2.4

5.8

4.7

Median values
11
6
0.1
5.3

Contrail properties measured on 21 March 1994. The cloud element (CE) fraction is the; number of
particles per meter (#/m) sampled by the CVI-inlet devided by the number of aerosol particles sampled
by the interstitial inlet (INT). The diameter of mean mass is given from the CWC and number
concentration of crystals larger than 4.5 pm diameter.
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The plume cross section is not known explicitly and had to be estimated from the observed
diameter in the vertical and assuming a cylindrical shape of the contrail. By taking the ratio
between the cloud particle and the interstitial aerosol concentrations, we can calculate the
fraction of particles that grew to a size larger than 4.5 pm diameter. This value did not change
very much between the different measurements and ranged between about 0.1 and 0.2. From the
observed values we can calculate a diameter of mean mass (DMM), defined as the cube root of
(CWC/NCVi)(6/jt), which give a hint on the sizes of these particles. In all the contrail passes
except number 3 the DMM is around 5 pm diameter. For the B-747 case there is something
wrong because the DMM is smaller than the lower cut-off size for the CVI. We think that the
problem is due to noise in the hygrometer measurement during this passage. We can compare the
observed DMM values from the other cases with a calculated value using a B-737 as an
example. The aircraft bum 2300 kg/h and fly at a speed of about 800 km/h. This results in 3.45 g
water emitted per meter flown using an emission index for water of 1200 g/kg. If this water is
distributed on the number of particles observed in passes 2a and 2b the resulting DMM is 4 and
5 pm, respectively. Values that compare well with observations.
Figure 2 show the residual aerosol size distribution for the B-767 and B-737 contrails
along with a cirrus and sub-visible cirrus case measured on the same day. Note that a residual
particle is what remain after the condensed water on the crystal is evaporated. In the Fig.2, all
the crystals were larger than 4.5 pm diameter. Clearly the contrail distributions differ from the
cirrus cases in that the almost all residual particles are smaller than 0.1 pm diameter. For larger
residual particle sizes the contrail distributions resembles the sub-visible case. This is perhaps
not so surprising if one concider that part of the ambient air is mixed into the contrail and that
persistent contrails form in conditions that are close to trigger cirrus cloud formation. Thus, we
believe that the residual particles larger than 0.1 pm in the contrail are mainly from crystals
entrained from the ambient air.

Contrail B767
Contrail B737
Cirrus
Sub-visible Cirrus

Dp

(p m)

Figure 2. The residual particle size distribution as measured by the CVI for two different contrails and
two different types of cirrus clouds.
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3. Summary
The measurements presented above suggests that in a few minutes old contrails:
•
•

A significant portion of the water that make up the crystals and the particles on which the
crystals form are emitted by the aircraft.
The number of particles larger than 0.018pm diameter emitted by the aircraft is on the order
of 1013-1014 per meter flight.

•

The number of particles larger than 4.5pm diameter formed in the aircraft exhaust is on the
order of 1010-10n per meter flight.

•

The fraction of particles acting as CCN show little variation between different aircraft types
and have a central value of 0.1%.
Due to the large number of particles emitted by the aircraft and the limited water supply the
crystal should typically be smaller than 10 pm diameter.

•
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Abstract
In thiG study fhe formation of a contrail from an aircraft flying near the tropopause

is simulated using a three-dimensional mesoscale atmospheric model including a very
complex scheme of parameterized cloud microphysical processes. The model predicted
ice concentrations are in very good agreement with data measured during the Interna
tional Cirrus Experiment (ICE), 1989. Sensitivity simulations were run to determine
humidity forcing on the life time of contrails.

Keywords - International Cirrus Experiment; Contrail; Ice nucleation
INTRODUCTION
Theoretical studies on the climatic changes of the Earth due to pollution have emphasized
the role of high and cold cirrus clouds. Model calculations have shown that a 2 % increase in
the occurance of cirrus clouds can produce a 1 K rise in Earth temperature (Barrett,1992).
It is known that condensation trails (contrails) formed in the exhaust of aircrafts can
trigger cirrus clouds. In particular contrails from aircrafts flying in the upper troposphere
may affect changes in the climate of our planet.
The effect of the cirrus clouds on the Energy Radiation Budget (ERB) of the Earth
strongly depends on their microphysical properties and, in this respect, on the microphysics
of the contrails.
In this study the formation of a contrail from an aircraft flying near the tropopause is
simulated using a three-dimensional mesoscale atmospheric model including a very complex
scheme of parameterized cloud microphysical processes.
MODEL AND CLOUD SCHEME
The model used in this study is the three-dimensional, time-dependent, non-hydrostatic
mesoscale model GESIMA (GEesthacht Simulation Model of the Atmosphere). The dy
namical part is based on the anelastic approximation (Kapitza and Eppel, 1992).Predicted
variables of this complex model are the three velocity components u, v and w, the potential
temperature 9, the mixing ratio for water vapour qy and the mixing ratios q and number
concentrations N for the cloud species. The parameterizations of the microphysical processes
is based upon Levkov et al.,1992.
Fig.l gives an overview of all cloud microphysical processes which are included in the
model in a parameterized form.
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Figure 1: Water species and cloud processes included in the cloud scheme.
The continuity equations for grid volume average mixing ratio of species X of water (qx),
potential temperature deviation (©') and number concentration (Nx) of cloud particles, and
number concentration of aerosol particles (NA) can be written as follows:

dqx
dt
d&
dt
dNx
dt
dNA
dt

=

AZ)yW + DLF(#) + ^ (#% +

(1)

=

ADV{&) + DIF(Q') + Qq,

(2)

=

ADy(A^) + DFF(Ny) + A (N%%) +

(3)

=

ADV(Na) + DIF(Nx) - Nw

(4)

The subscript X stands for cloud water, rain water and vapor.
” ADV” represents the advection and with "DIF" are denoted the eddy diffusion term.
Ux is the mass weighted mean velocity for rain drops and Qgx, Qnx an<4 Q&’ denotes the
change of the water species and temperature due to microphysical and radiative processes.

INITIALISATION AND RESULTS
The radiosonde soundings of the vertical profiles of temperature, humidity and wind velocity
from Helgoland (14:00 GMT, 24th Sept. 1989) completed by data measured during the
International Cirrus Experiment (ICE) mission ICE 206 (Hennings et al., 1990) axe used as
initial conditions for the presented simulations.
Fig.2 shows the relative humidity over ice and the total ice mixing ratio for one grid box
at the elevation of the flight at different time stages, predicted by the cloud scheme.
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Figure 2: Horizontal cross section of the relative humidity over ice and the total ice content
in the height of the flight at different time steps.
An updraft of the contrail is found in the simulation data. This rising up of the contrail
can be explained taking into account the release of energy during the nucleation and the
temperature perturbation due to the energy exhausted by the aircraft.
During the International Cirrus Experiment (ICE) 1989 mission ICE206 in-situ measure
ments were taken when the contrail was about 8 minutes old (Albers et al., 1990). At this
time an ice concentration of 3.5 • 10~5kg/kg was measured in the contrail. The simulated ice
mixing ratios at this stage of contrail development are 0.9 • 10~6kg/kg. The measurements
lead to a crystal number of 1.5 • 105m-3; the model computed a number of 3 • 105m-3.
A numerical fit is done proposing the following exponential function for the calculation
(Fig. 3) of the life time of faint contrails in case of known ambient humidities:
Life time [s] = exp

(RH[%]-f) In 10
9

(5)

where f=54.1108 and g=16.0675. The square of the correlation coefficient R for this fit is
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0.82; the saturation range is from 70 to 130% with respect to ice by temperature between
—40 and—50°C. The threshold values of 0.004pm-3 total ice content and 0.167pm-2 ice
water path are used.
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of the pairs of ambient humidity and simulated contrail life time for
the threshold values for faint contrails. Exponential function fitted to these data.

Figure 4: Contrails observed from environmental satellites

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a cloud scheme is exercised in a meso-scale environment with moist; processes
generating a contrail in a region with subsaturated air. The simulated ice concentrations
are derived from the mixing ratios and number concentrations of the water species. The
parameterizations lead to a time of persistence of the contrail of about 10 minutes. The
general feature of the contrail (ice mass and concentration) seems to be well reproduced
with the cloud scheme.
An updraft of the contrail is found in the simulation data. This rising up of the contrail
can be explained by taking into account the release of energy during the nucleation and the
temperature perturbation due to the energy produced by the aircraft exhaust.
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During the International Cirrus Experiment (ICE) 1989 mission ICE 206 in-situ measure
ments were taken when the contrail was about 8 minutes old (Albers, 1990). At this time an
ice concentration of 3.5 • 10~5kg/kg was measured in the contrail. The simulated ice mixing
ratios at this stage of contrail development are 0.9 • 10~6kg/kg. The measurements lead to
a crystal number of 1.5 • 105m-3; the model computed a number of 3 • 105m~3.
In further studies we will try to compare our results to observations of contrails from satellite
images.
The simulation results indicate an exponential variation of the life time of the contrail
with changes in the moisture of the ambient air. Future studies will examine the possibility
to extrapolate this relation to different atmospheric conditions.
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A MODEL STUDY OF THE SIZE AND COMPOSITION DISTRIBUTION
OF AEROSOLS IN AN AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
A.A. Sorokin

SRC “ECOLEN”, 2 Aviamotornaya str.,111250, Moscow, Russia

1. ABSTRACT

&

A two-dimensional, axysimmetric flowed model which includes water and sulphate aerosol
formation represented by moments of the size and composition distribution function is used to
calculate the effect of radial turbulent jet mixing on the aerosol size distribution and mean modal
composition.
2. INTRODUCTION
Observations of aerosols in aircraft wakes have indicated that the size distribution
of particles formed in the jet plume may be important for the processes involved in the
further evolution of aerosols in the wake. Visual observations of the short contrails from a
jet aircraft operating under cruise conditions and in young jet exhaust plumes at ground
levels have shown also that besides the sulphuric acid and water vapour binary nucleation
other factors are possibly responsible for early contrail formation. Processes of water
vapour condensation on activated soot particles, homogeneous nucleation on ions, also
freezing of water droplets and ice particles formation, and turbulent radial mixing may
also be important. Existing models can not given information about the aerosol size
distribution evolution in the turbulent plume because of both the number of size and
composition bins, and the using of a trajectory assumption for particles motion in a
turbulent flow. The large number of coupled diffusion equations required for size bins
approximations makes their direct solution intractable. Here we present a first preliminary
results of calculations with a specific aerosol model which includes water droplets
formation on soot particles represented by moments of the size distribution function with
direct modelling of their radial turbulent mixing.
3. AEROSOL DYNAMIC
The jet phase of near field plume is modelled using a parabolised isobaric Navier
Stokes equations with a two equation turbulence model [1]. Gasdynamical equations are
supplemented by two diffusion equations for passive scalar ( or dilution factor) and
dispersion of passive scalar fluctuations. For turbulent jets with condensation processes a
nucleation rate in mixing layer is in most cases a very strong function of the
thermodynamical parameters. So, for such flows the nucleation rate must be averaged by
using an appropriate probability density function for the turbulent characteristics, which
just includes the mean value and dispersion of passive scalar as parameters. However, in
the plume of modern aircraft the process of water vapour homogeneous nucleation is not
important in comparison with the condensation on soot particles or ions and sulphate
nuclei. A second order numerical scheme was used for the radial direction.
As in the most of preceding models [ 2,3 ] it is assumed that condensate particles
are well able to follow the gas motion. Also, as in the model by Brown et al. [ 3 ]
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coagulation of soot and condensed particles is neglected since the time scale of
coagulation is much longer than the time associated with the jet regime of plume. The
process of soot activation is not known sufficiently well for present time. So, part of
activated soot particles is considered as an input parameter.
For jet exhaust mass transport of formatted aerosol is effected by convection and
turbulent diffusion in the radial direction. In principle, one needs to incorporate a general
kinetic equation for size distribution function f(x,y,r) [ 4 ] in the total system of turbulent
diffusion equations. Here x and y are axial and radial directions, r is radius of particles.
But due to an additional independent variables ( radius and also in many cases the
composition of particles) the computational requirement of such models tent to be
substantial. The using of size bins models [ 3 ] also is ineligible because of the number of
discrete entities ( few tens or more ) tracked in solving the two dimensional diffusion
equations.
An alternative approach to the size bins models is a description of the aerosol
dynamics through the evolution of a moments of the size distributions function. Such
model has an advantage of a simplicity and that most notably in essential reduction of the
number of coupled diffusion equations required for solution.
The governing equations for moments Gi [ 4 ], where
00

Gi=

J f(r,x,y)r‘dr ,i= 0,1,2,...

( 1)

0

are given by an infinite system of nonclosed diffusion equations [

1

]:

3Gi1
dGi 1 d
s dGi
oc
pU------ + pV------------------ ( py------------- ) = pi | Rc p-‘ f dr

dy

dx

y dy

Sct dy

( 2)

0

where Rc is a growth rate of droplets as result of water vapour condensation, p is gas density, U
and V are respectively axial and effective transverse velocities, E is turbulent viscosity and Sc, is
turbulent Schmidt number.
Approximating the shape of the aerosol size distribution by an unimodal lognormal
function,
Go

7

f( r)

ln2(r/rg)

--------. exp [ - 0.5-----------V 2k r ln(3
ln2f$

]

(3)

a closure of the system (2) can be achieved, when mean modal radius rg and deviation P are
known functions of the some first moments. In our modelling in the most cases we used moments
Go (total particles concentration ), G2 ( total surface density ) and G3 ( aerosol volume mixing
ratio ) for the definition of the function of f( r;Go,G2,G3) in equations (2). Also, for the testing
of model sensibility to the choice of moments number we used for f( r ) definition the moments
Go, G4 and Gs or even the system of moments Go -$• G5. In the last case we considered two
functions as ( 3 ). The results of modelling of water vapour condensation on soot in the jet
exhaust of subsonic aircraft have shown the closely related surface density and mass mixing ratio
of formatted water aerosol for all cases.
In common case the total size distribution is result of action by a several contributors of
condensation nuclei ( soot particles, nucleation of sulphuric acid, ions hydration, cond ensation on
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In common case the total size distribution is result of action by a several contributors of
condensation nuclei ( soot particles, nucleation of sulphuric acid, ions hydration, condensation on
ambient sulphate particles and so on ). Hence, it is appropriate to consider the corresponding
groups of moments equations as system ( 2 ) with the corresponding to each group approximating
unimodal function, as ( 3 ). The total size distribution will be a sum of local functions.
The problem of aerosol composition modelling in moment’s approach is more complex,
because we don’t know a possible type of distribution over the composition for given radius of
particles. So, as a preliminary result, we considered the mean mass composition of aerosols and
its variation from equilibrium composition for the case of sulphuric acid and water vapour
condensation on activated soot particles.

4. MODEL TESTING FOR LABORATORY DATA
An investigation of fog formation in flow field of the turbulent water-vapour/air jet that
issued into a room was conducted in [ 5 ]. The data allow the behaviour of the jet fog formation
was characterised by the competing mechanisms of heterogeneous nucleation on entrained nuclei,
growth of droplets and its turbulent radial diffusion. Fog jets were generated with effluent
temperatures of 62°C and 85°C, corresponding to a vapour mass fraction , of 0.14 and 0.45,
respectively. The data and modelling supported expectations that the fog formed due to
heterogeneous condensation on the particles in the room.
While condensation tends to narrow a polydisperse distribution of droplets, condensation
with mixing and particle entrainment results in the opposite - a broader distribution. The given
Moment-Condensation-Mixing model incorporate these processes to explain the axial trends in
the shape of the measured droplet size distributions. Figure 1 show that model predict the
experimentally detected droplets size distribution in the main region of the jet.

5. JET EXHAUST MODELLING
The plume flowfield was treated for a subsonic aircraft B707 at an altitude of 12.2 km for
the same initial conditions and nozzle geometry as in a recent paper by Brown et al. [3 ]. Soot
particles distribution used in the work was as in measurements [ 6 ] with mean modal radius,
rg=0.03 pm, deviation (3=1.6, and soot emission index, EI(soot)=10'4.
Saturation profiles, calculated in the present work are in the some difference from the
result by Brown et al. [3 ]. For example, saturation at the plume axis is reach at a downstream
distance of 172 meters( 147 meters in [ 3 ] ). This difference is connected with the different
models of turbulence used in the works and as a consequence different rates of mixing.
In existing trajectory models diffusion of particles formed on a particular path to other
parts of the plume is not account in contrast to given diffusion model. Figure 2 shows the mass
fraction of water that condenses at plume axis when 10% of the exhaust particulates are activated
for trajectory model of particles motion with size-bin and size-moment approximation of particles
growth, and for diffusion model with moment approach. The profiles of bin and moment
approximation for trajectory model coincide very closely, but are displaced 25 meters downstream
relative to the profile of diffusion model in the initial phase of aerosol formation and far exceed
the moment diffusion solution when condensed water is decrease due to further dilution. This
result show the importance of diffusion effect on water condensate distribution in the plume.
Figure 3 illustrates the effect of ambient and core condensation nuclei on the size
distribution of contrail droplets on condition that all ambient particles ( number density in air is of
100/cc ) and only 2% of core soot particles are condensation nuclei. Simulation is performed with
two systems of moment equations, as ( 2 ) for two distribution function of water droplets.
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. CONCLUSION

The results presented here indicate that moment approximation of aerosol size distribution
as alternative approach to size bins models is usable as efficient method of aerosol dynamics
simulation in the plumes marked by the essential turbulent diffusion of formed aerosols from one
to other parts of plume.
The aerosol dynamics model presented here is currently being extended and combined
with a chemical plume model to enable the characterisation of the size distribution, phase and
non-equilibrium composition of plume aerosols.
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Abstract

Based on estimated exit plane sulfur speciation, a two dimensional, axisymmetric
flowfield model with coupled gas phase oxidation kinetics and aerosol nucleation and growth
dynamics is used to evaluate the effect of fuel sulfur oxidation in the engine on the formation and
growth of volatile H2SO4/H2O aerosols in the near field plume. The conversion of fuel sulfur to
sulfur trioxide and sulfuric acid in the engine is predicted to significantly increase the number
density and surface area density of volatile H2SO4/H2O aerosols and the chemical activation of
exhaust soot particulates. This analysis indicates the need for experimental measurements of
exhaust SOx emissions to fully assess the atmospheric impact of aircraft emissions.
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INTRODUCTION

Field measurements of the aerosols in jet engine exhaust wakes have indicated high levels
of sulfuric acid. Hofmann and Rosen [1978] reported close to total conversion of the fuel sulfur
to sulfuric acid in an SR-78 aircraft plume sampled 18 hours after emission at an altitude of 23
km. Estimates of between 12 % and 45 % sulfur conversion have been reported for the Concorde
wake after approximately 16 minutes at 16.2 km based on in-flight aerosol measurements by the
instrumentation aboard the ER2 [Fahey et al„ 1995]. Additionally, preliminary dam garnered
under the SUCCESS program have indicated a high level of small volatile aerosols whose
number density varies with the mass loading of fuel sulfur [Ballenthin et ai, 1996].
In stark contrast, modeling studies of aircraft plume chemistry have predicted that the net
conversion of fuel sulfur to sulfuric acid is limited to between 0.5% - 2% [Miake-Lye et al,
1993,1994; Karcher etal., 1994, 1995]. These numerical estimates are based on current
emission scenarios for sulfur speciation which assume that fuel sulfur is emitted from the engine
as S02 and is subsequently converted to sulfuric acid by gas phase reactions in the exhaust
plume. The growing consensus between the results of field measurements points to a
fundamental discrepancy between observations and the homogeneous and heterogeneous kinetic
mechanisms currently thought to govern sulfur chemistry in the modem jet aircraft engines and
exhaust plumes.
The extent to which fuel sulfur is converted to volatile aerosol precursors during
combustion and the subsequent turbine flow in supersonic and subsonic aircraft engines was
recently estimated numerically [Brown et al.y 1996a]. The results of that analysis pointed to
between 2% and 10% conversion of. the fuel sulfur to SO3 and H2SO4 in the engine. The range
in the estimated values is due to the limitations of the models used in that study to accurately
characterize the oxidative pyrolysis of typical jet engine fuels and 3-dimensional fluid dynamics
for real combustors and turbines, and the lack of high temperature kinetic data for important
sulfur oxidation reactions. Although there is little experimental data currently available to
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validate these model results, it is important to note that the estimated conversion is consistent
with measured values for a gas turbine at ground level burning diesel fuel [Harris, 1990].
The present paper extends the analysis of sulfur oxidation in the engine by providing an
estimated of the effect of exit plane sulfur emissions on aerosol formation and growth processes
in the near field plume. Both engine and plume results are important in addressing the field
measurement results First, the analysis of oxidation in the engine will better define the extent of
sulfur conversion required in the wake by gas phase or heterogeneous oxidation mechanisms to
account for the estimated percent conversion derived from in-flight measurements. Second, the
analysis of the effect of speciated sulfur oxide emissions at the exhaust exit on the number
density, size distribution and composition of near field aerosols will provide an estimate of the
aerosol surface area density for subsequent evaluation of heterogeneous oxidation mechanisms in
the wake.

EFFECT OF SO3 AND H2SO4 EMISSIONS ON VOLATILE EXHAUST AEROSOLS
To illustrate the effect of SO% emissions at the exhaust exit on the formation, growth and
chemical processing of near field plume aerosols, parametric studies were performed for the
Concorde exhaust under the ambient conditions reported for the in flight wake measurements by
the ER-2 over New Zealand in 1994 [Fahey, et al., 1995]. Since direct measurements of the
level of S(VI) (SO3 and H2SO4) at the exhaust exit have not been reported, the percent
conversion was varied between 2 % and 20 %. This range encompasses both the model
estimates described previously [Brown etai, 1996b], as well as experimental measurements for
hydrocarbon flames [Merryman and Levy, 1971] and gas turbine exhausts [Hunter, 1982; Harris,
1990].
The near field plume is modeled using the JANNAF Standard Plume Flowfield model
(SPF-II) [Dash etai, 1979]. SPF-II is an axisymmetric Parabolic Navier Stokes (PNS) flow code
with a two equation turbulence model. A second order numerical scheme is used for the radial
direction. The flow dynamics is coupled to the gas phase kinetics, binary H2SO4/H2O
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nucleation and aerosol coagulation by an implicit treatment of chemical source terms in which
the product of species concentrations are linearized over each spatial step.
Gas phase HOx, NOx and SOx chemistry and aerosol formation and growth is modeled
using the Plume Nucleation and Condensation (PNC) model described previously [Brown et al„
1996b]. The PNC model includes binary H2O/H2SO4 homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation using classical nucleation theory with hydrate interactions and acid aerosol growth by
vapor condensation and coagulation. In subsaturated plumes, the growth of both acid aerosols
and soot/acid aerosols by vapor condensation is assumed to be driven by H2SO4 condensation.
The aerosol weight percent and size than follows by assuming equilibrium between the aerosol
and the gas phase water vapor. Similarly for coagulation, the number of acid molecules is
conserved while the aerosol volume is allowed to adjust to its equilibrium value. If critical
saturation is achieved, then acid and water vapor condensation are followed kinetically and both
acid and water molecules are conserved in a coagulation event
Figure 1 shows the number density of volatile H2O/H2SO4 aerosols, averaged over the
plume cross section 5 km downstream assuming that 2%, 5%, 10% and 20% of the fuel sulfur is
emitted at the exit plane as SO3. As would be anticipated, the number density and mean radius
of volatile aerosols is seen to increase as the exhaust emission level of SO3 increase:;. It is
interesting to note that the size distribution in Figure

1

for high exhaust emission levels of SO3

tends toward better agreement with preliminary volatile aerosol measurements under the recent
SUCCESS campaign [Anderson, 1996].
A natural and important consequence of the high number density of small H2O/H2SO4
aerosols is a significant increase in aerosol surface area. As an example, Figure 2 shows the
volatile aerosol surface area density along the plume axis as a function of downstream axial
distance for the runs with 2%, 5% and 10% conversion at the exhaust exit. The large increase in
surface area early in the plume is notable. Since the critical saturation ratio for water
condensation is not achieved in the Concorde plume, persistent contrail particles do not form and
water vapor condensation on activated soot particulates is limited to that needed to b ring the
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volatile component on activated soot particulates into equilibrium with the gas phase. However,
in supersaturated plumes, the growth of water droplets and/or ice crystals is significant and
would result in additional surface area density to that shown in Figure 2.
Lastly, Figures 3a and 3b show the number of H2SO4 molecules adsorbed per exhaust
soot and the ratio of the resulting soot/sulfuric acid aerosol radius, r, to the radius of the insoluble
soot core, rc, as a function of the core radius. The results presented are for the plume axis 5 km
behind the aircraft As seen in Figure 3a, the model predicts a substantial number H2SO4
molecules on each soot particle, which can be interpreted as chemical activation of the exhaust
soot particles. Early in the plume, activation results from both binary (H2SO4 and H2O)
heterogeneous binary nucleation [Zhao and Turco, 1995] and coagulation with acid aerosols
formed through homogeneous binary nucleation [Brown et al, 1996]. Relative to these two
mechanisms, gas phase adsorption (assuming a clean soot surface accommodation coefficient of
unity) is negligible. As the surface of soot particulates is modified by the addition of acid,
further acid uptake occurs by both coagulation and acid vapor condensation. While acid uptake
rates are larger for larger soot particulates, as seen by the larger number of acid molecules per
soot CN in Figure 3a, the effect on the particle size is largest for the smaller particles as shown in
Figure 3b.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
This paper has investigated the effect of S(VI) (SO3 and H2SO4), vapor emissions at the
engine exit on the nucleation and growth of volatile H2SO4/H2O aerosols and the chemical
processing of exhaust soot particulates in the near field plume. Model results for the near field
Concorde exhaust plume indicate that the formation of SO3 in the engine results in dramatic
increases in the volatile aerosol number density and surface area density, as well as in the
chemical activation of exhaust soot particulates.
The relevance of these results to the potential atmospheric impact of aircraft exhaust
aerosols is threefold. First, the two dimensional global modeling study of Weisenstein et al.
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[ 1996], predicts an increase in the stratospheric aerosol surface area by factor of two due to
sulfuric acid nucleation in supersonic High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) plumes if 10% of the
emitted SO2 is converted to H2SO4 shortly after emission. Since SO3 is readily converted to
H2SO4 within the first few milliseconds after emission, the oxidation of fuel sulfur in the engine
could have an important effect on the stratospheric sulfate aerosol surface area density,
irrespective of any further homogeneous or heterogeneous oxidation in the exhaust wake.
Second, oxidation of fuel sulfur to SO3 in the engine is predicted to significantly increase the
volatile aerosol surface area in the near field (within the first kilometer) plume. Thus, while 2%
to

10

% oxidation in the engine would not account for the high level of sulfuric acid estimated

from in flight aerosol measurements for the Concorde plume [Fahey et al., 1995], it may play a
fundamental role if there is further heterogeneous sulfur oxidation in the wake. Third,
conversion to acid aerosol precursors in the engine is predicted to result in relatively fast
chemical activation of exhaust particulates providing copious active water condensation sites and
altering their surface properties for heterogeneous interactions.
Although the extent to which exhaust soot particulates require chemical acti vation to
condense water in saturated plumes is not known, laboratory studies have indicated that carbon
black samples are hydrophobic, requiring a much higher saturation ratio to condense water than
more hydrophilic particulates, but that water uptake is enhanced in the presence of sulfuric acid
vapor [Wyslouzil, et al, 1994]. If aircraft exhaust soot exhibits similar properties, then model
results indicate that H2SO4 activation through heterogeneous nucleation [Zhao anal Turco, 1995]
and acid aerosol coagulation [Brown et al., 1996b] would provide an extremely facile
mechanisms for activating soot particles as water or ice condensation nuclei. This was
previously noted in model results for a High Speed Civil Transport and B707 exhaust assuming
that fuel sulfur is emitted at the exhaust exit as SO2 and that the formation of H2SO4 vapor is
limited to hydroxyl radical oxidation in the plume [Brown et al., 1996b]. The present study
reinforces that effect and, more importantly, indicates that the potential role of sulfuric acid in
the formation of contrails would be difficult to discern from only modest reductions in the fuel
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sulfur content. This is due in part to the potential for much higher, nonlinear conversion of S(TV)
to S(VI) in the engine compared that currently calculated for hydroxyl radical oxidation in wake.
In addition, however, the thermodynamic and kinetic constraints on sulfur oxidation kinetics
during combustion and flow through the engine turbine are such that the level of SO3 may not
scale linearly with the level of fuel sulfur and the percent conversion may increase sharply as fuel
sulfur is increased [Brown etal.. 1996a]. Consequently, in-flight measurements with respect to
the effect of "low" and "high" sulfur fuels on the formation of contrails or the emission of
volatile aerosols such as those reported by Busen and Schumann [1995] and Schumann et al.,
[1996] require quantitative data for speciated sulfur oxide emission indices and/or very
significant fuel sulfur reductions for accurate interpretation.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Volatile H2O/H2SO4 aerosol number density versus aerosol radius 5 km downstream
of the exhaust exit The number density has been averaged over the plume cross sectional area.
Profiles are shown assuming 2%, 5%, 10% and 20% of the fuel sulfur is converted to SO3 in the
engine.

Figure 2. Volatile H2O/H2SO4 aerosol surface area density along the exhaust plume axis as a
function of downstream distance. Profiles are shown assuming 2%, 5% and 10% of the fuel
sulfur is converted to SO3 in the engine.

Figure 3. (a) Number of H2S04 molecules per exhaust soot CN and (b) ratio of the soot radius
to he initial core radius as a function of the core radius along the exhaust plume axis as a function
of downstream distance. Profiles are shown assuming 2%, 5% and 10% of the fuel sulfur is
converted to SO3 in the engine.
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Figure 3. (a) Number of H2S04 molecules per exhaust soot CN and (b) ratio of the soot radius
to he initial core radius as a function of the core radius along the exhaust plume axis as a function
of downstream distance. Profiles are shown assuming 2%, 5% and 10% of the fuel sulfur is
converted to SO3 in the engine.
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GAS^YNAMICS, OPTICS AND CHEMISTRY
OF AN AIRCRAFT CONDENSABLE WAKE

Emil S. Grinats, Alexei V. Kashevarov, Albert L. Stasenko
(Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute, Russia)

Prediction of the properties of a jet-and-vortex wake from an individual airplane is of great interest
[1-3] as the first step to assessment of the possible globalchanges in theatmosphere'dueto the world civil
aviati^^^jW^ [4,5]. In this report, Several mathematical models of the different regions of an aircraft

^^midj^ii^DandinsnumeiGalresultsarem^mted!

~

‘

The axisvmmetric exhaust iet was simulated on the base of the well-known k-e model of
turbulence? The following set of parameters was chosen for a nozzle exit section: temperature
ra=M)T"K, exhaust velocity ua = 1320 m/s, condensation nuclei density na = 1013 m"3, kinematic
turbulent viscosity for nozzle circumference vTa = 22.5 m2/s, nozzle exit radius ra = 1 m. The
corresponding values in the co-flowing atmosphere were rx = 216.7 K,
= 708 m/s, nK = 0,
Vroo= 10"2vrc. The mass density of surrounding gas at the flight altitude p«, = 0.12 kg/m3, the water
vapour mass fraction cv„ = cvs(TT), where cvs corresponds to saturation vapour. Most of these
values was close to those of paper [4], but we deliberately chose some higher water vapour
concentration at the nozzle exit (mole fraction Xva= 0.1Xa) to make condensation more
pronounced (this value may be real, for example, if not only kerosene but hydrogen also is used
as a fuel).
All the nuclei of condensation were divided into three groups nuclei of: nai=na2=nay=nal2>
with the different condensation coefficients: ac] = 0.1, ac2 = 0.5, ac3 = 1. (Such a difference may
arise, for example, because of the different degree of “treating” of these nuclei with acid vapours.)
Hence, these groups of particles the generating drops had the different rates of condensation
growth or evaporation. Another reason for varying the drop radii was collisions resulting in drop
coalescence or break-up. The result of interaction between s and j droplets (s being a target,
j - projectile, s > j) was described by the semi-empirical formula for the probability p,/ as a
function of Re%, Lp„ ajaj. This formula is an interpolation of a collection of experiments on the
drop pair collision [6], Reynolds Re,/, and Laplace Lp, numbers depending on the relative droplet
velocity \VS-Vj\, their viscosity, density, surface tension, and radii as, aj.
As an example, Fig. la,b present the radial distributions of the number density and drop
radius of the major fraction (s =3) for three cross-sections of the axisymmetric jet. The dash-anddotted lines correspond to the case of no coagulation (p,/ = 0), and the solid lines to the
coagulation/break-up probability pS7- ^ 0. One may see that at the nearest section to the nozzle exit
(x!ra — 100) the number density and drop radius s = 3 are almost independent on the collisions,
but at the far sections the influence of aglomeration is remarkable. Note the decrease of the minor
fraction concentrations (n\ and «2) to be more pronounced than that of the major one («3).
Jet chemistry was investigated on the base of kinetic scheme of the gas phase reactions of
Ref. [4], enriched by including chemisorption by water droplets of several species [5] (especially
such as iNox) and by taking into account of~the photofchemical processes. The numerical
investigations were'carried "but In the vast region of species concentrations, condensation nuclei
densities, temperatures and other governing parameters.
As far as the change of ozone content is of the most environmental interest, the function
was calculated
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A'Fo3 (x) = -p— Jp«(Co - Co3ch )2nrdr,
1Vio3 O

where MQ3 is ozone molar mass,

mol

and c£°ch - mass fraction in the presense or absence of the

chemical reactions. (Note that ozone is absent at the nozzle exit cross-section but may occur in
the jet because of diffusion from surrounding atmosphere, even without of chemical reactions.)
The calculations show that at some distance from the nozzle exit AY^ almost ceases to depend
on this distance, so x = 350 was chosen to illustrate the influence of exhaust chemical content on
the ozone, see Fig. 2.
The light circles correspond to the basis set of molar fractions y7, the curves show the
change in
if only one of the species j (marked near the corresponding curve) changes its
mole fraction (see horizontal scale), the others being unchangeable. The dash-and-dotted straight
line means the consumption rate of ozone at the engine inlet ( - 0.014 mol/s).
One can see that at the basis set of species concentration, ozone is partially restored due
to chemistry (up to +0.006 mol/s). But the most interesting evidence of Fig. 2 is the possibility to
exceed ozone consumption rate by the engine, if one could augment the exit mole fraction of OH
by two orders of magnitude. If so, the jet would turn to be an ozone generator. Of course, this
fact does not mean that all will be all right with the other exhausted species on the global
atmosphere scale§and,tipe intervals.
3% # 3D far waidnumerical results for distribution of species exhausted by the engines
and entrapped by the velocity field of two parallel vortices are shown in Fig. 3a. The back sight
distribution of total water concentration (vapour plus liquid water) is presented for two cross
sections of the wake (in this case the scale for x-axis is equal to Lx - 4600 m). The input set of
parameters corresponds to the perspective Russian SST-2 [7] fueled with hydrogen: weight
0=225 tons, wing span b = 54m,ra = 0.87 m, ua = 1000 m/s, Ta = 417 K, c“2° = 4.55 -10-2, the
flight conditions (at altitude ~ 18 km) are p« = 0.12 kg/m3, Tx = 216.7 K, c“2° = 2.61 -10”6.
The system of coordinates is connected with the middle point (r) = 0, z — 0) between two
descending trailing vortices, so aircraft is gradually lifting in this system, the vortex core centers
(0, +1) remaining immovable. Finally, in Fig. 3b,c the scattering densities ~ na6 at the wake
section x = 0.5 in vertical and horizontal scanning are shown. The signal level is normalized by its
maximum value.
The authors are thankful for financial support of the work by the International Science and
Technology Center (in the frame of the Project 200). We are especially grateful to the Technical
Program Committee of the International Colloquium “Impact of Aircraft Emissions upon The
Atmosphere” for granting our participation in the meeting.
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Fig. la -Distributions of major fraction number
density

Fig.3a-Distribution of total water concentration
in the flowfield of two parallel vortices

Fig. lb -Distributions of drop radius
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Numerical modelling of the internal mixing by coagulation of black carbon
particles in aircraft exhaust
Sofia Ohlsson and Johan Strom
Department of Meteorology, Stockholm University
S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden

1. Introduction
Whejiexhaust.-gases irom an aircraft engine mix with ambient air the humidity may reach
water saturation and water droplets will form on the available cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).
These droplets then freeze to ice particles and form a visible trail, a so cahecTcbhdensationtrailor
contrail. Depending on the ambient conditions the contrail may remain visible for a long time or
evaporate quickly. It is still not resolved if the CCN, on which the cloud droplets form, are mainly
particles present in ffte~ambieiniirorpaHic!eieimtte3_ByTHe'iIfa®rin™®5xBSjS5onraJet
enginerifteparticles "are believed to consist mainly of black carbon (BC) and sulfate [1]. SulfurTn
tB^fCefis oxidized to Sd2 in thecombustor and a fraction of this gas will react m the exhaust to
form sulfuric acid, which eventually condenses to form aerosol particles [2]. The BC particles are
the result of unbumed hydrocarbon compounds in the exhaust and consist of more than 90%
carbon. Pure carbon particles are hydrophobic and will form CCN only under high
supersaturation. This means that the BC particles are unlikely to contribute to the CCN population
in the exhaust unless they upon mixing with water-soluble material transform into “new” particles
that are more hygroscopic and can act as CCN. This pathway is supported by measurements made
by Parungo et al. [3] and Lammel and Novakov [4]. Parungo et al. found that BC particles coated
with sulfuric acid might provide a source for CCN and the measurements by Lammel and
Novakov showed that the hygroscopicity of BC particles from diesel combustion in diffusion
flames increased when a sulfur containing compound was added to the fuel. Also studies from
Wyslouzil et al. [5] suggest that, depending on how the H2S04 is distributed between the BC
particles and the sulfuric acid particles (formed by homogeneous nucleation), the fraction of
carbon particles that act as CCN could be significant. The transformation of particles due to
mixing of two different compounds, in this case of soluble and insoluble material, may take place
through; gas-to-particle conversion directly during combustion, condensation of soluble material
on insoluble particles or by coagulation between soluble and insoluble particles.
The aim of this paper is to study, with the help of a numerical model, how a two-component,
aerosol (i.e. BC and sulfate) iiTarrexhaust trall may be transformed in terms of hygroscopicity by
coagulation mixing and how this may depend on the sulfur content in the fuel"
~2

2. The model
2.1. Model description
For the simulation of mixing by coagulation a numerical model described by Strom et al. [6]
was used. The two component (soluble and non-soluble) aerosol in the model is initially
externally mixed. The number density distributions of the two components are approximated by
46 discrete radius intervals or size classes in the radius range 0.000891 pm to 35.48 pm. Each
size class is characterized by its geometric mean radius. The aerosol size distribution composed of
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a mixture of the two compounds is actually described as a two dimensional field, where the
number density function is dependent on the particle size and the size of the non-soluble particle.
In the original model the Cunningham slip correction factor was assumed only to be
pressure dependent. In this study, however, we used a different expression for the slip correction
that is both pressure and temperature dependent [7]:
Sc= 1 + X/r (1.246 + 0.42 exp(- 0.87 r / X)
(1)
where r is the radius of the particle and X is the free mean path of the gas (in this case the air),
given by [8]
X = k T / (2 7t dm p)
(2)
k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, p the pressure and dm the mean molecular
diameter.
2.2. Model input parameters
The model is simulating the emissions from a jet aircraft, flying on a pressure level of 300
hPa at an ambient temperature of 225 K. Its cruising speed is 250 m s"1 and the fuel consumption
is 2500 kg per hour. We assume the shape of the BC size distribution to be fixed immediately
behind the engine. Thus, the number of particles is determined by the so called emission index for
BC, EIbc, which is the mass in grams of BC formed per kg fuel burned. The value of EIBC depends
on, among other things, engine type and power setting, but in this study we used a fixed EIBC
value of 0.02 g kg"1. Two different shapes of initial BC distribution was used: one inonodisperse
distribution with particles of 0.0158 pm radius, (referred to as BC1), and one log-normal
distribution with rg=0.0158 fim and 0=1.5 [9], [10] (referred to as BC2).
Karcher et ad. [11] suggested on basis of model studies of binary H2S04 / H20 nucleation in
contrails, that sulfur dioxide will oxidize to sulfate and form particles through gas-to-particle
conversion even after the plume onset. In total a fraction of 0.5% of the fuel sulfur will have
converted to sulfate. This value is consistent with measurements by Reiner and Arnold [12] and is
also used in our calculations. However, in our model we assume all sulfate particles to form
immediately behind the engine (as for the BC particles). This deviates most likely from reality but
enables us to but an upper bound on the mixing by coagulation. The size distribution for sulfate
particles in the aircraft exhaust is not well known, thus the shape had to be assumed. In order to
get a fell for the sensitivity, we tried two different shapes both with small particles and narrow
distributions having the following log-normal parameters: rg=0.00158 Jim and (J= 1.3, and
r=0.00251 Jim and a= 1.4, referred to as SI and S2, respectively. With the parameters given
above the number concentration of sulfate particles is given by the sulfur content in Ihe fuel. This
content in jet fuels is typically 100 - 2000 ppm by mass [13]. One of the aims of this study is to
examine whether there is any significant difference in particle coagulation for low or high sulfur
content in aviation fuel, why we run the model for 100 ppm(m) (case la, 2a and 3a) and 1000
ppm(m)(case lb, 2b and 3b). The different cases are summerized in Table 1.
Other parameters that influence the particle concentrations in the wake of the aircraft are:
the aircraft speed, fuel consumption, and the dilution and mixing with the background aerosol in
the ambient air. Since this later process was not included in the original model it had to be added.
The growth of the cross section area during a time increment dt is estimated from model results
by Gierens [14], suggesting the cross section area of the plume to increase from 5-104 m2 to
roughly 40-104 m2 in 30 min corresponding to about 200 m2 s'1. The diluting air is, however, not
particle free, and therefore an amount of the background aerosol corresponding to the dilution
must be added to the particle population at each time step. This distribution was taken as the sum
of two log-normal distributions Strom et al. [15]. The background aerosol is assumed to be
soluble, and thus added to the sulfate size distribution.
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Table 1. Case descriptions.

Case
la
lb
2a
2b
3a
3b

Black carbon
distr.
BC1
BC1
BC2
BC2
BC2
BC2

Sulfate
distr.
SI
SI
SI
SI
S2
S2

EIbc
(K kg')

Sulfur
(ppm(m))

0.02

100

0.02

1000

0.02

100

0.02

1000

0.02

100

0.02

1000

4. Results
The results show similar properties for the different size distributions (of sulfate particles),
why we only will show the results for case 2a and 2b.
As seen in Fig. 1 (case 2a) the number concentration of mixed particles reach a maximum
after about 0.1 s plume age. At this point the source of mixed particles through coagulation and
the reduction in number concentration through dilution by plume dispersion are equal. After this
short time period the number concentration of the mixed particles begins to decrease and the
mixing of particles by coagulation should become less important. This can also be seen in.Fig. 2,
where the number concentrations are normalized with the cross section area of the plume. After
only 2 s the mixed particles have reached 50% of an asymptotic value of about 1012 particles per
meter.

time (seconds)

Fig. 1 - Number concentrations as a function of time; mixed particles (solid), BC particles (dasheddotted), sulfate particles (dashed) and total pa tide concentration (dotted line).
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time (seconds)

Fig. 2 - Number concentration normalized with the cross section area of the plume; mixed (solid), BC
(dashed-dotted), sulfate (dashed) and total particle concentration (dotted line).
Fig. 3 shows the number fraction of each of the three types of aerosols (sulfate, BC, and
mixed) after 30 s. The aerosol smaller than 0.004 pm and larger than 0.04 pm consist mainly
from sulfate particles, and the aerosol in the size range in between (i.e from 0.004 to 0.04 pm)
consist mainly from BC particles. The mixed particles form only a small fraction of the total
particle number concentration (0.6 %). The mixed number fraction shows two maximums around
0.025 pm and 2 pm radius, respectively. The small particles are composed by a large fraction of
BC and a very small fraction of sulfate, while the conditions are the opposite for the larger
particles (a very large fraction of sulfate and a little fraction of BC). The geometrically averaged
volume fraction of BC as a function of particle size is presented in Fig. 4. Note that for a given
particle size, the volume fraction of BC may be different for different particles.

radius (urn)

Fig. 3 - Number fraction of the three aerosol types; mixed (solid), BC particles (dasehed-dotted) and
sulfate particles (dashed line).
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The high sulfur case 2b (1000 ppmm sulfur) show qualitatively the same features as case 2a.
The main differences are that the number concentration of sulfate particles increases with
increasing sulfur content, which lead to a higher number fraction of mixed particles around 0.025
Jim. The number fraction of mixed particles around 2 Jim remain unaffected by the change in
sulfur content. These mixed particles are a result of BC particles coagulating with the ambient
aerosol. The total number of mixed particles are proportional to the change in sulfur content and
reach about 1013 particles per meter.

Fig. 4 - Geometrically averaged volume fraction ofBC in mixed particles as function ofparticle size.
5. Summary
Although our treatment of the initial aerosol is crude and we consider only one type of process in
the model the results are enlightening.
* The coagulation process is important during a very short time period on the order of a few
seconds.
* Our choices of size distribution for the sulfate and BC particles formed in the exhaust seems to
be of little importance for the result.
* An increase in fuel sulfur content will lead to an increase in total number concentration, and the
amount of BC particles that will take part in the coagulation process increases. Thus, the total
number concentration of mixed particles also increase.
* The largest number fraction of mixed particles is found around 0.025 pm radius, while a
smaller peak is found for particles around 2 pm radius.
* Even though the number concentration of mixed particles increase with increasing fuel sulfur
content, the fraction of mixed particles in the size range 0.8 - 2.5 pm is unaffected by the sulfur
content in the fuel.
* These particles may be very effective in forming cirrus clouds since the inclusion of an
insoluble core can stimulate ice formation through immersion freezing.
* The mixed particles formed by coagulation constitutes only a very small fraction of the
total number concentration in the plume (less than 1 %).
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ENGINE JET ENTRAINMENT IN THE NEAR FIELD OF AN AIRCRAFT
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Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales, 29 avenue de la Division Leclerc,
92 320 Chatillon- France

Abstract
A simplified approach has been applied to analyse the mixing and entrainment processes of the engine exhaust
through their interaction with the vortex wake of an aircraft. Qjtr investigation^Wfocused on the near field,
extending from exit nozzle to the beginning of the vortex phase (i.e. to about twenty seconds after the wake is
generated). This study is performed using an integral model and a numerical simulation for a two-engine large
civil aircraft. The properties of the wing-tip vortices on the calculation of the dilution ratio (defined as a tracer
concentration) have been shown. The mixing process is also affected by the buoyancy effect, but only after the
jet regime, when the trapping in the vortex core has occurred. Qualitative comparison with contrail photography
shows similar features. Finally the distortion and stretching of the plume streamlines inside the vortices can be
observed, and the role of the descent of the vortices on the maximum tracer concentration has been discussed.

1. Introduction
The interaction of engine exhausts with the trailing vortices of an aircraft is an
important topic for aviation impact on the atmosphere. Aircraft exhaust contains gases
resulting from combustion, usually designated as major species (CO%, CO, H2O, NOx),
associated with a number of minor effluents (like H2SO4, HNO3...), in gas or solid phase.
Several recent studies (Brown et al., 1995, Taleb et al., 1996) have shown the important part
played by the system water vapour-sulphuric acid on the aerosol formation in the wake.
These emissions can lead to ice nucleation and growth processes that will form
contrails in the atmosphere. These contrails may have an impact on the cloudiness and may
modify the earth's radiative budget balance.
However, the origin of contrails remains unclear, even though this problem has
received a large attention for many years (Appleman, 1953, Scorer and Davenport, 1970,
Maxworthy, 1975, and Schuman, 1996). One of the causes is the lack of knowledge of
accurate partial vapour pressures of different species (mainly water and sulphuric acid) in the
wake vortex. So for assessing these local variables which control the dispersion and dilution
of the aircraft emissions, we have had to investigate the mixing process throughout the wake.
The effect of trailing vortices on the mixing and chemistry of the jet engine has been studied
by several authors (Miake-Lye et al., 1993 and Gamier et al., 1996). But a detailed modelling
of this phenomenon has never been accurately achieved.
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In the present paper, we use an integral model and a two-dimensional direct simulation
of convection-diffusion equation (2D-DNS) to investigate the evolution of the mixing along
the wake of a typical large transport aircraft, extending from exit nozzle of the engine to the
beginning of the vortex phase. Attention is concentrated on the evaluation of the surrounding
mass flow {i.e. the vortical flow) which is radialy drawn towards the jet engine across its
conical surface.

2. The nearfield interaction
The wake of an aircraft is composed of two counter rotating wing tip vortices. The
vortical motion is generated by strong radial pressure gradients. One generally admits that the
exhaust emissions are captured by the vortices. At the early stage of vortex formation, the
axial velocities are appreciable in the core of the vortices. But the details of this flow are not
well known. As shown by Jacquin and Gamier, 1996, if the jet is not too close to the vortex
axis, it is initially almost insensitive to the details of the vortex flow. However, the axial
velocities in the cores of the vortices decay more rapidly downstream than the tangential
velocities. So, at least as a first approximation, the three-dimensional (3-D) vortices evolve in
time to the two-dimensional (2-D) vortices (Govindaraju and Saffman, 1971).
For modelling purpose, it is useful to define three regions in the entrainment and
mixing process : a nearfield jet regime, a deflection regime and a shearing regime. The
nearfield jet regime is characterised by physical processes of usual co-flowing jets. For
example, by means of the trajectory box model, Karcher, 1995 has studied the expansion and
cooling of the engine jets of a subsonic B 747.
The deflection regime corresponds to the entrainment of the jet engine towards the
vortex core. From the studies on the jets in crossflow (Rodi, 1982, and Jacquin, 1994), one
assumes that the two basic parameters are the jet specific momentum flux (for plumes there is
an analogous quantity, the specific buoyancy flux) and the vortex flow velocity. So the
exhaust jet flow is submitted to a balance of a centripetal force induced by the vortical motion
and a inertial force induced by the specific momemtum flux at the exhaust. The buoyancy
body force generated by the non-uniform density {i.e. temperature difference) is based on the
Boussinesq approximation.
The shearing regime describes the shape of the plume submitted to the shearing
processes. This mechanism takes place as soon as the vortical motion is significant across the
plume surface. This occurs if the jet is sufficiently close to the vortex core, far behind the
deflection regime.

3. Theoretical analysis
An integral model has been developed to take continuously into account the jet mixing
during the first two regimes described above, i.e. up to its entrainment into the vortex core.
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This approach is described in a Lagrangian framework and uses the control volume concept to
integrate the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. The details of the basic
equations are given in Jacquin and Gamier, 1996. The vortex wake is represented by the
superposition of two gaussian vortices and it has been shown that the engine jets have a weak
influence on global dynamics of the wake. The turbulent diffusion and its effect on the
expansion and cooling of the jet is based on the Morton-Taylor-Tumer analysis. This
approach is generalised to account for the transversal shear generated by the vortical motion.
Change in the mean concentration of a tracer in a jet is intimately tied to the rate of
entrainment, i.e. the rate at which vortical ambient fluid is included within the jet boundaries.
The expression of the entrainment function writes:

where subscript s, n and b denote respectively the velocity components tangential, normal and
binormal to the jet path; D the jet diameter and p the density. The tilde is referenced as the
ambient fluid. From experiments on coaxial gas jets (Forstall and Shapiro, 1950), the
coefficient cc is taken equal to 0.15. The value of an is close to one and is determined from
experiments on the study of jets in a crossflow (Jacquin, 1994, Rodi, 1982).
After the integral model is ran, the transport and dispersion of the polluant is analysed
by solving the convection-diffusion equation in an eulerian framework. From Williams, 1985,
it is convenient to introduce the dilution ratio Z (or the mixture variable) defined as a passive
scalar which is initially assumed to have a value of one inside the plume and zero in the
ambient air. This variable satisfies the following equation:
p^+pv.VZ = V.(pDVZ)
at
where D is the diffusivity of the scalar. The passive scalar field Z does not influence the flow
dynamics. The velocity field is represented by the superposition of two Lamb-Oseen vortices,
with a descent (translation) velocity taken to ----- , where d denotes the separation between
2ttd
the two trailing vortices. By assuming the load distribution on the wing to be elliptic, d is
given by: d =—, where b denotes the wing span.
4b
This simulation is performed in laminar case, using a Peclet number of the order of

r

600 based on the circulation —, or a Reynolds number because the Prandtl number is equal to
1. So, the laminar vortex core grows only by viscous diffusion. At high Reynolds number
(flight conditions) the turbulence must be considered but its precise role is unclear.
Furthermore Zeman, 1995 showed that the turbulence has a weak influence on the persistence
and the growth of the vortices.
The computations are performed on a fine-grid of 601 x 601 nodes in order to resolve
the details of the plume structure. The numerical method adopted here is an implicit finite-
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difference scheme, developed by Peyret, 1983. A more complete description of this method is
given in Laverdant and Candel, 1988.

3.1 Initial conditions
The aerodynamics aircraft parameters and flight conditions are described in table 1 for
a two engine civil transport aircraft: an Airbus A-330. The thermodynamics conditions at the
exit of a typical engine are given in table 2. The initial vortex core radius is taken arbitrarily
constant, equal to one meter. The computation with the integral model is stopped when the jet
boundary encounters the vortex centre. There, the jet has become largely dominated by the
shearing process. When the direct numerical simulation runs, a plume gaussian distribution of
a scalar (dilution ratio) is introduced in the surrounding of two Lamb-Oseen vortices. The
initial plume, shown in figure 5a , is such that 1% of effluent encounters the vortex centre.
The gaussian plume width and amplitude are calculated from the integral model results.

Table 1: Parameters for the two engine

Table 2: Thermodynamic conditions at the

Airbus A-330 study
Flight conditions: Altitude (km)

exit of typical engine
10

Nozzle Diameter Primary Flux (m)

0.6

Ambient Temperature (K)

220

Jet Exhaust Temperature (K)

480.3

Ambient pressure (Pa)

0.24

Jet Exhaust Velocity

Ambient density (kgm"3)

0.38

Span b (m)

60.3

Aspect Ratio

9.3

Wing surface (m^)

361.3

Circulation Hints'*)

540

Lift coefficient

0.5

Aircraft velocity (ms"*)

252

Engine/vortex centre (m)

14

580

4. Results and discussion
In this study the wing-tip vortices of the A-330 are assumed fully rolled -up and the
generation region is not taken into account by the modelling. Figure 1 shows a lairge aircraft
contrail observed from ground a few seconds after the passage of the aircraft. The feature of
this observation depends strongly on the ambient relative humidity and temperature. If these
values are low enough, in the early stage of the wake one only sees the ice crystals, formed by
the aircraft exhaust trapped in the vortex core. A qualitative comparison with the calculations
of the tip-vortex/jet exhaust interaction using the integral method shows the deflection of the
engine jet streamlines generated by the centripetal force.
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Figure 2 depicts the effect of the buoyancy body force on the dilution ratio and
temperature. These averaged variables, known as 'top-hat' variables are calculated with and
without the buoyancy force. It is apparent that this force enhances the mixing but only after
about three wing spans behind the aircraft. Then, the specific buoyancy flux becomes large
enough to balance the jet specific momentum flux, when the trapping in the vortex core has
occurred. It corresponds to the end of the jet regime defined in section 2. Figure 3 denotes the
results obtained when considering an isolated jet flow (i.e. without vortex) and an interaction
with a single vortex and with the two wing-tip vortices. Comparisons show that the action of
the counter rotating system increase the mixing and entrainment processes and make the
deflection and trapping of exhaust jet more efficient than in a single vortex.

Figure 4 and figure 5 show the results given by the numerical simulation of a
convection-diffusion equation. The dilution ratio (considered as a tracer concentration) is
calculated at different locations inside the wake vortex. The maximum tracer concentration
(squares in figure 4 ) follows the exhaust hot plume throughout the wake. After twenty second
plume age, the dilution ratio is the order of lO4. This value and the one calculated by a Large
Eddy Simulation (Gerz and Karcher, 1996, in this present issue) are in close agreement in the
early stage of the wake. The rapid decrease of the dilution ratio at the initial plume centre
shows the rapid distortion and entrainment of the exhaust emissions towards the vortex core
(triangles in figure 4). Figure 5 (a) to (d) shows the evolution in time of the crossflow
distribution of dilution ratio field. The drawing of the aircraft is shown for scale and does not
represent the location relative to the wake. The entrainment and mixing processes in this case
show a stretching and a distortion of the interface between plume and ambient air {figure 5 b),
followed by a relatively large scale engulfment into the vortex core (figure 5 c and d). The
vortices descent under mutual interaction and a part of the hot plume is trapped downward.
This is the beginning of the detrainment process and the mixing is then driven by the descent
velocity (see also the evolution of the maximum tracer concentration plotted in figure 4).5

5. Conclusion
We have used an integral model and a direct numerical simulation of a passive tracer
field to investigate the entrainment and mixing between the hot exhaust jet and the
surrounding air. This analysis is performed in the near field of the wake vortex of a Airbus
330, up to about twenty seconds after the wake is generated. But it was expected that the
mixing process in the early stage of the wake could modify the microphysical properties of the
contrails at a later time.
The calculations of the dilution ratio have been compared with the results given by a
more complete model: a Large Eddy Simulation. Comparison between the two models are in
good agreement. However, our work is obviously limited to the near field regime.
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Atmospheric effects (stratification, turbulence, shear) are not included in this study but
dominate the dynamics and the mixing of the aircraft exhaust in the far field.
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KINETICS OF CONTRAIL PARTICLES FORMATION AND
HETEROGENEOUS REACTIONS ON SUCH PARTICLES
M.N.Kogan, A.V.Butkovsky, A.I.Erofeev, O.G.Freedlender, N.K.Makashev
Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI)
Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, 140160 Russia

The research of impact of aircraft emissions upon the atmosphere is a very complex and
difficult problem. More than two decades of intensive investigations of the problem of ozone decay
do not permit to make definite conclusions. Many important problems still remain unsolved in the
aircraft/atmosphere interaction: engine, nozzle, jet, jet/vortex system interaction, vortex breakdown,
contrail formation, meso-scale and global processes, their effects on climate. The particles formation
and heterogeneous reactions play an important role in some of these processes. The-present report-is
devoteeHo These problems^
■

1. CONDENSING PARTICLES INTERACTION.
In the paper [I] it was shown that condensing particles attract each other. It was
shown also [2] that due to this effect the diameters of water particles in the process of
coagulation in a jet of supersonic aircraft in stratospheric conditions become
approximately two times larger (Fig. I). In this figure d* is a some characteristic value, x/ra
and r/ra are normalized axial and radial coordinates with origin at the center of nozzle exit
with radius ra. The dashed-point lines are present results when coagulation was not taken
into account, the dashed lines correspond to the case when coagulation without attracting
forces was taken into account and solid lines show the results with attracting forces. This
result was obtained for free-molecular conditions, i.e. when Knudsen number Kna=Wd
(Xoo-molecular free path at the infinity, d-particle diameter) is large. This report presents an
example of Monte-Carlo direct simulation(DSMC) results for smaller Knudsen number. It
is seen that attracting force increases when Knudsen number decreases (Fig. I).

Fig. 1 - Particles size in a jet.

Fig. 2 - Attractive force between two
condensing spheres.

Here the attraction of the two spherical particles with equal diameters is considered; the
distance between centers of the particles l=2d, a is the condensation coefficient. The case
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of strong supersaturation is considered. This result was obtained for the gas phase
consisting of the water vapor only. In the real jet or in a contrail water vapor is only small
part of a complex mixture. In a free molecular case realizing in a jet of stratospheric
aircraft, each gas of the mixture interacts with particles independently - so that the curve
Kna=oo in Fig. 2 valids also for a mixture. At smaller Knudsen numbers collisions of water
molecules with other molecules of the mixture prevent water molecule interaction with
particles. Due to this the above mentioned effect of attraction becomes weaker. The
solution of this problem is in progress now.

2. CONDENSATION IN POROUS MEDIA.
The second problem is concerned with the porous structure of the ice particles.
Quite a little is known about the morphology of the ice in the atmosphere. Even less is
known about the structure of the ice particles formed at nonequilibrium conditions of jets
or contrails. However, many laboratory experiments indicate that the ice films have
porous structure [3]. It is important to know the total surface area and fraction of it
available for reaction(condensation, evaporation, chemical reactions). To obtain some
insight into the problem a simple 2D porous model is considered. This model consists of
infinite number of the plane channels with absolutely thin walls (Fig. 3). Gas motion in
channels is investigated for various Knudsen numbers Kna—XoVd, that is for various gas
rarefaction or channel width, d. Far to the left and right from the ends of channels (strictly
speaking at the infinity) there are uniform flows with Maxwellian molecule velocity
distribution function. In calculations presented here the temperature of these flows T» was
taken equal to the temperature of the channel walls Tw. There are transition l ayers (TL)
between this uniform flows and flows at the entrances of the channels. The interaction
between the channels takes place in these transition layers. To demonstrate the influence
of this interaction the flow through porous model is considered first for a given pressure
difference Ap=kTo0An.

L
n„ T„

~ul

TL

d
Tw=T,

Fig. 3 - Plane porous bed model

Fig. 4 - Gas flow through plane channel

The normalized molecule number flux through one channel against Knudsen
number is shown in Fig. 4. For example the data are presented for L/d=10. Here Ip=n<0Uood
is molecular number flux, c=(8kT/7tm)l/2 -mean molecular velocity, m-molecule mass. The
curve 1 corresponds to the case when TL is taken into account. The curve 2 corresponds to
the case when transition layers are ignored, i.e. it is supposed that at the ends of channel
we have Maxwellian distribution functions with parameters n„, T„, U«,=0 and n«,-An,T=o,
U=0 for molecules coming into the channel. The curve 3 is calculated for the gas flow
through the single channel which connects two vessels with different pressure [4]. The
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curve 4 shows the result for classical Poiseuille flow in infinitely long channel [5]. The data
comparison shows that neglection of transition layers gives us the error about 30%. The
same error may arise in the interpretation of experimental data on accomodation
coefficients measurements with the help of capillary sieve [6].
Let us now considere the flow caused by condensation on the plate walls of the
channels. Let An=noo-ne(Tw), where ne is the saturation vapor molecular number density
and n=o is the number density of the vapor at infinity on both sides of the porous model.
The problem was solved by DSMC method for various values of condensation coefficient
a equal to the evapotation coefficient y, relative channel length L/d and various flow
regimes(or Knudsen numbers). The solution was obtained for small value of
supersaturation. For example the value of condensing gas flux is plotted against channel
length and flow regime in channel(Fzg. 5, ot=0.1). Here Ic is molecular number flux into
one channel from one side of porous model. These data show that at L/d«20 the
condensing flow is stabilized, i.e. the flux doesn’t increase at larger L/d values. It means
that active surface increases no more. The asymptotic results at small value of a and Kn
are agree with the numerical data.

3. EVAPORATION AND CONDENSATION COEFFICIENTS.
Accomodation coefficients are the third issue of the paper. Let Ii and L are the
number of molecules leaving and impinging on the gas/condensed phase interface. It is
supposed usually that
/,=K,(%)+0-«X,
(1)
where y and a are evaporation and condensation accomodation coefficients, respectively,
and
p.m
(2)
/,(%) = Aj27onkT„
i.e. saturation values of equal Ii and I, at surface temperature Tw with Pe(Tw) being the
saturation pressure and k,m being the Boltzmann constant and mass of molecule. As at
equilibrium Ii=Ii=Ie(Tw) it follows from(l) that a=y. If one supposes that a and y are
functions of Tw only then a=y for noneqilibrium conditions also. In this case evaporation
rate can be presented as
R=/,-/,=*(/,-/,)
(3)
as was assumed in section 2. Today values of a and y can be obtained only experimentally.
Even the well-known system of water vapor/ice gives us the wide range of a and y values
from 0.006 to l(see references in [7]). It is occurred because different kinds of ice and
different methods were used in different experiments. It seems that experiments described
in [7] are the unique investigation in which coefficients a and y for water vapor/ice system
have been measured by the same technique. The conclusion made in the paper [7] is that a
and y are approximately equal. But there are objection against that conclusion. The most
part of experiments in [7] were performed for “pure” condensation and “pure”
evaporation. That means that one can neglect Ii in the first case and L in the second case.
For “pure” evaporation
R
/,(%)

(4)

The ice thickness growth rates proportional to R were measured using optical interference
technique. But to calculate Ie the quasi-equilibrium pressure( the vapour pressure at R=0,
Tw#Tg, where Tg is the temperature of vapour) Pg was used in eq.(2) instead of saturation
pressure Pe(Tw). But the difference between these values should be taken into account.
Fig .6 displays the difference of data with Pe(Tw) taken from paper [8] and Pg -from [7].
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Now, for example, if we use in eq.(4) the saturation pressure value given in the Fig. 6 at
Tw=185K we obtain y=0.27 instead of value y=0.63 obtained in [7] using Pg. Of cause we
can not insist on presented particular values. The types of ice can be different and
measurements can be carried out by different techniques. But the presented example shows
a great probability to meet situations with unequal a and y coefficients.

20

—

Condensation on flat plats

30.00

L/d 40.00

Fig. 5 - Flux due to condensation on
the walls of channels

Fig. 6 - Dependences ofsaturation
pressure and gas pressure
on the wall temperature.

The solution of the Boltzmann equation in the Knudsen layer connects flow
parameters at the outer boundary of this layer with condition on the surface. The relations
in a general case have the following form
——- = 0(M,a,y), T/Tw=v|/(M), 0<M<1
\*w)

j^j = 0e(M,a,y,T! T„), M<0

for evaporation
for condensation

Here n, T, M are the molecular number density,vapour temperature and Mach number at
the outer boundary of the Knudsen layer; ne(Tw)=Pe(Tw)/kTw. These relations for a=y=l
can be found, for example, in [9,10]. To obtain the relations for a general case the
approach proposed in [11] was used. Using this approach we obtain for evaporation
”
_________ y#M,l,l)
h,(X)

a + (1 - a)<j>( M, 1,1) MtJIttjo//

For condensation <^(M,1,1) must be replaced by <pc(M, 1,1 ,T/TW). The obtained results show
great sensibility of evaporation/condensation rates to values of accomodation coefficients
a and y. If, for example, we accept presented above value y=0.27 instead of y=0.63 we must
have more than two times smaller supersuturation to obtain the same condensation rate,
i.e. the same Mach number. Consequently very careful measurements of these coefficients
are necessary.
4. CONCLUSION.
Only few kinetic fundamental problems are considered in this presentation. A large
number of such problems one meets on each stage of the investigation beginning from
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engine up to global scale problems. As it was shown above each one may introduce
significant errors and the sum of them may drastically change the final conclusions.
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Numerical modelling of the Concorde wake during ZEBRE
Klaus (Kerens
DLR, Institut fur Physik der Atmosphare,
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Abstract

£

Numerical simulations of the Concorde contrail during the ZEBRE experiment have been performed. It-k|he
main goal of the simulations^ reproduce the fast vanishing of the contrail which disappeared 20-30 s after
exhaust. It is difficult to evaporate ice crystals during the jet and vortex phase of the aircraft wake, when the
exhaust products are trapped in the vortex cores. The trapping also excludes spatial dispersion of the ice crystals
as an explanation of the short contrail lifetime. The disappearance of the contrail within 20-30 s requires that
a substantial part of the exhaust gases escapes from the region that is lateron trapped in the vortex cores.

1. Introduction
..... The project ZEBRE was one flight of the Concorde during the SESAME.campaign of winter
94/95. The flight took place on 30 January 1995 from Paris northward along the western coast of
Scandinavia to about 70°N latitude and back. Objectives of ZEBRE were to determine: contrail
evolution, horizontal and vertical diffusion, particle dimensions (size distribution, shape, surface
area) and nature (type, phase), thermodynamic time constants, sedimentation, etc. The idea behind
this effort was to see whether water vapour, exhausted by supersonic aircraft at high altitude in the
cold winter stratosphere with typical background humidity close to saturation, would condense and
then provide sites for heterogeneous chemical reactions with the possibility of catalysing ozone loss.
In order to aid physical interpretation of the observational results obtained during the ZEBRE
experiment, numerical modelling studies of the Concorde wake were performed. A disappointing
feature of the experiment was the short lifetime of the (visual) contrail which did not exceed 30 s.
Contrary to the expectation, the stratosphere was much drier (rel. humidity 5% relative to liquid
water) than necessary for ice saturation. There are two possibilities for the disappearance of the
contrail: evaporation of the ice crystals or their spatial dispersion via the downward travelling
vortex pair. The explanation of the quick disappearance of the Concorde contrail is the goal of the
present contribution.

2. Setup of the experiments
For the simulations, the Large-Eddy model MESOSCOP [1] including bulk cloud
microphysics [2] has been applied. The microphysics scheme has been adapted for contrail
simulations [3], The model is run in a 2-D mode (cross section through the wake) with high spatial
(1.75 m) and temporal (0.02 s) resolution. The initial wake (computed by T. Gerz, DLR) is
approximated by a pair of Lamb vortices with a circulation of 595 mV1 each, which leads to sinking
of the wake with 4.7 m/s. The wake is situated at about 16 km altitude at an ambient pressure of 85
hPa and a temperature of -71 °C. The initial flow field (corresponding to 4.7 s after exhaust) is
shown in Figure 1. The atmospheric profiles of temperature, wind, and humidity were obtained from
a balloon measurement (Andoya, 30 Jan 1995, 1847 UTC). The simulation pursues the wake
evolution for 30 s since the contrail got invisible about 20 - 30 s after exhaust.
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Fig. 1 - Initial flow field (arrows) and ice distribution (contours and stipples). The arrows at the bottom
indicate a velocity of 10 m/s. The initial state for the present simulations refers to a time 4.7 s after exhaust.
Assuming an emission index of 1.225 kg water vapour per kg fuel, a speed of 591 m/s, and a
fuel flow rate of 5.14 kg/s (from Air France data), one yields an exhausted amount ofMmo=10.6 g
water vapour per meter of flight path. However, without a detailed modelling of the nucle ation and
depositional ice crystal growth in the jet immediately behind the exhaust, the resulting partition of
the emitted water into vapour and ice is unknown. An analytical thermodynamic calculation of the
expansion-condensation trajectory of the moist exhaust air in the (e, 7)-phase space, assuming
maximum condensation, yields a transient maximum ice content of 8.36 g/m in the plume, which is
reached when the plume temperature is -64 °C. The simulations, however, start at a later time, when
the ice mass is already decreasing because of decreasing total water mixing ratio. The plume ice
content is then less than 7.5 g/m, even with maximum condensation assumed for the initial jet phase.
Also the number of ice crystals in the wake is unknown. Fahey et al. [4] determined an emission
index for non-volatile particles of 2-9 x 1016 per kg of fuel in the plume of a Concorde. It may further
be estimated that the soot particle emission index is 2-20 times smaller [5], If we assume that all soot
particles trigger formation of an ice particle, then we may estimate a range of 0.9-39*1013 ice
crystals per meter of flight path. The higher of these numbers is probably unrealistically large,
because then the mean size of an ice crystal would be of the order 0.2 pm which would give rise to
a faint brown hue of the contrail [6], yet this was not observed. On the other hand, the lowest
possible ice crystal number means a crystal size of the order 1 pm, which would yield a clearly
visible hueless contrail. However, it should be noted that even a crystal number of 1013 per meter of
flight path is about two orders of magnitude more than measured so far in contrails of co mmercial
aircraft [7j. The evaporation of ice crystals is modelled via a Koenig-type parameterization [8], i.e.
6mldt=amb, where m is the mass of an ice crystal in kg and o=7.764xl O'7 (pv XCPsau.* - Psauiq)
[kg/s] and 6=0.65.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Complete trapping of water vapour
In order to cover the possible range of initial conditions (ice vs. vapour mass, number of
crystals), simulations have been performed with M^O. 1 and 0.6><Mmo, correspondingly M^O.9
and 0.4xMh2o, and Arice=1013 and 1014 m"1 in the plume. For these four simulations identical spatial
distributions of ice and vapour mass and number density of ice crystals were used (cf. Figure 7),
where these exhaust products were distributed over an initial area of 1115 m2. It turned out
however, that with identical spatial distributions of vapour and ice, the ice cannot evaporate within
30 s. Instead, the ice content is growing.
In an open system with 5% relative humidity an ice crystal would evaporate fast: Having
initially a mass of 10"14 g, it would loose 90% of it within 20 s or so. However, during the jet and
vortex phase, a contrail isn’t an open system. The emitted exhaust products are at least partially
trapped in the vortex cores [9], For the simulations this means that the initial ice particles are
situated in an immediate environment with large ice-supersaturation. The ice-supersaturation reaches
quite high values: 6 and almost 15 for the cases with Mvap=0.4 and 0.9xA^o, respectively. This is
much more than known from simulations of the jet and vortex regime of subsonic airliners [10].
After 30 s, i.e. at the end of the simulations the supersaturation is used up almost completely since
the ice crystals were growing during whole the simulation time. The ice mass reached after 30 s of
simulation (about 5 g/m) depends only little on the initial ice vs. vapour partitioning and also little on
the number of ice crystals in the plume. Figure 2 shows the ice mass distribution for the case with
A7^=0.6xA4]oo and 7/^=1013 m"1 reached after 30 s of simulation. It is seen that the bulk of the ice is
trapped within the vortex cores. But there is also a tail extending from the original emission altitude
down to the current location of the contrail. This tail indicates that the exhaust material is not
trapped completely inside the vortex cores. If a significant part of the exhaust products could during
the early jet phase escape from the region that is later trapped in the vortex cores, the contrail could
probably evaporate within 30 s from exhaust, as observed.
16175
16150 -

Fig. 2 - Contours of ice water content (IWC)
reached after 30 s ofsimulation for a case with
initially 6.4 g/m ofice and 1013 m'1 ice crystals in
the plume. Ice and vapour share the same initial
spatial distribution, i.e. they are confined to the
core region of the lamb vortices. The exhaust
material is almost completely trapped in the
vortex system. This circumstance inhibits the
complete evaporation of the ice. Instead, an
equilibrium state with ice crystals in an ice
saturated environment is approached. Contour
values are Id2, Id1, 10° (sparse stipples), and
100-5 mg/m3 (dense stipples).
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3.2. Incomplete trapping of water vapour
Two additional simulations have been performed with A/^O.l and 0.6xMmo and Aice=5xl013
m"1 in the plume. For these experiments, the ice has been placed again inside the initial vortex core
(area 1115 m2), however, the exhausted water vapour was assumed to be only partially trapped in
the vortex cores. It was instead equally distributed over an area of almost 20,000 m2, which was
selected using a kinetic energy criterion: the kinetic energy of the flow had to be at least one percent
of its overall maximum in the vortex system where the exhaust vapour was distributed.
In the case with Mi<x=0.6xMmo the ice crystals do not vanish completely within 30 s. At the
end of the simulations there are still 1.81 g/m of ice in the plume, giving an optical depth t of 0.62
in the visual wavelength region (the initial value of t is 2.3 in this case), which is a far above the
perception threshold of Tmin=0.02. In the other case with
= 0.1 xMmo , however, the ice
evaporates completely and the optical depth reaches the perception threshold after 15 s of
simulation, i.e. about 20 s after exhaust. The initial value of x is 1.03 in this case. Figure 3 shows a
series of IWC (ice water content) contour plots for this simulation, one for every second, the lowest
contour value being 10'10 kg m"3. These plots show clearly the both vortex cores, the sinking of the
contrail, and its evaporation. From this simulation it may be concluded that during the jet phase of
the Concorde wake a significant part of the exhaust material escapes from the wake and is lateron
not trapped in the vortex cores.
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Fig. 3 - Time series ofIWC contour plots for the case with partial trapping of the exhaust water vapour. The
lowest contour means a value of ICC mg m'3, the step from one contour to the next means a factor of 10, the
highest contour value is 1 mg mr3. The first plot corresponds to 5.7 s after exhaust, and the timestep between
two plots is 1 s. The double vortex structure, its sinking, and the ice evaporation can clearly be seen. The
coordinates are as in Figure 1.
3.3. Incomplete trapping of water vapour and ice
Finally, two simulations have been performed with both the vapour and ice distributed equally
over the larger area of almost 20,000 m2. The ice vs. vapour masses and crystal numbers are chosen
as before. In these two cases the ice evaporates completely within 30 s. The perception threshold is
reached after 16 s of simulation in the case with Micc=0.6 xA/mo, and after 9 s in the case with lower
initial ice mass in the plume. However, the initial maximum optical depths of t=0.48 and r=0.22,
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respectively, seem to be too low to explain the bright appearance of the contrail in its initial phase.

4. Conclusions
This contribution describes the numerical modelling of the Concorde wake during ZEBRE.
Major objectives of ZEBRE, like contrail evolution, horizontal and vertical expansion, etc., could
not be addressed in the evaluation process since, unfortunately, the experiment was conducted in
rather dry air. Accordingly, the lifetime of the contrail was very short. It was the main purpose of the
present contribution to explain the early disappearance of the Concorde contrail. It turned out
difficult to let evaporate the ice in the model contrails, since the exhaust water (vapour and ice) was
substantially trapped within the vortex core region. This leads to an equilibrium state with ice
crystals situated in an ice-saturated environment. Because of the trapping it is not possible either to
explain the disappearance of the contrail with spatial dispersion of the ice crystals. Instead, it must
be concluded that a substantial portion of the exhaust material is able to escape during the early jet
phase from the region that is lateron trapped within the vortex cores. Such a situation has been
simulated here with rather ad hoc assumptions about the initial distributions of exhaust vapour and
ice. However, they at least demonstrate that it is in possible to let the contrail disappear in the
model, when a significant part of the exhaust products do not become trapped in the vortex cores.
The uncertain role of trapping and the unknown initial partitioning of the exhaust water
between vapour and ice clearly indicates the need for numerical models of the early jet and vortex
phase that combine dynamics and microphysics.
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AND SULFUR-INDUCED ACTIVATION OF SOOT
IN NASCENT JET AIRCRAFT EXHAUST PLUMES
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ABSTRACT. Research issues concerning the chemical transformation of exhaust trace gases
are summarized. The photochemical evolution of NOz early in the plume is strongly coupled to
plume mixing. Substantial amounts of HNO3 are generated in nascent plumes even if no NOg
is emitted. The production of H2SO4 becomes very efficient if part of the fuel sulfur is emitted
as SO3. Each emitted soot particle can acquire 1 — 10 % by mass fully oxidized sulfur molecules
prior to binary homogeneous nucleation, if a few percent of the exhaust SOz are emitted as SO3,
indicating an important activation pathway for soot, and leading to a marked enhancement of new
aerosol formation and growth rates.
1. INTRODUCTION
A sound assessment of the chemical impact of aviation on the global atmosphere relys on
a proper understanding of chemical processes in the aircraft wake on spatial scales too
small to be resolved by current regional or global models. The situation is complicated
by the fact that turbulence, by which ambient air is mixed into the wake and which leads
to a dilution of the exhaust species, can interact with chemical reactions. This point is
especially important up to the dispersion regime and is adressed by Gerz and Kdrcher (this
issue), where we describe how we introduce entrainment rates, extracted from sophisticated
dynamical models that compute plume mixing properties starting at the nozzle exit plane
of the jet engines, into our coupled photochemical-microphysical trajectory box model [1,2].
We focus here on the fate of NO2 in the vortex regime constrained by measurements in the
wake of a B747 [3], discuss the chemical transformations of emitted NOz into HNO3 and
of exhaust SOz into H2SO4 (both acids are known to participate in particle formation in
jet plumes [4,5]), and investigate possible pathways of sulfur and soot interaction in young
plumes. In the light of new experimental data suggesting that adsorption of SO2, NO2,
and HNO3 on soot is characterized by sticking coefficients well below 0.1 (Leah Williams,
personal communication, 1996), adsorption of fully oxydized sulfur species can be expected
to play a key role concerning the chemical activation of exhaust soot. This is supported by
recent model results indicating much higher emissions of SO3 than previously thought [6].2
2. PHOTOCHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF N02
During the POLiNAT-mission nitrogen oxides and ozone (among other species) have been
measured in the near-held plumes of several commercial airliners in the North Atlantic Right
corridor. Here, we simulate the evolution of NO, NO2, and O3 for one specific case (the
KLM flight 746 at November 13, 1994; B747 with CF6-80C2B1F engines). The dilution
data used in the model is constrained by the measured CO2 (ISppmv above background at
a plume age t = 83 s) within the aircraft vortex; the calculated temperature evolution is also
consistent with the observations (see contribution by Gerz and Kdrcher in this volume and
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[3]). Measured background abundances of key species are used as boundary conditions for the
plume mixing calculation. The measured emission index ofNOz, EI(NOz) = 12.3±1.8 g kg-1,
has been inferred by relating the observed NOz abundance to the C02 emission index. This
implies that NOz behaves like a chemically passive tracer; however, the [N02]/[N0] ratio
may vary with time. We assume [OH]o=10ppmv at the nozzle exit plane, use EI(NOz) to
initialize the model, and treat the unknown value [N02]o as a free parameter.
Figure 1 depicts the time history of NO, N02, and 03 in the vortex core. Measured
values for NO (~ 60 ppbv) and N02 (~ 1.5 ppbv) at 83s are shown as upper and lower
black dots. Ozone builds up and overshoots the background level of 45 ppbv early in the
plume due to the perturbed HOz chemistry, but rapidly approaches the ambient value.
A few percent of exhaust NO is directly converted to HN02 within the first milliseconds
(not shown); the rest dilutes
like a passive tracer and approx
imately hits the observed value
taken during the vortex cross
£
ing. Note that [NO] (t) levels
S
off around 30 s, when entrain
ment is strongly suppressed af
ter the formation of the vor
i35 *
:*
tex is completed. The dashed
E
line shows [N02](t) using n =
[N02]o/[NOz]0 = 0.05; the
dashed line with open dots as
sumes n = 0, i.e., no emission
of N02. Values up to n = 0.013 Fig.l. Photochemical evolution of NO, N02, and 03 in a
lead to N02 histories similar to B 747 vortex core. Measured values for NO, N02 at t = 83 s
the latter case for t > 0.1s. In are shown as black dots. We assume 5% (---------) and 0%
both runs, we prescribe a rate (— o —) of the NOz emitted as N02 and an N02 photolysis
J = 10~2s_1 for the photolysis rate J = 10-2 s-1. Best agreement with the observation is
of N02. At the time of observa found for less than 1.3% initial N02 and J x 3 (—A—).

i

tion, both model results exceed
the measured value. Only for n < 0.013 and with an additional enhancement of J by
a factor 3 (see dashed line with open triangles) can photolysis deplete N02 more rapidly
than it is formed by the NO + 03 recation at t = 83 s. In this case, the model value for
[N02]/[NOz] (0.03) agrees quite well with the observation (0.02). The fact that the sky was
covered with thick clouds just below the source aircraft might give a reasonable explanation
for such a marked enhancement of the photolysis rate, which has been calculated for clear
sky conditions. In any case, the comparison with the observations points to relatively low, if
any, emissions of N02 of the order of 1 % of the exhaust NOz in this plume event, in contrast
to the common assumption n — 0.1 previously used in plume chemistry models. Further
measurements are needed to investigate the possible range of the N02 emission index.

3. CONVERSION OF NOz TO HNOs
The buildup of HN03 out of N02 takes place via the reaction with exhaust OH. Thereby,
[HN03]max/[N02]o-ratios up to 4 — 6 % can be reached for values of the nozzle exit plane
mixing ratio [OH]o up to lOppmv. For higher HOz emissions, strong coupling of HOz and
NOz reactions lead to an enhanced increase of HN03, with [HN03]max/[N02]o =20% for
[OH]o = lOOppmv [2]. We also concluded that secondary HNO3 can be produced even if
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no N02 is emitted (see Fig. 11 in Ref. [2]). Because in this case several oxidations steps are
necessary to produce N02, mainly the reactions of NO with entrained O3 and emitted H02,
the conversion of exhaust NO into HNO3 is expected to be less efficient. We evaluate the
maximum conversion efficiencies 77(71, [OH]0) = [HN03]max/[NOa;]o of emitted NO* = NO
+ N02 into HN03 as a function of n = [N02]o/[NOz]o and for several values of [OH]0 for
the Airbus A 310 (flight during the German sulfur 4-mission in March 1996), see Fig.2.
When no N02 is emitted (n =
0), 77 values stay below 0.1%.
However, these values depend
-------- [OH]0=10 ppmv
on the NO emission index (we
-------- [OH]0= 1 ppmv
use EI(NOI)=8g (as N02) per
........... [QH]„=0.1 ppmv
kg fuel), especially for high
HO% emissions due to the in
creased importance of HOzNO^-reactions, see above. Con
version efficiencies start to in
crease markedly for n > 10-2,
but there is currently no obser
vational evidence for values n >
0.1. Although 77 values increase
[NO,]0/[NOJ0
by nearly two orders of magni
Fig.2. Maximum conversion efficiency 77 of emitted NO% to tude between n = 0 and n = 1,
HN03 in the jet plume vs the N02 to NOx exit plane ratio for the production of gaseous HN03
various values of emitted OH for the A 310.
out of emitted NOz is always lim
ited by exhaust HO%. For typi
cal exhaust NO mixing ratios 10 — lOOppmv and a ‘reasonable’ value [OH]o=10ppmv, still
10 — lOOppbv HN03 is produced in the jet plume even for [N02]o=0. Strong interaction of
HN03 with liquid H2S04/H20 aerosols [5] is expected especially if part of the NO% exits the
jet engines in the form of N02.4

4. CONVERSION OF SO* TO H2S04
During combustion of kerosene in the gas turbines, the fuel sulfur is converted to S02 and,
as model calculations [6,7] indicate, to S03. We investigate the transformation of emitted
SOz = S02 + S03 to H2S04 in the young plume for the subsonic A 310 and for the Concorde
supersonic aircraft. When no S03 is emitted, oxidation of S02 by emitted OH builds up a
transient steady-state level of S03 that quickly reacts with H20 to form H2S04 within a few
milliseconds after the exhaust exited the engines. In this way, depending on [OH]0, typical
S02 to H2S04 conversion efficiencies [H2S04]max/[S02]o < 1 — 2% are reached until OH is de
pleted by concomitant reactions with emitted NOx [2,4]. We extend these studies and inves
tigate the maximum SOz to H2S04 conversion efficiencies, r)(s, [OH]0) = [H2SO4]max/[SOz]0,
as a function of s = [S03]o/[SOz]o and for several values of [OH]o, see Fig.3. Note that, as
in the NO% case, this definition of 77 only adresses transformation in the gas phase and does
not take into account possible heterogeneous losses on soot.
We first discuss the A310 case (thin lines). In the limit s —> 0, H2S04 production is
initiated by oxidation of S02 as noted above, and the dependence 77([OH]0) is identical to
that discussed previously [2], The rate limiting reaction of S02 with OH causes 77 to be
bound between 0.01% and 0.5% for low (dotted line) to rather high (solid line) [OH]o levels.
With increasing amount of directly emitted S03,77 increases because the fast reaction S03 +
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H20 immediately leads to H2S04 and bypasses the slower S02 + OH reaction pathway. For
s < 10~2, r] shows a pronounced [OH]0 dependence, because the SO3 concentration produced
in the plume via S02 + OH is greater than, or similar to, the emitted [S03]. However, for
s > 10~2, r) increases substantially because direct conversion of [SO3]0 to H2S04 takes
over the dominant part and the [OH]0 dependence diminishes. In this case, production of
gaseous H2S04 becomes very efficient and is no longer constrained by the available exhaust OH.
If the fuel sulfur would be com
pletely oxidized to S03 before
leaving the engines (s = 1), a
----------- [OH]0=10 ppmv
maximum conversion efficiency
-------- [OH]0= 1 ppmv
of 40% (60%) can be read off
........... [QH]n=0.1 ppmv
from Fig.3 for the A 310 (Con
corde).
We note that rj =
100% is not reached since mix
ing reduces S03 while being
converted to H2S04. The con
version efficiency for the Con
corde (calculated for [OH]o =
9 ppmv) exhibits a very similar
dependence on s, with slightly
[SOjJ/fSOJ,,
higher values for comparable
Fig.3. Maximum conversion efficiency rj of emitted SO* to OH levels compared to the sub
H2SO4 in the jet plume vs the S03 to SO* exit plane ratio for sonic case (turbulent mixing of
various values of emitted OH. Thin lines: for the A 310; bold the Concorde wake is weaker
line: for the Concorde with [OH]o=9ppmv.
and less efficient in diluting the
species up to this plume age).

5. SOOT AND SULFUR INTERACTION
It is important to estimate how much of the emitted S03 can be adsorbed by soot instead
of being chemically converted to H2S04 in the gas phase as assumed above. Similarly,
we need to know how many H2S04 molecules are adsorbed and therefore not available
for binary homogeneous nucleation. Upon striking the soot surface, molecules (number
density n(0)) are adsorbed according to a sticking probability 7 < 1 and only a fraction
/ remains in the gas phase. Vapor species (ambient concentration na) and soot dilute in
the jet plume, driven by the entrainment rate w(t). To determine /(f), we consider the
equation dn/dt = —cv(n — na) - 'ynvAs/4, whereby v is the thermal velocity of the mole
cules and As(t) = 47rr2ns(f) exp(2 In2 crs) is the soot surface area density. This equation for
dn/dt, which generalizes the simpler approach presented in Ref. [8], approximately describes
the competition between mixing and adsorption in the jet regime. (It strictly holds only for
mixing ratios [1].) The characteristic timescales are tm = l/wmax and tad = 4/(7uAs(0)),
respectively, which we combine to the parameter r = tm/fad- We use 7 == 1 and v =
2.5 x 104cms_1, giving tad = 0.3 — 3s (with rs = 10 — 30nm, ns(0) = 107 — 1056cm-3,
as = 1.4), and assume n(t) » na and nSja = 0, for simplicity. The mixing rate can well
be approximated by u(t < tm) = 0 and uj(t > tm) = a/t. Typically, tm = 5 — 50ms
and 0.8 < a < 1. Coagulation between soot particles is slow compared to dilution as long
as ns < 4 x 107 cm-3, assuming Brownian (thermal) coagulation. Hence, dns/dt = —ums,
yielding ns(t) = ns(0)V(t), with T>(t) = exp(— /q udt). With these assumptions, the loss
equation for n can be integrated analytically. Introducing the dimensionless time 6 = t/tm,
we find f(0) = exp[—T^(0)], whereby <f>{0 < 1) = 9, <f>(9 > 1) = 1 + (01_O: — 1)/(1 — <*) if
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a < 1, and 4>{9 > 1) = 1 + ln(6) if a = 1. The universal function f{6) is displayed in Fig.4
for various values of r for a = 0.9. Results for any particular problem can easily be read off
this general solution after conversion to the scaled variables r and 0. If adsorption is faster
than mixing (r > 1), / decreases rapidly; otherwise (r < 1), a large fraction of molecules
remains in the gas phase and will not be taken up by the soot particles in the early plume.
The chemical conversion is completed within the lifetime of emitted OH (determined by
reactions with exhaust NOx) and the timescale of the SO3 + H20 reaction, that is, for
tso3 — 20 ms after emission. This yields 0So3 = 0.5 — 5 and r = 0.01 — 0.2, giving /(#so3) =
0.92 — 0.99 for the range of mixing properties and soot characteristics as given above.
At least 92% of the exhaust
SOz stays long enough in the
gas phase to be partially (S02)
or fully (SO3) converted to
H2S04. This means that H2SO4
can efficiently be build up in the
gas phase out of emitted S02
and SO3, since only a very small
10
amount of SOz can be removed
by uptake on soot. Sulfuric acid
in turn gets adsorbed by soot
10
uiuifc:
until it is depleted by homoge
neous nucleation and condensa
tion starting around tn2so4 =
0
0.05 — 0.3 s or #h2so4 = 2 — 30;
Fig.4. Fraction f of molecules that remain in the gas phase hence, /(0h2so4) = 0.7 - 0.92.
and are not adsorbed by soot vs the dimensionless time 6. The At most 30 % of the emitted or
parameter r is the ratio of mixing to adsorption timescale.
chemically produced H2SO4 is
not available for homogeneous
nucleation and growth. Uptake of species is more effective for large soot surface area densi
ties and/or slow plume mixing rates. For the range of average sulfur contents in jet aviation
fuel 0.1 — 1 gkg-1, this leads to heterogeneous losses of SO3 and H2SO4 on soot of the order
103 — 105 fully oxydized S(VI) molecules, or soluble mass fractions around 0.1 — 10%, per soot
particle, depending on the assumed maximum conversion efficiency r)(SOx -4 H2SC>4), or s,
within the first ~ 0.1s after emission and on the soot surface area. Mass fractions yu ~ 8 % on
fresh soot taken directly behind the engines have indeed been measured [9], very likely made
up of sulfur species due to an observed correlation of the soluble mass with the fuel sulfur
level. Further, laboratory experiments with carbon particles have shown that H2SC>4 mass
fractions around 10 % per soot particle lead to a very marked increase in H20 adsorption
compared to a pure graphitic surface [10]. We add that values of /i of a few percent are only
achieved assuming s ~ 0.1, which would point to much larger emissions of SO3 than previously
used in modeling aerosol dynamics in aircraft plumes, resulting in dramatically enhanced binary
nucleation and droplet growth rates compared to the s = 0-case.
—

—

—

-

Together with adsorbed water vapor, the H2SO4 nucleates heterogeneously and likely creates
a liquid soot coating [5,8]. Note that our estimate gives the maximum number of adsorbed
molecules because the gas kinetic flux 'ynvjA is an upper bound of the binary heterogeneous
nucleation rate. Values larger than r ~ 0.2 are hardly reached; r ~ 10~2 is representative for
modern subsonic aircraft, leading to /min ~ 0.7 from Fig.4. Hence, we conclude: volatile gasto-particle conversion is not limited by heterogeneous losses of SO3 and H2SO4 on soot, because
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heterogeneous nucleation of H2SO4 and H2O cannot deplete the gaseous H2SO4 prior to
binary homogeneous nucleation due to the limited soot surface area. We finally remark that
after the onset of binary homogeneous nucleation, scavenging of the freshly nucleated volatile
droplets will serve as an additional pathway for soot activation [8,11].
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. We gratefully acknowledge financial support by BMBF and UBA.
Results given in Sections 4 and 5 are partly taken from material submitted for publication in
Atmospheric Research.
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POTENTIAL TRANSFORMATION OF TRACE SPECIES INCLUDING
AIRCRAFT EXHAUSTS IN A CLOUD ENVIRONMENT.
THE “CHEDROM MODEL”.
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*Main Geophysical Observatory, 7 Karbyshev st., St. Petersburg, 194021, Russia.
**Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales, 8 rue des Vertugadins,
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Abstract. Box model for coupled gaseous and aqueous phases is used for sensitivity study of potential
transformation of trace gases in a cloud environment. The rate of this transformation decreases with
decreasing of pH in droplets, with decreasing of photodissociation rates inside the cloud and with increasing
of the droplet size. Model calculations show the potential formation of H202 in aqueous phase and
transformation of gaseous HN03 into NOx in a cloud. This model is applied for exploration of aircraft
exhausts evolution in plume inside a cloud.

I

''

1. Introduction.
One of the large uncertainties which need to be assessed for the potential transformation of
the aircraft exhausts is their interaction with cloud droplets in the lower and middle troposphere
and formation of aqueous phase species. This phase constitutes the main potential sink for soluble
gases and for radicals so that the classical production rate of tropospheric gaseous species may be
strongly affected. Many papers, for example [1-4], had mentioned the importance of aqueous
phase on a global scale on ozone production and loss rate. It has been published [1] that OH or
H02 species are lightly soluble in pure water but their production inside droplets is significant, so
that consequently H202 is potentially highly produced in aqueous phase. Also gaseous phase
species can be produced due to chemical reactions in aqueous phase with following volatilization
in gaseous phase. So the processes in clouds are the key processes which should be included in the
tropospheric gas phase photochemistry model. In this work, the box model with detailed
chemistry in gaseous and aqueous phases is described. This model was used for sensitivity studies
to explore the potential effects of the cloud environment on various chemical species and
especially on the nitrogen and hydrogen chemistry. Simulations were conducted by varying such
parameters as pH of the cloud, the radius of the droplets, the spectral representation of the
droplets in the cloud and the photodissociation rates of species in gaseous and aqueous phases.
Results from these sensitivity studies are presented below.
This box model for coupled gaseous and aqueous phases chemistry was applied for model
study of local scale impacts of aircraft exhausts in the lower and middle troposphere. The plume
model is based on model [5] of local dispersion and photochemical transformations of aircraft
exhausts with new chemistry of this work including aqueous phase. The results of calculations are
analyzed.
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2. Description of the model.
The set of gaseous chemistry includes oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine, sulfur species,
detailed methane chemistry and chemistry of volatile organic compounds from C2 to Cs. Variable
compounds in gas phase are: 03, O, 0(1D), OH, H02, H202, NO, N02, N03, N2Os, HN03,
H02N02, HN02, Cl, CIO, C1202, HC1, HOC1, C10N02, CH20, CH302, C2H502, CH3CHO,
CH3C002, PAN(CH3C002N02), C3H702, C4H902, C4H703, o2ch2oh, hcooh, hs, h2s, so,
S02, S03, HSO, HS02, HS03, H2SO4, COS, CH3OH, C3H703, C3H702, CeH130, CgHuOz, CHO,
CH30, C2HsO, CH3CO, C3H70, C4H9O.
The aqueous phase takes into account the uptake on the surface of cloud droplets, the
diffusion (equilibrium) inside the droplets and the aqueous chemistry in the droplets. The mass
transfer limitation for the aqueous phase OH is included in model according to proposition [6]. In
aqueous phase variable not dissociated species are: 03a, OHa, N02a, NOa, N03a, CH3OOHa,
CH302a, CsHsOa, PANa, CH2Oa, CH2OHOHa, S04", HS05", S05", C03" , and families of
variable dissociated species are: S02t=S02a+HS03-+S03=, SVI=H2S04a+HS04"+S0r,
HN03t=HN03a+ NOT, HN02t=HN02a+N02~, C02t=C02a+HC03"+C03=, H202t=H202a+H02',
H02t=H02a+02" ,
HClt=HCla+Cr,
NH3t=NH3a+NH4+,
HCOOHt=HCOOB[a+HCOO',
CH3S04t=CH3S04'+ CH2S04=.
The following long-lived gaseous species are fixed in the model: N2, 02, C02, H2, NH3, H20,
N20, CCU, CH3C1, CH3CC13, CFC13, CF2C12, CO, CPU, C2H6, C3Hg, C4H10, CeHu. CH3OOH,
C2H5OOH, CH3C002H, C3H7OOH, CAOOH, C3PkO, C4PUO, C3H6.
Parameters of gas phase reactions were taken from [7] and parameters of aqueous phase
reactions as well as gas-aqueous and aqueous phase equilibrium were taken from [3], The
photodissociation coefficients are held fixed in this work during the term of model calculations.
Cross sections from [8] were used for estimation of photodissociation rates inside drop lets.
The system of differential equations describing the transformation of gas (Q) and aqueous
(C0) phase species in a cloud may be written as:

dCg/dt = Qg-Sg- Cg*L*Kt + Ca*K/(He*R*T)
dCa/dt =Qa-Sa+ Cg*L*Kt - Ca*K/(He*R*T)

(1)

where Qg and Sg are gas phase specie source and sink, Qa and Sa are the same for aqueous phase,
T is temperature, L is liquid water content, He is effective Henry’s law constant, R is universal gas
constant, AT, is gas-transfer coefficient:

Kt=(S/(3*Dg)+4*r/(3*V*a)/!

(2)

where r is radius of droplet, Dg is gas-phase diffusion constant, V is mean molecular velocity, a is
accommodation or sticking coefficient.
When we have an ensemble of droplets of different sizes in a cloud, we need to write separate
equations for aqueous species transformation in every class of droplets with radius r\. In this case
we will have following set of equations for gas phase and aqueous phase species:

dC/dt = Qg-Sg- Cg*^

X Cat*Kt/(He*R*T)

(3)

+
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Wide sensitivity studies were carried out with coupled gas and aqueous phases chemical box
model. Initial conditions for gas phase species in equation (1) were taken at first from 1-D global
photochemical model [9] and then corrected by box model calculations of diurnal variations
during few days for gases chemistry only. For aqueous phase compounds the initial concentrations
were taken equal to zero. Calculations at altitude 4 km were carried out with following model
parameters used in equations (1) and (2): L=3 10'7, Dg=0.1 cm2/s.

3. Results and discussion.
Evolution of gas and aqueous species in cloud depend on large number of internal parameters
of model, the principal of which are rates of chemical reactions, photodissociation values, pH
value, size of the droplets in cloud.
As the usual value of pH inside the cloud’s droplets is between 3 and 7, we carried out model
calculations with fixed pH for these limits. We obtained that chemical process in aqueous phase is
more active in droplets with larger value of pH (and smaller concentration of HT). This effect
follows from aqueous phase equilibrium for dissociated species, when smaller concentration of IT
leads to larger concentration of ions and solubility of gases which can be dissociated to ions in
aqueous phase. The dependence of gas and aqueous phases transformation in cloud on pH value
is especially prominent for sulfuric species {Fig. la). For pH=7 we can see interesting effect of
increasing H202t due to its chemical formation in aqueous phase after few hours of cloud
conditions {Fig. lb). Concentration of gaseous H202, which is in equilibrium with aqueous phase
begins to grow simultaneously.
Model sensitivity study was carried out for the estimation of possible effect of cloud on
photochemical processes due to changing of photodissociation values. A comparison of results,
obtained with standard photodissociations and with ten times smaller values of them has shown
that the decrease of photodissociation rates leads to approximately proportional decrease of short
lived gases such as O, OH, H02, NO, SO, HSO and others. Also decrease aqueous phase species
such as OHa, H02a, NOa, which are in equilibrium with gas phase. We have find very interesting
effect of aqueous phase photodissociation of MV (MV + hv —> N02a + OHa + OH" ) [8] on
the transformation of HNO3 and NOx in cloud {Fig. 2). Even small value about 10*5 s'1 (in
standard variant) of this photodissociation changes process of HNO3 transformation significantly
because of regenerating N02 in aqueous phase, which is saturated and volatilized in gaseous
phase.
For the study of the effect of spectral distribution of droplets by size in a cloud on chemical
processes, the numerical experiment with cloud that have 3 classes of droplets was carried out.
Radii of droplets: ri=10'2, r2= IQ'3, r3-10*4 cm were hold constant. Water content of every class
was equal to 1/3 of the total amount L=310'7. The results of calculation of the partition of some
aqueous phase species between these classes as well as their concentrations in cloud with droplets
of single size (r=10‘3 cm) are presented at Fig. 3. This picture illustrates that the large part of
aqueous phase compounds with large solubility constant He is in the small droplets. For species
with small solubility such as N02 we have the equal concentration of compounds in every class of
droplets . This is because of fast establishment of equilibrium between the aqueous and gaseous
phases of species with small solubility constant when the aqueous phase specie is determined by its
gas phase.
Model calculations for study of local impact of aircraft exhausts were carried out with use of
local dispersion model [5] and photochemical box model described in this work. Following
aircraft exhausts (mol/cm) were taken for numerical experiments:
(NO)e=1018,
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(N02)e=1017,(OH)=41016, (SO2)e=5"1016. Results of calculations are presented at Fig.4 and show
smaller increase of HN02 comparing with clear atmosphere and fast decrease of HNO3 in a
cloud air due to solution of these gases in water droplets. The effect of increasing NOx in a cloud
is connected with the process of transformation of background HNO3 into NOx which was
pointed above.
4. Conclusions.
Calculations describe the transformation of the soluble gases into aqueous phase inside the
cloud droplets. The rate of this transformation decrease with decreasing of pH in droplets, with
decreasing of photodissociation rates inside the cloud and with increasing of the drople ts size.
Model calculations show potential formation of H202 in aqueous phase after few hours of
cloud conditions.
The aqueous phase photodissociation of NO3™ with formation of N02a is very important for
nitrogen chemistry in cloud. By this way it is possible transformation of gaseous HNO3 into NOx
inside the cloud.
For a cloud that consists of several classes of droplets the large part of aqueous phase
compounds with large solubility constant is concentrated in small droplets.
Aqueous phase chemistry leads to decreasing of HN02 , HNO3 and HOx compounds and to
increasing of NOx (if J(NOg') # 0) in plume inside cloud comparing with cloudless troposphere.
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Abstract

Heterogeneous chemistry ofHCI, as a main reservoir of chlorine content gases, hasxonsidered
after plume cooling and ice particle formation. The HC1, HNO3, N2O5 uptake efficiencies byfrozen water were obtained in'4Cnudservcell flow reactor at the subsonic cruise conditions. The
formation of ice particles in the plume of subsonic aircraft is simulated to describe the kinetics of
gaseous HC1 loss due tojreterogeneous processes. It is shown that the HC1 uptake by frozen water
particles may play tke=mure important role in the gaseous HC1 depletion in the aircraft plume.

1. Introduction
Interaction of acidic gases such as HC1 and HNO3 with ice particles of polar
stratosphere clouds (PSC) is a key step in chemistry of ozone hole in Antarctic. The effect
of the emission of NOx, H20, and solid particles on O3 loss [1,2] is one of the main poten
tial problems of the atmosphere perturbation by aircraft. The large emission indexes for
H20 and non-volatiles particles [2] create the conditions for heterogeneous nucleation and
growth of water particles due to supersaturation in the plume. After the engine exhaust
enters the surrounding atmosphere, temperature decreasing are accompanied by increasing
to ambient value the chlorine content in the plume gas and the HC1 concentration as a ba
sic chlorine containing component of the atmosphere. So . probably the problem of hetero
geneous HC1 interection becomes actual for the effective HC1 uptake by ice particles and
proceeding the following heterogeneous reactions similar to ones on PSC
HC1 + CI0N02 -> Cl2 + HN03,
(1)
HC1 + N205
(2)
-> C1N02 + HNO3,
HC1 + HOC1
-» Cl2 + H20,
(3)
which transfer chlorine from chemically passive forms into active chlorine radicals.
The present work is devoted to investigation of hydrogen chloride heterogeneous
process on the ice particle surface at the subsonic aircraft cruise conditions. The formation
of ice contrail particles inside aircraft plume occur as result of the heterogeneous
nucleation of water vapor on the combustion particles, the condensational growth and the
freezing at the plume temperature near the ambient value. Laboratory studies ofHCI,
HNO3 and N20; uptake efficiency by frozen water are carried out under the typical cruise
conditions. These results are applied for consideration ofHCI uptake by frozen water
particles and estimation of the time constant for the gaseous HC1 depletion in the plume.
The chemical transformation inside aircraft plume due heterogeneous reactions on the ice
contraile particles is simulated using the results on exhaust product evolution of the
nonequilibrium photochemical model of the subsonic aircraft plume [3].
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2.HCI uptake by ice. Laboratory studies.
The HC1 uptake efficiency is defined by the fractional collision frequency that leads to
the reactant loss on ice surface. At present, the single laboratory measurements of HC1
uptake efficiency, y % 0.4, by ice at T=200K was produced in [4], But the problem how to
interpolate this result to the atmosphere conditions is essential because the high HC1 vapor
pressure p = 2-10"4 Torr has been used.
In our work the laboratory investigations of HCl uptake efficiency by ice over wide
range of HCl pressures and ice temperatures has been carried out. The experimental
technique developed is some version of a Knudsen cell flow reactor [5], The Knudsen cell
consists of two chambers separated by a valve. The lower chamber is a stainless steel cup
with the teflon rod inside.The upper chamber is coupled to a three dimentional quadrupole
high frequency ion trap working as a mass spectrometer.
In this work we have chosen the special technology of ice film preparation. Ice has
been created by freezing the distilled and deionized water. The thick film (= 60 urn) has
been frozen on the teflon rod surface and stretched out at the temperature % 230K. The
rate of cooling has been near 10 K s"1, water have supercooled and rapidly crystallized to
fine grain ice [6], We have varified that the surface area of the produced film is near
geometrical one.
The series of operations with a valve have allowed us to detect the water vapor beha
vior above ice before and under HCl exposure and to measure the HCl uptake efficiency.
We could see that opening the valve under the ice surface leads to the water vapor pres
sure increasing due to ice sublimation. The HCl vapor admission into the Knudsen cell
chamber decreases the water pressure on 15 % that is mean the suppression of ice sub
limation at HCl uptake by ice. Changes in the HCl mass spectrometer intensity when the
valve is opened under HCl exposure define the HCl uptake efficiency [5]. The typical
duration of HCl interaction with ice was near 10 minutes. But a few results was produced
when HCl exposure was being proceeding for 2.5 hours. .
Results and discussions. The measurements of HCl uptake efficiency, y, by frozen water
were carried out at initial pressure of HCl vapor in the range p* 1 O'7 - 10"4 Torr and ice
temperature 150 -240K. The dependenices of y on the final HCl pressure are shown at
T=188, 208 and 240K in Fig. 1. At the temperatures % 188 - 208K the two pressure
regions of the different characteristic values of y are observed. Only at lower HCl
pressure in the range p = 3-1 O'7 - 10"6 Torr, y * 0.1 ± 0.02 for all over temperature range.
For higher pressure y= 0.5 ± 0.1 is characteristic value for T% 188 -208K. For each value
of temperature there is the transition area between the characterictic values of y . The
position of the transition area is displaced to lower pressure at the temperature decreasing.
Existing the different characterictic values of HCl uptake efficiency at the different
pressure and temperature has indicated the possible structure and phase changing of ice
surface at the HCl pressure increasing. This assumption is confirmed by Fourier transform
infrared studies of HCl - ice interaction. Infrared spectra (IR) of ice at T=155K after 40 min exposure to HCl pres-sure 810*7 Torr were produced in [7], It was shown that these
spectra resemle that for the crystalline compound HCN6H2O. At similar conditions y = 0.5
was observed by us.
From comparing of our results with [7] the conclusion may be made that the low value
y = 0.1 corresponds to HCl vapor interaction with pure ice, the value y % 0.5 indicates the
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formation of HC1 hexahydrate with increase of HC1 pressure. So we see that the measure
ments of HC1 uptake in [4] was conducted at HCI hexahydrate formation on ice surface.
Essential problem at the HCI uptake analysis is the determination of HCI amount
absorbed on the ice surface. In many works [8,9] the HCI - ice interaction is considered
only as a surface process. In the fast flow reactor experiments [8] the HCI molecules are
suggested to be absorbed creating a near monolayer concentration Cs ~ 1015 cm"2 on ice
surface at T % 200K and HCI stratosphere pressure p=7-10"8 - 2 -10"* Torr. As the other
studies have shown [9,10], the surface coverage may be dependent on HCI pressure and
the ice film thickness.
At the conditions of our Knudsen cell flow reactor we could observe the process of
HCI uptake proceeding quasistationary during long time with the low constant level of
HCI pressure above ice. It is mean that no saturation of ice surface and the film bulk was
in our experiments. The HCI molecules were not accumulated on the surface and penetrate
into the bulk. The flow of the HCI molecules into the ice bulk due to diffusion should
sustain the low surface concentration. This conclusion can be confirmed by results [10] on
observation of the low Cs % 10!"' - 2-1014 cm"2 for 10"7 - 10"6 Torr of HCI pressure.
The model of HCI dissolution in the ice film was suggested in [11]. Integration of the
above results on investigation of the uptake efficiency with this model would be
appropriate for modelling of the HCI interaction with ice particles in the atmosphere.
Adsorption of HNO? and N2O5, as the most important for heterogeneous chemistry
nitrogen components in the plume, may influence on rate of HCI heterogeneous processes.
A number of experiments was carried out by us for obtaining y for HNO3 and N2O5 in the
range p % 10"6 - 10"4 Torr. We have obtained y = 6-10 " Torr for HNO3 and y % 3 I0"2 for
N2O5. These values are less y for HCI that is mean that HCI uptake will take place on
realy clear ice surface.3
3. Kinetics of HCI uptake by ice particles.
The produced results can be appled for description of HCI uptake by ice particles at the
cruise conditions. On the altitudes of subsonic aircraft cruise =10 km the HCI pressure is
near 10"7 - 10"6 Torr and T = 223 K. According to a phase diagram of the HCI/H2O
system the gaseous HCI is in the thermodynamic equilibrium with pure “ice” at the
stratospheric conditions. For this case the value of y = 0.1 ± 0.02 ( see Fig. 1).
For description of kinetics of HCI - ice particle interaction after aircraft emission it is
necessary to define the plume particle parameters which are not well characterized for
subsonic aircraft exhaust.
Formation of ice contrail particles. It is needed to simulate the nucleation and
condensational growth of water particles in the plume and then their freezing to obtain the
size and the total ice particle surface area.
The high emission index of subsonic aircraft engine for combustion ( or soot) particles
defines their initial concentration n =105 - 106 cm” and particle size R0 = 0.01 -0.1 pm
[1], We conclude that the formation of the water particles in the aircraft exhaust occur by
heterogeneous nucleation, probably on combustion particles, but not on stratospheric
aerosols or exhaust sulfate particles [2], due to very high combustion particle
concentration.
To estimate the size which can be reached by water particles under water supersatu-
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ration of aircraft exhaust, we have used the results of nonequilibrium model [3] for
transformation of exhaust products in the plume of subsonic aircraft with hydrocarbon
combustion engines. Evolution of H2O concentration and temperature along the plume for
CH4 fuel was analysed. The simple thermodynamics approach was applied for estimations.
A maximum of water vapor supersaturation in the plume [3] takes place after colling
below temperature < 300K. The size of the water particles formed is more reasonable to
be estimated at T = -20C, when the heterogeneous freezing of water particles should be
occured. For the spherical particles the radius is given by equation
(4)
where Na, Ns are the water vapor saturation concentrations for T = 300K and 253K,
correspondency; m, p are the molecular mass and density of water. For the concentration
of activited combustion particles n « 105 cm° we have the particle radius R = 2. 8 pm.
The futher temperature decreasing to ambient value (223K for 10 km) takes place
inside aircraft plume on the distance % 100 m from exit plane. But the vapor condensation
on the frozen water particles is appeared to be neglected for the radius estimate on (4)
equation gives the R increasing only on 0.1 pm. So we consider that the ice contrail
particles in the plume are the frozen water particles. And at the considered conditions we
have the total surface area S % 0.08 cm2/cnri of air and mass M = 7 -10"6 g-ice/cm'' of air.

HC1 uptake by frozen water particles. Entering the engine exhaust into the surrounding
atmosphere and plume cooling are accomponied by increasing of HC1 content in the plume
to ambient value on the distance * 100 m from an exit plane of aircraft engine. So we see
that a maximum of HC1 is reached when the frozen water particles of plume have their
maximum size.
So it is simple to estimate the time constant for the HC1 uptake by ice particles t =
(ywS/4)"1, where w is the mean kinetic HC1 velocity. Then we have x % 0.01 s.
Kinetics of the gaseous HC1 uptake by frozen water particles is shown in Fig.2. The
calculations were started after the size of ice particles has reached a maximum.
The total mass of ice contrail particles M is available for incorporation of all gaseous
HC1 into the ice particle volume.This result is contrary to a case of HC1 interaction with
PSC [10] when the gaseous HC1 can be depleted only by heterogeneous reactions.4
4. HCI heterogeneous reactions on ice particles.
It is likely that the HCI uptake by ice is the first step of heterogeneous reaction l)-3)
proceeding on the ice surface. It is necessary to study each of the elementary reaction
steps to describe the surface - mediate chemical transformation. But at present, this
approach is not elaborated and reactions l)-3) are described by an integrated parameter, as
reaction probability yr. Laboratory studies of yr has been carried out on the ice surface
either contained the apparent mole fraction of HCI [4] or treated with HCI untill its
saturation uptake capacity [13]. The gas - phase HCI concentration maintained at twice or
more the CIONO2 , N205, or HOC1 concentrations [8,12,13], As a result, the approach is
elaborated for the calculation of gaseous HCI loss rate where it is defined by yr and flow of
the other react component of l)-3) [14],
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Under of aircraft emissions upon the atmosphere the situation is far from conditions of
the model laboratory experiments [4,8,12,13], First, the surface concentration Cs of HC1
adsorbed by ice contrail particles for time x is very low . For the considered above case, Cs
~ 1010 cm"2 that is very far from surface saturation. So the question arises about effectivity
of reactions 1 )-3) and availability of the measured yr. Second, a maximum of HC1
concentration Nhci in the plume can be less the other react components. Then the
approach [14] can not be used and the HC1 loss rate may be defined by ice uptake.
In this work we have simulated the kinetics the heterogeneous reactions l)-3) in the
plume after the size of frozen water particles has reached a maximum. At the considered
above conditions [3] on the distance % 100 m from an exit plane of engine Nhci>N\2o5>
NHoct>NCioN02 and we can apply the approach [14] for HC1 loss description in hetero
geneous reactions (1-3). Standart yr values were taken [1],
Fig.2 demonstrates the gaseous HC1 loss by ice particle uptake and in the hetero
geneous reaction with N2Os (2). We can see that the ice particle uptake provides for a sink
of gaseous HC1 with more rate than depletion in the heterogeneous reaction. These results
are neccesary for construction of comprehensive photochemical model of aircraft contrail.
5. Conclusion.
The laboratory studies and analysis of subsonic aircraft conditions have shown that the
HC1 uptake by frozen water particles may play the more important role in the heteroge
neous chemistry of hydrogen chloride. The approch [14] is not applied for the full des
cription of gaseous HC1 depletion in the .plume. The consistent consideration of the
heterogeneous reactions needs in the step -by-step studies at any relations of reactant
concentrations.
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Model analysis of the chemical conversion of exhaust species in
the expanding plumes of subsonic aircraft
M.Mollhoff, J.Hendricks, E.Lippert, H.Petry
Universitat zu Koln, Institut fur Geophysik und Meteorologie, 50923 Koln, FRG
R.Sausen
DLR, Institut fur Physik der Atmosphare, Oberpfaffenhofen, 82234 Wefiling, FRG

Abstract: A box model and two different one-dimensional models are used to investigate the
chemical conversion of exhaust species in the dispersing plume of a subsonic aircraft flying at cruise
altitude. The effect of varying daytime of release as well as the impact of changing dispersion time
is studied with special respect to the aircraft induced O3 production. Effective emission amounts
for consideration in mesoscale and global models are calculated. Simulations with modified pho
tolysis rates are performed to show the sensitivity of the photochemistry to the occurence of cirrus
__ clouds.
1. Introduction
By investigating the chemical transformation of aircraft emissions with the aid of mesoscale
or global models a general problem arises: Aircraft plumes need a certain time until they
are dispersed to larger scales. The models are not capable to resolve the subgrid struc
tures of young plumes. Instead the emissions commonly are diluted spontaneously and
homogeneously to the concerned model grid boxes. As a consequence the high pollutant
concentrations in the young plumes are not represented. Because the net ozone production
rate is a strong nonlinear function of the N(^-concentration significant errors in the simu
lated aircraft induced changes of ozone may occur.
In this study a mesoscale box model and three different plume models are applied to investi
gate the chemical conversion of pollutants in the expanding plumes of subsonic jets at cruise
altitude. Plume simulations are carried out for different daytimes of exhaust release and
for diffemt dispersion strengths or dispersion times, respectively. From the results effective
emission amounts are calculated which can be used in mesoscale or global models to take
plume effects into account. Contrails or cirrus clouds may influence the actinic flux within
the plume. The sensitivity of the aircraft induced 03 production to the resulting change of
the photolysis rates is evaluated by additional model runs.
2. Description of model and simulations
The simulations are performed with four different model approaches: 1.) The photochemical
conversions are simulated with the box version of the mesoscale EURAD system [1,2,3]. In
this case the plume expands spontaneously to a volume of 50km x 50km x 1km which
corresponds to the gridsize of the EURAD model system. This technique represents the
way emissions are commonly handled in mesoscale and global models and is termed as
spontaneous expansion. 2.) A box model with expanding volume is applied. According to
published diffusion parameters of aircraft exhaust plumes near the tropopause [4] the growth
of the plume is simulated following Gauss theory. The initial size corresponds to that at the
end of the vortex regime. This approach is termed as 0D continuous expansion. 3.) As a
new tool a 2D model was developed. A system of shells is arranged around the plume axis.
The growth of each shell as well as the initial emission distribution is calculated analogous
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to approach 2 following Gauss theory. The one shell version of this model corresponds to
approach 2. 4.) The gaussian models are restricted to handle non reactive tracers. Another
approach is the use of a ID Eulerian model which explicitly solves the diffusion equation
for each reactive trace constituent. By this approach as well as by using approach 3 the
pollutant distribution perpendicular to the plume axis is taken into account.
The chemistry mechanism applied in all models is the Chemistry module for the lower
Stratosphere and the Troposphere CHEST [5]. The simulations were carried out for June
conditions at 50°iV and 10.7km altitude. The considered aircraft exhausts are the NOx and
CO emissions of a B747 at cruise stage [6].
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3. Comparison of the different model approaches
Fig.l shows the absolute change of O3 mass per unit plume length [kg/km] caused by the
emissions of a B747, released at 8h local time. Results obtained with the four different
model approaches are plotted as a function of daytime. One clearly recognizes that the
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plume models (approach 2-4) simulate a considerably less aircraft induced 03 production
than the mesoscale box model (approach 1). The appearence of the absolute O3 change is
quite similar in the simulations with the three plume models. This statement also holds for
the relevant nitrogen species (not figured in this paper). The results of the OD plume model
(1 shell) show more similarity to the values of the Eulerian model than the results of the
shell model with 11 shells. The simulations reveal that the consideration of the distribution
of species perpendicular to the plume axis has no relevant effect. For this reason the OD
continuous expansion model is used for the following investigations.
The conversion of the emitted NOx to other nitrogen containing constituents is presented
in Fig. 2 for the simulation with the mesoscale box model and the OD plume model. After a
dispersion time of 18 hours (see chapter 4) about 40% of the emitted NOx is transformed
into reservoir species like HNO3, HNO4 and nighttime N2O5. The results of the plume
model show that the production of HNOz, which in general is more stable than HNO4 or
JV2O5, is more effective as suggested by the mesoscale box model.

4. Varying release time, changing dispersion time
In the following the results of the mesoscale box model (approach 1) will be compared to
those of the OD plume model (approach 2). For comparison entrainment is not considered
in simulations with the mesoscale box. In the plume model dispersion is represented until
the plumes cross section reaches the mesoscale.
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Fig.3 - Absolute change of O3 /ppbV] caused by emissions of a B747, 24 hours after emission
release at different daytimes. Simulated with the mesoscale model (spontaneous expansion) and the
0D plume model.
To get an impression of how the aircraft induced effects vary with the daytime of emission
release simulations have been conducted for emission releases at each full hour of a day. In
Fig. 3 the response of ozone 24 hours after emission as simulated with the mesoscale box
model and the plume model is displayed. In the case of the simulated plumes the area
of the plumes cross sections has dispersed to that of the mesoscale box after 24 hours [7].
Consequently after this time period, which is called dispersion time in this paper, the results
of the two models can be compared in terms of mixing ratios.
The ozone production is much smaller in the plume model, when the emissions are released
at daytime. The discrepancies are small for nighttime releases because in this case the most
effective dispersion takes place in the absence of photochemical activity.
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In the simulations presented above a dispersion time of 24 hours is assumed. To investigate
the sensitivity of the results to a more rapid disperion additional simulations with dispersion
times of 18 hours and 12 hours were carried out. Fig.4 shows the results of simulations which
were performed with the mesoscale box model and the OD plume model assuming dispersion
times of 12, 18 and 24 hours, respectively. The release time is chosen to be 8h local time.
The absolute aircraft induced O3 change at the end of the day increases with decreasing
dispersion time. As expected the O3 changes as simulated with the mesoscale box and the
plume model converge with increasing dispersion efficiency.
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Fig.4 - Absolute change of O3 [ppbV] caused by the emissions of a B747. released at 8h local time.
Simulations with the mesoscale box model and the plume model assuming dispersion times of 12,
18 and 24 hours.
5. Effective emission amounts
In mesoscale and global models emissions generally are treated by a spontaneous mixing over
the concerned grid boxes. The effects of the plume dispersion could be taken into account
by using corrected emission amounts which are termed as effective emission amounts. In
this study the necessary corrections are determined by variation calculations. Simulations
with the mesoscale box model are performed for a wide range of modified N0X (r epresented
as NO) emission amounts. To guaranty conservation of the released nitrogen amounts the
modification of N0X is compensed by corresponding emissions of HNO3 and HNO4. To
account for the less effective O3 production of the plume model a varying negative emission
amount of O3 was taken into account. The results are compared to those of the OD plume
model. To obtain a maximum agreement the minimum of the mean root square deviation
F:

F=

\

E(x« -

,

(i)

is searched. Here X{c and
are the mixing ratios of a species i after the dispersion time
for continuous expansion (OD plume model) and for spontaneous expansion (mesoscale box),
respectively. In the present study n=4 and (Xlv. .,X4) = (03, NOx, HNO3, HNO4) was
assumed. Further details are described in [7].
The diurnal variation of the effective emission amounts is calculated under conditions of a
clean background as well as for the case of emission into a polluted highly frequented flight
corridor. The results are representative for the conditions described in the 2nd chapter. Fig. 5
exemplarly shows the effect of using corrected emission amounts on the aircraft induced O3
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change for a release of aircraft exhausts at 8h local time into an unpolluted background.
After the dispersion time of in this case 18 hours the results of the mesoscale box simulation
using the corrected emission amounts match those of the plume model quite well. This
statement even holds for the following two days.
Fig. 6 presents the effective emission amounts of NO and O3 for the conditions of an originally
polluted flight corridor. For the calculations a disperion time of 18 hours is assumed. The
corrected emissions are expressed as relative fractions of the uncorrected NOx change caused
by the B747. Corrections for each daytime are suggested.
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6. Enhanced actinic fluxes
The formation of contrails is a frequently observed phenomenon evoked by the emissions of
high flying subsonic jets. The possibility of the formation of cirrus clouds triggered by the
occurence of contrails has been a central point of many discussions concerning the impact
of aviation on the atmospheric radiation budget. The presence of cirrus clouds may cause
considerable changes of the actinic fluxes in the concerned regions. As a consequence of the
corresponding change in the photolysis rates of atmospheric constituents, which are coupled
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linearly to the actinic flux, the transformation of aircraft exhausts above, below or within
the cirrus may be influenced, too. The theoretical highest enhancement of the actinic flux
below or above a cloud amounts to factors of 5 or 3, respectively [8].
To study the effect of the changed photolysis rates on the aircraft induced O3 production
simulations with the OD plume model were performed considering enhancement factors for
the actinic flux of 0.5, 2 and 5. Fig. 7 shows the results of these model runs. The aircraft
induced O3 production shows a considerable increase under conditions of enhanced, photolysis
rates. An approximately linear dependence is observed.
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Analysis of nonequilibrium chemical processes
in the plume of subsonic and supersonic aircraft with
hydrogen and hydrocarbon combustion engine.
A M. Starik, A.B. Lebedev, N.S. Titova

On the basic of quasi one dimensional mixing model the numerical analysis of nonequilibrium
chemical processes in the plume of subsonic and hypersonic aircraft is presented. It was found that
species HNO, HNO3, HNO4, N2O5, CIO2, CH3NO2 could be formed as a result of nonequilibrium
processes in the plume and their concentrations can essentially exceed both background values in free
stream of atmosphere and their values at the nozzle exit plane.

The environmental perturbation caused by exhaust of subsonic and supersonic aircraft
depend on deposition altitude and amount and composition of emissions. In order to define real
emission of pollutant components in the atmosphere the analysis of nonequilibrium processes in
gas engine elements and in plume is required.
In this report the results of such analysis for subsonic and hypersonic aircraft with
hydrocarbon and hydrogen combustion engine are presented.
The model that was used for analysis of photochemical nonequilibrium processes in the
plume contains the gasdynamic block in which the gasdynamic parameters are calculated taking
into account the turbulent mixing of internal flow from nozzle with free stream of atmosphere
air containing all gas small components and the kinetic block in which change of concentration
of components along the plume is calculated using quasi one-dimensional approximation and
average values of velocity and temperature.
In according with such method the change of the concentration of species i along the
plume with the cross section A(x) is defined by the equation [1]

d(BuA)_=d(&Ml+Aj-Q
dx

%+(-)

= *K-, h

(1)

dx

^

/=1

,

Ja --

Z&4A
k

Here ntj is the molecular mass of the species /, pt is the partial density of the species i averaged
over the area of the plume, p!X is the constant partial density of the species i on the boundary of
the plume, u is the air velocity in a system of coordinates connected with the aircraft, M is the
number of the chemical reactions, Mx is the number of the photochemical reactions, resulting in
the formation or destruction of the species i, a+q and a~q are the stoichiometric coefficients of
the chemical reaction q, and /3a is the stoichiometric coefficient of the photochemical reaction /,
is the number of the species taking part in the forward (+) and backward (-) chemical
reaction, k+{-)q is the rate constant of these reactions, 7# is the rate of photochemical reaction /
of the species k, Nj =

. It is comfortable to input the molar concentration of the species i

Yi = NJ N, where N='ZNi, S is the number of atomic and molecular species in the mixture
and rewrite the equation (1) in the following form

Niaa AN
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dA
dx

(2)

The solution of the equations' system (2) was carried out numerically with the using of implicit
different scheme of the second order precision.
The fields of hydrodynamic parameters of subsonic coflowing jet were determinate by
using the simple algebraic method. In this method, the nonisobaric jet first replaced by a
hypothetical isobaric jet with a different Mach number Mt and radius Rc that were determined
from the condition that the total pressure and gas flow rate through the nozzle in the real and
hypothetical cases were equal [2], The influence of turbulent of external flow on the mixing was
taken into account by increasing of turbulent viscosity coefficient and turbulent diffusivity
coefficient of coflowing jet. This effect was determined by changing of momentum-loss
thickness. The near field plume extending from the exhaust exit plane to the plane of interaction
between exhaust plume and wing vortices considered here. The extend of this region
corresponded approximately to a downstream of 1000-1500 nozzle diameters for subsonic
aircraft.
The fields of hydrodynamics parameters of hypersonic coflowing jet were determined by
numerical solution parabolic equations for axisymmetric compressible turbulent flow, using
second order numerical implicit scheme [3], We considered flow behind hypersonic aircraft with
aerodynamic scheme such as "Hotoll". This aircraft had only one exhaust and ogive form. The
nonisobaric jet was replaced by a hypothetical isobaric jet so as for coflowing jet of subsonic
aircraft. We considered four turbulent models, that were taken into account the effect of
compressibility to turbulent supersonic flows: two of them were two-equation turbulence models
[3,4] and two ones were one-equation turbulence models [3,5].
When we have elaborated the kinetic scheme of processes in the plume for subsonic and
hypersonic aircraft we have taken into account that the temperature along the plume can change
from 1900 K to 200 K, and the combustion products can enter into reactions with the small
species of atmosphere during the process of mixing. So the elaborated scheme of chemical
processes includes reactions characterized both for the high temperature conditions [6] and for
the atmospheric photochemistry [7] and contains 240 chemical and 28 photochemical reactions
with participation of 61 components: Hz, Nz(z=l,2), Ox (x=1...3), HzOz, NOx, HNOv
(y=T...4), O(lD), 0(3P), N20, N205, COx, CHq (q=3,4), CH%Ox, HCN, CN, NCCC
CH3NOz+1, SOx, HS03, H2S04, CL, C10z, CFZC1X, CCL, C1N03, €HZ+1C1, Cl2(F)CO, F2,
C1F, HC1, HOC1. Values of photodissociation rates were taken from Ref. [8],
To obtain the quantitative information about the variation of the gas chemical
composition along the plume it is important to set the probable values of gas com position in the
atmosphere and at the nozzle exit plane. The point is that the small species of the combustion
products (OH, H, O, H202, H02, HN03, HN04, N205, C, C2, CN, CH4 and etc.) which
concentrations can essentially change in the plume by photochemical reactions influence on the
change of the state of atmosphere and Earth ozone layer. Moreover, the penetration of
background species (example, Cl-containing) from atmosphere into the plume can result in the
formation of the new products, which are contained neither combustion products nor
atmosphere. Unfortunately at the present time the enough full data about the composition even
main small species don't exist. Their concentrations change according to the high, latitude and
longitude. Such information is absent for the gas composition at the nozzle exit plane too.
So for the subsonic aircraft two model tasks have been considered. For the first task the
boundary conditions were taken from [9], and for the second task its were taken from the
calculation of the combustion of CgHig+air mixture with the equivalence ratio 1/4. This
calculation was carried out with using enough full kinetic scheme, including 435 reversible
reactions with participation of 66 components: N, N2, H, H2, O, 02, 03, OH, H20, H202,
NO, N02, N03, N9O5, HNO, HN02, HN03, HNO4, C, C2, CO, C„Hm, CnHmOz, CxHy,
CxHyNzO (n=l,...4; m=l,...10) [6], Concentration values of small species of
atmosphere were taken from [8],
The data for the change of y, and T along the plume that were obtained for these two
variants is given in Table 1. The flight conditions were following: Max number of flight Mm
=0.55, altitude of flight H=10 bn, 7„=223 K, P„=35 kPa, Max number at the nozzle exit plane
Mh=0.97, diameter of the nozzle exit plane Dn=l,04 m. Analysis of present results shows that
the formation of N-containing (HNO, HN02, HN03, HNO4, N203) and S-containing (S03,
HS03, H2S04) species and decreasing of the concentration of O, OH, H02 and H takes place
in both cases. These processes proceed especially actively on the initial plume part where the
temperature and density of the gas are great. It should be note that the change of the N- and HCxHyNz,
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Table 1. The change of the temperature and gas composition at the various planes of the plume of
subsonic aircraft under M^O. 55, H=10 km.
x, m
0.0
atmosphere
1 .0
100
1000
0.0
Var.
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
444.6
238.9
224.7
450
450
223.1
444.5
238.8
224.7
T,K
3.59(-2) 3.500(-2) 5.768(-5) 3.608(-2) 3.5081-2) 3.631(-3) 3.584(-3) 3.584(-4) 3.535(-4)
H20
1.56(-1) 1.618(-1) 2.0021-1) 1.568(-1) 1.621(-1) 1.958(-1) 1.9631-1) 1.9981-1) 1.9981-1)
o2
1.03 (-6) 5.522(-7) 9.378(-7) 1.035(-6) 5.538(-7) 9.474(-7) 8.9911-7) 9.386(-7) 9.345(-7)
«2
OH
3.40(-6) 9.478(-5) 1.071(-13) 1.617(-13) 4.934(-12) 1.0891-14) 2.890(-13) 8.237(-15) 2.046(-13)
H
6.12(-9) 5.179(-8) 2.35(-20) 1.058(-17) 2.373(-17) 2.8101-20) 1.240(-19) 5.780(-21) 5.6171-20)
1.55(-7) 6.054(-6) 1.664(-15) 9.988(-ll) 1.728(-10) 5.437(-13) 6.890(-12) 6.338(-14) 4.793(-13)
O
7.68(-l) 7.746(-l) 7.995(-l) 7.718(-1) 7.759(-l) 7.967(-l) 7.971(-1) 7.993(-l) 7.9931-1)
n2
9.77(-8) 3.223(-7) 1.406(-11) 4.113(-17) 4.647(-14) 1.100(-15) 8.005(-15) 5.088(-16) 1.138(-15)
HO?
2.44(-8) 1.346(-8) 8.793(-10) 2.8541-8) 5.3211-6) 3.6241-9) 5.3651-7) 1.1101-9) 4.5811-8)
h2o2
N
0.0 1.206(-13) 4.228(-28) 1.6821-22) 1.356(-22) 9.1031-23) 7.8381-23) 8.555(-23) 7.3431-23)
2.81(-3) 2.728(-4) 1.003(-11) 2.820(-3) 2.4021-4) 2.7971-4) 2.4131-5) 2.3481-5) 2.0341-6)
NO
8.73(-6) 1.103(-4) 6.027(-12) 8.9641-6) 1.3241-4) 1.0041-6) 1.3371-5) 1.4621-7) 1.1111-6)
NO?
1.799(-5) 3.879(-14) 3.4451-6) 2.5931-5) 3.4181-7) 2.6101-6) 2.8771-8) 2.184(-7)
0.0
hno2
4.648(-5)
4.30(-7)
2.811(-7) 4.3211-7) 4.656(-5) 2.9611-7) 4.9401-6) 2.8241-7) 6.7201-7)
n2o
0.0 4.736(-ll)
0.0
7.770(-10) 1.580(-8) 7.7081-11) 1.587(-9) 6.490(-12) 1.3321-10)
HNO
6.463
(-9)
0.0
7.275(-8) 7.174(-10) 7.6961-7) 9.4901-9) 6.268(-8) 1.3301-8) 7.9081-8)
03
4.07(-8)
2.983
(-8)
hno3
2.271(-10) 6.739(-8) 2.5611-5) 6.892(-9) 2.5801-6) 7.9041-10) 2.172(-7)
2.226(-5)
0.0
3.598(-15) 2.893(-15) 1.053(-10) 5.083(-16) 2.4841-13) 7.192(-16) 1.3721-13)
no3
0.0
0.0
1.653(-13) 1.4571-17) 7.632(-12) 2.672(-13) 1.0741-9) 4.952(-13) 8.6191-10)
n2°5
0.0
2.738(-25)
1.061(-10) 1.023(-19) 1.904(-15) 9.553(-ll) 9.6681-11) 1.0531-10) 1.0581-10)
hno4
5.343(-15)
2.514(-27) 1.104(-20) 7.208(-21) 3.8901-21) 1.8171-21)
ch3
0.0
1.855(-21)
0.0
0.0 3.467(-15) 1.496(-6) 1.921(-21) 3.461(-15) 1.3471-6) 1.3451-6) 1.4831-6) 1.483(-6)
ch4
1.091-5) 1.017(-6) 2.283(-7) 1.0951-5) 1.008(-6) 1.2921-6) 3.0681-7) 3.1781-7) 2.348(-7)
CO
3.24(-2) 2.6450-2) 3.092(-4) 3.256(-2) 2.6491-2) 3.5091-3) 2.9451-3) 5.7851-4) 5.304(-4)
co2
0.0 2.1020-16) 8.074(-23) 6.745(-26) 3.4591-25) 6.437(-22) 4.7371-22) 3.9861-22) 2.4821-22)
HCO
0.0 3.7920-15) 1.900(-11) 3.2421-21) 1.8361-15) 1.7121-11) 1.7101-11) 1.8841-11) 1.8931-11)
CH?0
0.0 2.572(-18) 8.917(-18)
0.0
1.310(-26) 6.282(-19) 6.636(-18) 6.395(-19) 5.7661-18)
ch3o
ch3oh
0.0 8.9500-18)
0.0
0.0
2.894(-15) 7.471(-22) 2.916(-16) 5.8251-21) 2.6051-17)
0.0 1.1900-18) 2.710(-12) 3.127(-28) 3.036(-25) 2.688(-16) 3.110(-15) 2.748(-16) 2.9541-15)
ch3o2
0.0
3.156(-27) 2.0691-15) 2.4851-12) 2.2991-12) 2.9511-12) 2.4781-12)
CH?NO? 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.8481-18) 1.0161-15) 1.5011-13) 2.7111-15) 2.5151-13)
CH^NOi 0.0
6.91(-6) 6.910-6)
0.0
6.941(-6) 6.7421-6) 6.8871-7) 6.7881-7) 5.796(-8) 5.695(-8)
so2
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.541(-10) 6.1721-8) 8.0001-15) 2.066(-13) 6.3581-15) 1.567(-13)
so3
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.8751-18) 1.993(-16) 4.440(-19) 1.1581-17) 3.5351-20) 8.6251-19)
hso3
0.0
0.0
1.9261-9) 1.1751-7) 2.8611-10) 1.8051-8) 2.4211-11) 1.5171-9)
h2so4
0.0
0.0
Cl
0.0
2.316(-16) 7.8541-28) 9.313(-28) 4.6271-13) 2.8661-13) 2.4721-13) 1.0541-13)
0.0
0.0
6.578(-13) 5.351(-29) 1.745(-28) 3.354(-17) 5.897(-16) 7.644(-17) 1.6581-15)
CIO
0.0
0.0
cio2
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.7971-14) 4.8111-14) 1.0691-13) 4.5621-14)
0.0
C1N03
0.0
3.407(-13) 4.378(-28) 5.916(-28) 3.072(-13) 3.6141-13) 3.3911-13) 5.974(-13)
0.0
0.0
1.934(-10) 2.4851-25) 3.3131-25) 1.7431-10) 1.7411-10) 1.9211-10) 1.9201-10)
HC1
0.0
HOC1
0.0
4.1381-12) 5.3161-27) 7.088(-27) 3.7271-12) 3.7211-12) 4.1011-12) 4.100(-12)
CH?C1
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.620(-17) 6.061(-17) 5.329(-16) 3.005(-16)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
CH3C1
5.442(-10) 6.992(-25) 9.323(-25) 4.9021-10) 4.894(-10) 5.3971-10) 5.396(-10)
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.834(-18)
0.0
6.899(-18) 5.896(-18) 3.8981-17) 3.108(-17)
ci2
0.0
Cl2CO
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.277(-24) 2.2181-23) 7.166(-23) 4.349(-22)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
CC13
0.0
2.879(-22) 7.284(-21) 1.6461-21) 2.6791-20)
CC14
0.0
0.0
1.214(-10) 1.560(-25) 2.080(-25) 1.0941-10) 1.0921-10) 1.2041-10) 1.2041-10)
C1F
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.4231-24) 5.0251-23) 1.6241-22) 9.8551-22)
0.0
0.0
0.0
CFC12
0.0
0.0
1.8101-23) 1.6101-22) 3.6131-22) 2.2501-21)
0.0
cfci3
0.0
1.406(-10) 1.806(-25) 2.408(-25) 1.2661-10) 1.264(-10) 1.3941-10) 1.3941-10)
FC1CO
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.423(-24) 5.025(-23) 1.6241-22) 9.855(-22)
0.0
0.0
0.0
F?CO
0.0
0.0
4.147(-24) 2.808(-23) 9.0731-23) 5.506(-22)
0.0
0.0
0.0
CF2C1
0.0
0.0
1.9561-23) 2.2911-22) 3.4081-22) 2.2241-21)
0.0
0.0
2.339(-10) 3.0051-25) 4.0061-25) 2.1071-10) 2.1031-10) 2.3191-10) 2.3191-10)
CF?C1?
-
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containing species concentrations at the initial plume part don’t connect with the penetration
atmospheric gases into the flow.
Interaction of the relatively hot gases plume with the coflow of cold air results in the
sufficiently quick decrease of the temperature and the appearance in the plume the small
atmosphere species that capable to interact with the combustion products of the fuels.
The decrease of the temperature results in the change of the dependence character
yNlos00 and Xmro4(x)’ x=x/D, where D is the diameter of the nozzle exit plane. The quick
decrease of yNl0s and ym0i in the interval 10-2<x<4 is stopped and then their values begin to
increase. It takes place because the role of recombination reactions resulting in the formation
HNO4 and N2O5 is increased on cooling of the gas until 7<300 K. The HNO4 concentration
reaches its background value in the atmosphere and N2O5 concentration exceeds its
background value essentially. The decrease of the temperature is accompanied by the formation
of new species CH3NO2, CH3NO3 which are contained neither combustion products nor
background atmosphere. The other interesting and important process caused by penetration into
the flow of small gas species is the interaction Cl-containing species with nitrogen oxides
realizing on the lengths which greater than the characteristic scale of the mixture. When the x
(4<x <10"2) is increased the essential increasing of the concentrations of Cl, CI2, CIO2, CINO3,
CHZC1 by comparison with background values and the decreasing CIO concentration takes
place. The analysis of the reaction rates in which all Cl-containing species take part has shown
that at the beginning of mixture zone (x=4) the formation of free chlorine takes place as result
of interaction CIO and NO, which concentrations are essentially in 106 times greater in the
plume than in the atmosphere.
Because of considerable (in 103 times) increase of Cl concentration the acceleration of
the formation CIO2 takes place. The recombination CIO and NO2 resulting in the formation
CINO3 is essentially more slow process.
Under x>102 the situation changes. The values yC! and Yao, begin to increase after
achievement their maximum values whereas the concentrations of CINO3, CI2, CH2CI and CIO
continue to grow. Nevertheless the free chlorine concentration essentially exceeds its
background value as far as the interaction of the plume with the pair of whirlwinds leaving the
ends of wings.
The change of flight altitude (H=20 km) don't result in some new qualitative regularities
although in consequence of change of the pressure and background composition of the
atmosphere the quantitative values of component concentration are somewhat changed. It
should be mentioned that at x>10 the photodissociation processes begin to influence on the
formation of the free atoms and radicals at flight altitude H>18 km. Neglect of these processes
can result in essential (until 104 times) mistakes of values y0H_, y0, yH, yHSgi and some products
of CFC's disintegration too. It should be noted that considered regularities remain just one
qualitatively at somewhat other boundary conditions at the nozzle exit plane corresponding [9],
Under analysis of nonequilibrium processes in the plume of hypersonic aircrafts with
H2+air combustion engine the following flight regime has been chosen: M„=6, H=29 km, P^-P^
=1,372 kPa, 7^=216 K. Here Pn is the pressure at the exit nozzle plane. The gas composition
and temperature at the nozzle exit plane was taken from reference [10] in which the chemical
nonequilibrium flow in the gas engine elements was calculated with the use of full kinetic
scheme containing 152 reversible reactions. The calculation of the fields of hydrodynamic
parameters was carried out with taking into account the presence of external and internal
boundary layers at exit of the nozzle surface. The estimations that were carried out have shown
that the thicknesses of these layers are equal 0ARn and 0.05Rn accordingly, R„ is the radius of
the nozzle exit plane (/?„=!.09 m). The plume boundary
was determined from the condition
[hf/r^-hg^O. 1 [h0(r=0)-h0a]. Here h0 is the full mixture enthalpy, h0co is the enthalpy of the
atmospheric air. The comparison of the fields of hydrodynamic parameters calculated with the
utilization of different turbulent models showed that one-equation models result in the
considerable errors for similar plumes. So calculations were carried out with the utilization of
two-equation models [4],
The results of the calculation of the variation of the different species concentration along
the hypersonic aircraft plume are presented in the Table 2.
The results which were obtained for subsonic and hypersonic aircrafts indicate on the
considerable change of the composition of the gas mixture along the plume. Moreover this
change can be caused not only by the mixture of combustion products with the atmosphere air
but by proceeding of whole complex of nonequilibrium photochemical reactions. Besides the
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Table 2. The change ofthe temperature, radius and gas composition at the various planes of the plume
ofhypersonic aircraft with hydrogen combustion engine under
6, H=29 km.
x, m
r, m

0.0
1651
1.07

2.98(-l)
1.31(-2)
o2
7.06(-3)
H2
OH
4.86(-3)
H
1.81(-3)
8.9(-4)
0
6.67(-l)
N2
1.69(-7)
ho2
2.41(-7)
h202
N
1.04(-8)
NO
7.41(-3)
no2
1.35(-5)
hno2
2.98(-5)
1.78(-7)
n2o
1.75(-7)
HNO
1.79(-10)
03
4.71(-9)
hno3
no3
3.25(-9)
0.0
N2Og
hno4
6.87(-27)
ch3
0.0
ch4
0.0
0.0
CO
0.0
COz
HCO
0.0
ch2o
0.0
ch3o
0.0
ch3oh
0.0
0.0
ch3o2
0.0
ch3no2
ch3no3
0.0
6.91(-6)
so2
so3
0.0
hso3
0.0
H-7S04
0.0
Cl
0.0
CIO
0.0
cio2
0.0
C1N03
0.0
HC1
0.0
HOC1
0.0
CH2C1
0.0
ch3ci
0.0
0.0
Cl2
Cl2CO
0.0
CC13
0.0
CC14
0.0
C1F
0.0
CFC12
0.0
cfci3
0.0
0.0
FC1CO
F2CO
0.0
0.0
cf2ci
0.0
CF1CI1
h2o

216

2.0
1650.9
1.07

200
481.7

3.249(-6)
1.998(-1)
6.661(-7)
1.070(-11)
2.097(-17)
1.843(-10)
7.999(-l)
7.044(-ll)
2.274(-10)
8.682(-17)
1.990(-9)
4.041(-9)
2.255(-12)
1.149(-7)
0.0
1.081(-5)
1.403(-9)
2.604(-12)
1.209(-9)
1.895(-10)
1.671(-18)
8.190(-7)
2.662(-8)
2.326(-4)
1.040(-22)
4.614(-11)
9.937(-16)
0.0
1.452(-12)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.190(-14)
1.458(-10)
0.0
5.351(-11)
5.979(-10)
1.556(-10)
0.0
1.581(-10)
7.071(-15)
0.0
0.0
6.825(-12)
0.0
0.0
1.160(-11)
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.880(-l I)

3.00(-l)
1.467(-2)
6.541(-3)
1.6381-4)
3.849(-3)
6.285(-4)
6.668(-l)
6.674(-8)
4.056(-9)
8.925(-15)
7.4531-3)
1.836(-8)
4.195(-7)
1.317(-7)
1.312(-7)
2.102(-11)
5.880(-9)
2.199(-13)
5.604(-28)
4.853(-24)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.91(-6)
3.135(-10)
3.641(-11)
4.141(-12)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.174(-1)
1.2801-1)
1.7951-3)
2.683(-5)
5.728(-6)
2.856(-6)
7.497(-l)
2.496(-7)
1.825(-6)
2.723(-15)
2.863(-3)
7.501(-6)
1.061 (-5)
5.934(-8)
7.904(-7)
3.479(-7)
1.184(-7)
5.123(-12)
9.099(-13)
3.819(-12)
1.470(-12)
3.967(-7)
4.931(-8)
1.430(-4)
5.101(-14)
9.3751-11)
2.364(-12)
2.1461-14)
3.760(-13)
6.5191-8)
4.561(-14)
2.653(-6)
7.737(-9)
1.9221-11)
1.067(-8)
3.7051-11)
1.325(-13)
1.028(-16)
1.925(-11)
4.867(-10)
4.3171-11)
2.085(-ll)
7.6361-11)
4.404(-15)
2.402(-24)
9.305(-14)
4.1041-12)
1.3231-23)
2.5381-14)
7.110(-12)
1.3231-23)
1.083(-23)
1.743(-13)
4.2131-11)

atmosphere
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2.35

2000
246.61
5.21
4.336(-2)
1.733(-1)
6.587(-4)

2.208(-ll)
2.676(-14)
1.096(-9)
7.8141-1)
2.1841-14)
6.0341-7)
1.421(-15)
1.0471-3)
1.0771-5)
6.205(-6)
9.4411-8)
1.785(-7)
1.315(-6)
1.019(-7)
2.3241-13)

6.6671-10)
1.1651-10)
2.271(-18)
6.6241-7)
3.4781-8)
1.9951-4)
1.879(-19)
5.5481-11)
1.2431-17)
5.5641-21)
1.7541-16)
2.4791-8)
4.549(-14)
9.7771-7)
8.8771-14)
6.3401-17)
8.5581-9)
3.6351-11)
2.8171-14)
1.7531-13)
4.0421-11)
6.2781-10)
1.1281-10)
8.140(-12)
1.2751-10)
9.6901-15)
7.1831-22)
3.5211-14)
5.8201-12)
3.9581-21)
9.4471-15)
9.9441-12)

3.9581-21)
3.240(-21)
6.494(-14)
5.8961-11)

change of the gas composition in the plume the phase transformations can take place. For
example in the plume of subsonic aircraft flying at a oltitude of 10 km under 75% water steams
can turn into the liquid phase if x >250.
In the regions of the plume where T<233 K the water drops can freeze and turn into the
ice particles. The estimations show that the freezing zone of water drops is found in outside jet
region. So sufficiently large (by comparison with background one) concentrations of the species
N2O5, HNO3, CINO3, SO3, H2SO4 are in the plume, the rates of following heterogeneous
processes can increase in perturbation region of atmosphere (here index "s" corresponds to the
proceeding of the reactions on the surface of the solid particle)
1. N205 + H20(s) -> 2HN03(s)
2. HNO3 + H20(s) -> HN03(s)
3. SO3 + H20(s) —> H2S04(s)
4. H2S04 + H20(s) —» H2S04(s;)
5. CINO3 + H20(s) -> HOCl(s,g) + HN03(s)
The penetration into the plume of HC1 can initiate the heterogenions reactions that proceed with
the generation of gaseous Cl.
6. HC1 + H20(s) —» HCl(s)
7. HCl(s) + CINO3 ^Cl2 + HN03(s)
However at present time sufficiently strict consideration of these processes is impossible because
the reliable models of ice formation in the plume of the jet engine and values of probabilities of
processes in corresponding conditions are absent.
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ABSTRACT
An expanding plume model with chemistry has been used to study the chemical
conversion of NOx to reservoir species in aircraft plumes. The heterogeneous conversion of
N2O5 to HN03(s) has been investigated when the emissions take place during night-time. The
plume from an B747 has been simulated. During a ten-hour calculation the most important
reservoir species was HNO3 for emissions at noon. The heterogeneous reactions had little impact
on the chemical loss of NOx to reservoir species for emissions at night.

1. INTRODUCTION
Subsonic aircraft cruise at altitudes from 8-12 km, near the tropopause. One main con
cern about the emissions is the effect of NQX emissions on ozone. These emissions cause a larger
production of ozone in this altitude range, compared to man made NOx emission at the surface.
An ozone change near the tropopause will in turn have a stronger impact on radiative forcing.
In order to study the long term and global effects of NOx emission on ozone it is
important to quantify the chemical loss of NQX, before the aircraft plume is spread to a larger
scale. The purpose of the present study has been to investigate the chemical transformations of
NOx in the plume from a B747 from a few seconds after the emissions and up to ten hours.
Consequently, we start our calculations after the jet-regime, which in our case is assumed to last
for 4 s. The emphasis has been placed on the conversion of NOx to HNO3, PAN and HNO4.
In flight corridors with heavy traffic several aircraft will fly through essentially the same
air mass. The chemical conversions in a new plume inside old plumes of ages up to two hours
have therefore been investigated. The new plume has been assumed to mix with the surrounding
air from the core of the old plume. The impact of heterogeneous chemistry with respect to the
conversion of N2O5 to the more stable compound HNO3 has also been investigated for emissions
at night

2. THE MODEL
The model describes both the dispersion and chemical transformation in aircraft plumes.
Since the plume is not well mixed from a cross sectional point of view, the plume is divided into
several cross-sectional layers to resolve the inhomogeneous distribution (Figure 1). The axes
from the plume centre to the boundary of the different layers are given as

’minor

(1)

where f = 0.5i, i = 1,....8. ominor and crmajor denote the standard deviation of the minor and major
principal axis of the plume, respectively ([1] and [2]). The plume is treated in segments with a
length set equal to the distance the aircraft travels in one second.
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The concentration gradients within the plume give rise to mixing, which is described in
terms of diffusion. The model thus consists of the following modules: calculations of the
horizontal and vertical dispersion of the plume in the vortex and dispersion regimes., calculation
of diffusion between the layers, and calculations of a detailed photochemistry for the free
troposphere in the layers. The whole plume is advected along pre-calculated trajectories, based
on actual winds. There is no diffusion between the outermost layer and the background air,
providing mass balance of the emitted species within the plume. The model is further described
in [3].
L

Circular or
elliptical
segments

ayers

Fig. 1 - The upper part shows the plume from a side view at different times (tB, ti„.tn). The lower part
shows a cross section of the plume. Cj to C? indicate the concentration in the plume. (Only three of eight
layers are shown.) The arrows indicate diffusion between the layers in the plume. (The figure is taken
from [2].j

3. RESULTS
3.1. Experimental data and initial conditions
The emission indices for the B747 are given in Table 1. Of the total emissions, 75% are
distributed in the 3 innermost layers, 20% in the fourth layer and 5% in the fifth layer, in broad
agreement with a Gaussian distribution. The outermost layers of the plume are initialised with
background values. The initial horizontal and vertical standard deviation of the plume was set to
6 m. Table 2 gives the values of some initial key species in the plume and in the background
atmosphere. The initial value of OH and H02 are taken from studies done within the
AERONOX project [3, chapter 4], and the HNO% value is based on observations in young
exhaust plumes [4].

3.2. Chemical conversion of the NOx emissions
The size of the plume and the NOx concentrations after ten hours of calculations are
shown in Figure 2. The NOx level in the outermost layers of the plume has reached background
level after this time period, while the NOx in the core of the plume was more than twice that of
the background concentration.
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Table 1 - Engine type, air speed, emission indices andfuel consumption for the considered B747,
cruising height, pressure and temperature of the atmosphere.
Parameter
Engine type
Air speed, V
EI(H20)
EI(C02)
EI(S02)
EI(CO)
EI(NOx)
EI(HC)
Fuel consumption
Temperature
Density
Cruising height

Units
m/s, Ma
g/kg
g/kg
g/kg
g/kg
g/kg
g/kg
kg/km
K
kg/m3
km

Value
CF6-80C2B IF
247.0,0.84
1242.0
3153
1.0

1.5
12.5
0.2
12

214
0.358
11.25

Table 2 - Initial values of some key species in the plume and the background atmosphere. The N0X
values are given for the 5 inner layers in the plume. The rest of the listed species have the same value in
all the layers in the plume.
Species
NOx (ppbv) layer 1-3
layer 4
layer 5
03(ppbv)
HNO2 (molecules-cm3)
OH (molecules-cm3)
HO2 (molecules-cm3)

Plume
772
252
52
77.7
4.7 109
2.1 107

3.8 106

Background
0.16

77.7
4.0 106
2.1 10*
3.8 107

The chemical conversion of NOx to reservoir species during the ten-hour time period was
studied for a summer situation for emissions at noon (Case 1). The difference in the number of
molecules for the odd nitrogen species (NOy=NO+NO2+HN O2+PAN+HNO4+2N2O5+HNO2+
CH3NO3+C3H5NO2+C4H9ONO3+CH3O2NO2) in the plume was found between a run with
emissions (run A) and in a run without emissions (run B). In run B we follow a 'plume' with the
same dispersion and mixing with the ambient air as in run A. The purpose was to avoid taking
into account an increased level of reservoir species like e.g. HNO3 which was mixed into the
plume from the surrounding air, due to a chemical diurnal variation in the background air.
Consequently, the difference in NOy between the two runs is equal to the sum of the emitted
NOx and the initial value of HN02 during the whole ten-hours calculation. By comparing the
decrease in the NOx emitted and the corresponding increase in reservoir species after ten hours it
is possible to quantify the chemical loss of in NOx in the plume.
Sensitivity studies were also performed for situations where an aircraft enters air masses
which have already been exposed to aircraft emissions. The new plume was mixed with the
surrounding air from the old plume. This was studied for emissions in one hour and two hours
old plumes, respectively. The chemical evolution in the plume was also investigated for
emissions at night.
The results for the above described experiments are shown in Table 3, were the difference
in number of molecules for the odd nitrogen species between run A and B are listed. The emitted
initial NOx in the plume amounts to 4.85 • 1023 molecules. The last column shows the percentage
loss of NOx during the ten hour period. In Case 1,10.4 % was lost due to chemical conversion to
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reservoir species. The most important species after ten hours was HNO3. Since night time
chemistry started to dominate at the end of the calculations, N2O5 was the second most important
reservoir. The sum of the formation of NO3 and organic nitrates were more important than e.g.
conversion of NOx to PAN and HNO4. In fact the level of HNO4 was lower in run A compared
to run B. At the start of the calculations HO2 was lost due to reaction with the emitted NO in run
A. This again influenced the formation of HNO4 in the plume.
In Case 2 a young plume was mixed with the surrounding air from a plume of age one
hour. The chemical conversion of NOx was considerably less compared to Case 1. This was
mainly due to less chemical conversion of NOx to HNO3. The OH level in the old plume was
lower compared to the background air due to chemical conversion of NOx to HNO3. This again
caused a lower OH concentration in the new plume that was mixed with the old plume. In
addition the dilution of NOx was slower in the new plume since the surrounding air had a higher
NOx level in this case. This increased the ozone loss in the initial phase of the plume. The lower
O3 level caused a less production of OH through the reactions
O3+I1V -» O'(D) + O2

(2)

0'(D)+H20 -» 20H

(3)

In Case 3 a new plume mixes with a plume of age two hours. The chemical conversion of
NOx was somewhat higher compared to Case 2, but was still low compared Case 1.
For emissions at night (Case 4) the most important reservoir was N20:;. The total
chemical loss of NOx was half of the loss in Case 1. The conversion of NOx to HNO4 was higher
in this case however. At the end of the calculations daytime chemistry started to dominate, and
the HO2 level increased in the plume mainly due to mixing with surrounding air. This caused a
faster conversion to HNO4 at the end of the calculations compared to Case 1.

33. Heterogeneous chemistry
The emissions of SO2, H2O and soot particles can lead to formation of ice and sulphate
particles in aircraft plumes. Heterogeneous reactions can take place on the surface of these
particles and influence the conversion of NOx to HNO3. The impact of the reaction
N205(g) + H20(g) -> 2HN03(s)

(4)

on both ice and sulphate particles was therefore studied for emission at night. N2O5 is formed
during night by the reaction
NCMg) + NOsCg) —> N2C>5(g)

(5)

This compound is more rapidly dissociated by UV-light than HNO3. Reaction (4) will therefore
lead to an decrease in the NOx concentration in the plume.
The total surface area of ice particles in the plume after 4 s has been estimated as 1.8T0"6
cm2/cm3 [3, chapter 4.2.2.2]. It was further assumed that the ice particles in the plume would
decrease due to plume expansion and mixing with ambient air. The total area was close to zero
after about one hour (Figure 3). The total area of sulphate particles was estimated as
A,sulphate

= 2.5 SO;
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(6)

where Mwh2so4 and Na are the molecular weight and Avogadros number, respectively.
Furthermore, Ph2so4 =1.8 g/cirP is the density of sulphuric acid and VH2so4 and Ah2so4 are the
volume and area of the particles, respectively. The radii of the sulphate particles were considered
to be 5.6 • 10"6 cm. Figure 3 shows the total area of sulphate particles in the innermost layer of
the plume during the ten-hour period.
The last two rows in Table 3 shows results for emissions at night-time. In Case 4 only gas
phase chemistry was included, and in this case 5.6% of the NOx was converted after ten hours.
In Case 5 reaction (4) was included. The loss of NOx then increased to 6.4%. The level of N2Os
was higher in run B compared to run A. This was because reaction (2) caused a higher loss of
N2O5 in the plume when heterogeneous chemistry was included.
125-1
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Fig. 2 - The level of NOx in the plume and the size of the plume after ten hours.
Table 3 - The difference in number of molecules between a run with and without emission after ten
hours. The differences are given in 1020 molecules, and is calculatedfor all the odd nitrogen species in
the chemistry scheme in the entire plume volume. ORG is the sum of NO3 and the organic nitrates
CH3NO3, C2H5NO2 and C4H9ONO3. Case 1: The reference study. Case 2: A new plume within an old
plume of age one hr. Case 3: A new plume within an old plume of age two hr. Case 4: Emissions at
night. Case 5: Emissions at night with heterogeneous chemistry.
Case

ANOx

AHNO3

APAN

AHNO4

A2N205

AORG

AHNO2

1

4345.6
4788.4
4767.1
4578.6
4540.5

459.2
34.3
61.4
44.8
44.8

2.4
-0.2
-0.5
0.4
0.4

-1.0
-2.3
-5.2
12.3

31.1
32.6
33.6
200.4
-153.1

13.0
-3.7
-6.5
3.9
3.8

0.9

2

3
4
5

12.2
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0.1
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7.2
7.1

loss of
NOx(%)
10.4
1.3
1.7
5.6
6.4

10

S

0 ice particles
□ sulphate particles

Minutes after emission
Fig. 3 - The total area of ice and sulphate particles in the plume during the ten hour period.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A plume model with chemistry has been used to study the chemical conversion of NOx to
reservoir species from a few seconds and up to ten hours after the emissions. When the plume
was mixed with background air the chemical conversion amounted to 10%, and the most
important reservoir species was HNO3. The conversion of NOx was reduced by a factor 10 when
a new plume was mixed with old plumes of some hours. This suggests that in flight corridors
with heavy traffic, there is a possibility that the chemical conversion of emissions will be less
than for emissions in less trafficated flight corridors. To study this closer detailed flight statistics
must be taken into account.
The chemical evolution in the plume for a night time case was simulated, including also
the conversion of N2O5 to HNOs(s) on ice and sulphate particles. Crude estimates have been
made of the total area of ice and sulphate particles in the plume. In a case without and with
heterogeneous chemistry 5.6% and 6.4% of the emitted NOx was converted to reseivoir species
after ten hours, respectively. This reaction had therefore relatively little influence on the
chemical conversion of NOx compared to the gas phase chemistry on the ten hour time scale.
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FOR THE ESTIMATION OF STRATOSPHERIC AIRCRAFT EFFECT
ON OZONE LAYER
E.Kadygrov, M.Sorokin, A.Troitsky
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Dolgoprudny, Moscow region, 141700 Russia

dispersion regimes behind the supersonic aircraft at cruise altitude. ^Proposed new method of observation is
based on the measurement of radiobrightness contrast between the ambient atmosphere and perturbated area
behind the aircraft by using millimeter or submillimeter wave scanning spectroradiometers with p4 special^
selected spectral parameters. The qualitative estimation^ of the sensitivity of measurement to
temperatuM
fluctuation, tber changing pr concentration of ozone, water vapour, nitrogen ^xide and sulfur dioxide were
calculated. The preliminary test of a new equipment were conducted from high-jaltitude balloon (temperature
profiles and fluctuation and ozone concentrations) and from the ground (sulfur'clioxide relative concentration)
measurement
1.INTRODUCTION
A number of reputable scientific studies have suggested that aviation may contribute to detrimental chemical
changes of the atmosphere ( particularly ozone content) and to climate change. Much of the emphasis of
present studies of atmospheric effect of aviation has been of supersonic transport: development of model and
real-time observations. One of the importent part of observations is the knowledge of local influence for ozone
content resulting from a jet exhaust of a single aircraft at real flight conditions. Behind the aircraft processes
occur in three physically identifiable regimes: a) exhaust plume ( 0-0.6 sec time since emission; 0-0.14 km
distance behind plume ), b) the wake vortex ( 0.6-91 sec, 0.14-22 km ) and c) the vortex break-up and wake
dispersion ( > 91 sec, > 22 km ) [1] . These near-field regimes are of interest becouse they contein far higher
concentrations of reactive, exhaust-derived, chemical species families that critical to a wide range of
atmospheric chemical processes. At the present time observations at b) and c) region is possible only by in-situ
sensors from other aircraft which flight in the wake of supersonic aircraft " through flights" or flight with
episoding crossing of wake.
At our report the possible using of millimeter and submillimeter wave spectroradiometers for measurement at
the wake vortex region of temperature fluctuations, fluctuation in concentration of ozone, water vapour, sulfur
dioxide and nitroxen oxide are discussed. Most of gases which is connected with aircraft emission (NOx, H2O,
S02, O3) has a spectral lines in millimeter and submillimeter wavelenghts [2], All this gasis has also a spectral
lines at submillimeter region. Temperature profiles and fluctuation measurements can be provided by
measurement of molecular oxygen emission which has a set of strong spectral lines in millimeter and
submillimeter region.
2. AIRBORNE MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING METHOD OF LOCAL OZONE VARIATION
MEASUREMENT.
Applications of microwave spectroradiometer is based at the using special form of antenna beam and
spectral parameters of the spectroradiometer. Variations of ozone concentrations at the wake vortex regime to
attain by measurement of radiobrightness contrast, when antenna beam is scanning at horizontal plain from the
ambient atmosphere over perturbed region behind aircraft (Fig.1).

The ambient atmosphere

Aircraft wake vortex

Fig. 1 The position of the antenna beam.
As well known from observations the component of aircraft exhaust can be the long time (from the several
minutes up to several hours) conserved at the narrow region along the aircraft trace and the diameter of this
region is approximately 1 -=- 6 Km. The wide of antenna beam can be selected with the reason that the more
part of aircraft trace will be inside of this beam. As shown at Fig. 2, the wide of antenna was selected according
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are L = 110 or 220 Km for antenna beamwidth q = 1° or 0.5“ accordingly. Antenna beamwidth at the distance L
from aircraft include practically all region of wake vortex and wake despersion regimes. Some problem is
present if the speed of aircraft is ~ 2 Mach or more - in this case the flight time at the distance L will be only 3
6 minute, so it is no simple mode for scanner.
The scanning angle is inside the region —2q to the right and to the left from aircraft trajectory directions,
which gives the possibility to measure the radiobrightness temperature of unperturbation ambient atmosphere
and made corrections of direction to the perturbation region of the atmosphere.
The another part of antenna beam consist the atmospheric layer which is above flight altitude. The thermal
emission from this part of the atmosphere not give the information by aircraft exhaust perturbed atmosphere,
but contrary, decrees the radiobrightness contrast, which is necessary to measure. It is possible to except the
influence of this part atmosphere thermal emission by using optional frequency band of radiometer according
dependence of molecular absorption spectral line from pressure (DSB-mode, 4 spectral channels, double
frequency convertation, using of “roll up" of spectral bands, as was shown at [3,5]).

Figure 2 The microwave remote sounding geometry.

As possible to see from Fig. 2, microwave sounding in our case have many common in scanning geometry
with limb sounding from satellite, but possible to call it as "inverse limb sounding". For radiobrightness
temperature, which will measure from aircraft possible to write following equation

(1)

o
where x - co-ordinate along tangent for observation point; v - frequency of radiometer;
y{v,x) - molecular
absorption coefficient; <v,x) - optical depth of the atmosphere at the observation line. For direction, which is
shown at Fig. 2, where R# - radius of Earth, H - flight altitude, can be written

(2)

and for

Tb(v,H) = JT(z)y (v,z)Exp(-tv (.H,z))f(z)dz

(3)

H

where

(4)
H
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account the frequency band of radiometer, for radiobrightness temperature possible to received equation

(5)
Av

where F(n) - frequency parameters of radiometer; Av - frequency difference from the center of the spectral
line.
. Usually the frequency characteristic is consider as even distribution inside the frequency band of
radiometer.
The dependence of ozone absorption spectral line halfwidth from altitude is shown at Fig. 3, in the same
place mark out the frequency region corresponding to altitude range 16 + 24 Km. It should be noted that
excessive narrow frequency band of radiometer will bring the loss of radiometer sensitivity. So it is necessary to
bring into proper correlation the radiometer sensitivity and altitude range, which do not give the contribution to
the radiobrightness temperature. Indicated in Fig. 3 altitude range is closely to optimal, because in real
operation of the radiometer will be additionally limited by middle antenna beam.
Final expression for radiobrightness temperature will be written with taken into account real antenna beam r
(Q)

rb = j%(n)r(nxn

(6)

AO

over solid angle Cl. In this case, the shown at Fig. 2 geometry is complicate, and expression (2) are
incorrect, but on the whole, expression for radiobrightness temperature (3) to stay correct and more, peculiarity
of quadrature (3) in point z-H take off by averaging over antenna beam.

10000
BANDWIDTH, MHz

Figure 3 The Altitude dependence of the ozone line bandwidth.

Using the method presented above, qualitative estimates of brightness contrast can be calculated without
complicated and unwieldy calculations. Frequency offset relative to line center was chose Av = 200 MHz and
according bandwidth, that corresponding atmosphere layer 8h « H, also will be considered antenna beam
infinitesimal narrow. Then expression (4) for optical depth can be written approximately
H j-Sk

rv{H)=

J

X

y(z)f(z)dz*y0 ]dx»y0L

H

(7)

0

where yg molecular absorption coefficient at flight altitude, which be considered permanent in atmosphere
layer 8h. Therefore for the radiobrightness temperature (3) can be written

(8)
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water vapour absorption’s that is, yg - the ozone absorption coefficient only, can be calculated:
for the ozone line absorption 110 GHz -

» 5 -s- 9° K

for the ozone line absorption 142 GHz -

= 12 + 17° K.

Considering the uniform atmosphere at horizontal plain within the limits scanning range, for division of the
radiobrightness temperature: of the ambient atmosphere and wake vortex region

1 -Exp(-y0L)

Tb

Yo

(9)

n0.

where rfi02 and n0$ - the ozone concentration, accordingly in the ambient atmosphere and in the region
behind aircraft perturbed by the engine exhaust. If the sensitivity of radiometer is equal 0.1° K, that is the
minimum of the brightness contrast 7^ « 0.1° K registered by the radiometer. Accordingly minimum of the
registered ozone content variation is equal approximately 2% at the cylindrical range behind the aircraft on the
extension L and diameter equal antenna beamwidth.
Undoubted merit of the presented method in technical aspect, is appeared double sideband mode (DSB) of
the radiometer operating, that essentially are simplified front end of the radiometer and are increased it
sensitivity. After accorded modification radiometer, which can be used by the presented method, was written at
[5,8,9]. This radiometer has small dimensions 32 * 21 * 18 cm and low weight of 10 kg (without scanner), that
make it very suitable for the Stratospheric Aircraft experiment.
Same measurements of dilferencies between
ambient atmosphere and in the region behind aircraft perturbed by the engine exhaust possible to made for
water vapor, where also expected contrast of radiobrightness temperature is about 10-5-15 K.

3. STATISTICAL ESTIMATION OF MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS.
In present report we also proposed the method of statistical processing of radiobrightness temperature which
will measure along of exhaust from individual aircraft wakes. Our evaluate shows that by using of this method it
is possible to measure differences in Nox and S02 concentration between ambient atmosphere and engine
exhaust. At least in this case radiobrightness contrast will be about 2-3 K, which is approximately the same with
the natural variability of the radiobrightness temperature according to atmospheric turbulence an airplane wake.
For statistical consideration of measurement conditions we assume, that from motionless point at flight
altitude H flow out jet aircraft plumes, which has approximately constant trajectory in relation of spherical Earth
Surface (Fig. 1).
Inside the wake there are perturbated zone with temperature T and mixing ratio r, which fluctuated over
ambient atmosphere at the same altitude. Equation for radiobrightness temperature Tb along the axis I will be
following [6]
(10)

where
6- angle between horizontal direction at point H and the axis, I - absorption coefficient of Nox with
mixing ratio r(l);

K(v,e,l) = h^^?-txp(-r(v,O/cos(0))

(11)

cos(0)
(12)

T(v,0 =
7

= r(/)7,(v,r,P)

(13)

In this case perturbated atmosphere will be in area HL at the beam, and fluctuated part of radiobrightness
temperature will be determined by the first integral in equation:
L

oo

0

L

For the first part of equation (14) will take the solution of energy transfer equation for radiobrightness
temperature variations, which was received at [6], If take in account, Tb(l)«T, we can received:

(% = %(/)-%
<%r = r(0-f(0
L
L
<% =
{f(0 - %
+j"

(is)
maw#

(19

= T j y /(Of(/M+j ay (f)
(17)
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Possible to receive:

{ST„art')^ia-a-)+^rsr)

(18)

Equation (18) is correspond to accumulation of the signal during the flight with constant altitude (which is
equal the increasing of integration time for usual measurement). If we will know the middle temperature of
aircraft wake, the dispersion of it fluctuation on the wake, and dispersion of fluctuation NOx concentration at the
wake, it is possible to made evaluation of middle mixing ratio of NO% at the wake of aircraft The middle
temperature of the atmosphere in the wake and its dispersion is possible to indicate at the same aircraft and
with the same measurement geometry by using microwave radiometer in molecular oxygen band (60 Ghz, 118
Ghz or 298 Ghz). By the amount of dispersion fluctution of molecular oxygen radiation it is possible to made
evaluation: is flight conditions all right for accumulation of the signal or not:

r2 =

TV
(°"r6 -°"r)

(19)

If ctt in (19) is very large, then equation (19) will be uncertain. For evaluation of fluctuations of NOx
concentrations it is possible to use results of model calculations [7],
4. SOME RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY TESTING OF EQUIPMENT
As the first step of verifications of this method in real observations experimental equipment was tested at
seven high-altitude balloon flights with two microwave spectroradiometers [8,9]. 5-mm microwave
spectroradiometer for temperature measurement has total weigt 5 kg and 6 spectral channels.
2.7
spectroradiometer for measurement of ozone concentration has 12 spectral channels and total weight 10 kg.
Maximum flight altitude of the balloon was about 20-32 km. As example of measurement at Fig.4-Fig.6 shown
temperature profiles which was received by 5-mm spectroradiometer with different geometry of measurement:
Fig.4 - zenith sounding; Fig.5 - horizon sounding. At Fig.6 is shown results of comparison of ozone profile
measurement by using 2.7 mm spectroradiometer and ozonozonde.

Figure 6 Result of ozone concentration measurement from high altitude balloon
(- - spectroradiometer data, - ozonesonde data).
Results of testing flights shows, that for aircraft with flight altitude about 20 km 5-mm spectroradiometers
gives the possibility to measure temperature and it's dispersion at flight altitude (horisontal sounding), and
temperature profiles in the range of ±5 km from flight altitude (scanning sounding). Ozone profile measurement
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conducted by using of spectroradiometer with central frequency 131 GHz. Spectroradiometer has 4 spectral
channels: to channel was at ± 500 MHz from the central frequency and two channel was at ±4 GHz from the
central frequency. The sensitivity of the radiometer was 0.2 K at the 1 sec integration time. At the
spectroragiometer were used DSB mode and also “roll up” of the spectral line [ 5],
Measurement were conducted at October 1995 near region were S02 concentration was sometimes quite
more than in ambient atmosphere. At the presents of S02 clouds spectroradiometer measured 12-17 g/m2 of
SO 2 concentration at the troposphere.

CONCLUSION
As was shown at present report, the aircraft-borne microwave spectroradiometers can be a useful
instrument for measurement of H20, 03, NOx, S02 and temperature fluctuations
in wake from individual
aircraft. For real observations they can be installed, for example, at russians supersonic aircraft TU-144 and
subsonic aircraft “Geophysica” (which has maximum flight altitude 21 km, cruise speed 750 km/h and payload
weight 1500 kg). The simple estimates show that NOx, H20 and S02 emissions from stratospheric aircraft will
made such changes of 03 concentrations in the ambient atmosphere, which can be detected by the microwave
techniques installed at the stratospheric aircraft.
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Abstract: A new chemical mechanism is applied^n'mesoscale simulations of the impact of aircraft
exhausts on the atmospheric composition. The temporal and spatial variation of the tropopause
height is associated with a change of the trace gasd composition in these heights. Box and threejdimensional mesoscale model studies show that the conversion of aircraft exhausts dependsfstrongly
on the cruise heights as well as on the location of release in relation to the tropopause. The impact
of aircraft emissions on ozone is strongly dependent on the individual meteorological situation. A
rising of the tropopause height within a few days results in a strong increase of ozone caused by
aircraft emissions.

1. Introduction
As commercial jets cruise mainly in midlatitude regions at tropopause altitudes their ex
hausts are released both in the lower stratosphere and in the upper troposphere [1]. The
emitted NOx play a dual role in these regions. On the one hand NOx contributes to the
catalytic ozone destruction, on the other hand NOx controls the atmospheric concentration
of several constituents [2], To study the impact of aircraft emissions with a chemistrytransport-model (CTM) the model must be able to treat tropospheric as well as stratosperic
chemical processes in detail. Due to the strong variability of the tropopause height a model
must resolve the main cruising range between 9 and 13 km accurately. The impact of aircraft
emissions crucially depend on the atmospheric background concentrations of reactive trace
gases. To guarantee an adequate representation of the background composition the initiali
zation and boundary conditions of a mesoscale model have to be adjusted to the individual
meteorological situation or tropopause height, respectively.
In the present paper the new developed CTM is introduced coming up to all these require
ments. Model results concerning the impact of aircraft exhausts on the composition of the
atmosphere are presented. Simulations investigating the effects of shifting the main cruising
altitudes to lower heights have been performed and are discussed as well as findings about
the influence of varying tropopause height. The signification of the background conditions
and the dependence of the impact of the emissions on the meteorological situation are shown.

2. Model description
The European Airpollution Dispersion (EURAD) model is a system of modules to treat
the transport and chemical transformation of trace species on the mesoscale. The EURAD
system consists of three main modules, the MM5, EEM and CTM. The meteorological
PSU-NCAR mesoscale model MM5 [3] delivers hourly meteorological fields as input for
the CTM. Surface emissions are preprocessed by the EURAD Emission Model EEM [4],
whereas aircraft emissions axe prepared separately as input for the CTM [5]. The CTM is a
threedimensional Eulerian Chemistry Transport Model [6], solving a set of chemical species
conservation equations:

ac,
dt

V (V gC; - uC, ) + E,

Li + E; +
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(1)

The temporal change of the mixing ratio of a species i is calculated taking turbulen t diffusion,
advection, chemical transformation (production (Pi) and loss rate (Li)), emissions (£,), cloud
effects including redistribution, scavenging and aqueous chemistry and dry deposition into
account.
For applications to the chemistry of the tropopause region and aircraft effects respectively a
new chemical mechanism named CHEST (CTiemistry module for the lower Stratosphere and
the Troposphere) has been developed [7]. The mechanism was developed out of RADM2 [6,8],
which is originally developed for simulation of tropospheric chemical processes, especially for
simulations in the planetary boundary layer. Two main points had to be taken into account:
1. Due to the huge computing time requirements of the threedimensional model and because
organic chemistry plays a minor role in tropopause regions the organic part of RADM2 was
reduced. On the other hand the inorganic part was extended by processes representing
stratospheric chemistry. Thus inclusion of chlorine and hydrogen chemistry was necessary.
The oxygen as well as the H0X- mechanism of RADM2 was extended for better handling the
ozone chemistry in the upper troposphere and stratosphere. Table 1 summarizes the species
and reactions of both RADM2 and CHEST.

calculated chemical species
inorganics
organics
photolysis reactions
homogeneous collision reactions
heterogeneous reactions
Table 1 -

RADM2
63

137

CHEST
60
31
29
26
160

1

2

21

42
21

Species and reactions of RADM2 and CHEST

CHEST calculates the transformation of 60 species divided into 31 inorganics and 29 or
ganics, which are represented by 26 photolytic decompositions, 160 homogeneous and 2
heterogeneous reactions. CHEST was tested against other chemical mechanisms [7] desi
gned especially for applications either in the troposphere or in the stratosphere by running a
box model for different atmospheric regions and conditions. The tests showed that CHEST
works well both under tropospheric and stratospheric conditions. The comparison also poin
ted out that RADM2 is not suitable for applications in stratospheric regimes. Thus the
implementation of CHEST into the EURAD model system for applications in tropopause
regions is justifiable. Besides the box model tests a threedimensional comparison with satel
lite data was done [7]. The results gained with RADM2 in contrast to those obtained with
CHEST pointed out that RADM2 overestimates the ozone concentrations in stratospheric
regions. A comparison of the results obtained with model runs investigating the impact of
aircraft emissions was also done. The CTM using CHEST calculates a slightly higher (about
10% higher on average) emission induced ozone increase in the main cruise altitudes during
an October episode than the CTM running RADM2 as chemical mechanism.
The initialization and the treatment of the lateral boundary conditions of the model have
been improved by adjusting the considered concentration profiles to the individual meteoro
logical situation or tropopause height, respectively. This is done by coupling the standard
initial profiles to the actual potential vorticity field. The left frame of Fig.l illustrates the
dynamical situation on 25th of April, 1986 at 12 GMT showing the potential vorticity on
the 300 hPa surface in grey code. One can find high PV- values northwest of Spain, in the
region around the Black Sea and also in the north western boundary domain of the model.
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pot. vort. [1 Oa-9 K/Pa/s] at 300 hPa

HN03 [ppbv] at 300 hPa

pot, vort. {10^-9 K/Pa/s]

HNOS [ppbv]

F^.l - Potential vorticity /10 ^
calculated with MM5 and initial RNOg concentration jReld
^>p6v/ fCTM/ on April ^5th, 1P55, l&GMT of WOAPa.
The high PV- values in. these regions reveal a low tropopause. A similar structure can be
seen in the initialized TfNOs- concentration held with high values in the discussed regions.
In contrast to the former used static initialization technique, where the trace gases are ho
mogeneously initialized in a model level, the dynamically adapted method leads to a more
realistic distribution which is adjusted to the meteorological situation. The same technique
is used for cross boundary inflow conditions. For the present as well as for other studies
[9,10] the 3D- model domain of the CTM covering the North Atlantic and western parts
of Europe is divided into 56 x 46 grid points with a horizontal resolution of 50 x 50 km^
each. In the vertical the model extends up to 10 hPa with 29 terrain following <r- levels. The
vertical resolution of the model in tropopause altitudes ranges between 500 and 1000 m.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Box model studies
To estimate the chemical impact of aircraft emissions on atmospheric background consti
tuents box model simulations have been carried out. Model runs were performed for different
emission scenarios as well as for various heights of aircraft exhaust release [10,11,12].
In this paper the effect of reducing the main cruising altitude from about 11.5 km to 10 km
conversion of NQx in level 23 (-11.5km)
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Fig. 2 - Poz model studies; chemical conversion of the emitted NO* of a P7^7 to NO, calculated
/or 11.5 Am fle/% /name/ and 10 Am altitude. No entrainment is considered.
height will be discussed. The emissions considered here are those of a single B747 at cruise
stage [10]. The exhausts are released into a box volume of 50 x 50 x 1
at 6h local time
in the morning. The simulations are representative for June 21st and 50° N. The reduction
of the cruise altitude results in a much stronger emission induced ozone production [10].
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Otherwise the #0*- emissions undergo chemical conversion into other nitrogen containing
constituents. The main portion of the #0% released in 11.5 km altitude is converted into
nitric acid (about 50%) after 3 days of simulation (Fig.2, left frame). A significant part of
the emitted TVO* reacts to ffjVOj (about 10%). Only about 35% of the #0=- emission is
not converted 3 days after release. Releasing the exhausts in lower regions of the model
atmosphere results in a change of the conversion behaviour of NO* (Fig.2, right frame).
The AOa released in 10 km altitude is more effectively converted to
(about 20%).
Otherwise less FfWOs is produced compared to the other case study. These discrepancies
in the conversion behaviour are caused by the different atmospheric composition in the two
altitudes (in 10 km altitude more #0= especially
is available than in 11.5 km height).
Consequently the shift of the main cruise levels to lower atmospheric regions yields in a
change of the chemical conversion of the emitted #0* into reservoir species.

3.2 3-D mesoscale model studies
3.2.1 The influence of varying tropopause height
The threedimensional simulations were performed for a real episode starting on Oct. 11th
at midnight and ending on Oct. 21st 1993 at OGMT. The episode is characterized by a
Date: 13.10.93 18 GMT
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caused Ap a*rcm/t emissions in model feuef
(l^.AAm) on Oct. JdtA, IdCMT (le/t /names) and
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comparably low tropopause (below 250 hPa) during the first 8 days. On the last 2 days (19.
- 20.10.) a rising of the tropopause up to more than 200 hPa takes place which is caused
by the evolution of a ridge over the North Atlantic [9]. In the upper frames of Fig.3 the
calculated background ozone concentration [ppbv] for Oct. 13th, 18 GMT and 20th, 18 GMT
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in 11.5km altitude is shown. The high O3 values on Oct. 13th (left frame) correspond
to the low tropopause whereas the low ozone concentrations on Oct. 20th (right frame)
especially in the North Atlantic corridor illustrate a high tropopause. This means that on
the beginning of the episode the aircraft emissions are mainly released into stratospheric air
masses whereas during the last 2 days the exhausts are emitted into tropospheric regimes.
The resulting ozone changes in 11.5 km altitude can be seen in the lower frames of Fig.3.
On Oct. 20th the increase of O3 due to aircraft emissions in the corridor is much stronger
than on Oct. 13th. Higher HOx- concentrations (more H20) and a greater
ratio in the
upper troposphere compared to the stratosphere are responsible for these effects. The results
demonstrate the strong influence of the individual meteorological situation on the impact
of aircraft emissions. A comparison of the model results obtained with the former static
initialization technique and those discussed above showed strong differences in the aircraft
emission induced ozone increase. Using the static method for initialization and boundary
conditions the CTM estimates a much stronger (about 2 times higher averaged over the
whole episode) ozone production caused by exhausts compared to the CTM applying the
new dynamically adapted initialization method. Thus the representation of the atmospheric
background conditions in the model is very important investigating the impact of aircraft
exhausts on the atmosphere.

3.2.2 The impact of varying cruise height
In another threedimensional study the effect of shifting the main cruise altitudes from
between about 10.5 and 12.5 km down to about 9 - 11km is investigated. The results for
HNO3 [tons (N)] (upper frame) and O3 [tons (O3)] (lower frame) are shown in Fig.4. Here
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Fig.4 - Aircraft induced change of HNO3 [tons (N)J (upper frame) and O3 [tons (0$)] (lower frame)
during the whole episode. The dotted curves represent the results gained with lowered emission height
scenario, whereas the solid curves show the results obtained with the high altitude emission case.
Integration range: total CTM domain, 9-13 km.
the integrated change of HNO3 and O3 summed up over the whole model domain between
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9 and 13 km altitude is shown as a function of time. The solid curves represent the aircraft
induced change for the case of main cruising between 10.5 and 12.5 km whereas the dotted
lines show the results of the simulations considering lowered emission heights. As has to be
expected from the box model studies (s.a.) the reduction of the cruising altitudes results in
a change in the chemical conversion of the NOx- exhausts to reservoir species. If aircrafts
cruise at lower levels less HNOz is produced due to the emissions. On the other hand more
HNO4 is produced (not shown).
Not only the conversion of NOx is modified by the reduction of the emission heights mo
reover an enhanced ozone production (about 3 times higher than the high altitude emission
case, Fig.4, lower frame) due to aircraft emissions can be observed. Other episodic studies
[9,10] showed similar effects.
Thus a general reduction of the main cruise altitudes of the subsonic traffic results in a much
higher emission induced ozone production.
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On the influence of temporal and spatial resolution of aircraft
emission inventories for mesoscale modeling of pollutant
dispersion
V. Franzkowiak, H. Petry and A.Ebel
University of Cologne, Institute for Geophysics and Meteorology,
Albertus-Magnus-Platz, 50923 Cologne, Germany
Abstract: The sensitivity of a mesoscale chemistry transport model to the temporal and spatial
resolution of aircraft emission inventories is evaluated. A statistical analysis of airtraffic in the
North-Atlantic flight corridor is carried out showing a highly variable, fine structured spatial distri
bution and a pronounced daily variation. Sensitivity studies comparing different emission scenarios
reveal a strong dependency to the emission^time and /location of both transport and response in
/ chemical formation of subsequent products. The introduction of a pronounced daily variation leads
\ to a 30% higher ozone production in comparison to uniformity distributed emissions.

IT Introduction
Mesoscale chemistry transport models applied to study the impact of aircraft emissions upon
the atmosphere may cover the gap between micro- and global-scale investigations. Until now
mesoscale model sytems use only transformed global aircraft emission inventories as input
data to assess the impact of pollutants from airtraffic. The goal of the presented study is to
evaluate the sensitivity of a mesoscale model system to the temporal and spatial resolution
of aircraft emission data.
A statistical analysis of airtraffic in the North-Atlantic flight corridor covering 8 days shows
a highly variable and fine structured distribution. These features cannot be resolved by
global emission inventories]!]. Based on such an inventory modifications are performed step
by step to implement some of the analysed fine structure characteristics. These newly gen
erated datasets are used as input data in sensitivity studies for a regional chemistry and
transport model covering the main part of North-Atlantic flight corridor. The analysis pre
sented in this paper is restricted to NO^-emissions and their impact on ozone and on the
reservoir species nitric acid (HNO3). Furthermore transport studies with a passive tracer
are carried out on an expanded model domain to investigate the sensitivity of both long
range horizontal and vertical transport to the resolution of emission data and to assess the
importance of inflow through the domain boundaries. The consistency of all calculations is
obtained by keeping the total amount of NOx-emissions (resp. tracermass) constant in all
case studies.
In conclusion some requirements of a future aircraft emission inventory to meet the specific
demands of mesoscale modelling are formulated.
2. Modeldescription, domain, episode
The European Air Pollution Dispersion (EURAD) model system consists of three major
modules: the PSU-NCAR model MM5 [2], the EURAD emission module EEM [3] and the
chemistry transport model CTM [4]. The MM5 provides the meteorological input data
for the CTM. The EEM generates surface emissions. Another module calculates different
aircraft emission szenarios on regional scale using global emission inventories and airtraffic
control data [5]. All modules operate on an Eulerian grid. Because of computational restric
tion the CTM operates only on a smaller part of the MM5 domain.
The horizontal grid resolution of the EURAD model version applied for this study is 50 x
50Arm2. The vertical range reaches from the surface to 10hPa divided in 29 layers with a
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thickness of Az ^ 500 — 1000m in the tropopause region which is for various reasons of spe
cial interest for these investigations (see next chapter). The location of the model domain
can be depicted in figure 5. The presented episode covers nearly 11 days from October 11th
to 21st, 1993 (CORRJDOR-episode, 258 h model time).
The results of this particular study has been derived with the original chemical mechanism
CTM2 [6]. Therefore they are not directly comparable to studies using the newly developed,
more sophisticated CHEST algorithm [7].
3. Analysis of airtrafRc in the North-Atlantic Right corridor
The North-Atlantic is one of the most highly frequented Right corridors of todays subsonic
airtralhc. The following analysis is based on aproximatly 5300 Right movements through
Shanwick Control area covering the eastern part of the North- Atlantic Right corridor. The
time period of the registered Rights is 8 days in October 1993 (14th-21st). The data and
additional information is provided by DORA (Directorate of Operatinal research And Analy
sis) [6]. The following Rgures (1-4) summarize the most striking characteristics of airtrafRc
in the North-Atlantic Right corridor.
variation of airtraffic in the North Atlantic corridor, 14,-21.10.1993

weekday

weekday

Fig.l - Wee&ly variation of airtraffic in the North-Atlantic .flight corridor by total number qf/ligts
per day (upper frame) and deviation from weehly average (lower framef, data provided by Shanwich
Control.
diurnal variation of airtraffic for Shanwick Control at 20 ° W
14.-21.10, 93

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9W1112 13W15 1S1713192021222324
daytime [GMT]

Fig. 2 - Diurnal variation q/airtraffic in the North-Atlantic .flight corridor at
W, data provided
by Fhanwich Control. Airtraffic between 1? and 12 GMT represents mostly eastbound /l^Ats whereas
westbound /lights dominate between 12 and 2# GMT.
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One can recognize a pronounced weekly and dinmal variation of the airtrafBc. Furthermore
a fne structured, highly variable lateral distribution of the fight track system is obvious.
Airtaffc is mostly restricted on a few highly frequented Sight tracks. The vertical staggering
shows a clear separation between both fight directions and a concentration of traffic on a
few selected fight levels in the tropopause region (9-12 km).

4. Aircraft emission inventories
The basic globed emission inventory used for this study is published by the Warren Spring
Laboratory, WSL[1]. In a frst instance this dataset (horizontal resolution aprox. 2.8*) is
transformed to the mesoscale domain and grid (50 x 50 &m?). Thereafter some modifcations
are carried out to implement some of the analysed charcteristics of the airtraffc. These
include horizontal and vertical redistribution of the emissions onto a fight track system and
introduction of a diurnal variation. A comparison of two datasets is shown in Figure 5.

5. Sensitivity studies
Several sensitivity studies were carried out with different emission scenarios as input data.
Some of the results are summarized in the following figures (6-8). The analysis is divided
into transport studies using a passive tracer representing aircraft emissions and studies with
the CTM focussing on the response of ozone and HNO3 towards the different input data.
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5.1 Studies with the CTM

One major aspect of these CTM-studies is the introduction of a pronounced daily variation
of the emission data (FEMISl). Even on the restricted domain for the mesoscale chemical
studies the effect on the ozone production is obvious. The deviation between both case
studies (FEMISO: no variation vs. FEMISl: daily variation) occurs mainly under nighttime
conditions, which leads to a more pronounced ozone reduction in the case of uniformily dis
tributed emissions (fig.6, upper frames). The areas of ozone surplus in both cross sections
(thick solid line marks the zero-contour) are due to preceding production under daylight
conditions. In the case study FEMISO the portion of nighttime emissions is higher inrelation
to case stdy FEMISl . This results finally in a 30% lower net ozone production averaged
over the whole episode and calculated in the main emission level (fig.6, lower frame).
The redistribution of emissions onto a fine structured and highly variable flight track system
even increases the deviation in the ozone production (fig.7, thin solid line). This is mainly
due to a lower emission height in the modified NO*-dataset (s.a).
Because of the more distinct dependency on the day-/night-cycle of the (photo-) chemical
ozone: FEM* - Base
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Fig. 7 - Timeseries of the response of ozone and HNO3 to different N0X aircraft emission scenarios
for the complete CORRIDOR episode (258 h). FEMISO: uniformily distributed emissions, FEMISl:
diurnal variation, FEMMODI: flight track system and diurnal variation.

pro- and reduction-processes (N0*-0s-cycle) , ozone is much more sensitiv to the modifica
tion of NO* input data than HNO3 (fig-7). Noteworthy the relative deviation in the latter
case is in the order of 2 magnitudes higher (0.02% vs. 2%). It is important to note that
further studies reveal a strong seasonal dependency for the production rate of subsequent
products [8].
5.2 Transport studies with a passive tracer

To quantify the significance of inflow through the domain boundaries tracer studies on a ex
panded model domain were compared to corresponding calculations on the restricted CTM
domain. In the latter case no inflow is taken into account. Figure 8 (upper frames) clearly
underlines the importance of the inflow especially through the western boundary. The inflow
is very variable in time and depends strongly on the dynamical situation (fig.8 lower frame).
Another study on the expanded domain (not shown here) investigates the influence of time,
location and resolution of emission data on longrange horizontal and especially vertical trans
port. It shows signifcant sensitivity for downward transport during a tropopause folding
event in response to modified input data.
. Conclusions and outlook

6

The presented model system is very sensitive to the implemented modifications of the NO*
input data. It produces - even on a small, restricted domain - significantly different results.
Some requirements of an aircraft emission inventory which meet the demands of mesoscale
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modelling are: diurnal variation in the model domain, emissions on Sight track system,
separation of east and westbound traffic, high resolution data directly transformed to a
mesoscale grid and extended emission inventories (outbound of the model domain) for initial
and boundary conditions.
In the meantime further investigations were carried out which implement a new boundary
initialization taking into account the inflow through the domain boundaries using a parametrizational approach [9].
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the aerosol/particulate characterization measurements of project POLINAT
ope are: $) to search for aerosol/particulate signatures of air traffic emissions in the region of the
North Atlantic Flight Corridor; G) to search for the aerosol/particulate component of larger scale
enhancement ("corridor effects") of air traffic related species in the North Atlantic region; £2r) to
determine the effective emission indices for the aerosol/particulate component of engine exhaust in
both the near and far field of aircraft exhaust plumes; j4) to measure the dispersion and
transformation of the aerosol/particulate component of aircraft emissions as a function of ambient
condition; J5) to characterize background levels of aerosol/particulate concentrations in the North
Atlantic Region; and (6) to determine effective emission indices for engine exhaust particulates for
regimes beyond the jet phase of plume expansion.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The University of Missouri-Rolla Cloud and Aerosol Sciences Laboratory (UMR/CASL) has
developed a Mobile Aerosol Sampling System (MASS) specifically designed for airborne
characterization measurements of poly-dispersed particulates and aerosols. In particular, the MASS
permits realtime characterization of aerosol/particulate in the size range 0.01 to 1.0 micron (dia)
and under all ambient atmospheric conditions between sea level and 42,000 ft. In project
POLINAT aerosol measurements were made using the MASS installed on the German Aerospace
Research Establishment (DLR) Falcon research aircraft. The MASS is a flight worthy mobile
aerosol sampling system assembled from laboratory instrumentation. It has been used extensively
in airborne field studies such as NASA’s projects FIRE, SUCCESS, and SNIP. Its main
component consists of two EAC’s (Electric Aerosol Classifier) configured in series with a water
saturator in between. With this system we can acquire total aerosol concentration, size distribution,
volatility, and condensation property (critical supersaturation) information for aerosols in the dry
size range 10-300nm. During the POLINAT campaigns the MASS was divided into two
components: (1) the flight rack and, (2) the ground rack. The flight rack had the capability to
measure total CN and non-volatile CN concentrations and acquire size distributions in realtime.
It also had the capability of taking tank samples either for quasi-realtime size analysis in-flight or
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post flight size and hydration property analysis. In the latter case the ground rack was coupled to
the flight rack. The MASS methodology has been described in detail else where and will not be
described here/1-4)
3.

MAIN RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1
CN data in the POLINAT data bank. Total CN and non-volatile CN versus time profiles
for all flights are recorded. Over 70 aerosol size distribution measurements were made and are
recorded. These distributions include both total CN and non-volatile CN for aged plumes
encountered in the corridor, young plumes detected in the near field missions, and the corridor
background. Hydration properties are recorded as fractional populations for 80nm dry size particle
samples versus soluble mass fraction. The specific attributes of all these data are discussed in the
following sections.
3.2
CN measurements as signals of air traffic emissions in the North Atlantic region. CN
measurements were among the best tracers of aircraft effluents. The measured peak concentrations
(appearing as peaks in the CN vs. time profiles) exceeded background levels typically by factors
of five. Calculations of predicted plume positions revealed that these peaks are often due to the
superposition of more than one aircraft plume of variable age. These plume ages ranged from 0.5
to 5 hours.(S) Volatility ratios of the aerosol samples taken show significant increases for both new
and aged aircraft exhaust plumes. Typical background volatility ratios were less than 3:1, whereas
ratios as high as 50:1 were observed in moderately aged plumes. The superimposition of plumes
of different ages significantly affects the appearance of the size distributions recorded in these
plumes, especially when they are compared to those for younger single plumes investigated during
the near-field flights (30 June, 3 July, and 5 July 1995). In the case of the aged plumes there is
evidence of decreasing CN concentration at small particle diameters (below 30 nm) and the
generation of a peak in the size distribution occurring in the range 35-50 nm (Figure 1). The
distributions characteristic of young plumes from single aircraft sources are Junge tyf>e (Figure 2).
Thus, this technique shows promise as an extremely sensitive diagnostic for identifying aircraft
emissions in-flight.
3.3
Corridor effects. To date in project POLINAT it has not been possible to extend the range
of the Falcon to make measurements outside the region of intense air traffic in the North Atlantic
corridor (i.e. in a north-south traversing) while operating out of Shannon. Large scale enhancement
of CN concentration were observed during an anti-cyclonic weather pattern that persisted in the
measurement area for up to 5 days during the campaign. The stability of the air parcels and the
pronounced increase in CN as a function of air traffic provide indirect evidence for a corridor
effect. Figure 3 is a plot of the average total and non-volatile CN concentrations from four
subsequent flights at 10.7 km during the period of the stagnant anti-cyclone in the measuring area.
Size distributions taken in the corridor background exhibited the expected Junge type distributions
in both the total CN and non-volatile data.
3.4
Near-field exhaust measurements.
During the near field encounters the MASS
methodology was applied to samples acquired in young plumes from single aircraft sources. The
size distributions for these young plumes were all Junge type except for one penetration where a
log-normal distribution was recorded. Two penetrations were recorded for encounter number 9,
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a B747 with CF6-50E2 engines. The size distributions for each penetration are given in Figures
4 and 5. The first penetration (Figure 4) exhibits a log-normal shape, whereas the second
penetration (Figure 5) exhibits a Junge type shape common to the other penetrations observed in
the near field encounters. These results are of particular interest because for the first penetration
the population at small CN diameters is much smaller than that for the second penetration. This
is consistent with a lesser degree of gas-to-particle formation in the first penetration compared to
the second. Based on studies by Schumann et alS® where one dimensional CN concentration
profiles have been measured for perpendicular passes through plumes, it is likely that the first
penetration was sampled from the center of the plume whereas the second penetration occurred on
the fringe.
3.5
Emission indices. The near field plume encounters in project POLINAT provided
simultaneous measurements of C02, NOx, and CN. From these data emission indices for CN have
been calculated for the total and non-volatile aerosol (see Table 1) and represent the first such data
measured in-flight at cruise altitudes for modem commercial wide body aircraft.

Nr

Type

Engine

5

B747

JT9D-7J

6

DC10

7

TCN:NVCN

EICN (tot)
1015/kg

EICN (nv)
1015/kg

6.9

5.8

2.7

CF6-50C

5.2

4.5

0.46

B747

JT9D-7J

8.7

9.9

0.45

8

B747

JT9D-7A

-

0.81

0.57

9

B747

CF6-50E2

2.2

1.8

0.53

10

EA34

CFM56-5C2

21.1

2.9

1.6

Table 1: Summary of Near Field plume measurements for which both total and non-volatile
emission indices were calculated.
The method described by Schlager et alS1^ and Fahey et al. ® was used to calculate the
emission indices from the plume encounter CN data. These were found to range from 0.8 - 10 x
1015/kg and 0.5 - 3 x 10I5/kg for total and non-volatile CN respectively. These values are at least
an order of magnitude smaller than those reported for the Concorde’s Rolls Royce Olympus engines
from ground based and in-flight measurements/8,9^ A mass-based emission index will be developed
from the size distribution data recorded in the POLINAT data base, along with the assumption of
particle sphericity and density.
3.6
Exhaust particle hydration measurements. The soluble mass fractions of particulates
collected during POLINAT were studied by measuring their deliquescence behavior. 80 nm dry
size particles were extracted from tank samples acquired under different conditions including young
plumes, aged plumes, and corridor background. The 80 nm class of particles was chosen since this
diameter falls in the median size range for typical jet engine exhaust. The moist environment in
the deliquescence experiment put a limit on the upper range of voltages that could be used in the
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differential mobility analysis of the deliquesced particles. Thus soluble mass fractions above 0.23
were not accessible. Within these limits a clear correlation between plume age and solubility was
observed. In young plumes the fractional population of totally insoluble particles was small
(<20%). This contrasts with aged plumes and corridor background samples where much larger
fractional populations (>40%) were observed.
3.7
Dispersion inferences from CN measurements. The CN data provide a complementary
resource for horizontal and vertical diffusivity calculations using the methods described by
Schumann et alSI0^
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Fig. (1) Size distributions for aged plumes during project POLINAT
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Fig. (2) Size distributions for young plumes during project POLINAT
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WATER VAPOUR MEASUREMENTS DURING POLINAT 1
Joelle Ovarlez, Henri Ovarlez
Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique du CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique,
91128 Palaiseau cedex, France

ABSTRACT

The POLINAT?! experiment has been performed within the framework of the Environment
Programme of the Commission of the European Community. It was devoted to the study of
the pollution from aircraft in the North Atlantic flight corridorf For that experiment the water
vapour content was measured with a frost-point hygrometer on board of the DLR Falcon research
aircraft. This instrument is described, and some selected results are given.

1. Introd uctioinJ^—/----------- —— ----- ------ ------------------------------------------------ ---------The POLINATf(Pollution from aircraft emissions IN the North ATlantic flight corridor})
experiment has been~performed during~T994-199?. The aim of this experiment waa^& |

odferl©

investigate the impact of pollutants emitted by aircraft on the concentrations of ozone -------------and other trace gases in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The emissions of
pollutants from aircraft engines could contribute to anthropogenic climate changes
(Schumann, 1994; Fortuin et al, 1995; Rind and Lonergan, 1995). In the upper
troposphere the water vapour emitted by aircraft can enhance the greenhouse effect by
increasing the cloud cover by the formation of contrails (Liou et al, 1990). Around the
tropopause radiative forcing is very sensitive to changes in humidity (Shine and Shina,
1991). In the stratosphere the additional water vapour may lead to enhanced formation
of polar stratospheric clouds that contribute to ozone destruction (Peter et al, 1991;
Considine et al 1993).
During the POLINAT campaigns trace gas measurements were made with instruments
on board the Falcon research aircraft of DLR (Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur Luft-undRaumfahrt), as described by Schlager et al (1996). Concentration of trace species were
measured, in the North Atlantic flight corridor, at cruise altitudes of commercial aircraft,
1. e. in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, during two campaigns, one in
November 1994, the other in June/July 1995, and some results of POLINAT project are
given by Schumann et al (this issue). The Falcon aircraft was operated from Shannon
airport, west of Ireland. The water vapour content measurement on board the Falcon
has been carried out with a frost-point hygrometer designed and operated by LMD.
Meteorological planning and analysis were performed by KNMI using output from the
ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts) model.
2. Description of the hygrometer:
Water vapour content was measured by a cryogenic frost-point hygrometer that is based
on the same concept as the instruments used previously by Spyers-Duran (1991) and by
Busen and Buck (1995) on board of aircraft. It has originally been designed for
stratospheric balloons (Ovarlez, 1991, Ovarlez and Ovarlez, 1994). For POLINAT, it
has been adapted to the Falcon aircraft installation and certification requirements. The
hygrometer is based upon the well-known chilled mirror technique. The block diagram of
the aircraft-borne instrument is shown in figure 1: The onset of condensation on a cooled
mirror is detected optically, and the mirror is maintained at the temperature of
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condensation by controlling the heating and cooling of the mirror. The measurement of
the mirror temperature gives the frost-point temperature of the air passing over the
mirror. The cooling is realized with the help of a copper rod immersed in liquid nitrogen
enclosed in a dewar container. The heating is produced by a resistance wire wrapped
around the rod. The air flow is generated by the difference between the dynamic pressure
at the aircraft air inlet and the static pressure of the ambient air. A pressure sensor
measures the air pressure at the sensor head of the hygrometer to allow for determination
of the water vapour mixing ratio. This mixing ratio is calculated as the ratio between the
water vapour saturation pressure over ice and the air pressure (WMO 1984). In order to
avoid contamination when flying through dense low level clouds, the instrument is
activated by the experimenter after the first kilometres of the aircraft ascent. From then,
it works in an automatic mode. The range of frost-point temperatures of the instrument
is -90 C to -10 C. The accuracy of the measurement of the water vapour mixing ratio is
estimated to be less than 5% under the circumstances of the POLINAT observations,
which ranged from -70 C to -10 C in frost-point temperature, and from 10 to 3000 ppmv
in water vapour mixing ratio. The relative humidity is calculated by using the air
temperature from the standard Falcon measurements, which are described by Fimpel
(1987). Then, the relative accuracy on relative humidity determination is 10%.
The LMD hygrometer was used for the first time on board an aircraft during the
POLINAT experiment. Mixing ratios as low as 5 ppmv were measured in the
stratosphere for frost-point temperatures down to -75 C.
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Fig.l- Block diagram of the frost-point hygrometer used onboard the DLR Falcon aircraft
during the POLINAT experiment
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General observations:
The water vapour measurement gave for each flight the background conditions as they
are very changeable with respect to meteorological situation.
The residence time of pollutants from the air traffic and their consequences on the
atmospheric pollution depends strongly on whether these pollutants are emitted in the
stratosphere or in the troposphere. Therefore it is important to determine when the
measurements from POLINAT flights are made above or below the tropopause level.
The water vapour measurements clearly identify the transition between tropospheric and
stratospheric air masses as shown for a typical example in figure 2.
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Fig. 2. At constant pressure level of the Falcon aircraft, the water vapour mixing ratio is below
10 ppmv during the first part of the flight showing that the aircraft is in stratospheric air. Then
suddenly the mixing ratio increases up to about 50 ppmv showing that the aircraft flew in
tropospheric air for the same pressure level. In addition, the steep variations show the ability
of the instrument to follow the fast changes in the water vapour content.

Other particular meteorological situations were observed and well identified by the water
vapour measurements such as a cold through and high perturbations after the occurrence
of a thunderstorm (Ovarlez J. et al, 1996).
On another hand the analysis of the difference between measured humidity and predicted
humidity retrieved from ECMWF analyses along the aircraft trajectories by KNMI has
been made (Ovarlez J. and P. van Velthoven, 1996).
Observations in young plumes
Usually the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere are very dry. Nevertheless in two
cases during the winter campaign, very high humidity values sometimes exceeding ice
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saturation were measured, as persistent contrails and natural cirrus clouds were visible.
The Falcon could chase some contrails events for those flights. The time of the chasing
of the plumes is identified from NO measurements performed by the DLR instrument
(Schlager et al, submitted).
11 November 1994
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Fig. 3: Humidity of the environment during the 11 Novemberflight. P is the pressure level of the
aircraft. At tropospheric level, the background relative humidity is higher than 80% over ice
(RHi), and around 50% over water (RHw).Before descent for landing, the aircraft went at
stratospheric level for a short period of time as shown by the low humidity measured.

O

Fig. 4 -Contrail observation during the
flight performed on 11 November, with
measurements of oversaturation with
respect to ice and high increase in the
water vapour content with respect to the
background.
Air
temperature
perturbations (not shown) were observed
at the same time.
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Figure 3 shows the water vapour measurements during the 11 November flight, when the
frost-point and air temperatures are very close together and the relative humidity with
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respect to ice (RHi) is very high, over 80% in the tropospheric part. The detail of a
plume chasing from a B747 aircraft measured during that flight is shown in Figure 4.
This plume was also well identified by the other pollutants measurements. When entering
the plume a fast increase in the water vapor content is found and then perturbations
inside the plume. Relative humidity with respect to ice increases up to 120%, and that
oversaturation induces ice particles formation. The presence of a contrail was confirmed
by visual observation during that chasing. This observation is being more carefully
investigated as there is a general agreement that contrails become persistent only when
the ambiant air is oversaturated with respect to ice, otherwise the life of the contrail is
very short and the ice particles evaporate rapidly.
During the other winter flight performed is very humid air, and devoted to young plume
chasing high oversaturation with respect to ice was also measured in the plumes, but in
an environment already saturated and under the visual observation of cirrus clouds.
Near field plume measurements were also performed during the summer campaign, but in
conditions quite far from saturation. From the enhancement of water vapour content
inside the plume, compared to that of C02 (measurements performed by DLR), the
water vapour emission indice was calculated. It is found to be between 1.28 and 1.39
kg/kg, that is not far from the expected value.
Summary and conclusion
An accurate and reliable cryogenic frost-point hygrometer has been developped to be
used for in situ measurements from aircraft. It has been used in the frame of the European
project POLINAT 1, and will be used during the POLINAT 2 campaign during summer
1997. Background concentration of water vapour has been measured at aircraft flight
levels, in the eastern part of the North Atlantic corridor, under several meteorological
conditions. Measurements in young plume have been performed and oversaturation with
respect to ice have been measured during some young plume chasing in high background
humidity condition as contrails and cirrus were observed.
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Gaseous ion-composition measurements in the young exhaust plume of jet
aircraft at cruising altitudes: Implications for aerosols and gaseous sulfuric acid
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{wgce yujgdj? j
Abstract We-heve-made &ass spectrometric measurements^n theyoung exhaust plume of an Airbus

(A310) at cruising altitudes at distances between 400 and 800 m behind the Airbus (averaged plume
age: 3.4 sec). The measurements indicate that gaseous sulfuric acid (GSA) number densities were
less than 1.3-108 cm'3 which is smaller than the expected total sulfuric add. Hence the missing
sulfuric add must have been in the aeroso^phase. Gmymeasurements also indicate a total aerosol
surface area density At < 5.4-10"5 cm2 per cm3 which is consistent with simultaneously measured soot
and water contrail particles. However, homogeneous nucleation leading to (HzSC^MHzO^-clusters
can not be ruled out.
Introduction
Jet engines produce gaseous sulfuric acid (GSA) from fuel sulfur (c.f. Reiner and Arnold, 1993).
GSA may undergo bi-molecular nucleation leading to sulfuric acid-water (AW) condensates (c.f.
Zhao and Turco, 1994; Karcher et al, 1995; Fahey et al., 1995; Schumann et al, 1996a). Nucleation
may proceed via a homogeneous (HONU), heterogeneous (HENU, on soot), and a chemiion
(CINU) mechanism (Frenzel and Arnold, 1994; Arnold et al, 1997). While HONU and CINU lead
to new "pure" AW-aerosols HENU does not produce new particles but may lead to an AW-coating
of soot particles (SP) and thereby convert "bare" probably hydrophobic SP to hydrophilic SP which
may act as CCN. For a high fuel-sulfur content (FSC) HONU possibly can become very efficient and
rapidly deplete GSA by converting it to AxWy-clusters (A denotes H2SO4, W denotes H20).
The present paper reports on an experimental search for GSA in a young exhaust plume (plume age:
3.4 s) of an Airbus (A310) at cruising altitude. Our mass spectrometer measurements set an upper
limit to the GSA-number density which is significantly lower than the expected total sulfuric acid
(TSA) concentration. This is consistent with model results obtained by Karcher (1996). The
measured total aerosol surface area density was AT < 5.4-10'5 cm2 / cm3 which is roughly consistent
with soot and ice contrail particle measurements. Hence our measurements indicate GSA-depletion
which can be due to HENO, HONU or possibly even GSA-scavenging by ice contrail particles.
Measurements
The analytical concept underlying our present search for GSA and AT in a young jet aircraft plume at
cruising altitude builds on ambient atmospheric gaseous negative ions which are used as probes for
GSA and AT. Such ions belong mostly to two families: NO3 (HNOs)* and HSO4 (HNOs)m (c.f
Heitmann and Arnold, 1983) of which the former is usually dominant. In the background atmosphere
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the abundance ratio Rg of ions with HS04 -"cores" to ions with NO3 -"cores" ranges between about
0.05 and 0.5. Rg is controlled mostly by the ambient GSA-concentration which converts N03
(HN03)m to HS04~(HN03)m via:
N03 (HN03)m + H2S04 —^ HS04 (HN03)m + HN03

(1)

The rate coefficient k depends on m Since for ambient N03 (HN03)m usually m = 2 am effective k% =
1.1-10‘9 cmV1 (Viggiano et al., 1982) is used for GSA-detection. Considering a steady-state of
HS04 -formation via (1) and HS04 -loss via ion-ion recombination, we obtain the expression
<GSA)b

=

(2)
Vr

Tr=200

s

:

ion-ion recombination lifetime (around 10 km altitude)

Ambient ions like ambient gases become entrained into a young jet aircraft exhaust plume where they
may become depleted by attachment to aerosols whose total surface area density Ar may be very
much larger than in the "background" atmosphere. Ion attachment to HONU-produced clusters of
the type AxWy leads to electrically charged clusters which should be detectable by an ion mass
spectrometer with a sufficiently large mass range. Ion attachment to soot particles (SP) leads to
charged SP which are too massive to be detected by mass spectrometry.
At is related to the measured ratio of total ion concentrations inside and outside the plume np/nB by
the expression:

nB
a
v
^res

eXP|

gTresATv

(3)

sticking probability assumed to be 1
mean thermal velocity of ions (2-104 cm/s)
effective residence time of entrained ions in the plume which
are detected at the plume age tp = 3.4s

To estimate Tres we use a plume dilution model given by Schumann (1996b). hi this model, the plume
cross section (and thereby the dilution factor N) is proportional to ta leading to Tres = tp /(1+a). A
series of measurements with t > 0.2 s is reproduced well by this model using a = 0.8. Therefore, we
find a mean Tres = 1.9 s. This method gives an upper limit to At since it yields a mean value for the
time (tp - t^) to tp and AT decreases with plume age due to the plume dilution.
Entrained NQ3 (HN03)m ions will also react with plume-GSA which is more abundant than in the
"background" atmosphere. Neglecting for a moment ion-scavenging by aerosols the following
scenarium emerges: After entrainment of an N03 -containing ion it may react with GSA (reaction
(1)) and become converted to a HS04 -containing cluster ion. Hence the number density of ions with
N03 -"cores" (ni) would obey the expression
(N°3~),
exp(-k1 x res (GSA)p )

(4)

(NO?),
if (GSA) would not vary with tp. In reality however (GSA) decreases with increasing tp and
therefore expression (4) yields only a mean (GSA) for the plume ages between (Tp-Tres) and tp where
(N03 )p is measured. Correspondingly to the decrease of N03 -containing ions the number density of
HS04~-containing ions should increase.
In reality however additional ion scavenging by aerosols may also occur leading to a decrease of the
total ion number density and necessarily a decrease of both (N03 ) and (HS04 ) by the same factor. A
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combination of ion-scanvenging by aerosols and reaction (1) should lead to a decrease of (HSO4)
which is less than the decrease of (NO3) and the total ion concentration.
We have used an aircraft-based ion mass spectrometer (IOMAS) for the measurements of np, nB, and
ion composition. IOMAS which was developed, built, and operated by MPIK-Heidelberg has a mass
range of 1000 amu (atomic mass units) and is pumped by a liquid-neon cooled cryopump. For details
of the IOMAS-instrument see Krieger and Arnold (1994).
In general, measurement of gaseous sulfuric acid may be affected by wall losses. The present ionbased method avoids wall losses, because the important ion-molecule reactions take place in the
ambient atmosphere.
Air temperature is measured with platinum resistance thermometers mounted at the nose of the
Falcon fuselage (Schumann et al., 1996a). Integrated into the sampling tube of the IOMASinstrument was a condensation nucleus counter (CNC TSI 3010) which measured CN with radii
equal to or larger than 10 m Since soot particles emitted by the jet engines have a mean radius of
about 30 nm they can be detected by the CN-counter and serve as tracers for the plume. Peak values
inside the plume are lower limits caused by coincidence.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows a time plot of the temperature difference (AT) between plume air and background air
and a time plot of the CN-number densities measured by the CN-counter which was mounted into
the sampling-line of the IOMAS-instrument. The measurements to be reported here took place at
10.4 km altitude in the young exhaust plume of an Lufthansa Airbus (A310, engine-type: CF680C2A2) when the IOMAS flew onboard of the DLR-research aircraft "Falcon" 400 m - 800 m
behind the Airbus (averaged plume age: 3.4 s). The ambient "background" conditions were:
Temperature: 215 K and relative humidity: 22%. Hence persistent water ice contrails or cirrus clouds
were not expected. As indicated by greatly increased CN-concentrations and temperature elevations
of up to 1 K exhaust plume air of the Airbus was frequently sampled between 10:12:30 and 10:15:45
UTC (FSC - 850 ppmM, phase 1) and between 10:20:00 and 10:24:00 UTC (FSC = 2700 ppmM,
phase 2).
Also given in figure 1 are total negative ion countrates (C) measured outside (CB) and inside (Cp) the
plume during plume penetration phase 1. Outside the plume, CB ranges between 130 and 170 per
second (average: CB = 140 ± 20 per second) which is similar to previous measurements. Inside the
plume Cp is only 80 ± 16 per second. Hence Cp / CB = np /nB = 0.6 ± 0.2. Expression 3 leads to
AT < 5.4-10"5 cm2 per cm3 inside the plume at xp = 3.4 s.
Also given in figure 1 are partial count rates (Ci and C%) for the ion families containing NO3 and
HSO4. In the plume these decrease by the factors 0.59 (± 0.2) and 0.47 (± 0.32), respectively. These
factors are not significantly different from the factor 0.56 (± 0.18) by which the total contrate C
decreases. This indicates that (GSA) is not large enough to change NO3 and HSO4 by reaction (1).
Considering an uncertainty of 23 % for Cip expression (4) yields an upper limit (GSA)< 1.3 103 cm"3.
From the difference AT between background and plume temperature we infer the dilution factor N
(Schumann 1996a):
N

Q(i-'n)
CP

Q(i - 7)
Cp-AT

(5)

effective specific combustion heat with propulsion efficiency T]
specific heat capacity of air
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With Q = 4.3-107 Jkg'1, r\ = 0.28 and a measured mean AT of 0.3 K one obtains N = 1-105. The
expected total suLfiiric acid concentration can be calculated as follows:
(TSA)
£

Hair

FSC-g-29 -nair
32-N
efficiency for sulfur-fuel conversion to GSA
number density of the ambient air (0.8-1019 cm'3)

(6)

s was experimentally determined by the MPIK-Heidelberg group in a jet engine test channel (Arnold
et aL, 1997). For FSC = 850 ppmM and £=0.02 we obtain (TSA) = 1.2 109 cm'3. This exceeds our
above experimental upper limit of 1.3-108 cm'3 by a factor of 9.
Hence the missing sulfuric acid must have been in the aerosol-phase. The measured upper limit for
the total aerosol surface area density of At < 5.4-10"3 cm2 per cm3 compares well to other particle
measurements. A SP-concentration of < 1-105 cm'3 (Pitchford et aL, 1991; Fahey et aL, 1995) would
imply a total SP-surface area density of < 1-10"5 cm2 per cm3. Measurements of ice particles made on
the same flight (see Busen et al., 1996) indicate a total surface area density for these particles of
1.5-10'5 cm2 per cm3. Hence soot- and ice contrail-particles can account for the GSA- and iondepletion indicated by our present measurements; however HONU can not be ruled out.
Attachment of entrained negative ions (mostly NOs (HNOsjm) to AxWy-chisters should lead to
measurable negatively charged clusters. Hence ion attachment should produce charged clusters of
the type [N03(HN03)mAxWy] . For m=2 and x=2 one expects a series of cluster ion species
[N03(HNOs)mA2Wy] with different y. Possibly even different m and x may occur due to desorption
of H2SO4 and HNO3 upon ion attachment. For m=2, x=2, and y=0 the mass number of the
charged cluster would be 384. This is within the mass range of LOMAS (1000 amu). Probably
entrained ions upon attachment to AxWy become distributed among numerous AxWy species with
different mass numbers and small concentrations and thereby lead to numerous but only small mass
peaks. Hence detection of such charged clusters by LOMAS may be difficult since the small mass
peaks may fall below the ion detection limit. A more sensitive detection of numerous clusters with
low partial number densities is to run LOMAS in a high-pass (integral) mode.
Summary and conclusions
The present lOMAS-measurements in the young plume of an Airbus may be summarized as follows:
• The GSA-number density was less than 1.3-108 cm"3 which is 9 times less than expected for total
sulfuric acid. This indicates that the missing sulfuric acid must have been in the condensed
(aerosol-) phase.
• The total aerosol surface area density AT is less than 5.4-10"5 cm2 per cm3 which is consistent with
that of soot and ice.
Future mass spectrometric plume measurements should include TSA and large ions formed by the
attachment of entrained NO3 (HN03)m ions to AxWy-clusters. It has been proposed ( Arnold et al.,
1997) to measure TSA by IMR-MS with a vaporizer and large ions by an IOMAS-instrument
operated in a high-pass mode and with a large mass range of say 2000 amu. Future LOMASmeasurements should also take place in the absence of a water contrail preferably above the
tropopause.
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Figure 1: Time plots of the difference AT between background and plume temperature, and CNnumber densities measured by the CN-counter which was integrated into the IOMAS
instrument. Also given are total countrates C and countrates of ions with NO3-- and HS04‘cores measured by IOMAS outside (open symbols) and inside the plume (filled symbols).
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Tropospheric mixing ratios of NO and NOy obtained during
TROPOZ II in the latitude region 67°N-56°S
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I

Abstract: Tropospheric mixing ratios of NO and NOy were measured along the flight track
of the TROPOZ II aircraft campaign,(Figure-in January 199-1. These measurements cover
regions along the east coast of North America, the Pacific and Atlantic coast of South
America and the Atlantic coast of North Africa and Europe. The meteorological conditions
are close to the climatological mean: westerly winds at high and mid latitudes, variable and
weak winds at low latitudes.
1 RESULTS

The NOy data obtained during TROPOZ II are supplementary to the NO measurements
performed during the STRATOZ III [1] and TROPOZ II campaigns along the same flight
track at two different seasons. Despite the longer atmospheric lifetime of NOy, all three
datasets show the large influence of continental nitrogen oxide sources, especially for the
upper troposphere over the continents during summertime. Owing to the general wind
pattern, the nitrogen oxide data obtained during TROPOZ II show large scale outflow of
NO/NOy enriched air along the east coasts of the North and South American continents
and inflow of clean maritime air over the west coasts of South America, North Africa and
Europe. The NO concentrations in the free tropospheric air flowing out from the (winter)
North American continent lie between 100 and 300 pptv with a weakly C shaped vertical
profile. The air coming off the (summer) South American continent has a factor of 3 lower
NO mixing ratios, between 40 to 100 pptv, but a more pronounced C shaped vertical profile
with NO mixing ratios of up to 200 pptv in the upper troposphere of the tropics. The NOy
distributions show a similar pattern.
2 MODEL CALCULATIONS

The NO distributions measured during the TROPOZ II and STRATOZ III [1] cam
paigns can be compared to the results of a global chemical tracer model [2]. The model
includes a simple linear NOx/HNOg chemistry with prescribed OH and O3 fields. The
NO distributions are calculated with emissions from fossil fuel combustion, biomass
burning, soil microbial activity, lightning, aircraft exhausts and stratospheric influx. For
the STRATOZ III campaign, the model reproduces most of the salient features of the
observed NO distribution, especially the high NO mixing ratios in the upper troposphere
at northern mid-latitudes. This good overall agreement between observation and model
calculation is also found for the TROPOZ II campaign, but only in the southern hemi
sphere. The high NO mixing ratios observed west of the North American continent are not
reproduced, by the model calculations. The reason for this discrepancy is yet unknown.
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Figure 1: Flight track of the TROPOZ II expedition, January 1991. The thin lines indicate
three days backtrajectories (ECMWF).
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panel) during TROPOZ II, southbound flights
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Instrumentation for Tropospheric Aerosol Characterization
Z. Shi, S. E. Young, C. H. Becker, and M. J. Coggiola
SRI International, Menlo Park, CA 94025
H. Wollnik, University of Giessen, Giessen, Germany

A new instrument has been developed that determines the abundance, size distribution, and
chemical composition of tropospheric and lower stratospheric aerosols with diameters down to 0.2 pm.
In addition to aerosol characterization, the instrument also monitors the chemical composition of the
ambient gas. More than 25,000 aerosol particle mass spectra were recorded during the NASAsponsored Subsonic Aircraft: Contrail and Cloud Effects Special Study (SUCCESS) field program using
NASA’s DC-8 research aircraft.
1. INTRODUCTION
A new instrument has been developed that determines the abundance, size distribution, and
chemical composition of tropospheric and lower stratospheric aerosols with diameters down to
0.2 Jim. In addition to aerosol characterization, the instrument also monitors the chemical
composition of the ambient gas. The instrument is based a time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(TOFMS), coupled with an aerosol sampling system and a laser scattering particle detector. A direct
sampling method and differential vacuum pumping scheme is used to introduce the aerosols into the
mass spectrometer. Volatilization of aerosols on a heated surface within the ion source volume
followed by complete and quantitative mass spectrometric analysis of the resulting vapors using
electron impact ionization yields the desired chemical composition information.
2. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows our instrument as it was configured during the Spring 1996 NASA
SUCCESS mission. Our design for the particulate mass spectrometer consists of (1) a particle beam
generated by a three-stage, differential pumping system that brings the directly sampled particles into a
vacuum environment; (2) a small diode-laser-based OPC that provides a timing trigger; (3) a heated
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Pyrolysis
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Plates
Surface

Ion
Reflector
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer
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Fig. 1 - Schematic of the SRI real-time aerosol particle characterization system.
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surface for rapid vaporization of the particle; (4) a reflectron, TOF, mass spectrometer using pulsed El
to detect all species; and (5) a data acquisition and experiment control computer.
2.1 AMBIENT AEROSOL SAMPLER
For the SUCCESS mission, we used a simple, forward-facing external sampling probe that
extended 30 cm from the surface of the DC-8. A conical diffuser probe tip with a 0.635 cm sample
orifice and a 20.2° half-angle was added to the end of the probe, based on a design provided by the
Desert Research Institute. Aerosols sampled through this probe were transported through
approximately 1 m of 0.635-cm-id, conductive silicone tubing (TSI, St. Paul, MN) to the instrument
inlet. A portion of the 4 1/min air stream was drawn inside the instrument via the particle beam
generator for analysis by mass spectrometry. The remaining, unsampled gas stream was exhausted
externally through a separate port on the probe flange.
2.2 PARTICLE BEAM GENERATOR
The particle beam generator (PEG) serves the dual purpose of acquiring a representative
sample of the air passing through the instrument and causing the particles in this sample to take the
form of a beam - a beam that ultimately strikes the heated surface within the ion source of the mass
spectrometer. Our PEG design was adapted from the system developed and used by D. Murphy
(NOAA, Boulder, CO). Murphy’s design uses a glass-lined, stainless steel, capillary to both restrict
the volumetric gas flow entering the vacuum system and to aerodynamic ally focus the particles near
the centerline of the flow.
Under the typical operating conditions encountered during SUCCESS, a 25-cm length of 750pm-diameter capillary produced a pressure drop of approximately a factor of 200 from an ambient
pressure of 150 Torr to a pressure in the first differential region of 0.7 Torr. The first differential
pumping region was defined by the exit of the capillary and a Teflon disk with a 0.1-cm-diameter
sampling orifice located 1 cm from the capillary. An 8 1/s mechanical pump was used to remove the
excess gas flow from this region. Aerosols and background gas entering the second differential
pumping region again traversed a distance of 1 cm before encountering a second Teflon disk with a
0.1-cm diameter orifice. Pumping in this region was provided by a 3.3 1/s mechanical pump, yielding
a typical operating pressure of 5 mTorr. Upon exiting the second differential pumping region, the
remaining aerosol panicles passed through the observation region of a Vaculaz-2 OPC (Particle
Measuring Systems, Boulder, CO). This OPC is specifically designed to operate at reduced
pressures, and all of the laser-diode and array detection optics are located external to a vacuum
housing equipped with sapphire windows.
2.3 VOLATILIZATION
In its current configuration, our instrument uses an indirectly heated, stainless steel surface
inclined 45° with respect to the incident aerosol beam. Spot welded onto the front of the target surface
are multiple layers of nickel mesh (Buckbee-Meers, MN). The mesh provides numerous wells,
wherein aerosols are trapped, forcing them to undergo multiple collisions with the heated surfaces.
This technique significantly enhances the probability that an aerosol particle accommodates on the
surface long enough to be heated to the nominal target temperature of 600° C, and hence long enough
to volatilize. With this design, an upper temperature limit of 600° C was found experimentally,
restricted by the operating limit of the 0.3-cm-diameter cartridge heater.
A portion of the vapors produced during the volatilization enter directly into the electron
impact ion source of the instrument. The ion optical axis of the source is also at a 45° angle to the
volatilization target surface, and hence perpendicular to the aerosol beam. The electrostatic grid that
forms the back side of the ion source is located immediately in front of the volatilization target surface,
thereby maximizing the transfer of vapors into the source region. The ionization and subsequent mass
analysis of these vapors in our apparatus is described briefly below.
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2.4 MASS SPECTROMETRY
The mass spectrometric requirements of our instrument are modest: an upper mass range of
500 amu, with unit mass resolution or better. Typical EI-TOF mass analyzers can meet these
requirements using a simple, linear flight path combined with a short duration, pulsed, ion source.
The low signal levels that result from the use of very narrow ion injection pulses are compensated for
by signal averaging using multiple scans. With our instrument, this mode of operation is not possible
because the sample vapor is present for a relatively short period of time. Achieving high mass
resolution with a TOP instrument is straightforward when pulsed laser ionization is used.[1-3]
However, high resolution is more complicated to achieve with El due to the significantly wider
spatial, temporal, and energy spread of the nascent ions. Without some form of compensation, EITOF would not have been suitable for our instrument. The most common approach to overcome this
difficulty is to use an ion mirror, or reflectron-type TOF.[4,5] The properties of this device are well
known, and a number of computer codes have been developed to assist with their design.[6]
Resolving powers (m/Am) of more than 1000 can be readily obtained using a reflection with a pulsed
El source.
A significant improvement in resolution and signal level can also be obtained through the
careful design of the ion source itself. Wollnik and co-workers (University of Giesen, Germany)
have developed a storage ion source for TOF spectrometers. This source uses the space charge well
created by a magnetically confined, DC electron beam to form and trap positive ions. A combined
extraction and ion bunching scheme is then used to produce a narrow ion burst of ~10 ns duration.
As a result of the ion bunching, however, the ion burst has a wide energy spread (typically 100 eV).
Again, the use of a reflecting ion mirror to provide sufficient energy compensation to achieve high
mass resolution (>8000 at 28 amu) has been demonstrated.[7]
This source is ideally suited to our system because it can generate and store ions over a time
period (~ 1 ms) commensurate with the duration of the particle volatilization, thus maximizing the
fraction of neutral molecules that are ionized. With the generous assistance of the Giesen group, we
were able to duplicate their ion source design with appropriate modifications to accommodate our
volatilization target surface and aerosol inlet. This source functioned reliably during the entire
SUCCESS mission, requiring only minor, periodic maintenance.
2.5 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The most critical requirement of the data acquisition system is the speed at which the signal
can be digitized. Given the fixed flight path of 1.6 m, the nominal ion energy of 1.7 keV, and the
desired mass range of 500 amu, an analog-to-digital (ADC) converted speed of 500 MHz was
required. This capability was provided by a DA500A ADC manufactured by Signatec, Inc. (Corona,
CA). This unit operates in an IBM-compatible computer, and provides 8-bit digitization with 256 kB
of local data storage. Each mass scan required 32 kB of data storage. The instrument control
software was responsible for transferring the raw spectral data from the DA500A local storage, and
storing the results in a disk file along with selected instrument and flight parameters. The former
included the operating pressures in the aerosol inlet, and the vaporization temperature, while the latter
included location, altitude, and true ground speed of the DC-8.
3. SUCCESS MISSION RESULTS
Of the more than 25,000 aerosol mass spectra obtained during the 19 SUCCESS mission
flights, approximately 5,700 have been more closely examined. These spectra were chosen based on
two criteria: (1) a normally functioning instrument with good sensitivity and (2) an integrated ion
intensity that was significantly above the average. The former criterion eliminated data obtained when
the instrument was not producing quantifiable data due to an operational problem (such as a dirty ion
source or a reduced gain ion detector). The latter criterion allowed us to rapidly sort through the raw
data and identify those spectra that likely contained chemically interesting results.
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Each of the examined spectra were classified as to their likely chemical composition based on
the observed ions, their distribution, and their relative intensities. Of the 5,700 spectra included in the
evaluation, 100 were found to have significant ion intensities associated with materials other than
water. All of the remaining spectra showed only evidence of water, with no significant other chemical
species apparent above the background. The distribution of chemical compositions that were assigned
to these 100 aerosol particles is: sulfate 55%, carbonate 19%, nitrate 8%, sodium 5%, sulfuric acid
5%, and unassigned 8%. In many cases, the counter-ion could also be inferred from the m^s
spectra. For example, the majority of sulfate aerosols were ammonium sulfate, while the carbonate
aerosols appeared to be both ammonium(bi) carbonate and calcium carbonate. All of these
assignments must be regarded as tentative until we are able to generate, sample, and analyze authentic
samples of these materials in the laboratory to confirm their mass spectral signatures.
Figure 2 shows an example of an aerosol particle most probably containing calcium nitrate.
Characteristic peaks are seen at nominal m/z 14 (N+), 16 (0+), 17 (OH+), 18 (H2O+), 28 (N2+), 30
(NO+), 32 (O2+), 40 (Ca+), 46 (NO2+), and 62 (NO3+). Despite having a mass resolution (M/AM)
in excess of 1000, the ion peak at m/z 40 cannot be assigned unambiguously to Ca+ alone (atomic
mass 39.9626) because of the isobaric argon ion (atomic mass 39.948). Separation of these ions
would require a mass resolution in excess of 2,500. However, because this spectrum was obtained in
a single scan, the m/z 40 intensity due to background argon would be very much lower than observed
here.

200 ■

150 •

ION FLIGHT TIME (ns)

Fig. 2 - Time-of-flight mass spectrum of a single calcium nitrate aerosol particle recorded during
SUCCESS flight 960212, May 2,1996.
Figure 3 shows an example of what appears to be an aerosol particle containing a significant
amount of sulfuric acid. This particle was sampled in the wake of the NASA 757 at a separation
distance of 5-10 km, corresponding to a plume age of 1 min. In fact, all of the aerosol particles
tentatively assigned as sulfuric acid were sampled under similar conditions, lending support to the
theory that they were formed in the engine exhaust. The spectra in Figure 3 shows characteristic
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peaks at nominal m/z 16 (0+), 17 (OH+), 18 (H2O+), 28 (N%+), 32 (O2+, S+), 48 (SO+), 64
(SO2+). 65 (HSO2+), 80 (SO3+), 81 (HSO3+), 96 (SO4+), 97 (HSO4+), and 98 (H2S04+).
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■
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Fig. 3 - Time-of-flight mass spectrum of a single aerosol particle containing sulfuric acid recorded
during SUCCESS flight 960213, May 3, 1996.
4. CONCLUSION
A new instrument has been successfully used to chemically characterize tropospheric aerosol
particles in real-time. The results of its first deployment as part of the SUCCESS mission
demonstrate the usefulness of this approach for atmospheric research in general, and the study of
aircraft emissions and their impact on the atmosphere, in particular.
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Wfe^eseatlhe scientific goals and the description of a new experiment SPIRALEywhich is a
balloon-borne instrument, able to measure in situ several air components (up to 10). We take
advantage—©f-4he_existen©@—of Infrared diode laser spectroscopy# whirlr“can monitor^
simultaneously atmospheric trace gases at high rate, givenJts specificity, sensitivity, and wide
range of compounds to which it can be applied^
^5 fcviPf 1
4^ $j0&CH&
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1 - Introduction

: The existing instruments for stratospheric studies are either balloonborne or air-borne. Above 20 km, the balloon is the only carrier used for in situ
measurements. Up to now for given objectives in a campaign, several in situ instruments are
put together, each measuring generally one or two parameters. Multi-instrumented flights
frequently took place in the past. They have given quite good data and permitted to understand
the chemistry of several local systems such as transitions at twilight, polar ozone holes, etc..
Now, the question arises whether a single instrument can fulfil the goals of several
instruments, i.e., able to perform in situ measurements of several molecules at high rate in the
stratosphere, especially in the lower stratosphere.
The need of such instrument can be justified through an insight of several current
scientific objectives:
1 - To derive vertical profiles of fast and reactive evolving species, and to check them
with models, seasonal and long term evolution of stratospheric key species (03, NOx, HC1,
etc.) being reliably monitored by ground-based and satellite instruments.
2 - To study a given chemical family in measuring active, sink and source species to
provide local mass balance. Furthermore, these experimental concentrations will serve as
inputs in models, which in turn give the concentrations of non measured species.
3 - From aerosol (natural or anthropogenic) measurement, and species related to
aerosols like chlorine and bromine compounds, to understand their influence on ozone
chemistry in the lower stratosphere.
4 - To study the impact of aircraft on ozone in the lower stratosphere (16-25 km), in
dense airline zones, at flying altitudes, by monitoring locally species rejected by fuel
combustion, like NOx, methane, and hydrocarbons or species produced from their
degradation. Particularly, concurrent determination of ozone, chlorine, and nitrogen reservoir
species (HC1, CIONO2, N2O5, HNO3, HO2NO2, ..), will help to assess the influence of NOx
exhaust. Detailed profiles are then required to take into account the subsequent chemistry.
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5 - In the lower stratosphere, the dynamical processes of the troposphere-stratosphere
exchanges, to measure simultaneously ozone and its precursors (CH4, CO, H2O, N2O), with
additional anemometric measurements.
Among the variety of multi-constituent measurement techniques, remote or in situ
sensing has been extensively used : UV/visible [1], infrared spectrometers [2], FT-inffared
spectrometers [3], mass-spectrometers. A balloon-borne in situ tunable diode laser absorption
spectrometer, named BLISS, has already been developed at JPL [4]. BLISS has provided
numerous results on stratospheric species from balloon measurements as well as airplane
measurements. However, the vertical resolution of BLISS, greater than 200 m, does not match
the requirement of detailed vertical profiles.
The SPIRALS project, will exploit the balloon-borne instrument SPIRALE, whose
assigned scientific goals are several of those listed above in stratospheric studies. The
measurement of species is made through absorption technique, with infrared diode lasers as
light sources. This technique has been chosen because of its great potentialities. It is the only
technique able to measure simultaneously in situ several trace species. It justifies the
SPIRALE acronym: « SPectrometrie Infra-Rouge pour P etude de P Atmosphere par diodes
Laser Embarquees ». The SPIRALE project has been presented by several French laboratories
(list above). It benefits of technical skills in project management for several of them. It
includes also, besides scientific aeronomic objectives, complementary studies in molecular
spectroscopy which are needed for several species, so that to reduce uncertainties. Presently,
the instrument assembly is close to its achievement (1st Phase). LPCE manages the project,
while ONERA has diode laser emission and detection in charge. LPMA and GSMA
contribute to the spectroscopy work. The first flight of the SPIRALE instrument is planned for
autumn 1997, with 4 species measured from 3 absorbed laser beams. The instrument will be
completed with 6 lasers installed on board, enabling the measurement of 10 species at most
(2nd Phase).

2 - Instrument set-up

: Figure 1 presents a simplified overview of the SPIRALE optics.
Three nitrogen dewars contain up to 6 diode lasers and 12 infrared detectors (InSb or
HgCdTe). Only one light beam is drawn in figure 1. The combination of mirrors collimate the
beam from the laser into the entrance hole in the front mirror of the vertical Herriott cell
where absorption takes place. The second mirror, or back mirror of the Herriott cell is located
lower at a distance d not greater than 4 m. Laser beam is reflected N times on the two mirrors
of the Herriott cell after a path length L = N. d. Then, it passes through the same entrance
hole, and is collimated on detector. Diode lasers generally have several modes, therefore a
monochromator is inserted before entering Herriott cell, whose dispersive element is a grating,
the input and output conjugated points being respectively the diode laser and a calibrated hole.
After mode filtering, but before Herriott cell, a beam splitter drives away a p£irt the beam
toward an absorption cell containing molecules of the selected specie. This beam is used as an
optical frequency reference, and as a concentration reference when it is available. Therefore
there are two detectors for the measurement of one specie.
The originality of SPIRALE instrument lies in the open absorption cell, enabling
measurements of unstable trace species, that is normally difficult with instruments where air is
pumped. The back mirror is moved to its work position only above tropopause, where the
occurrence of ice or water deposition is impossible. The Herriott cell is common to all beams,
with the same path lengths, but reflection spots are different. Optical adjustments are
mediumly critical. The back mirror of the Herriott cell is less critical than the entrance mirror,
that makes possible its use. The maximum absorption length can be set up to 350 m.
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Figure 1: SPIRALS Optics Schematic. Only one laser beam is shown for clarity

The concentration, for a given specie, is derived from the absorbed beam detector
signals, by application of the Beer law. Signals consist in absorption spectra, following
frequency tuning of the diode laser back and forth one absorption line specific of the specie.
When different species have close absorption lines, they can be measured with the same laser.
The sweep frequency of the laser is fixed to 1 kHz, the sampling rate being 1024 per sweep.
The signals are added together during 1 second on board, and send to the ground, because
telemetry rate cannot sustain raw signal rate. The secondary effect is to decrease noise.
However, during 1 second, there is no optical frequency control. The only result is to get
larger absorption lines due to frequency shift or jitter. One Hz sampling rate for species is
convenient with a fair vertical resolution. We can expect the detection and the measurement of
species with absorption as low as 10*4 (relative absorption). We have access therefore, to
molecules as : C02, H20, C02, O3, CH4, N20, CO, N02, NO, HC1, but the two latter have a
poor S/N ratio. For the first flight, 3 diode lasers will be installed.
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Other parameters are projected to be measured : of course temperature and pressure,
but also aerosols, etc.. In the design of the instrument, volume have been kept unoccupied and
reserved to small instruments, for their validation for instance.

3 - SPIRALS EVOLUTION AND IMPROVEMENT

: The first flight is planned
for autumn 1997 in Aire Sur L’Adour (France). The measured species will be NO, NO2,
CO+O3. The main goal is to test the instrument in retrieving the vertical profiles of these
species, which are rather well known,. The scientific program in the coming year is largely
devoted to the lower stratosphere. However, at low altitude, pressure line broadening effect
reduces dramatically S/N ratio. It may imply than for altitude between 11 km and 15 km, a
pressurized closed Herriott cell be used instead an open one.
The mission of SPIRALS is also to measure trace species whose absorption is lower
than 10"4. Optical frequency modulation technique has proved to be valuable in detecting
absorption as low as 10"6 [6]. It means that species like HNO3, CH2O, H2O2, F2CO, HOC1,
HO2 can be measured. In the 2nd Phase of SPIRALS project, the 3 next detection channels will

be reserved to them, using frequency modulation technique, and one channel will be ready for
flights in 1998. A R & T program on this detection technique, financed by ONES, common to
LPCE and ONERA, has prepared the way of their installation on SPIRALS instrument.
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Influence of interannual variations of stratospheric dynamics in
model simulations of ozone losses by aircraft emissions
E.A.Jadin
Central Aerological Observatory, Dolgoprudny, 3 Pervomayskay Str.,
141700, Russia

1. Abstract
The questions of model predictions of aircraft emission impacts on the ozone
variations are considered. Using the NMC data it is shown that the strato
spheric circulation underwent the abrupt transition to a new regime in sum
mer 1980. The strong correlations are found between the monthly mean total
ozone and stratospheric angular momentum anomalies during 1979-1991. The
natural long-term changes of transport processes are necessary to take into
^ account in model simulations of anthropogenic impacts on the ozone layer.

2.Introduction
The model predictions of the ozone layer depletion by CPC's and aircraft
emission impacts [WMO/UNEP,1994] have the significant shortcoming. In
deed, they do not take into account interannual and interdecadal changes of
the stratospheric circulation and wave activity. The ozone variations from
year to year can be caused not only by man-made activities, but long-term
natural changes of stratospheric dynamics may play a big role in observed
ozone trends too. Regarding to model predictions of aircraft emission impacts
on ozone layer Jadin and Bromberg [1994] have shown that the 2D - model
simulations with chemical eddies result in less ozone losses, than without.
Because the eddy transport processes depend strongly on the wave activity
variations, the effects of its interannual changes can lead to large differences
in results of model simulations.
The questions that will be considered in this work are as follows - are
there the long-term changes of stratospheric dynamics from late 70’s to early
90’s and how are these changes associated with the observed ozone trends on
the global scale?
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3.Data and Method of Analysis
For the diagnostics of zonal changes of the atmospheric dynamics were
used the calculated variations of the relative atmospheric angular momentum
[Rosen and Salstein, 1985]

u cos <pd(pdp

AAM =

a)

where a is radius of the Earth, g is gravity acceleration, u zonal wind, p
pressure, p latitude, pi, pt pressure at lower and upper boundaries of an
atmospheric layer respectively.
It is well known that on seasonal and interannual time scziles (up to 2
- 3 years) the AAM changes are connected with the length of day (LOD)
variations by the simple relation [Rosen and Salstein, 1985]
LOD = 1.6 SAAM

(2)

where LOD is in millisecond units and AAM in 1026rc<7 x m?/sec.
The calculations of AAM changes were conducted using the daily NMC
wind data on standard levels 1000 hPa -100 hPa and the MMC/CAC geopo
tential height data for 100 hPa - 0.4 hPa in 1979 - 1992. For the stratosphere
the zonal mean winds were calculated by the gradient wind approximation.
In the 10°iV—10°5 belt the wind values were found using the linear interpola
tion between the hemispheres. The monthly mean anomalies of stratospheric
angular momentum were calculated for each month during 14 years 1979 1992. The results are presented in the millisecond units using relation (2).
The TOMS data (version 6) were used for the calculations of the correlations
between the interannual variations of the stratospheric (100 hPa - 0.4 hPa)
angular momentum (SAM) and total ozone anomalies in 1979-1991.

4.Results
In order to indicate the long-term changes of atmospheric dynamics as
whole the global stratospheric and tropospheric AAM(1000 hPa - 100 hPa)
angular momentum anomalies were calculated (Fig.l). The positive (west
erly) anomalies of the tropospheric momentum are associated with the El
Nino events in 82/83 , 86/87 and 90/92. The ENSO signal is also seen
in the stratosphere, but there are large differences in the behavior of the
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stratospheric and tropospheric anomalies. The large negative (easterly) SAM
anomalies are observed in 79/early 80 and 90/92 in contrast with the westerly
AAM(IOO) anomalies. Conversely, the westerly (easterly) anomalies of the
stratospheric (tropospheric) momentum were indicated in the second half of
1985. The long-term downward trend with the QBO signal in the global SAM
anomalies takes place during 1981-1992, while it is not remarkable in the tro
pospheric angular momentum changes. These differences can be explained
by the interference between the quasibiennial (QB) and low-frequency (LF)
components of the interannual changes in the stratospheric and tropospher
ic circulation [Jadin, 1996b]. The large easterly global SAM anomalies in
79/early 80 are caused by the unusual ’’easterly cat eyes” structure of the
zonal wind anomalies in the subtropics {Fig.2). That structure is not ob
served during 1981-1990, however, it is recurred in 91/92 in the upper and
middle stratosphere near equator.
Figure 3 shows the long-term propagation of the SAM anomalies for Oc
tober in 1979-1992. The striking feature of this propagation resembles the
V - structure that has been indicated by Dickey et al.,[1992] in the lowfrequency propagation of the tropospheric momentum. The disturbances of
stratospheric circulation are generating near equator and then they are slowly
propagating to middle and high latitudes during winter/spring times, when
the planetary waves can penetrate into the stratosphere. The V - structure
may give a basis for empirical predictions of the future behavior of ozone
layer [Jadin, 1995, 1996a]. If the strong easterly SAM anomalies generated
near equator in 1991/92 will be able to propagate to middle and high lati
tudes of the Nothern (NH) and Southern (SH) Hemispheres during following
years, it can result in a gradual recovery of ozone layer to the previous state.
The disappearance of ozone hole over the Antarctic may start in 1996-1998
already.

The westerly anomalies are dominated in the high and midlatitudes of
the SH except 1979-1981, 1984 and 1988. It is interesting that the westerly
(easterly) SAM anomalies in 50°S — 60°5 band are in a good accordance with
the decrease (increase) of the total ozone in the Antarctic [Jadin, 1996a]. This
can mean that the natural interannual and decadal variations of stratospheric
dynamics and wave activity affect strongly polar vortex isolation and ozone
trends over the Antarctic. The similar features are observed for the Arctic
and the middle latitudes of the NH in January - March during 1979-1991
[Jadin, 1996a].
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The results of the singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis of the
relations between the interannual variations of the SAM and total ozone
anomalies are shown in Figure 4 [Jadin and Diansky, 1996]. The correlations
between the total ozone anomalies and the time series of the leading SVD
mode of the SAM anomalies are very high in the high latitudes of the SH and
middle to high latitudes of the NH during winter/springtimes. The features
of the first SVD mode (If total ozone anomalies resemble the ozone trend fit
of the regressions calculated by Randel and Cobb [1994], while the behavior
of the leading SVD mode and its time series of the SAM anomalies hints on
a decadal decrease of the stratospheric wave activity in the middle and high
latitudes in 1979-1991.
The results of these analyses were used in the numerical experiments
with the 2-D model of gas-phase chemistry and residual circulation and the
planetary wave model. The observed variations of the monthly mean zonal
wind were incorporated into these models to study the response of ozone
layer to the interannual variations of the stratospheric dynamics using some
simple parametrizations. The preliminary results showed that the decrease
(increase) of the stratospheric planetary wave activity results in the decrease
(increase) of ozone amounts in high latitudes during winter/spring seasons.
The further calculations axe conducting to take into account the observed
interannual variations of stratospheric dynamics in model predictions of the
response of ozone layer to the aircraft emissions.

5.Concluding remarks
The main question of the recent state of ozone problem is to distinguish
the influence of natural and anthropogenic impacts on the ozone; layer deple
tion. On the one hand, the presented results give evidences of sharp changes
of stratospheric circulation in the beginning of 80’s and, on the other hand,
its strong relations with total ozone anomalies during 1979-1991. The anal
ysis of the linear trend of zonal mean wind at 100 hPa in the high latitudes
of the SH showed that the largest increase of westerlies occurred in June August, not in October, when ozone reductions axe most prominent [Jadin,
1996b]. This can imply that the long-term changes of stratospheric dynam
ics are unlikely caused by variations in the radiative budget of the lower
stratosphere. Probably, decadal changes of the stratospheric wave activity,
which can be associated with a large increase of the sea surface temperature
(SST) in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian ocean in the end of 70’s [Smith
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et al., 1994], may be a primary reason both of the stratospheric circulation
anomalies and ozone trends. The decadal decrease of wave activity can create
favorable conditions for chemical mechanisms of ozone layer destruction and
a decrease of eddy ozone exchange. The large correlations between the SST
anomalies in the central Pacific and ozone hole development in the Antarctic
[Angell, 1988; Kodera and Yamazaki, 1989], as well as between the SST’s in
the North Atlantic and total ozone anomalies over the Europe [Jadin,1992]
argue in favor this point of view. The results presented here can be used for
model predictions of the future behavior of ozone layer taking account the
interannual and decadal variations in the coupled ocean-atmosphere system.
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EFFECTS OF NOx AND S02 INJECTIONS BY SUPERSONIC AVIATION
ON SULFATE AEROSOL AND OZONE IN THE TROPOSPHERE AND
STRATOSPHERE
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Abstract. The impact of supersonic aviation on atmospheric ozone and sulfate aerosol is examined with the
help of a two-dimensional dynamical/radiative/chemical model of ozonosphere including aerosol physics.
For S02 emissions from aircraft as gas, gas/particles (90%/10%) mix, and particles of 0.01pm radius the
| sulphate aerosol surface density at maximum of changes increases against its background value by -50%,
-75%, and -200%, respectively. This effect of S02 emissions with insignificant NOx injection leads to a
1 significant decrease of total ozone by 2015 in the entire atmosphere. For NOx emissions which are
j anticipated in future (EI(NOx) =15) any kind of S02 emission results in significant weakening of
^supersonic aviation impact on ozone layer in the Northern Hemisphere.

1. INTRODUCTION
As we approach the age of High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT, commercial flights are
scheduled at the beginning of the 21st century), the possible impact of aviation on atmospheric
ozone arouses constantly growing interest. These flights will go along existing routes at heights
from 15 to 24 km. These heights are known to be those where maximums in distribution of ozone
and aerosol sulfate particles are formed. Therefore, this stratospheric region is the most sensitive
to changes in gas and aerosol composition of the atmosphere.
By now, many authors [1, 2] have shown that surface heterogeneous processes on
background sulfate aerosol are decisive for global impact of stratospheric aviation on ozone.
Evaluation of ozone destruction which takes into account these processes gives 3 to 5 times less
estimates than the prediction based on only gas-phase processes [3]. The effect is mostly caused
by hydrolysis of N2O5 on sulfate aerosol particles
(Rl)

N205 + H20(aerosol) -» 2HN03.

As a result, ozone destruction in nitrogen catalytic cycle is drastically reduced.
Some works which include aerosol physics considerations [2, 4-7] also indicate that the
heterogeneous effect becomes still stronger if we take into account the impact of S02 emission
from aircraft engines on atmospheric sulfate aerosol layer.
Notice that all the above works fail to include a factor of conversion of aircraft injected gas
components into the other state. Some other findings [8] indicate that conditions existing in the
stratospheric region of HSCT flights stimulate formation in the aircraft plume of sulfate aerosol
particles from SO2 molecules containing in aircraft exhausts. Therefore, examination of the impact
of SO2 emission from supersonic aircraft on atmospheric aerosol must include scenarios of either
complete or partial conversion of SO2 into sulfate particles.
Weisenstein et al. [9] were the first who used such scenarios for their research. Their
calculation of stratospheric aerosol loading showed that for full conversion of SO2 from aircraft
engine discharges into sulphate particles the impact of the latter on the atmosphere leads to a very
large increase in the density of the sulfate aerosol surface. This fact results in a significant change
of stratospheric ozone distribution.
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Dyominov and Zadorozhny [10] obtained similar results for the scenarios identical to those in
[9]. In this work we examine the impact of NOx and SO2 emissions from supersonic aircraft
(Mach 2.4) on the ozone and sulfate aerosol layers of the atmosphere. The emphasis is given to
examining global annual average change of sulfate aerosol and ozone in the troposphere and
stratosphere. This approach makes it possible to delineate basic features of buffering properties of
atmospheric sulfate aerosol, that is, the ability of sulfate aerosol particles, due to heterogeneous
and microphysical processes, to significantly reduce the impact of supersonic aviation on
atmospheric ozone.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The impact of aviation on atmospheric ozone and sulfate aerosol is examined with the help of
an interactive numerical two-dimensional zonal averaged model of the ozonosphere. This model
is used to calculate diabatic circulation, temperature, gas and aerosol composition of the
troposphere and the stratosphere at latitudes from the North to South Poles in a self-consistent
way.
Photochemical, radiative, dynamical, and aerosol units of the model are given detailed
description in [2, 11-13], The model calculates 45 minor gas constituents describing the condition
of seven families: Ox, HOx, NOy, Cly, Brx, CHOx, and HSOx. The interaction of all gas constituents
is entered into by 157 photochemical reactions. Twenty six of their number describe the
interaction of sulfate components DMS, CS2, H2S, OCS, S, SO, SO2, SO3, HSO3, H2SO4.
The temperature stratification of the atmosphere is determined by the heat balance equation
for the entire region. Calculation of the atmospheric heating (cooling) rates takes into account
heat fluxes due to convection, turbulent heat exchange, solar and infrared radiation.
Dynamical processes of the atmosphere are represented in the model with residual meridional
circulation. The latter is described by the system of equations for zonal averaged horizontal
motion and a thermodynamic equation of energy.
Distribution of sulfate aerosol particles with radii 0.0064 pm < r < 5.2 pm is defined from a
system of continuity equations for particle size distribution functions n(r):

&t(r)..

dn(f)\

The right-hand terms of equation (1) characterise processes of heterogeneous and homogeneous
nucleation, condensation, evaporation, coagulation, sedimentation, and washout of particles, as
well as their transport by diabatic circulation and turbulent diffusion. For the purpose of numerical
solution of equation (1) the particle size distribution function n(r) is replaced with a discrete
function Nt (t;, ri+l), where i is the number of an interval (or bin) on a grid of discrete radii,

rj+l = iflr,; At: = (ifl - 1)rj;

rn - ife”'1 • r3. The total number of bins is 30.

Calculations show [2, 11-13] that the model is quite adequate in describing major features of
dynamic processes, thermal regime, gas and aerosol composition of the troposphere and
stratosphere.

3. SCENARIOS
Calculations of global impact by regular flights of 500 supersonic aircraft on the ozone and
sulfate aerosol layers are carried out for the period from 1990 through 2015. Boundary conditions
for the atmospheric background of 1990 correspond to the data of [1], For 2015, new
recommendations give CHsBr, N20, CH4, and C02 mixing ratios equal to 15 pptv, 300 ppbv,
1994 ppbv, and 412 ppmv, respectively. Averaged global fuel consumption is 60 megaton a year.
Calculations are carried out with the two values of nitrogen oxide emission index (EI(NOx)), 15 g
and 5 g of N02 equivalent per 1 kg of fuel. Emission index for S02, H20, CO and CH4 are
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adopted to be 0.4, 1230, 1.5 and 0.2 g per 1 kg of fuel. The ratio of a mean speed of flights to the
sound velocity (Mach number) is 2.4. Calculations are carried out with and without account taken
for SO2 emission from aircraft engines. Three kinds of SO2 emission are used: as 100% gas,
gas/particles (90%/10%) mix, and 100% particles. The size of sulphate particles is taken to be
0.01 pm [8, 9], In addition to reaction R1 our calculation takes into account reactions C10N02
and BrON02 hydrolysis on sulfate aerosol particles:
(R2)
(R3)

CIONO2 + H20(aerosol) -> HOC1 + HN03,
BrON02 + H20(aerosol) -> HOBr + HN03.

The adopted values of y, a heterogeneous reaction probability, are as follows: yi = 0.1[1]; y2 =
0.006 exp(0.15(200-T)) [1]; and y3 = 0.4 [14]. The prognosis for ozone in 2015 for various
scenarios, including combinations of NOx and SO2 emissions from aircraft is made for the two
states of chlorine background [C1Y] in 2015: 3 ppbv and 2 ppbv.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of self-consistent model calculations show that without SO2 emission (EI(SO2)=0)
the impact of aircraft exhausts on a background value of sulfate aerosol surface density (see
Figure la) is hardly noticeable. This fact allows us to take into account only SO2 emission for
estimation of supersonic aviation impact on the sulfate aerosol layer of the atmosphere. This
estimation gives a significant (about 35%-50%) increase of aerosol surface density in the lower
Northern stratosphere following SO2 injection in the gaseous form {Figure lb). Gas/particle
(90%/10%) mix gives a still more significant increase {Figure lc). The maximum amounts to ~75
percent. When all SO2 converts into sulfate particles, the latter cause a catastrophically great
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Fig. 1. Calculated annual average aerosol surface density (a) for background conditions (10~8 cm'1), and
percent difference from background with emission of S02 from supersonic aircraft as (b) 100% gas, (c)
90% SO2 gas and 10% particles, and (d) 100% particles of 0.01 pm radius.
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(~ 100-200%) increase in aerosol surface density (see Figure Id) in a wide range of latitudes
(20°S-90°N). All these effects are caused mainly by increased H2SO4 content and nucleation,
condensation, and, to a lesser degree, by coagulation.
In light of all the above results, prognostic estimates of ozone change by 2015 due to HSCT
flights shows that, for the background sulfate aerosol (EI(SO2))=0), NOx emission leads to a fairly
significant decrease in annual average total ozone (see curve 1 in Figure 2). The greatest total
ozone decrease is observed at EI(NOx) =15 and 2 ppbv [C1Y] (see curve 1 in Figure 2b), and the
smallest decrease is observed at EI(NOx) = 5 and 3 ppbv [C1Y] (see curve 1 in Figure 2c). If we
take into account that the sulfate aerosol surface changes due to S02 emission, we obtain for the
two examined chlorine background conditions that nitrogen oxide injection with EI(NOx)=15
leads to a decrease of total ozone depletion in the Northern Hemisphere and an increase in the
Southern Hemisphere (see curves 2-4 in Figures 2a, b). For the latter case, an increase of ozone
depletion is quite significant at 3 ppbv [C1Y] and insignificant at 2 ppbv [C1Y], For the two
chlorine background conditions and all S02 emission scenarios with EI(NOx)=5 leads to an
increase of total ozone depletion both in the Northern and the Southern Hemisphere (see curves
2-4 in Figures 2c, d).
All the above results are caused mainly by heterogeneous processes. Some of these processes
weaken destructive impact of hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, and bromine catalytic cycles on
ozone, while others strengthen it. To make clear how these processes influence ozone changes
during HSCT flights, consider local ozone change at 45°N in June for all scenarios (Figure 3).
For significant nitrogen oxide discharges (EI(NOx)=15) we see a decrease of ozone depletion (see
curves 2-4 in Figures 3a, b). It is entirely due to reaction Rl. While converting N205 (and
consequently NOx) into chemically inert HNO3, this reaction leads to significant weakening of
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Fig. 2. Percent change in annual average total ozone due to NOx and SO2 emission from supersonic
aircraft. Curve (1) shows results with no SO2 emissions. Curve (2-4) include SO2 emission as (2) 100%
gas, (3) 90% SO2 gas and 10%particles, and (4) 100%particles of 0.01pm radius.
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ozone destruction via the nitrogen catalytic cycle. The higher the sulfate aerosol particle surface
density, the greater this weakening of ozone destruction (sf. curves 2-4 in Figure 3b). The role of
the heterogeneous reaction R1 is greatly reduced due to reactions R2 and R3. The reason is that
active HOC1 and HOBr that form in these reactions leads to strengthened ozone destruction via
hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine catalytic cycles. It is the strengthening of ozone destruction via
hydrogen and chlorine catalytic cycles that entirely change the character of a decrease of the
ozone depletion at 3 ppbv [C1Y] in comparison with that at 2 ppbv [C1Y] (cf. curves 2-4 in
Figures 3a and 3b). For an insignificant nitrogen oxide injection (EI(NOx)=5) and the two
examined chlorine background conditions the ozone depletion is increased (see curves 2-4 in
Figures 3c, d). This increase is entirely caused by the strengthening of ozone destruction via the
hydrogen, chlorine, and bromine catalytic cycles. The higher the sulfate aerosol particle surface
density, the greater this strengthening of ozone destruction caused by reactions 2 and 3 (cf. curves
2-4 in Figures 3c,d).
Shown in the calculations the character of local ozone changes at 45 °N is also present at all
latitudes of the Northern and the Southern Hemispheres. This fact does determine latitudinal
variations of changes in annual average total ozone due to supersonic aviation flight. For example,
in the Southern Hemisphere, where the atmospheric discharges of nitrogen oxides (both for
EI(NOx)=15 and for EI(NOx)=5) are insignificant, the ozone depletion increase (see curves 2-4 in
Figure 2) is entirely caused by the strengthening of ozone destruction via the hydrogen, chlorine,
and bromine catalytic cycles. The identical effect is seen in the Northern Hemisphere for nitrogen
oxide injection with EI(NOx)=5 (cf. curves 2-4 in Figures 2c,d).
Only nitrogen oxide injection with EI(NOx)=15 in the Northern Hemisphere results in an
ozone depletion decrease. It is caused by the weakening of ozone destruction via the nitrogen

Ozone Change (%)

Fig. 3. Percent change in of local ozone for June at 45°N due to NOx and S02 emission from supersonic
aircraft. Curve (1) shows results with no S02 emissions. Curve (2-4) include S02 emission as (2) 100%
gas, (3) 90% S02 gas and 10%particles, and (4) 100%particles of 0.01pm radius.
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catalytic cycle. So, for NOx and SO2 emissions from aircraft engines anticipated in near future
(that is, with EI(NOx) = 15 and with EI(S02) = 0.4) sulfate aerosol layer is a buffer in the
atmosphere of the Northern Hemisphere for every kind of SO2 emission, that is, it leads (due to
heterogeneous and microphysical processes) to the weakening of impact of regulzir flights of
supersonic aviation on the ozone layer of the atmosphere.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank very much Debra K. Weisenstein for the data for the scenarios
used in this work. The work was supported under Grant No. 94-05-16661 of the Russian Foundation for
Basic Research.
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The Global Distribution of Tropospheric NOx
estimated by a 3-D Chemical Tracer Model
Annette B. Kraus, Franz Rohrer, and Dieter H. Ehhalt
Institut fur Atmospharische Chemie, Forschungszentrum Jiilich, Jiilich, Germany

1 Abstract
The global distribution of NOx in the troposphere is calculated using a three-dimensional
chemical tracer model with a simplified chemistry scheme for the tracers NOx = NO + NO2
and HNO3. At northern mid- and high latitudes, the calculated tropospheric NOx content
is dominated by the surface source fossil fuel combustion. In the tropical free troposphere
lightning discharges provide about 80% of the total NOx throughout the year. The zonally averaged fractional contribution of aircraft emissions strongly depends on season. The-

J^i^est-eot^biition-of4his~sepfeeraveg-€0%7-occuis-duriflg-dmmary-hft-the-upfiw4fepesphefe- b etwcen -45° N-'amTOO0 N.
The NO mixing ratios determined by the model show good overall agreement with corre
sponding zonal mean values observed during the STRATOZ III aircraft campaign in June.
Th«-same~atecrts-4r^oTcauneasufemexits-madeTn--Jamiary-4ur4iig the TROPOZ II campaign,
TmiuM^A4it-the-seti%heFn-*eniisphere. Over Canada, mixing ratios as high as 0.5-1.0 ppbv
<TO were measured during TROPOZ II, the origin of which is not yet understood.

"2

Introduction

The nitrogen oxides NO and NO2 play a dual role in tropospheric chemistry: They are
a major factor affecting the concentration of the hydroxyl radical, OH, which is the main
oxidizing agent in the troposphere. Even more important, they control the tropospheric
formation of ozone, O3. Through their impact on tropospheric chemistry the NOx - although
unimportant greenhouse gases by themselves - do also exert an indirect influence on the
earth’s radiation budget.
Since the response of tropospheric chemistry is highly non-linear with respect to changes
in the NOx concentration [e.g., Ehhalt and Rohrer, 1995], the predicted impact of anthro
pogenic NOx emissions strongly depends on the initial NOx distribution. That distribution
is poorly known. Because of its short lifetime, the tropospheric concentration of NOx is
highly variable in space and time, and it takes numerous measurements to characterize the
global NOx distribution. An adequate data base for that purpose still does not exist. Aim of
the calculations presented in the following is to fill that gap, at least as far as this is possible
at the moment. Calculated distributions of NOx must have a fair degree of uncertainty,
since, for example, some of the sources of NOx are poorly quantified.

3

Model Description

The Chemical Tracer Model CTM used here [Prather et al, 1987] solves continuity equations:

source
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for chemically reactive tracers
% E {NOx, HNO3} on an Eulerian
grid with a spatial resolution of 10°
x 8 (longitude x latitude) and
9 sigma layers in the vertical between the Earth’s surface and 10
hPa. The temporal resolution of
the CTM is 8 hours for dynamical
processes and 1 hour for sources,
sinks, and chemistry. The meteorological input data which are necessary to run the CTM are provided

source
fossil fuel combustion
soii microbial activity
lightning discharges
biomass burning
transport from the
stratosphere
aircraft emissions
Table

1

:

emission rate
(range of estimates:)
[Mt j\x yr-ij

annual
cycle

21.9 (13.1 - 28.9)
4 (1 - 20)
5 (2 - 10)
4.4 (2.5 - 16.5)

no
yes
yes
yes

0.65 (0.3 - 0.9)
0.45 (0.45 - 0.85)

yes
no

Sources and emission rates used

in the CTM.

by the GISS GCM [Hansen et al., 1983]. The photolysis rates Jno2 an<^ ^HN03

38

we^

as the mixing ratios of O3 and OH are prescribed as 5-day mean values [for references, see
Kraus et al., 1996]. Important consequence thereof is the fact that the model chemistry is
linear.
The sources included in the CTM are listed in Table 1 together with their emission rates
assumed here. Figure 1 shows maps of source distributions during January and July for
three types of sources. Details and references of the source parameterizations are given by
Kraus et al. [1996], except for the new lightning source parameterization used here, which is
discussed in Kraus [1996].
Dry deposition acts as a sink of NOx and HNO3, whereas the wet deposition processes
washout and rainout only affect the water soluble species HNO3. As in Ehhalt el al. [1992],
these three sink processes are parameterized in very simple manner here.

4

Results

The tropospheric distribution of NOx is shown in Figure 3 for January and July at three
different altitudes. It is characterized in the lowest model layer by mixing ratios on the order
of 1-10 ppbv at the main continental source regions at norhtern mid-latidudes. At other
continental regions the NOx mixing ratio is about 100 pptv. In the middle troposphere,
peak NOx mixing ratios of about 50 pptv are reached in regions of strong vertical mixing.
In the tropics, most of the NOx present at 500 hPa is injected directly at that pressure by
lightning. Above the main source regions at northern mid-latitudes, most of the NOx is lifted
from the PEL. In the upper troposphere significantly higher NOx mixing ratios are obtained
than in the middle troposphere. This feature occurs since the models’s deep wet convection
transports polluted air from the boundary layer directly to that altitude; entrainment does
not occur. Further, the chemical lifetime of NOx is about 10 days in the upper troposphere,
whereas it is only 1-2 days in the PEL. The difference between the NOx patterns for January
and July mainly reflects the difference in the corresponding convection patterns.
Vertical profiles with relatively high mixing ratios in the lower and in the upper tropo
sphere and relatively low mixing ratios in between often are called “C-shaped” [Ehhalt et al.,
1992]. This C-shaped structure of the tropospheric NOx distribution is clearly visible in
Figure 2 which gives zonally averaged monthly mean values. In addition, this figure shows
the strong interhemispheric gradient of tropospheric NOx mixing ratios.
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4.1

Contributions of the Individual Sources

Figure 4 shows how large the zonally av
eraged relative contributions of the surface
sources, lightning, and aircraft emissions are
during January and July. Combined with
Figure 2, this figure gives the corresponding
zonally averaged absolute contributions of the
three types of sources.

(a) January

Surface Sources

July (d)

The most important contributions to the to
tal tropospheric burden of NOx come from the
following individual sources:
1. Fossil fuel combustion: in the lower

(b) January

Lightning Discharges

July (e)

troposphere at northern mid- and higher lati
tudes (relative contribution of more than 70%
in summer and up to 95% in winter). At
southern mid-latitudes, they also are the dom
inant source.
2. Soil microbial activity and biomass
burning: in the tropics near the surface and
in the upper troposphere (relative contribu
tion of about 40% for both sources together).
Soil microbial activity is the stronger source
in July and biomass buring it is in January.
3. Lightning discharges: more than 80%

180W120W60W

60E 120E 180 120W60W

0

60E 120E180E

Figure 1: Monthly mean NOx emission rates with
contours at 1, 50, 250, and 1000 mg N m-2 yr-1 in

in the tropical middle troposphere throughout panels (a), (c), and (d), 1,15, 50, and 90 mg N m -2
the year
yr-1 in panels (b) and (e), and 0.1, 1, and 10 pptv

4. Aircraft emissions: make a significant ^ panel
contribution only in the upper toposphere at northern mid-latitudes. Their relative contri
bution strongly depends on the degree of vertical mixing within the troposphere. It is large
(up to almost 70%) in winter and less than 20% in summer.

5

Comparison with Observations

Figure 5 shows that the main structure
of NO mixing ratios observed in June 1984
during the STRATOZ III aircraft campaign
[Drummond et al., 1988] agrees well with cor
responding results obtained by the CTM along
the flight track. June monthly mean values of
the calculation are shown here, because the
CTM does not aim at reproducing observed
90S 60S 80S EQ SON 60N SON 90S 60S SOS EQ SON 60N SON
weather situations. Both panels of Figure 5
show a decrease of the NO mixing ratio with Figure 2: Zonally averaged monthly mean NOx
altitude in the lower troposphere and an in mixing ratios with contours at 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100,
crease when the pressure is lower than about 200, 500, and 1000 pptv.
400 hPa. Both panels also clearly show the interhemipheric gradient of the NO mixing ra
tio. The CTM underestimates the observed background NO mixing ratio are the southern
hemispheric free troposphere and the degree of pollution in the lower troposphere at northen
mid-latitudes. On the other hand, it overestimates the amount of NO present in the tropical
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upper troposphere. The latter two features
reflect the fact that entrainment processes are
missing in the convection parameterization of
the CTM. The enhanced NO mixing ratios ob
served at low altitudes originate in plumes of
polluted air close to airports.
Figure 6 shows that the agreement is worse be
tween NO mixing ratios observed in January
1991 during the TROPOZII aircraft campaign
[Rohrer et al., 1996] and corresponding calcu
lated monthly mean values. In the southern
hemisphere, the CTM reproduces the struc
ture of the observations quite well, but again
underestimates the absolute values. In the
northern hemisphere, the observations made
during TROPOZ II not necessarily are repre
sentative. In fact, NO was considerably en
hanced during that campaign in the tropi
cal lower troposphere over Central Africa as
a consequence of heavy bush fires. Further,
extremely high NO mixing ratios were ob
served during TROPOZ II in the free tropo
sphere over Canada, the origin of which is un
explained yet. Both these events are local and
transient in character and cannot be resolved
by the CTM.

6

(a)

January

July (d)

200 hPa

l—( so'

500 hPa

July

(e)

Lowest Model Layer

July

(f)

(b) January
60N —?

1A
60S —f
(C) January

30S
60S 180W120W 60W

0

60E 120E 180 120W60W

0

60E 120E180E

Figure 3: Monthly mean NO% mixing ratios with
contours at 1, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 pptv in
panels (a), (b), (d), and (e) and at 1, 10, 100, 500,
and 2500 pptv in panels (c) and (f).

Conclusion

The CTM provides an overview of the global distribution of NO% in the troposphere.
This distribution is dominated by the surface sources (fossil fuel combustion in particular)
at northern mid- and higher latitudes, by lightning acitivity in the tropics, and by aircraft
emissions in the winterly upper troposphere at northern mid-latitudes.
The main features of observed NO distributions are reproduced well by the CTM, local
effects, however, cannot be resolved.
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Figure 5: Zonally averaged NOx mixing ratios with contours at 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200,
300, and 400 pptv.
Left panel: Observations from the STRATOZ III aircraft campaign.
Right panel: Monthly mean values calculated by the CTM along the flight track for June.
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Figure 6: Zonally averaged NOx mixing ratios with contours at 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200,
300, and 400 pptv.
Left panel: Observations from the TROPOZ II aircraft campaign.
Right panel: Monthly mean values calculated by the CTM along the flight track for January.
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On the impact of aircraft emitted NOx on
upper troposphere photochemistry
Andreas Wahner, Franz Rohrer and Dieter H. Ehhalt
Institut fur Atmospharische Chemie, Forschungszentrum Julich, Julich, Germany

Abstract: In a previous paper we showed that emissions by subsonic aircraft contributed
about 30% to the burden of nitrogen oxides in the upper troposphere at Northern mid
latitudes [1]. The enhanced nitrogen oxide concentrations influence the photochemical
production of ozone~aTweIT as >d the~steiH3Fsfate~cdncehtrations~oflivdimvrradicals, OH,
in the upper jro^sphefe"~Currerit~5timates~place the resulting zonally averaged increase of
summertime ozone around 5%. That incrgagfcis-^ipall compared to the impact of NO^ from
^
fossil fuel combustion on boundary layer ozone. We have used & simple quasi 2-D model‘for ~
the latitude band 40°-50° N to analyze the reasons for that. Themmd^Wnctudes asImplihecT
CHT-CCTcKemistr^i^^
of upper tropospheric NOg.namely lightning,
strat6sp£ericTnpuf7aircraft emissions_an3jEasTupw:ard~tran§pbrrdrsurface emissions. The
dlSerences‘~t5efweenTlie~Ta«eus-td!5micarpatHways™produdng^nd^destr^ing ozone in the
planetary boundary layer on the one hand and in the upper troposphere on the other are
closely linked to differences in the local OH chemistry. It is shown that the maximum of
net Os production and OH concentrations occur at mucET lower NO* mixing ratios (200
pptv) thaninIhe^lower~troposplie£i^T~NO^"'concentrations inthat range are measured at
northern mid-latitudes. Therefore, the increase of tropospheric ozone due to increased NO*
by aircraft emissions is expected to be small.
1 PHOTOCHEMISTRY IN THE UPPER TROPOSPHERE
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram describing the major reaction paths controlling the OH
concentration and the photochemical ozone production in the upper troposphere. The
major differences to the chemistry in the lower troposphere are :

• Because of the low mixing ratio of water vapor, the primary OH formation (O3 H- hv +
H20) is up to three orders of magnitude slower.
• The secondary HOx production through oxidation of methane has a much higher yield
(about 0.6).
• The removal of HNO4 by reaction with OH is important (Figure 2).
• The maximum of [OH] and of the ozone production rate is shifted to much lower [NOx]
(Figure 3).2 03
2 2-D MODEL CALCULATIONS
To illustrate the effect of the nonlinearities (Figure 3) on the prediction of the changes in the
03 concentration induced by aircraft emissions we performed a case study with a simple zonal
channel model [1]. The model is designed to calculate the altitude by longitude distribution of
trace species from 0-14 km altitude in the latitude band 40°-50°N. It calculates transport by
advection, vertical eddy diffusion and deep convection. The model includes NO emissions by
fossil fuel combustion, biomass burning, soil emissions, lightning, aircraft and stratospheric
influx. Due to the fact that over large regions the NO mixing ratios in the upper troposphere
(Figure 4) are close to those that produce the maximum OH concentrations, the changes in
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Fluxes in 103 cm"3 s"1
HOx concentrations in 103 cm"3

het

0.1 (xO)
hv 3.1 (xO)

Height 10 km
d=8.59 x 1018 cm'3
100 ppb

01D + H20

NOx

113 ppt

2.5 (x2)

H20
CO

47 ppm
120 ppb

CH4

1660 ppb

H02 0.73 (x1)

OH

0.73 (x1)

hv 3.6 (x1)
0.35 (x1)

HI

Het
OH

0.75 (x1)
2(x2)

Figure 1: Major reaction paths controlling OH in the upper troposphere
OH due to aircraft emissions (Figure 5) are relatively small and both negative and positive.
The changes in the net production of O3 behave quite similar to the changes in OH. However,
because of the long lifetime of O3 in the upper troposphere, the O3 mixing ratio increases
everywhere (Figure 6). The areas of decreased net O3 production contribute to the small
overall increase of O3 : on average about 2% at 8-12 km altitude. The major uncertainties
in these calculations are:
• Inputs of NOx into the upper troposphere from sources other than aircraft emissions
(lightning, fast upward transport of surface emissions).
• The global distributions of H20 and O3.
• The photolysis frequencies of O3, N02 and HCHO.
• The products of the reaction of HNO4 with OH.
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Figure 4: Calculated zonal distribution of NO during June 1984, 45°N
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Figure 5: Calculated relative change of OH induced by aircraft emissions of NO (June, 45°N)
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The role of convective tracer transport
for the NOx content in the North Atlantic flight corridor
Ines Kohler and Robert Sausen
DLR, Institut fur Physik der Atmosphare, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
Abstract
The effect of convective tracer transport on the NOx distribution at cruising altitudes
is studied by means of the atmosphere general circulation model ECHAM which was
extended by a simplified (linear) NOx chemistry module. NOz originates from several
sources including aircraft emissions. Two numerical simulations have been performed:
one including convective tracer transport and one without this process. The differences
in the NOx distribution of these two runs are discussed,-m-this-papeF.

1.

Introduction

Surface sources substantially contribute to the NOx burden of the upper troposphere at
the northern mid latitudes. Brasseur et al. (1996) found that in July «25% of NOx in the
upper troposphere of the northern mid latitudes is provided by surface sources. Kohler et
al. (1996) show that for the same month more than 55% of the atmospheric NOx content in
the same region originates from these sources. It is well known that convective transport is
an important dynamic process with large impact on the vertical structures of temperature,
moisture, and mixing ratios of chemical species. In this paper we investigate the quantitative
importance of convection to tracer distributions, in particular to the NOx distributions
arising from different sources.

2.

Model and Experiments

The investigations were carried out by means of the atmosphere general circulation model
ECHAM3/T21 (Roeckner et al., 1992; Lohmann and Roeckner, 1995), which was extended
by a simplified (linear) NOx chemistry modul (Kohler et al., 1996). ECHAM is a state of the
art GCM. Tracers are advected by a semi-Lagrangian scheme. Cumulus convection including
convection of tracers is parametrized on the basis of a mass flux approach, comprising the
effects of deep, shallow, and mid level convection (Tiedtke, 1989).
The simplified chemistry treats NOx (NOx=NO+NC>2) and HNO3 as prognostic variables.
The nitrogen compounds are eventually removed from the atmosphere by dry deposition,
and HNO3 additionally by wash-out. The background-concentrations of OH and O3 are
prescribed. Due to the linearity of the chemistry modul, NOx and HNO3 from separate
sources can be treated independently. This has several advantages with respect to the
scientific insight. The relative contribution of individual sources to the total burden of
NOx can be calculated for each source from the results of one single simulation. As the
total emissions for various sources are quite uncertain, it might be necessary to rescale the
results which can be done easily. Further details about the model can be found in Kohler et
al. (1996).
NOx is mainly produced by fossil fuel combustion, biomass burning, soil microbial activity,
lightning, degradation of N20 in the stratosphere, and aircraft emissions (Tab. I). The
latter emissions have been specified according to the ANCAT/DLR flight emissions data
base (ANCAT, 1995). From the total surface sources data set (Lee et al., 1996), which
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Table I - Input of N0X into the atmosphere from various sources as used in our model simulations.
sources

amounts
[Tg (N) yr-i]

aircraft (ANCAT/DLR database)
total surface sources (industry and surface traffic +
+ soil microbial activity + biomass burning)
surface sources USA
surface sources Europe
surface sources Asia
surface sources southern hemisphere
lightning
stratospheric production

0.85
31.2
5.8

8.5
5.3
5.2
5.0
0.64

includes the N0X emissions by fossil fuel combustion, biomass burning, and soil microbial
activity four different regional data sets were extracted: NOx surface emissions from the
United States, Europe, Asia, and the southern hemisphere.
In order to quantify the role of the convective tracer transport, two ten-year simulations in
seasonal cycle mode were performed, in which the convective transport for tracers was either
switched on or off. These simulations where preceded by a sufficiently long spin-up period
(Kohler et al., 1996).
The resulting June and November1 mean distributions of NOx (with and without convective
tracer transport) and the relative contributions of the different sources to the total atmo
spheric NOx burden are analysed in the North Atlantic flight corridor (NAFC), including
the contributions of surface sources from different countries or continents. The difference
between the control run (convective tracer transport is switched on) and the run without
convective tracer transport gives the effect of this process to the NOx distribution: positive
values indicate an increase of NOx and negative values a decrease.

3.

Results

June and November means of the NOx concentrations were calculated over a 10-year period.
The values in the Tables II, III, and IV are calculated for the region 28°N to 72°N, 82°W to
14°E, and 175 to 325 hPa, which includes the NAFC and which is contained in the figures.

3.1 Contributions of aircraft and surface emissions to the total NOx burden of
the atmosphere in the North Atlantic flight corridor
Figure la shows the distribution of total NOx at 200 hPa as calculated by ECHAM3 for
June (left) and November (right) in the NAFC region (when convection is switched on).
In November the NOx distribution is more zonally homogeneous than in June, as the zonal
wind component is larger, and the contributions are much smaller. In June and in November
relative maxima with concentrations higher than 375 pptv and 150 pptv, respectively, are
found over Europe. The seasonal differences in the NOx mixing ratios are due to stronger
vertical transport in June. In the eastern part of the NAFC the simulated mixing ratios of the
total NOx burden are about 225 pptv in June and 140 pptv in November. These values have
been confirmed by the POLINAT campaign (Schlager et al., 1996). The measured median
NO values were 125 pptv and 75 pptv for the summer and winter flights, respectively, with
1 June and November were analysed because measurements in the NAFC are available for these months
(Schlager et al., 1996).
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Fig. 1 - June (left) and November (right) mean NOx volume mixing ratios at 200 hPa as calculated
by ECHAM3 with all NOx sources included (a), with aircraft emissions only (b), and with all surface
emissions only (c). Convective tracer transport is switched on. Contour interval: 25 pptv. The
land-sea-mask indicates the horizontal resolution of the model.

a standard deviation of ± 70 pptv. Using measured NO and O3 mixing ratios, calculated
photo dissociation coefficients of NO2 and assuming a photochemical steady-state, the total
observed mean NOs concentration in this area is about 150 pptv in June/ July and 100 pptv
in November with an uncertainty of 20% to 30%.
The contribution of aircraft to the NO% mixing ratio is shown in Figure lb for June (left)
and November (right). In both months the NO% distribution due to aircraft emissions is not
fundamentally different from each other.
Contrary to the aircraft emission results the June and November mean distributions of
surface emissions are completely different (Fig. 1c). Not only that the NOx values are much
higher in June than in November (more than 175 pptv in June in contrast to 25 pptv in
November) but also the horizontal pattern is different. In November the structure is almost
zonal, but not in June. High NOx mixing ratios can be locally found over Europe and North
America.
The relative contributions of aircraft emissions and surface emissions to the total NOz burden
at 200 hPa (Fig. 2) are quite different for the two months: in November aircraft contribute
more than 70% to the total NO% burden in the NAFC and over Europe (Fig. 2a right). In
June the respective numbers are lower: less than 60% in the NAFC and about 40% over
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Fig. 2 - June (left) and November (right) mean relative contributions of aircraft emissions (a)
and surface emissions (b) to the total concentration of NOx at 200 hPa as calculated by ECHAM3.
Convective tracer transport is switched on. Contours are drawn at intervals of 10%.

Europe. The relative contributions of the surface emissions are almost vice versa {Fig. 2b):
lower in winter (% 20%) and higher in summer (~ 35% in the NAFC and
50% over
Europe).

3.2

Relative contributions of individual sources to the atmospheric NOx burden
in the North Atlantic flight corridor

The absolute and relative contributions of all (aircraft and non-aircraft) sources of nitrogen
oxides to the total NOx burden for June and November in the NAFC are summarized in
Table II. The smallest relative contributions (< 7%) arise from the stratospheric input,
from surface sources from Asia and from the southern hemisphere throughout the year. In
winter the relative contribution by lightning is of similar magnitude, but in summer it is
somewhat higher. The highest relative contribution of more than 60% is caused by aircraft
emissions in winter. In summer it is less than 40%. Now the highest relative contribution is
caused by surface sources (50%). In winter the absolute and relative contributions of surface
sources are much smaller. Surface sources in the USA and Europe differently contribute to
the NO% background concentration in June (23% and 14%, respectively), but smaller and
almost equally in November. The contribution of surface emissions from Europe is smaller
than from USA, because the emissions in the upper troposphere are mainly transported
eastward. The seasonal variation of the individual contributions primary originates from
different convective tracer transport (see Section 3.3).

3.3

Impact of convective tracer transport

Figure 1 and Table II show that the total NOx content in the NAFC is about a factor 1.5
higher in June than in November. Especially, the NO% contributions due to the total surface
emissions and the surface emissions from the USA, Europe, Asia and the southern hemisphere
are up to 4 times higher in June than in November, despite the fact that the surface sources
have no annual cycle. That indicates that due to stronger vertical tracer transport in June
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Table II - Masses (absolute contributions) of individual N0X sources as calculated by ECHAM3
in June and November (left) and relative contributions of individual N0X sources to the total at
mospheric burden of N0X (right) in the region 283 N to 723 N, 823 W to 14° E, and 175 to 825 hPa.
Convective tracer transport is switched on.

absolute contribution
source

[10« kg (NOz)]

total
surface sources
aircraft
lightning
stratospheric input
surface USA
surface Europe
surface Asia
surface south, hem.

June
12.27
6.12
4.72
1.07
0.35
2.85

1.62
0.68
0.06

November
7.82
2.33
4.95
0.53
0.00
0.65
0.39
0.55
0.05

relative contribution
f%l
November
June
—
—
49.9%
29.8%
38.5%
8.7%
2.9%
23.3%

63.3%
6.8%

0.0%

13.7%

8.3%
5.0%

5.5%
0.5%

7.0%
0.7%

Table III - Masses of individual N0X sources as calculated by ECHAM3 for June and November in
the region 283N to 723N, 823 W to 14°E, and 175 to 325 hPa with and without convection. The last
two columns show the differences in the masses from individual N0X sources between the control
run and the run without convective tracer transport.

source
total
surface sources
aircraft
surface USA
surface Europe

convection
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

mean values
[106 kg (N02)]
November
June
12.27
7.82
7.10
6.51
6.12
2.33
0.56
0.68
4.72
4.95
4.86
5.03
2.85
0.65
0.29
0.25
1.68
0.39
0.05
0.06

differences [10° kg (NOz)]
(with minus without convection)
November
June
5.17

1.31

5.44

1.77

-0.14

-0.08

2.56

0.40

1.63

0.33

much more surface emissions are transported in the upper troposphere. According to Tables
III and IV the contributions of the surface sources to the NOz content in the NAFC are
strongly influenced by convective tracer transport. When convective tracer transport is
switched off in the model simulation almost no surface emissions are transported in the
NAFC, both in June and in November. The relevance of convective processes is more distinct
in summer than in winter, e.g. about 90% of the NOx content due to all surface sources is
transported by convective tracer transport in the upper troposphere in June (Tab. IV), the
corresponding value for November is about 75%. Remind that in November less convective
events occur than in June.
The effect of convective tracer transport to the contribution of aircraft emissions is very
small and negative (Tabs. Ill and IV). If convection is switched off less NOx is removed
from the upper atmospheric levels.

Table IV - Ratio [%] of the N0X content in the region 28° N to 72? N, 82? W to 14° E and 175 to
325 hPa which is caused by convective tracer transport. Positive values indicate an increase of the
N0X content due to convection and negative values a decrease.
June
42.1%
88.8%
-3.0%
89.8%
97.0%

all sources
surface sources
aircraft
surface sources USA
surface sources Europe

November
16.8%
76.0%
-1.6%
61.5%
84.6%

4. Conclusions
The role of convective tracer transport on the NO* distribution in the North Atlantic flight
corridor was quantified. The convective tracer transport is the main physical process which
leads to transportation of surface NOx emissions into the North Atlantic flight corridor. Since
these emissions are responsible for 50% of the NOx content in this region, tracer transport
due to convection is necessary to simulate a realistic NOx content. Only then the changes
in the ozone production rate due to aircraft NO% emissions can be quantified.
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Implications of Imprecision in Kinetic Rate Data for Photochemical Model
Calculations
Richard W. Stewart, Anne M. Thompson
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD USA 20771

Abstract. Evaluation of uncertainties in photochemical model calculations is of great importance to
scientists performing assessment modeling. A major source of uncertainty is the measurement i mprecision
inherent in photochemical reaction rate data that modelers rely on. A rigorous method of evaluating the
impact of data imprecision on computational uncertainty is the study of error propagation using Monte
Carlo techniques. There are two problems with the current implementation of the Monte Carlo method.
First, there is no satisfactory way of accounting for the variation of imprecision with temperature in 1,2,
or 3D models; second, due to its computational expense, it is impractical in 3D model studies. This-papef
adriresSesfhese difficulties^
ek&eu&W
1. Introduction. The reaction rate data available for use in modeling studies consists of rate
components and their associated imprecisions. These are tabulated in references such as [1]
which we will refer to in this paper as ‘the standard compilation’. Formulae for the rates are
constructed from these components. For bimolecular rates the components typically consist of
an activation temperature, a rate value at 298K, an Arrhenius coefficient, and imprecisions in the
first two of these. The Arrhenius coefficient is not an independent datum, but is given for
convenience. In this paper we investigate some implications of treating the given rate
components as random variables with statistical properties derived from the stated component
values and their imprecisions. We assume that the activation temperature and rate at 298K are,
respectively, normally and lognormally distributed random variables. This leads to the
conclusion that the reaction rate is a lognormally distributed random variable. We derive analytic
expressions for the mean and median rates and show that the value used in modeling calculations
is the median. The mean rate differs from the median through the explicit incorporation of
component imprecisions in its analytic expression.
We have two goals in this paper. First, we seek a simple method of accounting for the
change of rate imprecision with temperature in Monte Carlo studies of error propagation. We
expect this to be of use in 1D and 2D model studies. Second, since Monte Carlo studies are
impractical with 3D photochemical models, we develop a method which we suggest may be of
use in estimating the effects of error propagation in such models.
Our first objective in attaining these goals will be to relate the data given for reaction rate
components in the standard compilation to statistical properties of random variables. This will
be the subject of section 2. Section 3 will then discuss the consequences of these relationships.
We will deal only with bimolecular reaction rates. The results may be generalized, however, to
termolecular and thermolysis rates [2],
2. A Reaction Rate Model for Uncertainty Estimation. To develop methods for establishing
the relationship between imprecisions in kinetic rate data and species uncertainties in
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photochemical model results we must make some initial assumptions about that data. We will
make two qualitative and three quantitative assumptions,
Our first and most basic qualitative assumption is that we accept the stated rate values
and imprecisions at face value. In effect, this means that although we realize that these data
include a subjective component, we treat them as though they resulted from analysis of a body of
measurements and as though these measurements were subject only to random and not
systematic errors. Our second qualitative assumption is to interpret the rates and imprecisions of
the standard rate compilation as statistical properties of random variables. This assumption is
not necessary to the use of the rate data for calculating concentrations in photochemical models,
but it is essential to their use in the study of error propagation in such models.
Our second qualitative assumption leads us to the first two of the quantitative
assumptions that form the basis of our analysis.
1) The activation temperature and its imprecision, 0, A6, are assumed to be the mean and
standard deviation of a normally distributed random variable. We will also refer to this variable,
6> as activation temperature.
2) The rate at 298K , ko, and its associated imprecision, fo, are assumed to be statistical
properties of a lognormally distributed random variable, K, the rate coefficient at 298K.
We introduce a random variable, X(0), which depends on the random variable
representing activation temperature, 0, and on two parameters: temperatures, T, and T0 = 298K.
X(0) = exp

0

U

77 J

(1)

The random variable representing the reaction rate, K(K>, 0), is now defined as
K(K, Q) = Ko X(0)
(2)
and this leads us to the statement of our third assumption.
3) Ko and X(0) are independently distributed.
The assumption that 0 is normally distributed implies that X(0) is lognormally distributed. The
assumptions that K> is lognormally distributed and that K and X are independently distributed
leads to the conclusion that the reaction rate, K, is a lognormally distributed random variable.
Details of the derivation of the statistical properties of K in terms of those of Ko and 0 are given
in [2], Here we summarize the results.
The Arrhenius coefficient is given by the usual expression,
(
A = K exp —
‘
(3)
The median of the lognormal distribution representing the reaction rate, K, is

k(T) = Acx Vi

(4)

and the mean is
(5)

where the temperature dependent argument in the exponential is
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A6

1

-i]
(6)

TJ
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This completes our initial objective of formulating the statistical properties of bimolecular
chemical reaction rates, viewed as random variables, in terms of the data given in the standard
compilation. We see that it is the median rate that is universally used in computing temperature
dependent rates in photochemical models. The mean rate differs from the median through its
explicit incorporation of the imprecisions f0 and A9.
One additional consequence of our assumptions is that the temperature dependence of
the rate imprecision differs from the expression given in [1]. Their heuristic expression is
A0 -a
/(7’) = /0exp
(7)
^0

while our derivation of eqs. (4) and (5) leads to

f(T) = 1 +

[1+(/o -1)"

exp

-1

To

l

(8)

Note that both reduce to f(T) = f0 when T = To. The expression for the temperature dependence
of the imprecision which we have found, eq (8), generally leads to a smaller increase in rate
imprecision with increasing temperature difference from To than does the imprecision given by
eq. (7). Additional discussion of the differences in these expressions is given in [2].

i

i

■1

3. Results. In this section we present two results following from the assumptions and
subsequent derivation given in section 2. The first of these results is a prescription for
incorporating the temperature dependence of reaction rate imprecision in Monte Carlo models
which sample rate values on a grid over which temperature varies. The second is a suggested
method of estimating the relative magnitudes of species concentration uncertainties resulting
from given imprecisions in reaction rate components.
The procedure we use in computing sample rates for a Monte Carlo calculation is based
on our assumptions regarding the probability distributions for random variables representing
activation temperature, 0, and the rate at 298K, ko. There are three steps:
1) Select a random variable from a normal distribution representing activation temperature.
There is a distribution for each temperature dependent rate with mean and standard
deviation taken from the standard compilation. We designate the sample activation
temperature by 0r.
2) Select a random variable from the lognormal distribution representing the rate at 298K. The
• mean and standard deviation are related to the quantities ko and given in the standard
compilation [2], Designate this component as kor.
3) Compute each model rate for the current Monte Carlo run using equations 1) and 2)
(i
iVi
kr(T) = k0r exp 6r
(9)
1%
After a series of Monte Carlo runs it may be verified that the numerical means of the rates given
by eq (9), at a specified temperature, agree with the analytic expression given by eq. (5) and that
the temperature dependence of the imprecisions is given by eq. (8). Note that the numerically
computed mean should be compared with the theoretical mean given by eq. (5) rather than the
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theoretical median given by eq. (4). Mean values are larger than the medians for a lognormal
distribution.
Our second result is more in the nature of a conjecture than a proof. Our assertion is that
if we make two model runs using median rates in one and mean rates in the other, then the
differences in species concentrations in these two runs will order themselves in approximately the
same way, largest to smallest, as would the concentration uncertainties computed from a series
of Monte Carlo runs. We reason as follows. Although modeled species will depend to some
degree on a large number of reaction rates, they typically will depend sensitively on only a few.
A quantitative expression of this fact may be found in rate-species correlations computed with a
Monte Carlo model [3], If one or more rates to which a species is sensitive have large meanmedian differences there will be correspondingly large concentration difference when these
alternate rate formulations are used in model runs. Large mean-median differences are a
consequence of large imprecisions, however, and such rates therefore have major impact on
concentration
Box Model
uncertainties in Monte
Carlo calculations.
We have tested
its validity of this
conjecture using two
independently
developed models. One
of these is the ID
(X
model used in the
o
Monte Carlo study of
ID Model
1Z
[3] updated with rate
values from [ 1 ] and
with the algorithm
given in eq. (9). The
second is the box model
described in [4] with
modifications necessary
for
the Monte Carlo
Mean Median Percent Difference
mode. The results
shown for the ID
Fig. I Comparison of concentration differences using median and mean
model
are taken from
rates with uncertainties obtainedfrom Monte Carlo calculations. The
abscissas are absolute values ofthe difference expressed as a percentage of the 10 km. altitude
level. The temperature
the value obtained with median rates. The ordinates are standard
deviations expressed as a percentage of the mean.
and pressure assumed
for the box model
calculations are also
characteristic of 10 km. This is the altitude of interest for study of the impact of subsonic
aircraft emissions on the atmosphere. A fuller description of these models is given in [2], Each
model was used to compare concentration differences resulting from the selection of median
rates in one case and mean rates in a second, then used in a full Monte Carlo calculation of
concentration uncertainties. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the Monte Carlo uncertainties with
the absolute value of the mean median difference for the box model (upper panel) and ID model
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(lower panel). The abscissas are the absolute values of the percent differences in species
concentrations using mean rates and median rates with the median case taken as the standard.
The ordinates are the Monte Carlo uncertainties, or standard deviations, expressed as a
percentage of the means. The solid lines are least squares linear fits to each case. The dashed
lines are lines of unit slope. The correlation coefficients are 0.87 for the box model and 0.65 for
the ID model. The coefficients of the lines (a + bx) are (a,b) = (21.1,2.85) and (40.0, 1.49) for
box and ID models. This figure demonstrates the relationship hypothesized above between
species differences based on use of mean vs. median rates and species uncertainties computed
from a Monte Carlo analysis. The ID model results are based on a set of 1500 runs while 6100
runs were performed with the box model. The greater scatter in the ID model results may result
from the smaller number of runs in this case. The lack of a zero intercept and the obvious
increased scatter at low values indicates that the relationship we hypothesize is better for the
more uncertain species in the model. These are, of course, the cases of greatest interest. Fig. 1
implies that the uncertainty/difference relationship may be model dependent and thus not
quantitatively applicable to other models. However, the fact that all points are above the lines of
unit slope in both cases suggests that the differences may be used as lower bounds on model
uncertainties computed with the Monte Carlo method.
4. Summary
We have assumed that reaction rate components given in standard references may be
interpreted as statistical properties of random variables. Based on further assumptions of the
probability distributions for these variables we have arrived at two results. First, we developed a
simple algorithm for taking into account the temperature dependence of rate impreciisions in
error propagation studies (eq. 9). Second, we used the difference in median and mean
formulations of reaction rates to suggest that concentration differences obtained using median
rates in one computer simulation and mean rates in another may be used to estimate the
uncertainty that would result from a Monte Carlo analysis of the effect of rate imprecisions on
species uncertainties. We suggest that the concentration differences are a lower bound on the
concentration uncertainties.
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A new 2D Climate Model with Chemistry and Selfconsistent Eddy-Parameter
ization: The Impact of Airplane NOx on the Chemistry of the Atmosphere

R. Geprags, G. Schmitz and D. Peters (Institut fur Atmospharenphysik, SchloBstr. 4-6, 18225
Kuhlungsborn, Germany)

A 2D version of the ECHAM T21 climate model (DICRZ, Hamburg) has been developed. The new model
includes an efficient spectral transport scheme with implicit diffusion. Furthermore, photodissociation and
chemistry of the NCAR 2D model (Btasseturel al., F995, private communication) have been incorporated.
A selfconsistent parameterization scheme is used for eddy heat- and momentum flux in the troposphere. It
is based on the heat flux parameterization of Branscome (4983) and mixing-length formulation for quasigeostrophic vorticity. Above 150 hPa the mixing-coefficient Kyy is prescribed. Some of the model results
are discussed, concerning especially the impact of aircraft NOx emission on the model chemistry.

1. Description of the 2D Model
The 2D model is based on the 3D GCM ECHAM 3.2 of the DKRZ-Hamburg. The aim is to
develop a selfconsistent 2D model for the lower stratosphere and the troposphere with realistic
parameterizations of wave fluxes, radiation, condensation and convection. Chemical processes
are included.
Characteristics:
19 Levels (top level 10 mb), T21-Resolution (32 meridional gridpoints),
Aqua-planet. Parameterizations of radiation, boundary-layer and water-cycle have been
adopted from the 3D model.
Parameterization of cumulus convection with a vertical adjustment scheme (Alexeev et al.,
1995).
Selfconsistent parametererization of horizontal heat flux, vertical heat flux and. horizontal
momentum flux in the troposphere. This scheme is based on a heat flux parameterization of
Branscome (1983) and the mixing length assumption for quasigeostrophic vorticity.
Above 200 mb we use prescribed mixing coefficients for the quasigeostrophic vorticity.
Residual circulation for the whole model.
Spectral transport-scheme for tracers with an Eulerian timestep and implicit diffusion terms.
Chemistry of the NCAR 2D model (Brasseur et al., 1995).
Calculation of the photodissoziation with the radiation code of the NCAR 2D model (Bras
seur et al., 1995).
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2. Eddy Parameterizations
The method is based on a formula of Branscome (1983) for the mean heat flux. The main depen
dence of the flux upon the mean potential temperature field 6 is given by

(1)

(2)

with a vertical scale D = 7.5 km. Kyy is the mixing coefficient. The flux grows quadratically with
the meridional temperature gradient. In consequence there is a strong transport of heat from the
tropics to higher latitudes.
Kyy is used in a mixing-length estimation for the meridional flux of the quasigeostrophic potential
vorticity Q :

(3)

In quasigeostrophic approximation this flux is given by the divergence of the Eliassen Palm flux.

) +fjL

/

dp

de
v

dp

(4)

J)

Therefore [ u*v*] is determined.
We add [ v*Q*] to the tendency of the zonal wind. This procedure leads to meridional and vertical
wind fields (residual circulation) which give an appropriate description of two dimensional trans
port.
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3. Results
The residual circulation is shown in fig. 1.

-0.005'
-0.005,

Fig. 1 - January mass-streamfunetion of the residual circulation in 1.0 10kg/s.

It has the typical structure of the diabatic circulation, with an upward motion in the Tropics up to
stratospheric heights and downward motion in subtropics and in polar regions. The mean circula
tion depends sensitively on the eddy-flux parameterizations and describes observational results
qualitatively. In fig. 2 the result for the parametrized Eliassen-Palm-fiux-divergence is shown,
with the contribution of vertical momentum flux being neglected.

Fig. 2 - Eliassen-Palm-fiux-divergence in [m/s/day]; January.

The EPF-divergence and the residual circulation yield a subtropical jet at 35°N (33 m/s) and a
zonal wind maximum of 50 m/s at 30 mb level.
The mean ozone distribution has been calculated with an eddy-parameterization given by
Branscome (1983) and is shown in fig. 3.
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CL

100-

Fig. 3 - January 0$ - concentrations in ppbv.

The stratospheric ozone maximum is too weak. It seems that this a consequence of the description
of photodissoziation above 10 hPa in the model. The tropospheric ozone concentration is compa
rable with other 2D-model results but stronger than in 3D-model-calculations (AERONOX,
1995).
The N20 concentration is shown in fig. 4. It is characterized by an asymmetric distribution
between the northern and southern hemisphere resulting from winter hemispheric ..planetary
wave" forcing due to the residual circulation. This model result is in a good agreement with
observations.

~300-

Fig. 4 - N20 - concentrations in ppbv, January.

The change of NOx concentration due to aircraft emission of NOx (Mclnnes, Walker, 1992) is
depicted in fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 - Changes ofNOx [pptv] concentrations due to aircraft N0X emissions for January.

The maximum change is stronger than in other computations (AERONOX 1995). It seems that
the large NOx concentrations result from large NOx chemical life times in the troposphere, so we
need additional NOx sinks in our model. The model describes well the chemical conversion
between NOx and O3.
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I—
The impact of contrail induced cirrus clouds on regional climate is estimated for atmospheric conditions
of Southern Germany that are typical for the months of July and October. This is done by the use of a
regionalized one-dimensional radiative convective model (RCM). The influence of an increased ice cloud
cover is studied by comparing RCM results using averaged climatological values of cloudiness with
those of a case with modified cloudiness. It turns out that a 10 % increase in ice cloud cover leads to a
surface temperature increase of 1.4 K and 1.2 K for the months of July and October, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Air traffic influences the atmosphere by emission of various gases and particles. Among
these, water vapour and aerosol particles acting as cloud nuclei are of special interest because
they support cloud formation thus, modifying an important climate factor. In view of the strongly
growing worldwide aircraft traffic the impact of contrail clouds is discussed recently again within
the scope of airtraffic and climate in general (Schumann, 1994). The global influence of contrails
on climate was studied by Liou et al. (1990) using a two dimensional energy balance model. As
result, an increase in surface temperature of 1 K in the case of an increase of cloud cover of 5 %
between 20° and 70° N was obtained. Ponater et al. (1995) studied the influence of an increase in
water vapour and in cirrus cloud cover induced by airtraffic using a three-dimensional climate
model. They show that a significant climate effect is more likely to occur on the basis of an
additional contrail cloud cover rather than on the basis of an additional water vapour amount due
to air traffic. For a contrail induced cloud cover of 5 % the lower troposphere is warming by
about 1 K at 50° N.
However, one may expect that contrails have a stronger impact on a regional scale than
on a global. To estimate this, a case study was carried out for an area of increased air traffic in
Southern Germany. This was done by use of a one-dimensional radiative convective model
(RCM), originally developed by Liou and Ou (1983) and modified within the present study to
allow modelling of regional climate by taking into account advection as an additional energy
source besides radiation and convection. The effects of an increased cirrus cloud cover on the
equilibrium temperature of a July and October atmosphere were calculated and the results are
presented in the following.

2. MODIFICATION OF THE RADIATIVE CONVECTIVE MODEL
2.1. Parameterization of advection
Radiative convective models are based on the assumption of a balance between the
radiative and turbulent heat exchange in each atmospheric layer of a single column that
represents globally averaged atmospheric conditions. They are widely used to determine the

vertical temperature profile as a global mean considering various forcing and feedback
mechanisms. The model of Liou and Ou (1983) that is used within this study divides the
atmosphere into 22 layers containing three cloud layers with a fixed cloud cover. To allow for a
calculation of the temperature profile on a regional scale and for limited time periods, advection
of energy has to be taken into account. For this purpose an ‘atmospheric box’ with vertical
boundaries surrounding the region of Southern Germany was defined and the net energy flux of
heat due to advective processes through the lateral faces of the box was determined by use of
radiosonde data from the nearly station of Munich that were averaged for the years 1981 to 1985.
The vertical profile of advected heat energy was set proportional to the wind profile. The
absolute value of the advected energy was chosen such that the net radiative energy loss or gain
at the top of the atmosphere is equal to the value determined by measurements of the ERBEsatellite experiment. These fluxes are - 59 W m"2 and 97 W m'2 for the months of July and
October respectively, the minus sign indicating an energy gain for the box. The satellite data
were taken for the area from 47.5° to 50° N and 10° to 12.5° E and cover quite accurately the
area of Bavaria in Southern Germany. For July, a five years average of monthly averaged net
fluxes is used (years 1985 to 1989). For October, corresponding data were available only for two
years, 1985 and 1986 respectively.

2.2. Microphysical and radiative properties of cirrus clouds
Special emphasis is given to the parameterization of the radiative properties of ice clouds.
In the original version of the RCM high level ice clouds consist of cylindrical^ shaped
monodisperse ice particles with a mean length of 200 pm, a mean radius of 30 pm and a mean
concentration of 0.05 cm "3. However, recent research results enforce these assumptions to be
modified. Models tend to underestimate the solar albedo of ice clouds when compared to
measurements (Stackhouse and Stephens, 1991), whereby measurements indicate (Strom, 1993;
Forkert et al., 1994) that a significant amount of ice particles with sizes smaller than 50 pm
exists in ice clouds. These particles will have an appreciable influence on the radiative
characteristics of ice clouds by enlarging the number of backscattered photons and herewith
increasing cloud albedo. Therefore, the original parameterization of ice clouds in the RCM
model was modified by assuming ice clouds to consist of a particle size distribution based on
measurements of small ice particles down to 2 pm particle size (Forkert et al., 1994) and for
particles larger than about 20 pm on the parameterization of Heymsfield and Platt (1984) which
is a function of temperature. The measurements of Forkert et al. (1994) were carried out with an
airborne Formvar ice particle replicator (Hallett, 1976) in a cirrus layer approximately at an
altitude between 9.5 and 11 km in the area north of the Alps.
The shape of the particles was assumed to be that of hexagonal columns, the ratio of
length to diameter following the measurements of Ono (1969) and the calculations of Hess and
Wiegner (1994). Table 1 shows the discretized ice particle size distribution as derived from the
two separate data sources. The given size represents crystal length.
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Table 1 Size distribution of ice cloud particles; particles in classes I and II are referred as ‘small’
particles in the text
size class

size range
pm

I

2-6

n
m
IV
V
VI
VII

vm

6-20

20-40
40-90
90 - 200
200 - 400
400 - 900
900 - 2000

particle
number
m"3
1.69- 105
3.87 • 105
6.58 • 103
1.44- 103
2.36 • 102
3.70- 101
8.25 • 10°
1.32- 10°

In order to show the effect of neglecting the small particles with sizes lower than 20 pm
calculations of the radiative properties of ice clouds are carried out in the following for two ice
particle size distributions, with and without small particles. For the two cases, the total particle
concentration is 5.64 -10'1 cm"3 and 8.33 • 10"3 cm"3 respectively, meaning that 98.5 % of all
particles are within the two classes I and n. Additional measurements in contrails near the Alps
(Forkert et al., 1994) showed that within the particle size range from 2 to about 100 pm the
measured size distribution for aged contrails (age larger than about 0.5 hour) lies within the
variability of the one measured in natural cirrus. Therefore, for the following calculations with
the RCM the radiative properties of natural and contrail induced high clouds have been assumed
to be the same.
The applied radiative convective model (Liou and Ou, 1983) uses a parameterization of
broadband infrared and solar radiative transfer and needs for this purpose the flux reflection,
absorption/emission and transmission properties of separate distinct scattering layers (clouds)
embedded in the atmosphere. These have been calculated by use of a radiative transfer model
(RTM) based on the Matrix-Operator-Theory (Plass et al., 1973). This RTM accounts for
processes of multiple scattering, absorption and thermal emission. The vertical profiles of
temperature, pressure, air density and aerosol and gaseous absorbers were specified according to
mean July and October conditions for the considered region of southern Germany.
In the visible part of the spectrum the optical properties of high ice clouds are
approximated by the assumption of hexagonal crystal shapes and geometrical optics. The sharp
forward peak of the phase function is truncated in the visible by applying the delta function
approximation. In the terrestrical spectral range, a Hennyey-Greenstein approximation of the
phase function is adapted which depends only on the asymmetry factor. Since the approximation
of geometrical optics is no more valid in this spectral range ice particles were assumed as spheres
with the same volume as those given in Table 1 and Mie calculations were carried out to
determine the optical properties. Tables 2 and 3 list the resulting broadband radiative properties
of high level ice clouds finally used interactively in the RCM. The radiative properties of middle
and low level clouds were taken as those from the original RCM corresponding to the
midlatitude case of Liou and Ou (1983). According to the results of Table 2 the solar reflection
of high ice clouds is strongly dominated by the amount of particles with sizes smaller than 20
pm. Table 3 lists the corresponding properties for the broadband infrared cloud properties.
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Table 2 Solar radiative properties of the cirrus layer as derived from RTM calculations
case

solar zenith
angle

transmittance

reflectance

O

r-

O
O

in

Jw
0.961
0.031
58.71°
0.980
JO
0.012
69.78°
0.054
OW
0.936
0.970
0.021
OO
69.78°
JW : July, cloud with small particles
JO : July, cloud without small particles
OW : October, cloud with small particles
OO : October, cloud without small
particles

Table 3 Derived ice cloud radiative properties in the terrestrial spectral range
case

emittance

transmittance

reflectance

JW
JO
OW
OO

0.381

0.695

0.024

0.319

0.784

0.011

0.315

0.733

0.024

0.248

0.751

0.010

3. MODEL RESULTS
Figure 1 shows results for the reference case, i.e. the case with climatological values of
cloud cover in October. Cloud cover values are taken from Warren et al. (1988) and <ire based on
ground observation averages for the years 1971 to 1981. Two resulting temperature profiles are
shown, the one results from including advection as outlined above, whereas the other results
from neglecting it. For comparison, the climatological October values of temperature as derived
from radiosonde data of the Munich station are shown.
Remarkable is the great influence of advection inducing a temperature difference of up to
25 K throughout the troposphere. It is important to note that the uncertainty of the satellite data is
in the order of 10 W/m2 corresponding to an uncertainty in the temperature profile of about 3 K.
The impact of additional high cloudiness induced by air traffic is estimated by comparing
the RCM results for an increased cloud cover with the ones for reference cases in July and
October. It is assumed that the additional high cloudiness adds to the natural cloudiness at the
expense of the uncovered area. The obtained results are depicted in Figure 2. As can be seen, an
additional increase in high cloudiness of 10 % causes surface temperature increases of 1.4 K and
1.2 K, respectively. A linear relation between cloud cover and surface temperature is obtained,
because the RCM weights fluxes linearly with cloud cover. Assuming the high clouds to be
composed only of larger particles leads to corresponding increases in surface temperature of 1.5
K and 1.3 K for July and October conditions, respectively. This indicates that with inclusion of
small ice particles the effect of the solar albedo increase exceeds the corresponding effect of the
increase in terrestrial emission of radiation. The current cloud cover which is due to aircraft
induced contrail cloudiness is estimated to be in the order of 0.5 % over Europe (Bakan et al.,
1994). In this case the increases in surface temperature are 0.07 and 0.06 K in July and October,
respectively.
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Fig. 1 Modelled temperature profiles for October with (solid) and without (dashed) advection
compared to radiosonde measurements (triangles)

180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320

temperature in K
Fig. 2 Increase in surface temperature ATsurf as function of the additional cirrus cloud cover due
to contrails Tj in the case of July (solid) and October (dashed over Southern Germany

4.
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Abstract

Jet condensation trails have been classified in AVHRR images from a couple of
month. It was tried to estimate their impact upon the radiation budget from the
observed radiances. This has been performed by direct comparison of contrail im
age points to neighboring image points, assuming a slowly varying background. The
classification method, basing on an artificial neural network for pattern recognition is
| explained tin this paper. The details of the estimation of the net impact of contrails
II upon the radiation budget are shown by one example.

1

Introduction

During the last years the impact of air traffic upon the earth’s atmosphere is heavily
discussed. Besides the input of Carbon Dioxide affecting the greenhouse effect and
pollutants probably damaging the ozone layer one obvious impact has only recently
become subject to discussions: The condensation trails of jet aircraft (Wendling 1990,
Grafil 1990, Roll 1990, Betancor et al. 1994). Due to their optical similarity to cirrus
clouds (both consist of tiny ice particles) contrails are suspected to affect the greenhouse
effect in some unknown way. This Poster deals with an idea to measure the impact of
contrails directly and simply from AVHRR Satellite images.

2 Neural networks to detect contrails in satel
lite images
In order to quickly identify contrails at GKSS in near real time we installed two kinds
of backpropagation neural networks. Originally realized using the Stuttgart Neural
Network Simulator (Zell et al. 1993),the network was trained to identify one image
pixel as contrail or not depending on the pixels neighbourhood. Training of this network
was performed using handpicked data samples. With this approch we were able to
identify about 90% of the contrails present in an image, while the misclassification
of background is strongly suppressed. The problem was that this network still needed
several hours to work through one image when we get a satellite image every two hours.
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Figure 1: Design of the Mark II
neural network to identify all con
trail pixels inside an image area.

Figure 2: Observational geometry of a
polar orbiting satellite at noon
Sun
incormg jotar
radiation
radiation detected

s
Hidden Layer

Output Layer

Currently we are using our Mark I network, realized in C++ code, trained by using
results from the first. This network shall identify all contrail pixels in the area at the
same time, thus increasing the computing time by a factor corresponding to the size
of its output layer (Fig.2). Since our old network sometimes leaves a contrail pixel
unidentified we have to check and correct each training pattern by hand.

3 A simple scheme for preliminary estimation
of the impact of contrails from satellite images
To get some preliminary results from Satellite images without consuming too much
computing time it seems appropriate to find a phenomenological way estimating the
impact of contrails upon the radiation budget.
The resolution of the NOAA-N series satellites in the SubSatellitePoint (SSP) is 1.1 km.
Assuming that the state of the atmosphere is changing on a larger scale than this, say,
about 6 km, one may, at a first glance, say that the additional effect of jet condensation
trails may be found by subtracting the radiance of the background from that of the
contrail. For a noon overpass of a satellite the observational geometry is nearly as
shown in Fig.2.
• Is the contrail visible in all five AVHRR channels ?

• How large are the errors introduced by this approach ?
• Where are we most error prone f
• How may we compensate for the errors thus introduced ?
Errors may be introduced by neglecting bi-directional reflectance, by different back
ground structure, due to variations in calibration.

4

Procedure

To get an impression of an answer to these questions we selected a set of contrails from
a satellite image following very restrictive guidelines:
• The contrail must extend along the scan direction to avoid confusion by a variation
in the calibration
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• The contrail must cross the SSP to simplify observational geometry

• The satellite must be on a noon overpass, s.o.
• The background to the contrail must be very homogeneous
We are, for practical purposes, not considering solar zenith angle here.
Along the contrail we estimated the radiance detected by the satellite for every tenth
pixel, if that was clearly discernible in the split window. Also, for each selected contrail
pixel we estimated the background radiance by taking that of a pixel detected within
5 pixels of the contrail, across-scan. The difference of the detected radiances (AS =
Rcontrail — Rbackground) for the contrails and each AVHRR channel is plotted in Fig.3
versus the position of the observed pixel along the scan (for display purposes normalized
to the maximum value found for AS in each channel).

5

Observations and Results

Figure 3: Difference of the Radiances
that from a corresponding background
contrails, plotted against the position
Data have been normalized to their

s
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In Fig.3 we notice a strong evidence for an influence of the observing angle on our
results for both solar channels 1 and 2, while for the terrestrial channels there seems
to be no evidence. Furthermore the impact of the observing angle depends on the
background of the contrail, it seems strongest for clear but negligible for low clouds.
The effect of bi-directional reflectance already appears for small angles (see Contrail 2
in Fig.3) in the observation geometry as shown in Fig.2.
On the other hand the method investigated here seems fit to quickly estimate the
impact of contrails upon the terrestrial radiation, where no directional bias appears.
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6

Summary

A simple idea to estimate the additional impact of jet condensation trails upon the
Earths Radiation budget on a phenomenological basis has been testet on a sample of
contrails selected from NOAA-AVHRR images.
It was found that observations in the Infrared bands are quite simple to interpret,
while in the visible bands even for such a simple approach diverse influences have
to be considered, like the background and the observational geometry to a very high
degree ! Though impacts from observation geometry may be overcome by rather simple
regression calculations, we first have to classify the background to our observed object.

7

Open Questions:
• How to classify the background in a fast way f
• How reliable is our estimation for the infrared channels of the AVHRR f
• How may we integrate our measurements to estimate the broad-band effect of a
contrail from our five narrow-band measurements ?
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The Model Evaluation of Subsonic Aircraft Effect on the Ozone and Radiative
Forcing
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Abstract. Two dimensional transient zonally averaged model was used for the evaluation of the effect of
subsonic aircraft exhausts upon the ozone, trace gases and radiation in the troposphere and lower stratosphere.
The mesoscale transformation of gas composition was included on the base of the box model simulations. It
has been found that the transformation of the exhausted gases in subgrid scale is able to influence the results of
the modeling. The radiative forcing caused by gas, sulfate aerosol, soot and contrails changes was estimated as
big as 0.12-0.15 W/m2 (0.08 W/m2 globally and annually averaged).
1. Introduction
The exhausts from aircraft engines may substantially influence tropospheric nitrogen budget and,
therefore, ozone and radiation fields in the troposphere [1,2]. One of the main factor of uncertainty is
the initial composition of the exhausted products to be introduced in the global model as an initial
perturbation.. Two dimensional transient zonally averaged model of radiation, dynamics and
photochemistry in the atmosphere has been used for the study of the model sensitivity to the
composition of initial perturbation caused by present day emissions of subsonic fleet. The changes of
gas species have been calculated for the cases with pure NOx release and with the initial gas
perturbations based on the results of mesoscale box model reported in [3],The radiation forcing from
such perturbation as well as from the changes of stratospheric sulfate aerosol, soot and contrails
formation have been also estimated with model simulations.
2. Description of the model
2-D transient zonally averaged model describes the radiation, dynamics, photochemistry processes
in the atmosphere and their interactions. The prognostic variables in the model are temperature,
zonal and meridional wind components, Kyy , concentrations of chemical species and radiative net
heating rates in the atmosphere. The model domain extends from 90°S to 90°N with 10° latitude step
and from surface to 66 km altitude with 2km vertical step. The time step is 2 hours for
photochemical and gas transport calculations, one day for the integration of the model dynamics
equations. The diurnal course of photolysis rates is recalculated every 7th model day.
The equations governing the dynamics of the model atmosphere express the principles of
conservation of mass, momentum, energy and also the ideal gas law. They have been used in a
spherical, log-pressure coordinate system according to quasi-geostrophic and hydrostatic
approximations. The system of equations is integrated in the stratosphere by the method used in [4],
The stratospheric temperature is obtained by the numerical solution of the thermodynamic prognostic
equation. Zonal winds are derived from the thermal wind relation. Residual mean meridional
circulation is computed as a solution of an elliptic partial differential diagnostic equation. The
relation for a wave driving is based on the gravity wave dissipation treatment by Rayleigh friction
and Rossby wave absorption parameterization by [5], The contribution of the convergence of the
eddy heat fluxes is parameterized in the terms of the gradient potential temperature and the mixing
coefficients Ka and Kyy. In the troposphere the temperature, humidity, wind components
distributions, cloud optical properties and surface albedo are prescribed on the base of observed data.
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The background values of Kyy and
are also prescribed in the whole atmosphere. In this study we
have used the well known temperature climatology [6], The water vapor mixing; ratio is also
specified in the troposphere.
The annual course of the vertical velocity component is specified at the atmospheric level 16 km
and the meridional tropospheric circulation has been obtained by linear interpolation from this level
to the ground. The values of vertical velocity at 16 km were taken from [7] with some modifications.
The zonal mean circulation in the troposphere was prescribed as in [7],
The heat transport equation is solved according to Prather's scheme [8] for the zonal mean
advection and to forward time central differencing scheme for the small and large-scale diffusion.
The elliptic equation for the components of the mean meridional circulation is solved by the
alternative direction method.
The chemical scheme of the model includes 37 gas species of oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine, hydrogen
and carbon groups as well as the products of methane oxidation. About 100 gas: phase and 5
heterogeneous reaction on PSC’s and sulfate particles were taken into account. The numerical
scheme is based on the implicit Newton-Raphson scheme. Kinetic rates were taken mainly from JPL94 publication.
In the radiation code the calculations of heating and cooling rates are carried out separately for
three spectral regions: UV and visible (0.17-0.75 pm), near infrared (0.75 - 4 pm) and infrared (> 4
pm). In the short-wave interval the Delta-Eddington approximation is used in 26 spectral
subintervals. Absorption and scattering of solar radiation by O3, H2O, CH4, N2O, NO2, aerosol,
clouds as well as reflection by the surface are included in the radiation code. In the infrared region,
which has been divided into 17 spectral subintervals, the absorption of radiation by O3, CO2, H2O,
CH4, N20, NO2, CF2C12, CFClg, by aerosol and clouds are accounted for. The Goody’s type
statistical band model was used for the parameterization of gas transmission function in the infrared
and near infrared spectral areas.
The model performance is illustrated by the results of numerical simulations for the 1990 year
boundary conditions. The calculated total ozone distribution is presented in Fig.l, and it gives the
most important information on model performance because the total ozone time-latitude distribution
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Fig.l Simulated total ozone (D. U.) latitude - time cross section for 1990 year condition.
depends on almost all processes included in the model. It follows from the comparison, that the
model reproduces the location of main utmost points in space and time. The lowest total ozone
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values (less than 260 D.U. ) take place in tropics and over the South Pole in October whereas the
maximum values ( about 460 D.U. ) occur over the North Pole in Febraary/March and over the
subpolar of the Southern hemisphere in September/October (about 380 D.U.).
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16.014.0
4 12'°"
1 10.0-
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4.02.0-

1.0 -60.0 -40.0 -20.0
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Fig. 2 Simulated total ozone (ppbv) latitude - altitude cross section for June.
Two local minima ( in March over the South Pole and in September over the North Pole) are also
in agreement with observations. However,, the intensity (about 220 D.U.) and duration of ozone
hole event are different from the observation data. It can be explained by poor model description of
PSC formation and early breaking of polar vortex in the model. The shape of the total ozone
distribution from February up to May over the North Hemisphere is also different from observational
data. Probably, it can be connected with highly parameterized representation of planetary wave
breaking processes, which play a significant role in the ozone transport from tropics to poleward
direction during winter and spring time.
It should be noted that the above model faults are typical for 2-D models and can be substantially
improved only in frame of 3-D models. The latitude - altitude cross sections of ozone and NOx
(NO+NOa) presented in Fig. 2,3 for June are in a relatively good agreement with observation data
and other model simulations.
3. Numerical simulations
To estimate the sensitivity of the model to the changes of the composition of initial gas
perturbation three model runs have been carried out. Control model run without aircraft emission
was described in previous section. Two steady-state 10 years simulations have been performed with
aircraft emission included according to NASA database. For the first run the emission consists of
90% NO and 10% NO2 according to the data published in [9,10]. For the second run the following
scenario have been adopted according to the mesoscale box-model calculations reported in [3]: NO 20%; NO2 - 25%; HNO3 - 40%; HO2NO2 - 15%. The last scenario reflects a fast transformation of
initial gas exhaust during the firs day after the emission. For the last simulations the changes in
sulfates aerosol, soot and contrails formation were taken into account according to the estimation
reported in [10]. These perturbations are listed in Tabl.1.
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Fig. 3 Simulated total NOx (pptv) latitude - altitude cross section for June.
The simulated changes of ozone are presented in the Fig. 4, 5. In case of pure NOx emissions
(Fig. 4) the ozone changes are located mainly in Northern Hemisphere(NH) with maximum values
around 7% in the upper troposphere (8-10 km) in narrow latitude belt 20° - 40° north. In the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) the ozone changes does not exceed 2%. The obtained results are in a
good agreement with the model estimations published in [1,2,9], In the case with transformed
emission (Fig. 5) the magnitude of the ozone changes decreases in the NH (up to 30%) and increases
in the SH up to 50%. It can be explained by enhanced transport of more conservative species toward
SH. The HNOs increase over the southern high latitudes leads to the enhancement of PSC formation
there and to the small decrease of ozone. Thus, as a result of the initial gas input changes the
sensitivity of the model decrease in the Northern hemisphere, but the effect become more extended in
space. The changes of NOx distribution (not shown here) reveal same features. The obtained NOx
changes in the NH decrease up to 30% but become large in SH with almost the same magnitude.
Calculated latitude - time cross section of tropopause radiative forcing (RF) caused by gas and
aerosol perturbation is presented in Fig. 6 for the pure NOx emissions. According to ozone changes
the maximum values of RF (0.12-0.14 W/m2) are located in the northern mid-latitude during the
summer. The globally and annually averaged value of RF is found to be equal 0.08 W/m2. The
magnitude of RF is at least two time larger than reported in [2], Because of the similar changes of
ozone presented here and published in [2] such substantial disagreement can be explained by
additional perturbation of CO2 and aerosol adopted in our model.
Table. 1 The perturbation caused by subsonicfleet emissions introduced in the model
Variable
Factor of changes
€02
+0.5%
+10%
Sulfate aerosol (SA)
Contrails
+0.4% of cirrus clouds
1% of background SA optical thickness
Soot
4. Conclusions
Two dimensional transient zonally averaged model was used for the evaluation of subsonic aircraft
emission impact upon the ozone, trace gases and radiation in the troposphere and lower stratosphere.
The performance of the proposed model is demonstrated by the successful comparison with observed
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distribution of species. The sensitivity of the model to the composition of initial gas perturbation was
studied. The results of simulations revealed that if the fast mesoscale transformation of the gas
emission is accounted for the sensitivity of the model decrease in the Northern Hemisphere up to
30% with almost the same increase in the Southern Hemisphere.
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o.o
2.0
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Latitude
Fig. 4 Simulated latitude - altitude cross section of ozone changes (%) for June in case ofpure
NOxperturbation.
Thus, the effect of aircraft emission becomes less but more extended in space and it should be
accounted in the global model. The radiative forcing caused by gas and aerosol perturbation was
estimated as big as 0.12 - 0.14 W/m2 in the summer of the Northern Hemisphere while its globally
and annually averaged value is equals to 0.08 W/m2.
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Fig. 5 Simulated latitude - altitude cross section of ozone changes (%) for June when the
mesoscale transformation ofinitial perturbation were taken into account.
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Fig. 6 Simulated latitude - time cross section of radiation forcing caused by the aircraft
emissions.
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Abstract. -We-haveTteveleped $ hybrid transport schemb/Consisting of thnsemiiLagransian scheme for
horizontal advection and the Prather scheme for vertical transport, which<ue- havemsed in^me University-of
lUinnic at TTrhaMn-frhamp»igtL^flFffP!'WiJ»- Atmrxaphftrir Chemical Transport^A^) model to calculate the
distributions of different chemical species. The performance of the new hybrid scheme has been evaluated
in comparison with other transport schemes on the basis of specially designed tests. The seasonal cycle of
the distribution of N20 simulated by the A€T model, as well as the dispersion of NO* exhausted from
subsonic aircraft, are in a good agreement with published data.
1. Introduction
------------------- --------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------y/^The^roblems of ozone depletion, climate change and atmospheric pollutic
on the processes of production, destruction and transport of chemicaljspeciei
importance in understand these problems via computer simulations byInatKernaticai models is me
accurate calculation of the 3-dimensional advective transport of the chemical species over the
globe. Here we present a hybrid transport scheme that is not only highly accurate, but is also
computationally efficient.

2. Description of the Hybrid Scheme
The hybrid scheme is a combination of the Prather scheme [1], which is used in the vertical
direction, and a semi-Lagrangian (SL) scheme, which is used for horizontal advection on a sphere
[2]. Both the Prather and SL schemes have properties that are desirable for numerical transport
of chemical species. The SL scheme is monotonic, has small numerical diffusion and small phase
error, is able to calculate the transport of species having large spatial gradients, and guarantees
the stability and accuracy for time steps larger than the CFL limit [3], In contrast, the Prather
scheme is strictly conservative, but guarantees stability only for time steps smaller than the CFL
limit.
The maximum stable time step (At) in a quasi-hydrostatic model using spherical coordinates
is generally determined by the minimum east-west grid distance nearest the poles. Accordingly, it
is generally possible to use a larger time step in the vertical direction than in the horizontal
direction. For example, in the UIUC atmospheric general circulation model having a 4°x5°
latitude-longitude resolution and a vertical resolution of about 2 km, the At for vertical transport
can exceed 10 times the At for horizontal transport. Accordingly, in the hybrid scheme we use
the Prather scheme for vertical transport and the SL scheme for horizontal transport. The use of
the SL scheme for the horizontal transport allows a significantly larger time step, and smaller
dependence on any increase of horizontal resolution, than would use of the Prather scheme.
Furthermore, use of the Prather scheme for transport in only a single direction (vertical) instead
of three reduces from 10 to 3 the number of moments that define the distribution of species in
each model box. Moreover, combination of the SL scheme with the Prather scheme yields a
significant economy in the transport calculation compared to using the Prather scheme alone, but
attains an accuracy higher than that of the semi-Lagrangian method scheme alone.
It is difficult to combine the Prather and SL schemes because of their inherent differences.
The SL scheme describes the transport of particles, hence it is used for the numerical solution of
the species continuity equation in advective form,
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where jj. is the species mixing ratio, X e (0, 2tu) is longitude; 0 &(-%/ 2,n/2) sis latitude;
z = Hlog(P0 /P) is altitude, with H the scale height, P the pressure and PQ =1013 mb; a is the
radius of the earth; P^ is the species source for the equation in advective form; L is a
parameter of the species sink; and U, V and W are the velocity components in the X, 9 and z
directions, respectively. In contrast, the Prather scheme is essentially an Euler scheme which is
applied to the species continuity equation in flux form,

where p= p0exp(-z/H) is density, with p0 a reference density at P0, and PDI is the species
source for the equation of flux (divergent) form.
Of course, both forms of the species continuity equation, Eqs. (1) and (2), are equivalent
when the law of mass conservation for the atmosphere is valid,

I^l^>+7^l<vec°s6>+l(wP>=° ■

(3)

Accordingly, to use the Prather scheme in the vertical direction and the SL scheme in the
horizontal direction we transform the last term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) to flux form by
adding to it the divergence of vertical atmospheric mass flux,
w&=i£(Ww)"p^
■

(4)

to obtain the form of the species continuity equation for the hybrid scheme,

St ' -acoS66X+VS + p£(WMP)-p^ =

+u-

= P-Lp

(5)

The hybrid scheme uses the splitting method [4] in three steps. First, the vertical transport by
the Prather scheme - the third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) - is calculated. Second, the
vertical divergence of the atmospheric mass flux - the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5)
- is evaluated by an implicit scheme. Third, the horizontal transport is calculated by the SL
scheme [2]. In this SL method we use Hermit’s cubic interpolation, with estimation of
derivatives by the Hyman method.
The general stability analysis of the splitting method shows that it is stable if its individual
steps are stable [4], Thus the hybrid scheme is conditionally stable. The stability condition is
that required by the Prather scheme to satisfy the CFL condition, WAt <Az, where Az is the
vertical resolution of the model. The order of accuracy for the hybrid scheme can be evaluated
from the orders of accuracy of its component schemes. The Prather scheme has third-order
accuracy in space and first-order accuracy in time [1], According to [3], the SL scheme with
cubic-spline interpolation also has third-order accuracy in space (estimation made for the 1-D
transport with constant speed) and first-order accuracy in time. Thus, the accuracy of hybrid
scheme can be estimated as 0(Ax3) in space and 0(At) in time.

3. Comparison of the Prather, SL and Hybrid schemes.
Rather than test the hybrid scheme in comparison with the Prather and SL schemes for an
idealized flow such as 2-D solid-body rotation on either a plane or sphere [2], we have developed
a new testing procedure and have applied it to the realistic problem of the 3-D steady-state global
distribution for a species having a tropospheric source. The new testing procedure consists of
four steps: (1) prescription of analytical expressions for the 3-D distributions of the wind field
and the concentration and sink of a chemical species; (2) determination of the consistent
analytical expression for the 3-D distribution of the source of the species from the species
continuity equation and the prescribed analytical expressions; (3) numerical simulation of the
species distribution for any particular transport scheme using the analytical expressions for the
wind and chemical sink and source; and (4) analysis of the accuracy and performance of the
numerical transport scheme, determined by comparing its numerical solution for the species
distribution with the analytical distribution.
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The results of numerical simulation for the Prather scheme show that its error relative to the
analytical solution is less than 1% almost everywhere in the model atmosphere.
Figure /(a-c) presents the ratio of the absolute value of the error, relative to the analytical
solution, of the numerical solutions for the SL and hybrid schemes to the corresponding error for
the Prather scheme. It is evident that, for the same timestep, the hybrid scheme is everywhere
more accurate than the SL scheme. The maximum ratio for the hybrid scheme is 3-4 in
comparison to 20-30 for the SL scheme. Furthermore, it is seen that the hybrid scheme is
superior to the SL scheme even when it has a threefold larger timestep.
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Fig. 1. - Ratio of the absolute value of the error of the numerical solution relative to the analytical
solution: (a) SL scheme to Prather scheme, timestep = 4 hours; (c) hybrid scheme to Prather scheme,
timestep = 4 hours; (b) hybrid scheme to Prather scheme, timestep - 12 hours.

Table 1 presents the accuracy of the Prather, SL and hybrid schemes relative to the analytical
solution in terms of their maximum positive error, maximum negative error, mean absolute error,
and total mass conservation error over the model atmosphere. Also presented for each scheme
are its timestep, the CPU time required on a DEC AXP 3000/600 (175 MHz) computer to
calculate the transport of 20 species for a day, and the operational memory (RAM) requires for
the 20 model species. It is evident from Table 1 that the Prather scheme has the highest accuracy
and that the accuracy of the hybrid scheme is superior to that of the LS scheme and is close to
that of the Prather scheme. Although the hybrid scheme requires 3 times more memory than the
SL scheme, this does not appear to be a serious constraint for contemporary computers.
Furthermore, although none of the schemes exactly conserve species mass, the hybrid scheme
performs nearly as well as the Prather scheme in mass conservation.
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4. Model simulation of NOx and N2O distributions
Of great interest is how well the hybrid transport scheme is able to reproduce the distribution
of different species under realistic atmospheric conditions. Accordingly, we have implemented
the hybrid sgjieige in the UIUC 3-D Atmospheric Chemical Transport (ACT) Model. The ACT
model has 4 x5 latitude-longitude resolution, 24-vertical layers from the surface to 1 mb, and
uses the daily-mean wind fields from the 24-layer UIUC 3-D atmospheric general circulation
model. To evaluate the performance of the hybrid transport scheme, the ACT model was used
without its chemical package.

Table 1. Comparison of the Prather, SL and hybrid transport schemes.
Quantity/Scheme

Prather

SL

Hybrid

Maximum positive error (%)

1.68

6.53

1.52

Maximum negative error (%)

0.41

0.27

2.51

Mean absolute error (%)

0.18

3.96

0.48

-0.01

1.72

0.09

Timestep (hr)

~1

~4

RAM for 20 species (Mb)*

40

4

12

CPU Time for 20 species for 1 day (s)*

770

84

84

Total mass conservation error (%)

* Estimated for the AXP 3000/600,175 MHz computer
For the simulation of the N2O distribution, the mixing ratio of N2O was prescribed from the
surface to 2 km height. The stratospheric chemical sink was parameterized by the very simple
formulae proposed for the comparison of 2-D and 3-D transport models [5], The ACT model
was run for 3 years and the distribution of N2O for the last year was analyzed.
Figure 2 displays the simulated zonally averaged monthly mean N2O mixing ratio for March
and September, and Fig. 3 shows the latitude-longitude cross section at 4 mb for March. These
results show that the hybrid scheme reproduces the principal features of the observed N2O
distribution reasonably well, including the displacement of the concentration peak toward the
summer hemisphere, the polar minimum connected with the downward motion in the high
latitudes, and some of the flattening of the zonal-mean distribution in the northern hemisphere
reported in [6]. The mixing zone in the tropigal upper stratosphere reported in [7] is also clearly
seen in Fig. 3 between the equator and 30-35 S.
For the simulation of the dispersion of NOx, the ACT model was run for three years with the
emissions of NOx by subsonic-aircraft prescribed on the basis of the NASA database. The
chemical sink of NOx was calculated according to the simple parameterization proposed in
Schumann [8] for the comparison of transport schemes for 3-D models, with the NOx half-life
taken as 10 days.
The January latitude-longitude cross section of NOx mixing ratio at 200 mb is shown in Fig.
4. The results of this simulation can be compared with those for other 3-D ACT models
published by Schumann [8]. The location of the maximum NOx mixing ratio simulated by our
model is in a good agreement with that simulated by all the other models because the NOx
distribution is mainly determined bvthe location of its source - the exhaust from aircraft in the
Atlantic flight corridor between 30°N and 60°N. The maximum mixing ratio simulated by our
model is about 70 pptv, which is slightly less than the mean value published by Schumann [8],
This occurs because the intensity of the NOx emission according to the NASA data is less than
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that of the emission used by Schumann [8], The location, shape and length of the region wherein
the NOx mixing ratio exceeds 40 pptv is comparable with these features simulated by most of the
other models. This agreement is the result of having the correct intensity of meridional
circulation in our atmospheric general circulation model and the correct treatment of advection
by the hybrid scheme.
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Fig. 2. - Simulated latitude-altitude cross section of N20 mixing ratio (ppbv) for March (right
panel) and September (left panel).
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Fig. 3. - Simulated latitude-longitude cross section of N2O mixing ratio (ppbv) at 4 mb for
March.
5. Conclusion
In this study we have presented a hybrid numerical scheme for the 3-D global advective
transport of chemical species. The hybrid scheme uses the Prather algorithm [1] for vertical
transport and the semi-Lagrangian method [2] for horizontal transport. With the help of a
specially developed test, a comparison is made among the hybrid, Prather and semi-Lagrangian
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schemes. This test uses analytic solutions, is easy to perform, and gives a more complete
evaluation of a numerical transport scheme for realistic atmospheric conditions, including large
spatial gradients developed by the sources of advective transport, than does a test based on
simulating solid-body fluid rotation.
According to this test, the accuracy of the hybrid scheme exceeds that of the semi-Lagrangian
scheme by a factor of 4-5 (Fig. 1, Table /). Also, the hybrid scheme is closer in accuracy to the
Prather scheme than is the semi-Lagrangian scheme, but requires 9 times less computer time
(Table 1) than the Prather scheme. Comparison with observational data and other models of the
seasonal variation ofN%0 mixing ratio and the dispersion of aircraft NOx emission simulated by
the UIUC 3-D ACT model demonstrates the reliability and performance of the hybrid scheme.
Accordingly, we conclude that the hybrid scheme is a suitable method to simulate the 3-D global
transport of non-conservative chemical species.

-160-140-100 -60 -SO SO 60
LONGITUDE

100 140 160

Fig. 4. - Simulated latitude-longitude cross section ofNOx mixing ratio (pptv) at 200 mb for January.
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Impact of Air Traffic on the Climate
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Abstract
Though emission from world-wide air traffic may seem to be relatively small in comparison to that from all
other anthropogenic sources, the deleterious effect on the climate of the gases and particles emitted by
planes is disproportionately large. It is thought that air traffic, working together with pollutants that have
already accumulated at critical heights, and depending on humidity and temperature, plays a decisive role
in helping to cause the changes, presented below, in global radiation, sunshine duration, rainfall and
maximum and minimum temperatures which are taking place.

1. Introduction
Climatic factors are growing more and more important, in a negative sense, where the national
economy is concerned. It is not only scientists who are observing, with continually growing
concern, the disappearance of the classical four seasons that are typical for our latitudes. The
normal progress of the seasons is being more and more disturbed by periods of unnatural heat or
cold that occur with great abruptness. The situation is being aggravated by a shifting of the rainy
seasons, changes in the amounts of daily rainfall, serious changes in the global radiation budget
and fewer hours of sunshine. All this is even more injurious because it is usually linked with the
presence of harmful substances in the air, the concentration of which is often above tolerable
levels. The events listed are, in their effect as a whole, the more damaging the more quickly they
follow one another . While anomalies or extremes of climate were at one time the exception, it
has become steadily clearer in recent years that the irregularities of climate which are so
extraordinarily unfavourable for vegetation - and in particular for agriculture (failed harvests) and for the health of human beings, are seeming to become the norm.

2. Base material
The "SIC" programme (an information system concerning climatic development) is a research
project sponsored by the Italian Ministry for Agriculture and Forests. It is PC-compatible and
enables the user to trace climatic events and their irregularity and to produce graphic images on
the monitor screen. Climatic data has been gathered from 27 Italian weather stations over the
period from 1951 to 1991 and evaluated. The decisive factor in the selection of the weather
stations was that those chosen had available large amounts of data concerned with global
radiation.
The Italian results are to a great extent also valid for central Europe and possibly for the whole of
the northern hemisphere that lies between 30° and 65° north and below heavily-used flight
corridors.
3. Problems
The debate about the climate is concerned in particular with the question as to whether air
pollution is leading to a global increase in temperature. Research results have proved that, above
all, C02 emission, ozone and water vapour lead to an increase in temperatures. Looking at the
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question of temperature increase as a whole, however, takes insufficient account of the fact that,
apart from the question of a global increase in temperature, short or long phases of zonal
temperature decrease are suddenly occurring with increasing frequency. [Stief]
An initial evaluation of the data bank is shown in the appended tables. The individual climate
parameters in many cases reveal trends that seem to be contradictory. There are strong grounds
for concluding that the meteorological phenomena, which seem to be of a completely different
nature, have a common cause, namely, the enrichment of the troposphere, the tropopause zone
and the lower stratosphere with gases and particles and with HjO, the significance of which
becomes increasingly greater above the upper troposphere. Responsible for this are the very
varied sources of emission near the ground; in the upper troposphere and beyond, however, and,
above all, at the altitudes of air traffic, it is the exhaust gases of aircraft that are responsible. Air
traffic has a very special significance since it is the only source of pollution that continuously
covers large areas of the upper troposphere, the tropopause and the lower stratosphere. These
zones react very sensitively to "injections" of gases, particles and water vapour. This is further
aggravated by the fact that every aeroplane at a high level acts as a "catalyst".
Particles of anthropogenic origin, which can carry condensation nuclei leading to cloud
formation, are either directly emitted or are formed, in the course of complicated physicalchemical processes, from nitric acid (HN03), sulphuric acid (H^SOJ, water (HgO) and soot, etc.
They increase the number and change the size of natural ice kernels and condensation nuclei
[Fabian, Schumann], They are not only able to change the character of natural clouds (amounts
and duration of rainfall, radiation charac-teristics) but they also lead with increasing frequency to
additional pollutant-affected cloud formation which are not easy to classify according to
meteorological criteria hitherto used. These additional clouds can often be visually recognised
because of their different colouring and their greater, optical density. It would be valuable to take
air samples from those additional clouds that are clearly recognisable as clouds formed by
harmful substances.
Contrails are visible plumes of aircraft exhaust fumes. On some days in the year, a dense network
of contrails remains clearly visible in the sky for protracted periods. Satellite pictures taken on
these days assist in becoming aware of the extent to which the whole of the air space over Europe
( and over other regions of the Earth where there is heavy air traffic) is adversely affected "hazed"
by aircraft emission every day.
The exhaust fumes emitted by aircraft do not, however, always manifest themselves as visible
contrails. The widespread "blanket" of harmful substances is renewed every day. The emitted

substances accumulate, particularly in the tropopause, where there is a kind of permanent
inversion, and above; under certain conditions in the upper troposphere, too (e g. in high pressure
zones and where there are stagnating masses of air; also in "mixed" situations). Even when this
emission, usually in the early stages, is not easy to see, it has a clearly recognisable influence on all
meteorological processes. When the sun is shining, concentrated layers of photo-chemical smog
with a high proportion of soot form at the various levels of the flight corridors.
This can lead, among other things, to an increase in the temperature of the emission-loaded layers.
For this reason alone, a very critical view should already be taken of air traffic in the lower strato
sphere. It would be irresponsible to increase its occurrence there since an increase in temperature
and cloud formation in these layers could lead to a lowering of temperature at ground level. In
addition to this, the condensation nuclei potential of these layers (e g. when thunderstorms occur)
is "available" for cloud formation, i.e. it is carried to and becomes involved in the meteorological
events taking place in the troposphere. This happens when heavily polluted, relatively humid air
above heated surfaces rises to great heights and is added to the layer of harmful substances
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emitted by aircraft which has already accumulated there. This can spark off spontaneous
saturation processes, with the formation of large ice particles. This could be one of the causes of
the ever more frequent hailstorms and cloudbursts (up to 600 mm per day). It would become
dangerous if the humidity in the normally very dry layers were to increase (e g. as the result of a
big volcanic eruption). This could set off a spontaneous condensation process covering a large
area and the enlarged layers of stratospheric cloud could lead to a long-term, drastic cooling of
the ground underneath. This would be comparable to the "nuclear winter" effect.
On over 60% of all the days on which visible contrails form, clouds are formed below their level
during the course of the day. For the additional cloudformation caused by air traffic, however,
it is not important whether visible contrails are formed by the emission of aircraft exhaustfumes.
By far the largest part of the additional cloud caused by air traffic in conjunction with other
pollutants already in the atmosphere is formed without this initial phase that the layman can easily
recognise. What is decisive is that C02, NOx, H^O, CO, S02 ,HC and soot particles, etc. in
damaging quantities are released into the critical layers referred to. Strong winds in the upper
troposphere can thin out these layers or cany them away and this can lead to a temporary
improvement of the situation. Where there is a high concentration of these pollutants this leads,
depending on the meteorological situation in each case, on the surrounding temperature and
relative humidity and on the height of the sun above the horizon, to very differing phenomena:
- flat, dense layers of photo-chemical or condensed smog
- additional cirrus, cirro-cumulus and cirrostratus clouds
- additional altocumulus and altostratus clouds
- additional nimbostratus clouds
- "islands" of clouds of harmful substances, flat, from grey-brown to anthracite in colour,
transparent or opaque, mostly without sharp contours.
The once so typical, stable, good weather associated with high pressure situations is seriously
affected by these phenomena with increasing frequency. Because of the absence of air movement,
which encourages the accumulation of harmful substances, many periods of high pressure are
spoilt by grey skies, untypically low temperatures and even "artificial" rain. At holiday times,
when the number of week-end flights drastically increases, such conditions have become the
norm, as if the air masses have been given such a dosage of condensation nuclei that spontaneous
rainfall occurs.
The cloud formations, in part "artificial" caused by air pollution, change the meteorological
parameters decisively.
Their varying forms, however, are determined by the particular
meteorological conditions in each case. In order to calculate the amount of additional cloud
caused by air traffic it is insufficient, for the reasons given above, to estimate only the amount of
cloud caused by visible contrails.
4. Results
That air pollution already has a very marked effect on meteorological events can be confirmed by
the analysis of climate data. The SIC programme (Sistema Informative sull'andamento del Clima)
was developed at the request of the Italian Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. The first version
of this programme, which can be run on any PC, enables the user to call up climate data for 27
Italian weather stations, in the form of diagrams and graphs, covering the period 1951 to 1991 .
With this programme, the user can trace and graphically represent climatic events and their
irregularities in a variety of ways.
A first evaluation of the data bank led to the results shown in the tables to the side. The
individual climate parameters indicate trends that often seem to be conflicting. The supposition
immediately presents itself that meteorological phenomena which seem to be of a completely
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different nature have a common cause: the enrichment of the lower and upper atmosphere with
condensation nuclei, ice kernels and ice particles, principally from aircraft and cars.
Unusual climatic events usually have a negative effect on vegetation as a whole and, as a
consequence, affect economic equilibrium adversely. This applies to the abrupt onset of unusually
high or low temperatures (heat or cold "shocks"), persisting periods of untypically low
temperatures, long hot spells, rainfall that continues for too long, heavy rainfall or long periods of
aridity that are untypical for a particular time of year. All these events are even more harmful
because they are usually coupled with the presence of pollutants in the atmosphere, the
concentration of which often exceeds tolerable levels. The combined effect of all the events listed
is all the more harmful in proportion to the rapidity with which the separate events follow one
another. The damage to the economy where agriculture, forestry, tourism, health care, the
building trade, transport, the preservation of monuments are concerned and the damage caused by
natural catastrophes have now passed beyond the limit of what the economy can bear. It is
urgently necessary that everything possible is done to change this situation.

4.1 Hours of sunshine
Of the 22 weather stations the data from which has been evaluated, 18 reveal a reduction - 11, in
fact, a significant reduction - in the amount of sunshine. As one can see from the tables, the
greatest reduction is to be seen in the period May to September, months which are decisive where
plant growth is concerned.
The greatest reduction, 7% per decade, has been measured in Bolzano. If this trend continues
unchanged, by 2000, Bolzano will have about 610 hours less sunshine than in 1961, amounting to
about 1.7 hours less sunshine per day. The figures for sunshine duration alone, however, tells us
nothing about the intensity of the sunshine which reaches the Earth's surface. Even if the sun
shines for a comparable length of time, air pollution has the effect of worsening the quality of the
sunshine. Reductions of the order of 12% in 30 years can have a negative effect on all
photosynthetic processes and on health.
A study by G.R. Weber of the duration of sunshine in the FRG indicates the same trend. Weber
established that there was a reduction in the annual duration of sunshine between 1951 and 1987
at all 54 weather stations that were included in the study. At some stations, the recorded loss was
more than 300 hours (18%).

4.2 Global solar radiation
Of the 27 stations, 21 indicate a downward trend. The reduction is significant in 7 cases. This
alarming drop is found at all latitudes throughout Italy. The greatest reduction radiation, as with
the duration of sunshine, is to be seen in the period May to September, months which are
decisive where plant growth and ripening is concerned.
The supposition that a reduction in global radiation is always coupled with a reduction in the
duration of sunshine cannot be confirmed without reservation. While it applies to most stations,
the Milan and Crotone stations report a reduction in global radiation despite a slight increase in
the duration of sunshine.
The greatest reduction (25% in 27 years) has been measured in Venice. Thus, Venice showed, at
the end of the data list made available, the same level of radiation for 1987 as the
Hohenpeissenberg (Bavaria) station. In 1959, the values for Venice were far in excess of those
for Hohenpeissenberg:
Venice

Hohenpeissenberg

1959

538 000 J/cm2

454 000 J/cm^

1959

1987

414 000 j/cm2

414 000 J/cm^

1987
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Here are some fundamental reflections that these figures provoke:
Fluctuations in atmospheric micro-contaminants such as gases, aerosol and particles, which are
carried into the atmosphere by volcanic eruptions and/or, directly or indirectly, as a result of
human activity, can influence the processes by which the penetration of global radiation through
the atmosphere is regulated. Changes in the energy budget of our planet and the chemical
composition of its atmosphere can very quickly lead to changes in the delicate balance of the
climatic system and to far-reaching changes in the basic preconditions for all vital processes.

4.3 Precipitation
There has been no significant change in the total yearly amount of precipitation registered at
most of the stations. On the other hand, there has been considerable change in the distribution of
periods of rainfall throughout the year and an increase in bursts of heavy rainfall. It is almost
always the latter which determine the trend.
The tables showing precipitation of over 100 mm/d enables us to recognise that these violent
events, as recorded at many stations, have taken place during the last 30 years with continually
increasing frequency and increasing intensity. A large part of the rainfall also occurs outside the
classic rainy seasons. The concentration of rainfall is provoking ever more frequent floods
throughout Europe and, absurd though it seems, is increasing the problem of soil aridity,
particularly in the Mediterranean area. Whereas water has time to seep through to the deeper
earth layers when rainfall is "normal" and evenly distributed, with periods of heavy rain it flows
away on the surface and quickly reaches the sea.
One cause of the ever more frequent bursts of heavy rain and the shifting of the rainy seasons
could be the enrichment of the upper air with aerosols, ice kernels, ice particles and water vapour.
A warming of the air between about 4 and 13 km high, which is caused by air pollution, can, over
a longer period of time, hinder a condensation process and thus prevent the formation of clouds despite an excess of condensation kernels. When a state of super-saturation is reached and cold
moist is drawn to the area in question, unusually heavy rainfall or some other violent climatic
event is the result.

4.4Temperatures
The data show that the theory of global temperature increase is not reconcilable with "Italian
reality".

Maximum temperatures
The records of the majority of mainland stations show a marked fall in temperatures for the
months of April, May, June and November. The last column of each table of temperature trends
shows the mean values for the period April till June and not, as is the case with global radiation,
from March to October. The almost continuously high temperatures in July and August would
distort the trend figures and would lead to a failure to recognise the reality of the situation in
spring, a situation that is now critical for agriculture. Depending on the height of the sun (i.e. the
time of year) and also on the varying meteorological conditions, the air pollution that is found in
the various atmospheric layers has very conflicting effects: at certain times of the year it leads to
abnormal cooling and at others to an unnatural increase in temperature. The drop in temperature
that has been recorded for the months of April, May, June and November has already led to heavy
losses in agriculture in recent years (field crops, citrus fruit, wine, olives). Cold has also damaged
agriculture in countries outside Europe, for example in Brazil, where twice in the last three years
a large part of the Brazilian coffee harvest has been destroyed by cold.

Minimum temperatures
Almost exactly the same applies to minimum temperatures: a drop in temperature during the
months of April, May, June and November recorded at almost all mainland stations, as well as at
Alghero and Cagliari; temperature increases have been recorded at almost all stations, above all
in the months of July and August.
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LONGWAVE ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION AS A POSSIBLE
INDICATOR OF THE AVIATION IMPACT
N.A.Zaitseva, Central Aerological Observatory of the Russian Federal Service for
Hydrometeorology and Environmental Monitoring, Dolgoprudny of Moscow Region, 141700,
Russia

Radiative regime plays a very important role in the formation of the thermal regime in
the free atmosphere where aircraft routes go. As far as Aircraft emissions obviously changf#*^
composition of the atmospheric air they should be sensed bv radiation'parameters, such as
downward (in first turn) and upward long-wave-fluxes. Basing on the well-known fact that the
^^pgav'eTEWjradlafton’fluxesyorm the atmosphere temperatures,It might be supposed that
me^ccuratelheasurements of tfaawfteeses in regions of crowded aircraft^routes
time outside these regions, could detect theTnfluenceT
"
*
Studiesof the atmosphere radiativeregime usually attracts large attention of specialists in
different fields because the energetics of the atmosphere is one of major meteorological
problems. Statistical data on the radiative fluxes in the atmosphere and their parameterized
relations are widely used in the cloud physics, theory of the weather modification, numerical
modelling of the atmospheric circulation and global climate as well as in hydrology,
meteorology, building problems and other branches of the human activity. The most complicated
problem of numerical modelling is account of the non-adiabacy of the atmospheric processes,
and successful solution of this problem is retarded by the extreme complication of the processes
of radiation transfer in the free atmosphere and its interaction with clouds, aerosol and other
atmospheric substances.
While the main part of the short-wave radiation coming from the Sun is transformed at
the dividing boundaries of the environment (atmosphere-underlying surface, cloud boundaries),
Main transformation of the long-wave radiation (LWR) proceeds in the troposphere which both,
aEsdfbes and irradiates theTWR.ThffTslEeTnosT powerful racTtmoftheTieat loss Bylfiesystem
7fEartIvAtmospEere" as well as one of most important one of the energy re-distribution in the
atmosphere and precisely the LWR transfer is the major reason of the atmospheric processes
non-adiabacy. So far, calculations of the LWR fluxes are rather satisfactory only for cloudsless
conditions or for cases with very extended Stratus clouds. In this connection, the empirical data
of different measurements obtained under different weather conditions prctically all over the
globe are of great interest [1]. We should add to the above that "in situ" measurements of the
LWR fluxes in the upper atmospheric levels could be detector of the long-term changes of the
atmospheric air composition.
Absence of simplified methods of calculations and strong need to have observational data
stimulated researchers to develop different instruments to measure the LWR fluxes. To lift LWR
sensors in te atmosphere actually all available platforms may be used: manned and automatical
balloons , aircrafts and radiosondes. But, while designing an instrument it should be taken into
careful consideration that measuring of the heat radiation is very complicated task, first of all,
due to the "noise" irradiance from all around (sensor carrier different parts), then it is rather
difficult to consider and calculate the heat exchange inside a sensor, practically impossible to
measure correctly LWR on the background of the short-wave radiation fluxes during a day time,
etc. [2, 3, 4]. Manned balloon, in principle, alloz using on its board the standard ground
instruments, such as pyrgeometer and balancemeter. The seria of the unique observations from
board of a manned balloons in the troposphere was conducted at the middle Russia by specialists
of the Central Aerological Observatory after the Second World War [5], The moving air
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transformation was studied in these flights and first strict indications on the significant role of
the LWR fluxes was emphasized. Wide balloon observations at night time were made in 19521954 by V.I.Shlyakhov [2] aime at study of vertical LWR fluxes and net radiation regularities.
Role of the dust in free atmosphere was first time shown. Flights of manned balloons are limited
by heights of 7-8 km and so do not allow to reach higher levels in the atmosphere. The same
difficulty is met when aircraft platform is used for similar measurements. Efforts to install
complicated spectral radiation equipment on board of automatical high-level balloon were
undertaken [6, 7], but they are also rather complicated and expensive therefore can not be used
for monitoring purpose^/
*'
/f
The only rnaSs method of the LWR measurements in the free atmosphere became the
radiome^sagdetti»ie |4,~K~n97~~TtTlhe^brmefnTS"gRrthe fadiometersondeTwas succesfully
developedm 1961 [4], and already'siUCel 963 the special radiometerfounding network started to
fnakenegdaryE^ervations over the USSR territory [10]. It should Be emphasized that the mass
radionretei sonde'Otlservafibnswere made only lhTKis country although similar observations were
made occasionally in the USA, Germany, Japan and India. In some years the USSR network
consisted of 15 stations, the observations were also made from boards of many research ships
over oceans (Pacific, Atlantic, Indian) and in the Antarctic. These observations were conducted
only at night time because all sensors of the above mentioned radiometersondes could measure
LWR fluxes only under full absence of the solar radiation.
Analysis of climatic characteristics of the LWR radiation fluxes had been done in the
Central Aerological Observatory and the results were reported and published so we do not
describe them here. But the fact of father small spatial variations of the downward LWR
(DLWR) flux was observed at the analysis and it indication rather" high homogeneity of the
atmosphere~ct)mposilibh~brrthe high levels over diffrerent regions. At the same time,,Analysis of
the seasonarvariations~of the downward LWR has revealed that over some stations it has the
opposite conrse~gfchanges from summer to winter and it is mainly observed at rather high levels:
(50o0TTPaj. In the strSosphereoveTsuch stations summer values of the DLWR are less than
winter ones that means there are negative diffreneces "summer minus winter". Analysis has
shown that it was caused by that the optical ozone mass in summer over many regions of the
Northern hemisphere is less than in winter due to atmospheric circulation (for example, the wellknown fact for Russian Far-East regions). We believe that if the radiometersonde method is able
to sense and detect differences caused by the ozone variations, it could be possible also to detect
by means of regular accurate measurements of the LW fluxes in the high levels possible trends
due to influence of the aircraft emissions. The method accuracy was proved by the
radiometersonde intercomparison [9] as well as by comparison with other data, and with
satellites also.
At this time radiometesounding is not carried out any more but if a necessity to organize
rather simple system of a regular monitoring of the LW radiation variations over the most
intensive aircraft routes and at the same time over territories which are outside the last ones it
could be good tool to reveal a global influence of the aviation impact upon the atmosphere.
There is considerable Internationa activity in the development of numerical models for different
purposes to detect the climate changes due to different resons but we strongly believe that direct
"in situ" measurements by rather simple and cheap method also could play important role in the
long-term monitoring of the atmosphere state.
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Model estimate of NOx production during the cooling of a lightning flash
R. Berton
ONERA, 8 rue des Vertugadins, F-92190 Meudon

Abstract
Since discrepancies of two orders of magnitude are detected in current estimations, the
question of NOx production by lightning has been addressed, and a new theoretical estimate is
proposed. Wi^-model deals with a unit length of an evanescent cooling branch of lightning
supposed to be cylindrical and axisymmetrical, 1 mm in radius. The kinetics of five chemical
species (N, O, N2, Oz, NO) has been coupled to the full set of hydrodynamic equations expressing
the conservation of momentum and energy together with an equation of state. This highly nor£
linear system is completed by suitable boundary conditions in subsonic regime and then timeintegrated by finite differences. It appears that the amount of NO produced in a cross section of
channel reaches a maximum at 4,6.10"7 mol/m after 50 |is cooling. At that moment the average
temperature is about 3000 K, at which NO is most easily formed. The net yield of NO is found to
be 1016 molecules per Joule, which is one order of magnitude smaller than other theoretical results.
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1. State of the problem
The equivalent amount of NOx produced by airplanes every year may reach between 0.4
and 0.9 Mt N (subsonic) and 0.1 Mt N (supersonic), while between 1 and 300 Mt N/year are
possibly formed in storms by lightning (Liaw, Sisterson & Miller, 1992). Thus the airplane yield is
known to within a factor two, whereas the production by lightning (either observational or
theoretical) shows discrepancies of two orders of magnitude, which is hardly reliable. The shock
wave of the return stroke, which delivers much energy, is often thought of as the main responsible,
though it keeps a very high temperature throughout (Chameides, 1979 ; Goldenbaum & Dickerson,
1993). That is why we address the question again, by focussing on the cooling phase of one among
many of the evanescent branches.

2. Model
Our model deals with a unit length of a cylindrical channel assumed axisymmetrical, 1 mm
in radius. Five chemical species (N, O, N2, 02, NO) have been considered to react with each other
according to 16 chemical reactions. Their kinetics is coupled to the full set of hydrodynamic
equations expressing the conservation of momentum and energy together with an equation of state.
This highly non linear system is completed by suitable boundary conditions in subsonic regime and
then time-integrated by finite differences with Euler explicit schemes for the dynamical part and
Gear's method for the chemical part. The initial temperature is gaussian with a maximum (10000K)
on the symmetry axis, the initial pressure is uniform (1 atm) and the chemical concentrations have
been taken to be the equilibrium values at the corresponding local temperature.

3. Results
It appears that the instantaneous amount of NO produced in a cross section of channel
reaches a maximum at 4,6.10"7 mol/m after 50 (is cooling. At that time the average temperature is
about 3000 K, at which NO is most easily formed. This cooling timescale is quite consistent with
the theoretical value obtained from the ratio of the characteristic diameter squared to the thermal
diffusivity. The evolution of radial profiles, not displayed here (Berton, 1996) show that a plateau
in the pression profile develops with a sharp front at the characteristic radius of the channel (1 mm)
and that NO is produced with a maximum at the same place. The net yield of NO is found to be

1016 molecules per Joule, which is one order of magnitude smaller than other theoretical results,
because of the difference in diameter (two orders of magnitude). In any case, the NO produced in
the channel at some time disappears later simply because the local temperature goes down back to
the ambient conditions, in which the proportion of NO at equilibrium is negligible.
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4. Conclusion and extensions
Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that the total production due to one lightning flash
depends on the channel length, which may be larger than that of the main stroke linking cloud to
ground. More generally, even if our estimate is lower than others (Goldenbaum & Dickerson, 1993),
it should be emphasized that the net quantity of NO produced by soft mechanisms may be larger
than that produced by more drastic processes such as shock waves in the case the former take place

in a bigger volume than the latter.
The effect of radiative transfer has been shown to speed up the cooling and consequently to
make the formation of NO quicker, with a slight decrease of the produced amount, but this does not
affect significantly our conclusion.
There remains other relevant effects to be included in the model, either physical : turbulent
transport, differential velocities, or chemical : others species, electrons, ions, heterogeneous
reactions, photodissociations. Of course, the decrease of NO amount when the situation goes back
to the ambient should be circumvented by taking into account transport mechanisms (convection,
scavenging) that could remove NO before it dissociates.
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Figure 1

Time evolution of physical parameters : temperature (a), total pressure (b), density
(c), radial velocity (d)
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Figure 2

Time evolution of NO amount (a) and thermal energy consumption (b) in a cylinder
of unit length
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